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Abstract 

' n i e  Holy Reich": Relig-ious Dimensions of Nazi Ideology, 19 19- 1945 

Richard S teigrnann-Gall 

This dissertation explores the religious views of the leadership of the Nazi movernent. It 

combines archival source materials with theones of ideology and secularization to evaluate the 

ways in which members of the Nazi elite inscribed their movement with religious meaning. This 

study demonstrates that many leading Nazis, contrary to the scholarly consensus, considered 

themselves Christian or understood their movement within a Christian fkame of reference. Often 

employing the concept of "positive Christianity," these Nazis suggested that the contours of their 

ideology were predicated on a Christian understanding of Germany's ills and their cure. A 

prograrn usually regarded as secular in conception - the creation of a cross-class 'peoples' 

cornmunity" embracing antisemitisrn, anti-marxism and anti-liberalism - was for these Nazis 

understood in explicitly Christian terms. Far f?om viewing their movement as a substitute 

religion, positive Christians believed they were defending a faith menaced by the forces of moral 

and physical degeneracy. 

This study also unveils a struggle over religious identities in the movement. In this 

contest, "positive Christians" waged a struggle against the party's "paganists." The paganists 

were determined to create a new religion that would move its spiritual center f?om Jenisalem or 

Rome to Germany, and would introduce new objects of worship to the Volk. However, even as 

these paganists professed a rejection of Christianity and its dogmas, they esteemed Jesus as 

someone whose personal "struggle" against the Jews sewed as inspiration for their own struggle. 

Paganists cast Luther as both a great national hero and religious reformer, whose struggle against 

Rome inspired their religious battles. Convinced that they had successfully outlined a new 

religious belief system, paganists fkequently salvaged key aspects of Christian belief for their 

new, un-Christian faith. 
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Lastly, this dissertation examines key social and political dimensions of Christianity in 

Germany between 19 19 and 1945. It maps out the rise of a particular variety of religion, 

"positive Christianity," and its dissipation. It reveals the contested nature of retigious rneaning in 

Nazisrn - a contest that spanned nearly the entire period of the party's history - and reveals 

how this infiuenced larger contests within the rnovement about ideology. It demonstrates that 

while the Nazi party as a whole becarne increasingly hostile to church institutions, this hostility 

was not always synonymous with an attack on Christianity. 
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1 6GThe Death of God": Rethinking Some Debates 

Nazism owes nothing to any part of the Western tradition, be it 
Gerrnan or noi, Catholic or Protestant, Christi an.... - Hannah 
Arendt1 

We will not ... be capable of 'thinking the Shoah,' albeit 
inadequately, if we divorce its genesis and its radical enormity 
fiom theological origins. - George Steinei 

The 450th anniversary of Luther's birth fell only a few rnonths after the Nazi seinire of power in 

1933. The celebrations were conducted on a grand scale, on behalf of both the Protestant 

churches and the Nazi party. One particular celebration took place in Konigsberg, the provincial 

capital of East Prussia. Present for this event were the region's two highest representatives of the 

sacred and the secular: Landesbischof Friedrich Kessel and Gauleiter Erich Koch. Kessel was 

prominent in the Protestant church struggle, on the pro-Nazi "Gexman Christian" side.' Koch 

spoke on the propitious circumstances surrounding Luther's birthday. He implied that the Nazi 

seizure of power was an act of divine wiil, since it so closely preceded this speciai anniversary. 

He explicitly compared Hitler and Luther, claiming that both struggled in the name of belief, that 

both had the love and support of the German nation, and that the Nazis fought with Luther's 

spirit." Given the occasion, one rnight consider such a speech to be entirely predictabie, 

especially since Nazis were eager to elicit support fiom a very sizable church-going population 

in Germany. One might therefore disregard the speech as mere propaganda. 

We might pay this occasion no M e r  attention were it not for one important fact: in 

' "Approaches to the German Problem," Partisan Review 12 (Winter 1945), 96. 

"Through that Glass Darkly," reprinted in No Passion Spent: Essays 1978-1996 (London, 1 W6), 336. 

Klaus SchoIder, The Churches and the Tliird Reich, 2 vols. (London, 1987-881, 1: 213. 

4 "Luther-Kundgebung im SchloBhof," Kmigsberg-Hartungsche Zeirzmng, 20/11/33 (in Bundesarchiv Potsdam 
Pereafter BAP] R5 10 1/23 189/83). 



addition to being Gauleiter of East Pmssia, Koch was also the elected president of the provincial 

Protestant church synod. Such a position conlïrmed one's credentials as a good Christian as 

much as Koch's record in the NSDAP confimed his Nazism. Yet a question arises: might an 

exploration of Koch7 s church career reveal part of a larger Nazi "fi& colurnn7' against the 

clerical establishment, an infiltration of Christian institutions in order to destroy them fiom 

within? On the same occasion, Koch made clear his preference for the Geman Christians, a 

group long considered an offshoot of the Nazi party who were intent on suffusing Protestant 

Christianity with the anti-Christian tenets of its parent movernent. Kowever, church historians 

regard Koch as a bonafide Christian who had attained his position through a genuine 

cornmitment to Protestantisrn and its institutions. As the leading historian of the churches in the 

Third Reich put it: "Koch wâs undoubtedly expressing his own views when he said: 'Outwardly, 

much has changed. But in our church the Word of Christ according to the doctrine of Luther 

remains. ... Righteousness, tmth and love should guide us here, not merely at the level of charity 

but also in the joyfûl and active struggles for our Evangelical confession of faith'."' 

Contemporaries of Koch as well as historians drew similar conclusions regarding the sincerity of 

his Christian feelings. According to a prominent Konigsberg theologian and leader of the East 

Prussian Confessing Church, Koch spoke "with the deepest understanding of our church": he 

consistently dealt with "the central themes of Chri~tianjty."~ 

By the end of the war, Koch had gained tremendous notoriety as the Reich Commissar of 

Ukraine, where he established his credentials as a brutal, ruthless Nazi of the first order, hdeed, 

he personified Nazi barbarity in the east, playing a leading role in the murder of thousands of 

Jews and partisans, their deportation to camps, the destruction of their villages, and the virtual 

- 

5 SchoIder, Churches, 1: 467. 

6 Quoted in ibid. 



enslavement of the remaining Slavic population.' By then he was no longer president of his 

provincial church synod: in fact he had officially resigned his church membership by 1943. 

Nonetheless, in his post-war testimony, taken by a public prosecutor in Bielefeld in 1949, Koch 

would insist: "1 held the view that the Nazi idea had to develop from a basic Prussian-Protestant 

attitude [Grundhnltung] and fiom Luther's unfinished Reformation."' 

In a movernent like Nazism, with hundreds of thousands of members and even more 

supporters, it may not be especially shockuig to discover the occasional isoIated individual who 

could embrace two ideological systems long supposed to be polar opposites. Anomalous 

situations are found in al1 political movements. It is one thing for such isolated individuals to 

exist; it is quite another, however, for thern reach a position of power and dominance within their 

milieu, indeed to achieve elite status in that milieu. Such was the case with Koch, whose well- 

known identity as a Christian in no way hindered his career as a Nazi. Indeed, Koch grew more 

powerful as German society becarne more nazified. And so the questions multiply: was Koch an 

exception? Did other Nazis explain their allegiance and conceive of their goals in specifically 

Christian tems? And if so, what might this Say about the nature of Nazism itself, a movement 

long believed to be either unrelated to Christianity, or as anti-Christian as it was antisemitic or 

anticommunist? 

Nearly al1 aspects of Nazism have corne under revisionist scnitiny in the last twenty years. 

Paradigm shifts repeatedly challenge our understanding of its nature. Debates persist as to 

whether Nazism was modem or anti-modem, progressive or reactionary, capitalist or socialist, 

' The magnitude of Koch's brutality is detailed in Alexander Daliin, Gennan Rule in Russiu: A Study of 
Occupation Policies (New York, 1957); Gerafd Fleming, Hitler and the Final Solution (Berkeley, l984), 120-34, 

Institut f5ir Zeitgeschichte (hereafter IfZ) MC 1 (15 July 1949). 



middle-class or cross-class. Even the centrality of antisemitism to the movement has been 

questioned. However, one important aspect of our understanding of Nazism and its ideology has 

remained uncontested: the beiief that, by definition, Nazism was unrelated or indeed hostile to 

Christianity. In this study, I reconsider the nature of this relationship. Through an examination 

of the religious views of the Nazi party elite, including those cornmonly referred to as "pagans," 

1 advance the proposition that the Nazi movernent and its ideology contained a strong Christian 

dimension. This study examines the ways in which many party members drew on certain 

Chnstian traditions, as cultural producers of meanings and values, to articulate their vision of 

Nazism. Taking issue with the prevailing consensus that this was solely a political strategy, I 

demonstrate that many leading Nazis considered themselves Christian (among other things) and 

understood their movement (arnong other ways) within a Christian frame of reference. This 

study also unveils a struggle over religious meanings in the movement that was part of a larger 

debate about Nazi ideology itself. 

Nazism and church histories 

Current scholarship on this question is almost nonexistent. There is, of course, an immense 

literature on the churches in Nazi Germany, which touches on this issue peripherally by 

examining clerical views of Nazism. Early works on church and state in this penod, while 

generally painting a picture of ecclesiastical resistance to the "paganism" and anticlencalism of 

the movement, parenthetically drew a picture of nearly unqualified Nazi opposition to Christian 

institutions and, by association, to Christian tea~hings.~ Such a view was in part a result of the 

- 

9 The most prominent works in this vein are John Conway, The Nazi Persecution of the Churches (London, 
1968) and Hans Buchheim, Glaubenskrise im Dritten Reich: Drei Kupitel nationalsozialishscher Religionspolitik 
(Stuttgart, 1953). 



war: the histories of the churches during the Third Reich tended to emphasize those clergymen 

who opposed the Nazi regime. The flood of books on the Confessing Church (Bekennende 

Kirche) led to the impression that the position of the churches (and their ideologies) toward the 

Nazi state was one of resistance or oppo~ition.'~ This view was reinforced by the dominance of 

totalitarianism theory in the irnmediate post-war penod. With the suggestion that Nazism was 

totalitarian - that it made a "total claim" on the society it ruled and forbade "institutional space 

for any alternative7"' - church histones presented a picture of Christian resistance by virtue of 

simple existence. In fact, among the strongest supporters of totalitarianism theory were church 

historians, who saw in this theory an explanation for the general lack of resistance by the 

churches regarding Nazi activity outside the direct sphere of the church. Kiaus Scholder, the 

dean of German church hiçtorians, makes this argument plainly: "[Tlhe church struggle was 

exclusively concemed with the confession and church order. The Confessing Church had never 

left any doubt that otherwise it had [sic] unconditional political loyalty to Führer and Reich." 

Yet Scholder goes on to state that "the church cuuld not have attacked National Socialism as a 

religion more effectively .... [Tlhe struggle for the fieedom and purity of the proclamation of the 

gospel was at the sarne time a political battle against the forces which supponed National 

Socialist rule."" The use of totalitarianism theory also rneant that church histones eschewed any 

ideological cornparison of Nazism and elements of Christian thought. By definition 

totalitarianism theory looks to style instead of substance, to the form of Nazism rather than its 

social basis or ideological content. 

Io Besides the works cited above, there is Hubert Locke (ed.), The Church Confiants the Nazis: Barmen then and 
now (New York, 1984) and more recenîiy Theodore Thomas, Women Against Hitler: Christian Resistance in the 
nird Reich (Westport CT, 1995). 

I I  Ian Kershaw, "Totalitarianisrn Revisited: Nazisrn and Stalinism in Comparative Perspective," Tel Aviver 
Jahrbuchfür deutsche Geschichte 23 (1994), 32. 

l2  Klaus Scholder, "The Church Struggle," in idem., A Requiem for Hitler and Other New Perspecrives on the 
German Ch urch Stmggle (London, I989), 103-04. 



Despite attempts since the end of the Cold War to resuscitate totalitarianism theory, it has 

been convincingly ovemimed by more recent social histories of Nazi Germany. Severai studies 

have pointed to the Nazis' deep concem with public opinion and (at least partial) consensus 

building as a precondition for their activities.I3 Robert Gellately has demonstrated how the 

Gestapo, perhaps the most infamous symbol of totalitarianism in the popular imagination, was in 

fact heavily dependent on public participation for its suc ces^.^^ Detlev Peukert and Nathan 

Stoltzfüs have shown that it was possible to mount popular resistance in Nazi Germany, thereby 

emphasizing how rarely such resistance actually o ~ c u r r e d . ~ ~  Significantly, some of the first 

studies to question the totalitarian quality of Nazi rule were examinations of churches written by 

non-church historians.16 By pointing to instances where Christians successfdly challenged the 

Nazi state, such scholarship problematized the standard ar,gments for inactivity on other 

occasions. 

Such studies, in tuni, have had an impact on church historians. With the passing of time, 

more critical works have emerged examining churches and prominent theologians who were 

supportive of the Nazi movement." Several scholars have demonstrated the ambivalent and 

I 3  Pathbreaking in this direction is Ian Kershaw's Popular Opinion and Political Dissent in the Third Reich: 
Bavaria, 19.33- 1945 (Oxford, 1983). In addition, see Nathan Stoltzfus, Resistance of the Heart: Intennarriage and 
the Rosenstrasse Protest in Nazi Gemany (New York, 1996). 

14 Robert Gellately, The Gestapo and Gennan Sociey: Enforcing Racial Poliq 1933- 1945 (Oxford, 1990). 

15 Detlev Peukert, Inside Nazi Germany: Confonniy, Opposition, and Racism in Everyday L$e (New Haven, 
1987); Stoiîzfus, Resistance. 

I6 Examples include Jeremy Noakes, "The Oldenburg Cmcifx Stniggle of November 1936: A Case of 
Opposition in the Third Reich," in Peter Stachura (ed.), The Shaping of the Nazi State (London, 1978); Ian Kershaw, 
Popular Opinion. 

" See, for instance, Robert Ericksen, Theologians under Hitler: Gerhard Kittel, Paul Althaus and Emmanuel 
Hirsch (New Haven, 1985); Ernst Klee, 'Die SA Jesu Christi': Die Kirche im Banne Hitlers (Frankfiut a.M., 1989); 
Nikolaus Preradovich and Joseph Stingle (eds.), 'Gott segne den Fiihrer ': Die Kirchen im Dritten Reich (Leoni, 
1 986); J.R.C. Wright, 'Above Parties ': The Political Attitudes of the Gennan Protestant Church Leadership I9 18- 
1933 (Oxford, 1974). An excellent overview can be found in Robert Ericksen and Susaonah Heschel, "The German 
Churches Face Hitler," Tel Aviver Jahrbuchfir deutsche Geschichte 23 (1994): 433-459. 



often positive stand that even the Confessing Church took toward the regime.lg But however 

penetrating these works have been, they are al1 in agreement that, no matter how pro-Nazi certain 

Christians may have been, Nazism itself remained fimly anti-Christian. Scholars attempting to 

explain this disjuncture generally put forward one of two hypotheses: either such Christians 

deceived themselves, or they were not truly Christian. The works of Klaus Scholder and John 

Conway illustrate the first approach. Assessing the fact that the Confessing Church made 

fiequent declarations of loyalty to Hitler, Scholder suggests that 'Zhe great majority of the 

churches persistently rehised to see the c~nsequences."'~ Conway similarly argues for "the 

alrnost incredible blindness of churchrnen to the spread of Nazi t~talitarianism."'~ Dons Bergen 

typifies the second approach. As one of the few to examine seriously the views of the German 

Chrîstians (Deutsche Christen), Bergen has demonstrated that her subjects were not part of a 

cynical Nazi strategy, as is often assumed, but were sincere adherents of their church. She writes 

that the German Christians "were less radically removed fiorn the mainstream of German 

Protestant thought than is often suggested. ... [Tlhey were concemed about ntual practice, 

spiritual rneaning, the church." However, in the next paragraph Bergen claims: "[Tlhey created 

a new religion, based on fimdamentally non-Christian and anti-Christian tenets."" These hvo 

components of Bergen's argument are highly problematic or even irreconcilable: how rnuch false 

consciousness is required for millions of sincere Christians to create a movement so thoroughly 

'* Shelley Baranows ki, The Confissing Church. Conservarive Elites. and the Nazi State (Lewiston NY, 198 6);  
Victoria Barnett, For the Soul of the People: Protestant Protest Against Hitler (New York, 1992) (title 
notwithstanding); Wolfgang Gerlach, Als  die Zeugen schwiegen: Bekennende Kirche rtnd die J d e n  (Berlin, 1987). 

19 Scholder, Requiem, 109. 

'O Conway, Persecution, 14. 

" Doris Bergen, "One Reich, One People, One Church: The G e m n  Christian Movement and the People's 
Church, 1932-1945" (Ph-D. dissertation, University of North Carolina, 199 l), 38. While this passage is not incIuded 
in her subsequent book, Twisted Cross: The German Christian Movement in the Third Reich (Chape1 Hill, 1 996), the 
argument it makes is present throughout: for instance, in her view that the German Christian Church was "ultimately 
non-Christian" ( 192). 



anti-Christian? But Bergen's argument does reflect a wider assumption about the Gemm 

Chnstians, and by extension about prominent Nazis like Koch who were active in church life: 

that even while they adhered to al1 the requisite critena for Christian religiosity - church 

attendance, baptism, communion, etc. - they still served to destroy Christianity, whether they 

actually knew it or not. 

Other questions about an ideological relationship between Nazism and certain Christian 

traditions concem the historical roots of Nazi antisemitism. Here again we again find a vast 

literature and a debate that shows no sign of subsiding." Church historians traditionally have 

said little on this s ~ b j e c t , ~  although some have suggested that a "final solution'' was in store for 

Christians as well as Jews. When describing Nazi anticlericalism, Scholder explicitly refers to a 

"final solution" awaiting Christian~.'~ John Conway, without employing the same phrase, makes 

a similar argument, pointing to the kiiling of Polish clergy or the Nazi "tabula rasa" of the 

Warthegau to suggest that a sirnilar fate was awaiting Christians in Germany, without 

considering that Polish clergy may have been killed as members of the Polish elite, not as 

clergy.= Conway cites "failure of brotherly love towards the Jews," rather than active 

contribution to antisemitism, as the churches' greatest failure: theirs was a sin of omission, not 

7 7 - Iust a few of the rnany important works include Hermann Greive, Geschichte des modernen Antisemiiismus ir~ 
Deutschland (Darmstadt, 1983); Jacob Katz, From Prejudice to Destruction: Anri-Semirixm, 1 700- 1933 (Cambridge 
M A ,  1980); Peter Pulzer, The Rise of Political Anri-Semitism in Germany and Austria, 2nd ed. (Cambridge MA, 
198 8); Reinhard Rünip, Emanzipation und Anîi$ernitismus: Studien zrrr 'Judenfiage ' in der bürgerlichen 
Gesellschaft (Gottingen, 1 975); Une1 Tal, Christians and Jews in Germany: Religion. Politics and fdeologv in the 
Second Reich 1870-1 91 4 (Ithaca, 1975). 

" Aside fiom the works cited above, see the recent issue of Central European History, entirely devoted to the 
subject: James Harris et al., "Symposium: Christian Religion and Anti-Semitism in Modem German History," 
Central European History 27 (1994). Dons Bergen, who conmiutes an article to this issue, stands out as a 
contemporary church historian very concerned with antisemitism. 

'J Scholder, Requiem, 112, 116. This interpretation fmds its advocates outside church history as well. Daniel 
Goldhagen maintaius, a la Scholder, that the Nazis hated Christianity as much, if not more, than they hated the Jews: 
"[Tlhe climax of this apocalyptic enterprise [was] the eradication of the Christian churches." Daniel Goldhagen, 
"False Witness," New Republic (17 April 1989), 40. 

25 Conway, Persecution, i 75,29 1-327. 



c~rrunission.'~ 

Susannah Heschel argues against the notion of a Nazi "final solution" for Christianity. 

She writes: "Such conclusions are possible only when disconfirming data is ignored ... a problem 

that has plagued the field of church history until recently, particularly in Germany."" Whereas 

some church Estonans remain convinced that the Nazis were as anti-Christian as they were 

antisemitic, others take a dissenting position. One is the theologian Franklin Littell, who rejects 

the view of the churches as victims of Nazism, hstead showing how they contributed to the 

prevalent antisemitism of the period: "The record of most theologians and churchmen, in 

England and America as well as in the Thrd Reich, was confüsed and weak where not outnght 

wicked."" Littell casts a critical eye on the churches, but h d s  it difficult to cast his gaze on the 

belief system they represented: "The conduct of the masses of baptized Christians covered the 

scale fiom enthusiastic apostasy to accornm~dation."'~ In other words, had these Christians 

remained Christian, their eyes would have been open to the evils of Nazism. Such a position 

does not impugn Littell's cornrnitrnent to fighting antisemitism within and without the church. It 

is, however, reflective of a hesitance among church historians to consider the origins of Nazi 

antisemitism in their faiths, by suggesting that Christians on the "wrong side of the history 

books" were, in effect, not tmly Christian. 

' Ibid., 261-67. This thesis was affmed by Conway thirty years later, when he persuasively critiqued the 
"hagiographicai" impulse in much church writing while simultaneously defending the churches' silence regarding 
the Jews: "[Alny such cal1 for solidarity and sympathy with the oppressed Jews would probably only have revealed 
how ineffective was the churches' ability to mobilize their following in such a disputed câuse." See John Conway, 
"Coming to Terrns with the Past: lnterpreting the Gennan Church Stniggles 1933- 1990," Gennan History 16 (1998), 
388. Here Conway emphasizes the " w e ~ e s s "  of the churches in the face of Nazi totalitarianism. (ibid.) However, 
Nathan Stoltzfus and Ian Kershaw (n. 13 above) have both demonstrated that weak churches and even weaker wives 
of Jews could effectively counter Nazi terror under seerningly impossible circumstances. 

" Susannah Heschel, "When Jesus was an Aryan: The Protestant Church and Antisemitic Propaganda," in 
Susannah HescheI and Robert Ericksen (eds.), German Churches and the Holocaust, forthcoming (Philadelphia, 
1999). My thanks to Professor Heschel for making the entire manuscript available to me. 

" Franklin Littell, n i e  Cnic#kion of the Jews (New York, 1962), 45. 

" Ibid. 



Scholars of antisemitism proper have, on the whole, been more interested in pointing to 

the influence of particular strands of Christian thought, though there has been broad 

disagreement on how essential it was to later racial antisernitism. However, a growing number 

of scholars are beginning to rethink earlier assumptions that religious antisemitism played no 

part in the formation of its racialist counterpart. For instance, Peter PuIzer writes in the 

introduction to his revised classic on antisemitism: "1 am more strongly convinced than 1 was 

when I wrote the book that a tradition of religiously-inspired Jew hatred ... was a necessary 

condition for the success of anti-Semitic propaganda, even when expressed in non-religious 

terms and absorbed by those no longer religiously observant.'" Some, like Gavin Langmuir, 

have even suggested that antisemitism (as opposed to anti-Judaism) began in the Christian 

Middle Ages, not in the "secular" nineteenth century." One of the most prominent voices 

arguing in this direction is Jacob Katz, who observes: "Wlodem anti-Semitism tumed out to be 

a continuation of the premodem rejection of Judaism by Christianity, even when it renounced 

any claim to be legitimized by it or even professed to be antagonistic to Chri~tianity."~' Saul 

Fnedliïnder sees Katz's argumentation as "excessive," but nonetheless agrees with him that 

Christian antisemitism played a central role in shaping Nazi antisemitism. Citing the chimerical 

nature of the Nazis' antisemitism, its ascription of demonic and supematural powers to the Jews, 

Friedliinder argues: "The centrality of the Jews in this phantasmic universe can be explained only 

'O ~ulzer ,  Political Anti-Semitism, xxii. Pulzer also points out that "Religious roots were not only Catholic; 
indeed in Germany active and aggressive anti-Semitism was comrnoner among Protestants" (xxii). 

" Gavin Langmuir, Toward a Defnition of Antisemitism (Berkeley, 1990); idem., History, Religion and 
Antisemitism (Berkeley, 1 9 90). Jerome Friedman makes a somewha t similar argument, positing the S panis h 
Inquisition as the originating moment: see his "Jewish Conversion, Spanish Pure BIood Laws and Refomation: -4 
Revisionist View of Racial and Religious Antisemitism," Sirteenth Century Joitrnal 18 (1987): 3-29. 

'' Katz, Prejudice, 3 19. 



by its roots in the Christian tradition."" 

Such views are gaining wider acceptance, but historians have not taken the extra step to 

examine other components of Nazi ideology - antimarxism and antiliberalism most 

conspicuously - and their possible links with different varieties of Christianity. While the 

findings of these studies may be regarded as parts of a larger picture, illustrating a broader 

relationship between Nazisrn and Christian traditions, such a comection has been overlooked by 

mainstrearn German historiography. 

Scholarship on Nazism itself has similarly overlooked this question. The most important 

reason for this in the immediate post-war period is what Ian Kershaw calls the "moral 

dimension" in Nazi hi~toriography.'~ Personified by historians like Gerhard Ritter and Friedrich 

Meinecke, this school of thought regarded Nazism as a "moral disease," the result of a 

Nietzschean "Death of God" brought about by European secularization and the ensuing 

atomization of society. Such an interpretation, rooted in a moralist historical philosophy, also 

served an immediate social purpose. The diagnosis of Nazism as moral cnsis meant that the 

prognosis for German society's post-war recovery could be as simple as a "retum" to Christian 

values.35 This argument also obviated the need to seek the social roots of Nazism's popularity - 

thereby refbting suggestions that Hitler was more than an aberration in the course of German 

history. By pointing to instances of Christian resistance to Nazism, such scholarship provided a 

potent symbol of national regeneration, the Sturzde Nul/ - thereby refùting historians of the 

victonous powers and their clairns that Nazism was a disease encompassing all Germans. 

33 Sad Friedhder, Nazi Germany and theJews: The Years of Persecution, 1933-1939 (New York, 1997), 85. 

31 lan Kers haw, The Nazi Dictatorship: Pro blems and Perspectives of lnterpretation, 2nd ed. (London, 1 %9), 
14-17. 

" This view was not limited to a few historians, but rather refiected a much larger trend among conservative 
Germans, both Protestant and Catholic. See Maria Mitchell, "Materialism and Secularism: CDU Politicians and 
National Socialism, 1945-1949," Journal of Modern Hktory 67 (1995): 278-308. 



This was a popular argument outside the histoncal guild as well. Some of this century's 

most prominent philosophers made it part of the intellectual landscape of the post-war period. 

Hannah Arendt, the "philosophical counterpart" to Gerhard R i ~ ~ e r , ' ~  allowed for no arnbiguity 

when she argued: 'Wazism owes nothing to any part of the Western tradition, be it German or 

not, Catholic or Protestant, Christian, Greek or Roman. ... Ideologically speaking, Nazism begins 

with no traditional basis at dl ,  and it would be better to realize the danger of this radical negation 

of any tradition, which was the main feature of Nazism f?om the begin~~ing."~' The imrnediate 

post-war context for this "moral dimension'' has disappeared, but its enduring popularity is still 

in evidence today. For instance, the social critic Roger Scruton argues that Nazism was entirely 

predicated on a "Death of God" brought about by thinkers as different as Nietzsche and Marx: 

"God is an illusion; so too is the divine spark in man... . [Tlhe machine which is established for 

the efficient production of Utopia has total license to kill. Nothing is sacred. ... Such is the 

liturgical language of the religion of the Antichri~t."'~ 

Historical scholarship has challenged most aspects of the "moralist" paradigm. 

Nevertheless, this paradigm has retained much of its currency in contemporary analysis. 

Paradoxically, one of the most innovative scholars of Nazism, Detlev Peukert, reflects this 

situation perfectly. Renowned for his unique contributions to Gerrnan histonography and refusal 

to tow party lines, Peukert has written: "[Wje view the roots of modem racism as lying in the 

problem of legitimation in a secularized world. A secularized world no longer provided final 

36 Steven Aschheim, "Hannah Arendt and Karl Jaspers: Fnendship, Catastrophe and the Possibilities of German- 
Jewish Dialogue," in idem., Culture and Catastrophe: Gennans and Jewish Confrontations with National Socialisrn 
and Other Crises (New York, 1996), 112. 

'' Hamah Arendt, "Approaches to the German Problem," quoted in Aschheim, Catastrophe, 112. As Aschheim 
points ouf Arendt dismissed any thoughts of arguing the contrary: "[O]nly the experts with their fondness for the 
spoken or written word and incomprehension of political realities have taken these utterances of the Nazis at face 
and interpreted them as the consequence of certain German or European traditions." (ïbid.) 

Quoted in Steven Aschheim, The Niedrche Legacy Ni Germany, 1890-1990 (Berkeley, 1992), 322. Aschheim 
briefly surveys other philosophers who adhere to this Iine: Aschheim descnies Scruton as a "conservative Christian" 



answers: it had no way of pointing beyond itself. Once the facade of nontranscendent everyday 

mythology had been shattered by crisis, the search was on for 'final sol~tions'."'~ Of course 

Peukert's conceptualization of German history ran directly contrary to Ritter's. But as a 

subscriber to Weber's definition of modernity, Peukert also adhered to the classic Weberian 

insistence on the hostility between modernity and religion. Nazism's rejection of religion 

therefore became an a prion' assumption. 

In emphasizing the modem, revolutionary character of the movement, some of the most 

recent scholarship restates the earlier view that Nazism was secular, at best unrelated to 

Ch~istianity.~~ Scholars who address the moderriity of Nazism pay little attention to the 

mysticism of a few party ideologues, whose anti-Christian credentials were based on attempts to 

imbue their party with a recrudescent Nordic paganism. They instead emphasize the dynarnic 

modemity of the Nazi "new right7' (or "façcist aesthetic"), situating it against the traditional, 

aristocratie, reactionary and - most importantly - religious quality of the "old right." Again, 

Nazism is thought to bear no relation to Christianity.." Regardless of how one arrives at this 

assurnption - either through Ritter's moralist, Peukert's functionalist or Zitelmann's modernist 

approach - many of the theoretical premises underpinring this view are in need of a critical 

reassessment. 

(bid, 321). 

39 Detlev Peukert, "The Genesis of the 'Final Solution' fiom the Spirit of Science," in Thomas Childers and Jane 
Caplan (eds.), Reevaluating the Third Reich (New York, 1993), 247. 

40 A usefùl iutroduction to this latest departure is Michael Prim and Rainer Zitelmann (eds.), Nationalsozialisrnta 
und Modernisierung, 2nd ed. (Darmstadt, 1994). One of the best critiques of the new ernphasis on modernity is 
Norbert Frei, "Wie modern war der Nationalsozialismus?," Geschichre und Gesellschafi 19 (1993): 367-387. For an 
attempt to synthesize this modernlanti-modern dialectic - even before the debate really took off - see Jeffiey 
Herf, Reactionary Modemism: Technology, Culture and Politics in Weimar and the Third Reich (Cambridge, 1 984). 

" Indirectly, the recent spate of works on the eugenics and euthanasia programs reùiforces this view, since, 
unlike the destruction of Iabor unions or the parliarnentary system, the introduction of eugenics legislation was not a 
reactive negation of previous gains made under Weimar. The best English-language iniroduction is Michael 
Burleigh, Death and Deliverance: 'Euthanasia ' in Germany, 1900 to 1945 (Cambridge, 1994). 



Seailarization and nationalism 

The most obvious theory in need of rethinking is the secularization thesis, or rather that variant 

of it which suggests that, through the twin advent of democratization and industrialization, 

Chnstianity gradually lost its significance for modem western societies, to be replaced by new 

objects of wonhip such as the nation, science, or even spoa." However, due in part to the 

current resurgence in religious beiiefs and practices, scholars are beginning to reassess their 

presumptions about the historical irrelevance of religion, recognizing its formative power in past 

societies?' The coexistence of a "premodem" ideology like Christianity with such modem foms  

as the assembly line or science has proven quite durable in recent years. Contemporary scholars 

are not only proving that modernity and religion are compatible; they are now arguing that 

religion has actually been a vital ingredient o f  modernity. Bryan Tumer, a leading sociologist of 

religion, has rethought his long-standing assumption about this relationship, specifically as it 

concems Protestantism: "1 adopted a fairly strong version of the secularisation thesis, arguing 

that indeed religious syrnbols had lost their force .... 1 would now take a rather different position 

on this problern. ... 1 believe that we should regard Protestantism as not only one source of 

modernisation, but also its defence ... as the cultural seedbed of m~derni ty."~ 

Retuniing to Peukert, we can certainly recognize the essentially modem nature of the 

Nazis' goals. Scientific and industrial advance, as well as Nazi coordination of the state 

" Ty-pical examples of this school of thought are Owen Chadwick, The Seczrlorization of the Ezrropean Mind in 
the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge, 1 975) and Bryan Wilson, Religion in Secular Sociew (London, 1966). 

43 James Beckford, Religion and Advanced Industrial Sociery (London, 1989); Steve Bruce (ed.), Religion and 
Modernization: Sociologists and Historians Debate the Secularization Thesis (Oxford, 1992); José Casanova, Public 
Religions in the Modern World (Chicago, 1994). 

44 Bryan Turner, Religion and Social Theory, 2nd ed.  (London, 199 1 ), xvi-xvii. 



apparatus, were obvious prerequisites to genocide on a mass scale. But this new emphasis on the 

modemity of Nazism too often leads to a neglect of the preexisting ideologies and belief systems 

through which Gerrnans perceived the cnsis of Weimar. Unless Nazism is to be interpreted as a 

genenc response to the universal problems beseîting al1 modem societies, we must consider the 

inherited %ays of seeing" through which historical subjects mediated materiai reality." Positing 

the modemity of the Nazi movement, in other words, does not preclude the possible role played 

by religion. 

Secularization theory always played a very explicit role in studies of nationalism, for 

Germany more than any other European nation." George Mosse, arnong others, has specifically 

described Nazism as a 'political religion," one in which the secularist wine of persona1 charisma 

and racialism filled the old bottles of piety and spirituality left empty by Germany's apo~tasy.~' 

Fritz Stem's study of three proto-Nazi intellectuals argues that apostate academics created a 

Germanic religion "which hid beneath pious allusions to ... the Bible a most thoroughgoing 

secularization. The religious tone remained, even afier the religious faith and the religious 

canons had di~appeared."~' According to this argument, the Nazis' use of physical space and 

prophetic language was consciously derived from religious sources. Indeed, Hitler quite freely 

admitted that the idea for Nazi night rallies came fkom his own Catholic ~pbringing.'~ Yet the 

-- - 

" A point also made by Mark Roseman in his "National Socialism and Modernisation," in Richard Bessel (ed.), 
Facskt /ta& and Nazi Germany: Compar&ons and Contrasts (Cambridge, 1996), 2 19-20. 

46 Some prominent exarnples of this view ùiclude Carlton Hayes, Nationalism: A Religion (New York, 1960) and 
Hans Kohn, The Idea of hrationalisrn (New York, 1967). 

47 George Mosse, 7'he Nationalization of the Masses (New York, 1975). Mosse has by no rneans been alone in 
seeing Nazism as a surrogate religion. See Robert Pois, National Socialism and the Religion of Nature (London, 
1985); James Rhodes, The Hitler Movement: A Modern Millenarian Revolution (Stanford, 1980); Klaus Vondung, 
Magie und Manipulation: Ideologischer Kult und politische Religion des Nationalsozialismus (Gottingen, 197 1 ). 

48 Fritz Stern, The Politics of Cultural Despair: A Study in the Rise of the Germanic Ideology (Berkeley, 1974), 
xxv (emphasis in the original). W l e  Stem's conventional intellectual approach came under attack fiorn a later 
generation of social bistonans, the secularization theory underpinning it went unchailenged. 

19 Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf; trans. Ralph Manheim (Boston, 1962), 475. 



focus on its ability to mimic a religion gives too much priority to the f o m  of Nazi politics, 

thereby precluding any need to examine what Nazism actually stood for. Such a focus also 

ignores the hdings  of social historians who in the last twenty years have provided very detailrd 

analyses of who did and did not join (or vote for) the Nazi party. As David Blackbourn has 

argued, Nazi ntual was a successful only when it played to an audience receptive to the message 

- that is, "where it went with the grain of particular experiences and inter est^."'^ 

Not al1 studies of radical nationalism in pre-Nazi Gerrnany have aligned themselves with 

the "political religion" concept. However, whereas some have alluded to the role played by 

certain Christian traditions, most do not address the issue head-on. The Protestant court chaplain 

Adolf Stocker, creator of the Christian Social Party and famous Kaiserreich antisemite, has 

frequently been cited as a Nazi antecedent: his was the first antisernitic political party, as well as 

the first party to harness the growing political resentment of the lower rniddle cl as^.^' George 

Mosse points out that, like the Nazis, Stocker "also started out as a social reformer interested in 

bettenng the lot of the working man within the framework of a national socialism." In Stocker's 

message, "anti-Semitism predominated and his cal1 for refom (including the abolition of the 

Stock Exchange) made its appeal to the lower bourgeois."" No existing study of Stocker, 

perhaps because of limitations inherent in the genre of biography, broadens its analysis to 

explore a possible relationship between his religion and Nazism. 

'O David Blackbourn, "The Politics of Demagogy in Imperia1 Germany," reprinted in idem., Popuhrs and 
Parricians: Essays in Modern German History (London, 1987), 218. David Welsh makes a sirriilar argument vis-à- 
vis Nazi propaganda: it only worked among those already converted. See his Tlre Third Reich: Politics and 
Propaganda (London, 1993). 

5 1 See, for example, Herman Lebovics, Social Conservatisrn and the Mid& Classes in Germany, 1914-/933 
(Princeton, 1969); Pulzer, Political Anti-Semitisrn, 83- 1 19; Kurt Sontheirner, Antidernokratisches Denken in der 
Weimarer Repu blik (Munich, 1968); Walter Struve, EZites Against Democracy: Leadership Ideals in Bourgeois 
Political Thought in Germany, 1890-1933 (Princeton, 1973), 78-85. 

'' George Mosse, Germatu and Jews: nie Right. the Lef and the Search /or a ' Third Force' in Pre-Nazi 
Gemany (New York, i970),142. 



In his study of the radical nationalist Pan-Geman League (Alldeutscher Verband), Roger 

Chickering cornes closer than many to positing an ideological relationship between Nazism and a 

varïety of Chnstianity. At one point, he argues: "In its ideology as well as in its composition, the 

Pan-Geman League was, protests to the contrary notwithstanding, a distinctly Protestant 

phenornenon." Later Chickering asserts: 'The Pan-German League anticipated the Nazis in 

much of its program and rhetoric. ... The conflicts between the Pan-Germans and the Nazis 

revolved less around ideological rnatters than they did around questions of authority and style."j3 

But Chickering does not offer any wider conceptualization of the reiationship between religion 

and nationalism. Only with the work of Wolfgang Altgeld and Helmut Walser Smith has 

religion firmly been brought back into the picture of German nationalism." These authors have 

successfully shown that German nationalism, usually regarded as a purely secular affair, was in 

fact infused with Protestant meaning. A nationalism aimed against religious minorities 

(Catholics, and also Jews in Altgeld's study) is reconnected with the religion of the rnajority. 

Altgeld and Smith have also demonstrated that nationalism c m  be quite compatible with 

Christianity: contrary to the view of nationalism superseding religion, religion continued its 

influence and gave shape to nationalist m~vements. '~ Their work illuminates the potential for 

addressing the sarne issue for the Nazi movement, which was sirnilady aimed against 

ultramontane Catholics and Jews and similarly based on a disproportionate Protestant 

mernbership and electorate. 

" Roger C h i c k e ~ g ,  We Men Who Feel Most Gennan: A Cultural Study of the Pan-Geman League, 1886- 1914 
(London, 1984), 138 (emphasis added), 185,300. 

" WoLfgang Altgeld, KatholizLsmus. Protestantisrnus, Judenturnr Über religios begnindete Gegenseoe und 
nationalreligiose Ideen in der Geschichte des deutschen Nationalismus (Mainz, 1992); Helmut Walser Smith, 
German Nationalism and Religious Conflct: Cu1tu1-e. Ideology, Politics, 1870- 19 14 (Princeton, 1 995). 

55 For a very incisive deconstruction of the "political religion" concept of nationalism see Peter Wakenhorst, 
'?\lationalismus als 'Politische Religion?' Zur religiosen Dimension nationalistischer Ideologie irn Kaiserreich," in 
Olaf Blaschke and Frank-Michael K u h l e m  (eds.), Religion im Kaiserreich: Milieu - Mentatitaten - Krisen 
(Gutersloh, 1996). 



In other settings, scholars have readily observed how nationalism has had a great deal to 

do with organized religion? As Pedro Ramet argues in the east European context: "IW]hen a 

religious organization becomes involved in nationalism, there is a stronp tendency to 

'spiritualize' the concept of national destiny and to infuse the preservation of ethnic culture with 

intrinsic value."" This observation seems self-evident, but its underlying premise has long been 

overlooked in the German case. One can point to two reasons for this oversight. First, because 

of the neo-Webenan functionalism dominant in the German historical profession in the last thirty 

yens - itself a product of the American post-war reconstruction of German Mversities - 

religion had largely been omitted korn the mainstrearn of German historiography, especially 

when compared with English or French  historiographie^.^^ This has had less to do with the 

religious predisposition of German society than with the theoretical predisposition of German 

academics (Thomas Nipperdey being a notable ex~eption).'~ Of course there have been many 

works dealhg with German religion, but until recently these have remained confined to journals 

dedicated to church history or theology. 

This brings us to the second reason for the negiect of religion: the nature of religious 

studies in Germany. Some years ago Wolfgang Schieder obsenred that "th5 history of religion 

56 Pedro Ramet (ed.), Religion and Nationalism in Soviet and East Eztropean Politics (Durham NC,  1989); 
William Hutc hison and Hartmut Lehmann (eh.), Many are Chosen: Divine Election and Western Nationalism 
(Minneapolis, 1994). 

57 Ramet, Religion, 7. 

58 The boom of religious studies in mainstrearn French historiography is especially noteworthy, and points to a 
growing trend of "bringing religion back in" to French bistory at large. See the review article by Caroline Ford, 
"Religion and Popdar Culture in Modem Europe," Journal of Modern History 65 ( 1993): 152- 175. For English 
historiography, religion always was, and rernains to this day, a central concern. See the folIowing reviews: Hugh 
McLeod, "Recent Studies in Victorian Religious History," Victorian Studies 21 (1978): 245-255; idem., "Varieties 
of Victorian Belief," Journal of Modern History 64 (1992): 32 1-337. 

59 See Nipperdey's Deutsche Geschichte 1866- I 9 I  8 , 2  vols. (Munich, 1990-92), in which religion is ''brought 
back in" to the mainstream of his grand master narrative. Compare with Ham-Ulrich Wehler, Dezctsche 
Gesellschaftsgeschichte, 3 vols. (Munich, 1987-95), where there is an almost total absence of religion. 



has become the specialist preserve of traditional ecclesiastical history, which, as a branch of 

theology, is based in the theological faculties of Geman universities. These theological faculties 

are to a far greater extent than their counterparts in Great Britain closely tied to the Christian 

churches, indeed to a large degree controlled by them."m In other words, the very structure of 

religious studies departrnents in Germany has served to prevent the same type of scholarship that 

has flourished in other European contexts. 

Schieder's recommendation for rectimng this situation is prescient: T h e  question of the 

relationship between social history and the history of religion, therefore, is not one of introducing 

social-histoncal perspectives into ecclesiastical history and the sociology of religion, but rather 

the reverse, of incorporating religion into modem social history's area of study. ... [Slocial 

history cannot limit itself to the study of the institutionalized forms of religion alone? Schieder 

himself c m  take much of the credit for the progress that has been made since he issued his cal1 

for a social history of German religi~n.~' This field has lately tumed into a growth industry: 

David Blackbourn's work on Marian apparitions in Catholic Gemany provides great insight into 

the endurance of religious whereas Lucian Holscher's work on the Hanoverian 

bourgeoisie and Gangolf Hübinger's work on the Protestant roots of German liberalism have 

proven that in Protestant Gemany this was no "straightforwardly secular age? This trend is 

60 Wolfgang Schieder, "Religion in the Social History of the Modern World: A German Perspective," European 
Studies Reviao 12 (1982), 290. 

62 Most obviously by edifing two important volumes on religion and society: Wolfgang Schieder (ed.), 
Volkrreli~*ositiit in der rnodernen Sozialgeschichte (Gottuigen, 1986); idem., Religion und Gesellschaft im 19. 
Jahrhundert (Stuttgart, 1993). 

63 David i3lackbourn, Malpingen: Apparitions of the Virgin Mary in nineteen th-Cen rury Gennany (Oxford, 
1993). 

64 David Blackbourn, "The Catholic Church in Europe since the French Revolution: A Review Article," 
Comparative Studies in Society and History 33 (1991), 779. See Lucian Holscher, "Die Religion des Bürgers: 
Bürgerliche Frornmigkeit und protestantische Kirche im 19. Jahrhundert," Histonkche Zeitschn> 250 (1990): 595- 
63 0; idem., "Bürgerliche Religiositat im pro testantisc hen Deutschland des 19. Jahrhunderts," in Wolfgang Schieder 



due in part to the influence of anthropology, which has helped redefine religion, moving away 

fiom the conventional focus on institutions (Le., the church), toward an understanding of religion 

as  culture.6s Uncoupling religious history f?om church history has also led to the revised view of 

anticlericalism as a stmggle against religious establishments rather than religious beliefs? 

This is not to Say that secularization is a rnyth. Ln what follows, secularization theory is 

not rejected out of hand. But neither is it accepted without reservation. Rather, it is viewed as a 

partial phenornenon, whereby differences in class, gender, geography and region al1 serve to 

impede and even block the loss of religious feeling. The current tendency to deconstmct 

secularization theory has led to some important insights, not least that there is no single way of 

measuring religiosity. (For instance, just as church-going is oAen more a secular than a sacred 

event, in which the social fùnction may outweigh the stated spiritual purpose, a drop in church 

attendance can also be a secular event in which social context, not a loss of religious feeling, is 

the operative factor.) Nevertheless, whereas the predictions of religion's demise are now seen to 

have been premature, in some instances religious feeling has dropped. Retuming to the example 

of Germany, we need not subscribe to Owen Chadwick's notion of a blanket secularization to 

recognize that the Protestant organized working classes were very secular, both in the 

institutional sense - lack of church attendance - and in the ideological sense - adoption of a 

new, Marxist Welianschauung with a tendency to atheism? 

(ed.), Religion und Gesellschaft; Gangolf Hübinger, Kulturprotesrantisrnrrs und Politik: Zum Verhültnk von 
Liberalismus und Protesrantismus im wilhelrninischen Deutschland (Tübingen, 1993). For a social history of 
Protestant pastors, see Oliver Janz, Biirger besonderer Art: Evangelischer Pfarrer in Prezrssen f85O-fgl4 (Berlin, 
1994); on Protestant and Catholic milieus, see BIaschke and Kuhlemann (eds.), Religion itn Kaiserreich. 

65 Most influential has been Clifford Geertz: see his "Religion as a Cultural System" and "Ideology as a Cultural 
System," both in idem., The Interpretation of Cultures (New York, 1973). Ford, "Religion and Popular Culture" 
demonstrate that interest in the non-institutional fonns of Christianity in Europe is growing. 

Hugh McLeod, Religion and the People of Western Europe l789-fWO (Oxford, 1990). Recent work on 
anticlericalism heavily emphasizes this point: see especially René Rémond (ed.), "Special Issue: Anticlericalism," 
European Studies Review 13 (1983). 

67 See the standard work by Vernon Lidtke, "Social Class and Secularisation in Imperia1 Gemiaoy: The Working 



Nazi ideologv: bricolage or coherent system? 

In addition to reevaluating secularization, another theoretical premise of this study is that 

ideology must be taken senously. On balance, ideology has been downplayed in most of the 

literature on Nazism. Early literature on the origins of Nazisrn tended to treat ideology in a 

teieological fashion, lending support to the view that Nazisrn was inevitable." Indeed, some of 

the very first attempts to find the roots of Nazism looked back to Martin Luther himself, 

ascribing to Luther's erastian 'Two Kingdoms" doctrine the ease with which the Nazis seized 

and held on to powerm6' The teleological tone of these studies not only resulted in a subsequent 

hesitance to take Nazi ideology seriously, but also turned scholars away fkom any attempt to 

examine the role religious traditions may have played within it. Another reaction was to seek the 

roots of Nazism in social and economic change, as a way of concentrating on material causalities 

instead of the hazy concept of the "German rnind." However, this has resulted in the current 

tendency to regard Nazi ideology as an assembly of dissociated ideas or an opportunistic sleight 

of hand meant to dupe the German people. 

Each of these views is accornmodated in the functionalist school of Nazi histonography, 

which tends to emphasize Nazi party factionalism and infighting. The idea that the Nazi party 

was a jumble of competing offices and bureaucraties has become a comerstone of even the more 

Classes," Leo Bneck Institute Yearbook 25 (1980): 21-40. See also the comparative work of Hugh McLeod, Piety 
and Poverty: Working-Class Religion in Berlin, London und New York 1870-1914 (New York, 1996). 

68 Most often cited as examples in this regard are George Mosse, The Crisis of Germnn Ideology: Intellecaral 
Origins of the Third Reich (London, 1964) and Stern, Cultural Despair. 

69 Some typical tities include William McGovem, From Luther to Hitler: The Histoy of Fascist-Nuzi Politicul 
Philosophy (Boston, 1941) and Rohan Butler, The Roots of National Socialisrn (New York, 1942). 



convincing analyses of the Third Reich; but it has also become something of a cliché.70 The 

current tendency to emphasize rivalries within the Nazi regime leaves the reader wondering how 

the Nazis were ever able to coordinate efforts long enough to unleash war and genocide. What 

kind of countervailing centripetal forces could have outweighed the centrifuga1 ones to bring 

Nazis together on such major poticy decisions? The most compelling answer is ideology7' Nazi 

officials fought with each other over the various domains of Nazi conquest, but these intrigues 

were not the result of ideological difference so much as the quest for persona1 p ~ w e r . ~ '  Directly 

addressing the functionalist clairn that Nazi ""henchrnen" were driven by little more than 

opporiunism, Ian Kenhaw points out that 'bopportunïsts prepared to go to any lengths in 

'workuig towards' a leader to attain power, wealth and stahis arguably exist in al1 dictatorships. 

But 'cumulative radicalisation7 ... was peculiar to National Socialism. This in itself suggests that 

the particular ideological direction involved in 'working towards the Führer' was what counted, 

that the specific ideological drive of National Socialism ... was decisive to the process of 

'cumulative radicalisation' ."73 

70 Tim Mason set the stage for the still-current "Functionalist-Intentionalist" debate in his essay "Intention and 
Explanation: A Current Controversy about the Interpretation of National Socialisrn," in Gerhard Hirschfeld and 
Lothar Kettenacker (eds.), Der "Führerstaar ": Mythos und Realitiit (Stuttgart, 198 1 ) .  Notions of Nazi polycracy 
were initially laid out in Martin Broszat, The Hitler Srate (London, 198 1 [orig. 19691) and Peter Huttenberger, 
"Nationalsozialistische Polykratie," Geschichte und Gesellschaft 2 (1976): 4 1 7 4 2 .  

" As Terry Eagleton pub it, "Nobody has yet corne up with a single adequate d e f ~ t i o n  of ideology." See his 
Ideology: An Introduction (London, 1991), 1 .  NonetheIess, in what follows, 1 understand ideology to mean a set of 
values and betiefs that both shape and are shaped by material practices. Ideology not only mediates matenal 
practice, but, more importantly for this investigation, acts as an agent upon matenal practice. An ideological 
movement is one that seeks to alter society in accord with certain precepts. Nazism, concemed primarily with 
altering the rnaterial practices of Geman society, was in this sense an ideological movement, one that, we might 
add, was very much concemed with the primacy of worldview ( Weltansclzartung), 

" Peter Black persuasively dernonstrates the non-ideological nature of bureaucratie polycracy in the case of Ernst 
Kaltenbninner: "Ribbentropp and Kaltenbnrnner fought over nothing more then the right to hand Hitler intelligence 
reports, which Hitler rarely read." See his excellent biography E m t  Kaltenbnrnner: ldeological Sokdier of the 
Third Reich (Princeton, l984), 2 15. 

" Ian Kershaw, "'Cumulative Radicalisation' and the Uniqueness of National Socialism," in Christian Jansen et 
al. (eds.), Von der Aufgabe der Freiheit: Politische Verantworhtng und bürgerliche Gesellschaft im 19. rtnd 20. 
Jahrhundert (Berlin, 1999,333. 



How, then, do we proceed to reexamine the bases of Nazi ideology? Studies emphasizing 

party polycracy have led to the very popular, though unproven, assurnption that Nazi ideology 

was a jumble of unrelated parts: socialism here, capitalism there, corporatism elsewhere. Hans 

Mommsen, for exarnple, has argued that the intentionalist focus on Hitler's WeYe[tanschatïurzg 

presumes "an b e r  coherence of the system that did not exi~t."~* A study of philosophers under 

Nazisrn reaches a similar conclusion: the Nazi worldview ' k a s  not comprehensive, but a 

hodgepodge of accidentally assembled convictions."75 It is even suggested that there was simply 

no such thing as Nazi ideology. As one scholar put it: "[The] veil of ideology should not deceive 

us. ... One is alrnost tempted to believe that the ideology was simply an effort to mislead people 

deliberatel~."~~ This view has been particularly widespread concerning the Nazis' public 

discourse on Christianity. As a leading authority on European Fascism has argued, "ths was 

sheer opportunism aimed at the winning and consolidation of power."77 Much functionalist 

scholarship has reinforced this trend, analyzing the policy making of the Third Reich to argue 

that Nazi actions, most notably the Final Solution, were not the product of long-planned, 

meticulously laid out designs coming to hi t ion,  but rather responses to c~ntingencies.'~ 

The functionalist argument for the shifiing nature of Nazi policy leaves the impression 

that Nazi ideology was similarly flexible, bending with the wind as political expediency dictated. 

But by arguing that the Nazi decision-making process was ad hoc, such an argument tends to 

74 Hans Mommsen, "Reflections on the Position of Hitler and Goring in the Third Reich," in Childers and 
Caplan, Reevaluahg, 87. 

75 Ham Sluga, Heidegger '.Y Crisis: Philosophy and Po litics in Nazi Germany (Cambridge MA, 1 993), 1 92. 

76 Ralf Dahrendorf, Sociery and Democracy in Germany (New York, l966), 38 1 , 3  86. One of the few to take 
Nazi ideology seriously, Eberhard Jackel, points out that much of this "opportunist" view of Hitler, including the 
works of Alan BulIock and Eva Reichmann, is based on Hermann Rauschning's unreliable books of the war period. 
See Eberhard Jackel, Hitler S Worldview: A Blueprint for Power (Cambridge MA, 1972), 15- 17. 

77 Stanley Payne, A Histoy of Fascism, 1914-1945 (Madison, 1995), 200. 

78 See especially G o a  Aly et al., Sozialpo litik und Judenvemichrung: Gibt es eine &nomie der End6sung? 
(Berlin, 1987). 



overlook the possibility that the ideological parameters for Nazi practice could have already been 

estabfished. As Steven Aschheim puts it in his assessment of the fûnctionalist paradigm: "They 

do not address the underlying motivational factors, the level of ideology .... [Sluch accounts paid 

only lip s e ~ c e  to the broader background, the larger contextual and mental structures that 

shaped the choices 

This does not mean that attempts to reevaluate Nazi ideology should read backward from 

the death camps or Operation Barbarossa. Whereas the death camps may serve as a usefùl 

metaphor for the primacy of ideology in the Nazi state, the emphasis on ideology need not lead 

to the conclusion that the Holocaust was inevitable.'' As with any other political rnovement, the 

Nazis were limited in their actions by situational factors. At the same t h e ,  a preexisting 

ideological impulse conditioned certain responses and made them more likely than others to be 

imp Iemented. 

The emphasis on ideology in this study is not an attempt to recast Rosenberg's or 

Himmler's ideas as the sole locus of the Nazi Weltanschaztung. Nor do 1 subscnbe to the view 

that Hitler himself somehow ranks as a bonafide intellectual, a man of any sinylar  ideological 

innovation. Hans Mommsen has rightly argued against the intentionalists' "Hitlercentnc" 

interpretation of Nazism, thereby rejecting post-war efforts to off-load as much responsibility on 

as few people as possible. But the baby of an ideological investigation need not be thrown out 

with the bath water of resting total blarne on Hitler alone. As with the rank-and-file of the Nazi 

party, Hitler's own Weltanschauung was not created in a void, but rather was the product of a 

particular socio-cultural context, one shared with a great many other party leaders. Therefore an 

79 Steven Aschheim, "Small Forays, Grand Theories and Deep Origins: Current Trends in the Historiography of 
the Holocaust," reprinted in idem., Culture, 120 (emphasis in the original). 

Much of the "functionalist-intentionalisfl debate revolves around this issue. See Kershaw, Dictatorship, Ch. 5 
("Hitler and the Holocaust"), for a cogent assessment of the debate. 



inquiry into Nazi ideology need not r e m  us to an "eregetical focus on Hitler's and other Nazi 

leaders' immediate idea~."~' 

This work goes beyond past practices of concentrating solely on designated "hi& priests" 

of Nazism to incorporate a broader range of party opinion. At the sarne time, however, it is 

essential to concentrate on those Nazis whose ideological credentials were beyond dispute. 

Whereas zealous Nazis existed in al1 ranks of the party, only those who displayed ideological 

cornmitment by "working towards the Führer" could achieve elite status. For this reason 1 focus 

chiefly on Reichsleiter (National Leaders), Gauleiter (District Leaders), and those operating in 

specifically ideological or educational organizations within the party. In this way we can rectify 

what Jane Caplan has termed the "massive imbalance between the intensive, alrnost obsessive 

rereading [of selected Nazi ideologues] on the one hand, and the neglect of their alleged 

ideological confières on the other."" This study does not ascribe the invention of Nazi ideology 

to the party leadership, but rather the articulation. 

P h  of the Study 

This work proceeds in seven substantive chapters. Chapters Two through Four each deal with a 

particular theme in the "time of struggle" (Kampfieit), the period before the NSDAP came to 

power in 1933. Chapters Five through Eight deal with particular thernes and address 

transformations over tirne in the penod of the Third Reich. Ln Chapter Two 1 examine the 

surprisingly broad section of the party elite who subscribed to certain traditions within 

Christianity and who believed that these traditions contributed to the party's identity and shaped 

8 1 Geoff Eley, "What is Cultural History?," New German Critique 65 (1995), 34. 

'' Jane Caplan, "Postmodernism, Postsmicturalism, and Decons~ction:  Notes for Historians," Centrd 
European History 22 (1989), 275-76. 
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its value system. While public speeches and published works are consulted, more important are 

personal papes, pnvate correspondence, and diaries. Special attention is paid to what the Nazis 

referred to as "positive Christianity," which was advocated as part of the nationalist drearn of a 

Volksgerneinschaft (People's Cornmunity) uni ting al1 Germans. Arising amid the radical 

dislocations of Weimar, this was a Christianity that sought to bridge the sectarian gap between 

Protestant and Catholic members of the Volk through a renunciation of "confessiona1ism" and an 

emphasis on an integrative social ethic and antisemitisrn. This development is explored throu& 

Nazi conceptions of Jesus, the Bible, and Germany's religious past. Whereas many Nazis upheld 

a purely syncretic vision of positive Christianity, claiming no preference for one confession over 

the other, others displayed a clear affinity for certain traditions within German Protestantism. 

This is demonstrated not only through their own confessional affiliation, but also in their 

appropriation of the leading signifiers of Protestantism such as Luther and the Refonnation. In 

addition to analyzing Nazi discourse, the involvement of both high- and low-ranking party 

members in ecclesiastical and educational debates is discussed. Erich Koch was not an anornaly: 

othen in the party were involved in church bodies and Christian organizations. 

Chapter Three examines those Nazi leaders who professed that their movement bore no 

relation to any form of Christianity. Referred to as the party's "paganists," these leaders - 

Erich Ludendodf and Alfred Rosenberg, most notably - attempted to create a new mystical 

faith of blood and soil. Whereas their anti-Christian ideas are commonly regarded as hegernonic 

in the party, 1 demonstrate that their religious agenda brought them into conflict with many in the 

party's leadership, which led in Ludendorffs case to expulsion. These conflicts arose not o d y  

over questions of strategy and electoral tactics, but also over the most basic ideas Nazism 

claimed to represent. As wetl as surveying their relations with others in the party, this chapter 

also examines the religious ideas of the paganists. Through a close reading of their major works, 

inctuding Rosenberg's 'Tvlyth of the Twentieth Century," 1 argue that their detachment fkorn 



Christianity was partial and ambiguous. Whereas Christian doctrines such as Original Sin and 

the lmmaculate Conception were rejected unequivocally, paganist attitudes toward the social 

dimensions of Christian thought could be much more positive. As in Chapter Two, these 

positions are uncovered through paganist views on Jesus, the Bible, Martin Luther and the 

Reformation. On the one hand, paganists launched a generalized assault on Christian dogma; on 

the other, they dispiayed a more consistently positive attitude towards Protestantism than even 

the party's Christians. Their betief system certainly gave primacy to race. They nonetheless 

repeatedly displayed admiration for "Protestantism" and its historical development as an index of 

"Gemanness." 

Chapter Four measures the validity of the Nazis' claims to be a Christian movement 

against the preexisting varieties of German Chnstianity. This is done by exarnining the political 

views of the Christian establishment and laity during the Weimar Republic. There was a variety 

of Christianities in Germany - Catholic, Calvinist, Lutheran, liberal, orthodox - each with its 

own impact on German politics. Whereas political Catholicism in Weimar had an exclusive 

organ in the Center party, political Protestantism had many political valences. At the same time, 

Protestantism was not politically indeterminate. There were nurnerous examp!es of Protestant 

opposition, and later resistance, to Nazisrn. Others in the Protestant churches attempted to 

remain neutral towards the movement. However, growing numbers of Protestants expressed 

favor for Nazism; the relation of their ideologies with those of the Nazis is explored. Particularly 

important in this regard is the theology of the "orders of creation" (Schopfimngsglaube), a 

Lutheran constnict which predated Nazism and elevated the VoZk as a divine order. By the time 

of Weimar's "years of crisis," some of the most prominent voices in German Protestantism 

proclaimed that the Nazi party was a national renewal on a Christian foundation, and that the 

duty of the Protestant was to support and even join the movement. The nationalism, 

antisemitism, anticommunism and antiliberalism found in Nazi ideology found a receptive 



audience among those pastors and theologians who could point to comparable views within their 

own traditions. As is shown, these pastors' prescriptions for the social, economic and political 

ills of Geman society overlapped with the Nazis' on a wide range of issues. Rather than 

suggesting that this was coincidental, 1 demonstrate that the Nazis' "positive Christianity" 

brought together many of the secular beliefs and practices of confessional Lutheranism on the 

one hand, and the dogmatics and ecclesiology of liberal Protestantism on the other. This chapter 

also examines the growing scholarship on the social history of Nazisrn. Explonng this literature 

fkom the perspective of religion, 1 show how common ideological tenets found arnong Protestant 

elites were replicated at the level of the laity. Through an analysis of class, region, geography 

and gender, this chapter explores elements of a positive correlation between Protestant religiosity 

and a tendency to vote National Socialist. 

In Chapter Five 1 examine the actual policy decisions that were made in the first years of 

the Third Reich, as well as Nazi conceptions of how the& major policies fit within a Christian 

kamework. Christian and anti-Christian themes, as well as ongoing party member activity 

within religious bodies, are exarnined to delineate lines of continuity and change, to determine 

how widespread Christian and paganist identities within the party remained. In addition, I 

explore the question of religious practice within Nazi organizations, where a mounting contest 

emerged between Chnstians and paganists. Church organizations were often attacked as 

"reactionary," but the continued presence of observing Chnstians within Nazi groups was 

systematically defended throughout the party. This practice is further explored through 

institutional relations with the German Faith Movement (Deutsche Glaubensbewegcrng). Like 

the Gexman Christians, this movement wished to be nothing less than the officia1 religious 

expression of Nazisrn. As we shall see, however, this ambition was never fdfilled. 

Chapter Six deals with church-state relations in the Thrd Reich. Although Nazi 

discourse could be strongly anticlencal, a particular a f ~ t y  for certain varieties of Protestantism 
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impelled Nazis to forge links with its institutions. Whereas the Catholic Church remained an 

autonomous organization with its own insulated structure, the Protestant churches in Germany, 

with an historically closer relationship to the state, became a site of contestation where Nazis 

argued among thernselves about the role of religion in a "totalitarian" regime. Most notable in 

this regard was the atternpt to establish a Protestant Reich Church that would unite the splintered 

state churches under the authonty of a Reich Bishop. Through an analysis of their involvement 

in the building of the Reich Church, 1 demonstrate that leading Nazis - most importantly Hitler 

- put great stock in the strengthening of institutional Protestantism, above al1 as a "bulwark" 

against the Catholic Church. Far from attempting to destroy Protestantism fkom within, the party 

leadership hoped to bridge the many gaps that existed between the German Chnstians and their 

theological opponents, the Confessing Church, and end the "Church Struggle." In the process, it 

allowed the Confessing Church a freedom of expression that existed almost no where else in the 

Reich - a voice to criticize not only the Gerrnan Christians, but often the Nazis as well. Only 

with the total split of Protestantism in 1937 as a result of the Church Stmggle did the Nazis 

finally give up on their hopes of a Reich Church, thereby abandoning institutional Protestantism. 

It was only after this breakdown that the Nazi regime turned its anticlencal gaze, long fixed on 

institutionai Catholicism, on Protestantism as well. 

Chapter Seven explores the Nazis' claims that a variety of Christian ethic guided them in 

defining their social policies. In doing so it explores the ideological and institutional 

relationships between the churches' and the Nazis' social networks. Three areas of social policy 

important to both Nazis and Christians are explored here: eugenics, women and youth. Whereas 

the Catholic Church rejected racial science, many Protestant voices predating Nazism, including 

those of the later Confessing Church, advocated it. 1 analyze how the Inner Mission, the main 

exponent of "social Protestantism" in Germany, promoted racial science, and extend this analysis 

to a srnaller Protestant organization, the Research Center for the Study of Worldview. 



Institutional relations between Christian organizations and their Nazi counterparts are addressed 

in relation to women's and youth groups as well. As the process of "coordination" progessed, a 

strong rivalry grew between church and state over the domain of "practical Christianity." In 

contrast to accounts that portray this nvaIry exclusively as an ideological confzict, 1 show that 

these rivairies were due in large measure to a web of ideological affinities - this is, to an 

overlap of certain Nazi conceptions with particular elements of social Protestantisrn. 

Chapter Eight provides an examination of the Nazis7 religious views and policies £kom 

1937 on. As 1 demonsBate, the heightened anticlericalism of the regirne was not the final 

unleashing of a long-suppressed antagonism to traditional religion, but was - at Ieast in the case 

of Protestantism - attributable to the colIapse of institutional relations. In its wake came a wave 

of rneasures airned at church affiliation in the party. This chapter examines the growth of 

church-leaving (Kirchenaustrirt) by party members and the attempted expulsion of pastors from 

the party. It is shown that whereas those who had a pnor antagonism to Christianity promptly 

took leave of church membership, so too did those who made clear their continuing affinity for 

Christian traditions. This chapter also looks at the pivotal role played by leading anti-Christians 

in their attempt to expunge Christian influence f?om Nazism. The polycratic infighting that took 

place over the policing of Nazi ideology is particularly revealing in this regard. Whereas 

Rosenberg's Office of Ideological Information adopted a consistently negative attitude on 

continued Christian expression within the party, rival offices headed by Goebbels and Philipp 

Bouhler displayed an essentially positive attitude; they successfUlly sought to wrest control of 

ideology fiom Rosenberg precisely over the question of religion. Special attention is aIso paid to 

Martin Bormann, perhaps the most powerful anti-Christian in the later years of Nazism. As is 

shown, many of the mti-Christian sentiments for which Nazism is famous were actually 

authored by him. As his relations with other party leaders reveal, Bormann contuiually 

advocated a position that took him beyond the pale even of paganist thought. A broad range of 
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top Nazis attempted repeatedly, and often successfully, to blunt his extrernist policies. Finally, 

Hitler's pivota1 "secret conversations" of the war years are examined. 1 show that Hitler's later 

statements about Chnstianity, often taken as unambiguously hostile, were inconsistent and even 

contradictory. His anger against the churches was never greater. More than this, however, his 

religious feelings were freighted with a criticism and ûriger new to him. Nonetheless, they 

revealed sufficient tension and ambivdence to question just how cornplete Hitler's apostasy was. 

Whereas his math against both Christianity and the churches reached new heights after 1937, 

Hitler was not unambiguously anti-Christian. 

This study attempts a cntical rethinking of the nature of Nazi ideology, and seeks to uncover a 

dimension of it previously overlooked by scholars of the period. Both the Nazis and their 

histohns have viewed the movement through many -es of reference. 1 seek to add an 

additional layer of interpretation rather than replace or reject previous interpretations. Among 

the many ways Nazis identified themselves and their movement - nationalist, sociaIist, 

scientific, racialist, and so on - many attached the label of Christian as well. While this study is 

deeply concemed with the political dimensions of Christianity in Germany between 1919 and 

1945, it is prirnarily concemed with society and ideology, not with church institutions. And 

while it charts the persona1 religious views of Nazi leaders, it seeks forernost to explore the ways 

in which Nazis claimed their movement was related or unrelated to different strands of Christian 

thought. It maps out the rise of a particular variety of religion - "positive Christianity" - and 

its dissipation. It reveals the contested nature of religious meaning in the Nazi movement, one 

that spanned nearly the entire period of the party's history, and reveals how this impacted on 

larger questions of ideology. It concludes by suggesting that Nazism was not the result of a 

'meath of God" in secularized society, but rather a radicalized and particularly homfic attempt to 

preserve God against secularized society. 



Translation and Citation 

1 have translated Konfession as "confession," rather than the more standard "denomination." In 

Germany, where religion nominally remains an obligatory state f l a i r  and not voluntaristic, there 

are no denorninations in the strict sense of the word. Its use in the German context incorrectly 

suggests an American-style religious "marketplace" and attendant separation of church and state. 

Similarly, 1 have translated evangelisch as "Protestant," except when "Evangelical" is 

used in cited secondary literature. For North American readers the more traditional translation of 

"Evangelical" implies a particular type of religious activity not necessarily tied to any one 

church. B y contrast, the German evangelisch canies a d e  h i t e  theo logical-institutional 

determinacy. To maintain the distinction made between Volk and Nation in the German 

language, Volk has been translated as "people" or, more cornrnonly, left untranslated. 

Documents are cited as follows: "archive, holding/file/page (date: place)." For instance, 

"BAP R5101/23135/152-153 (21 February 1938: Berlin)," means the document is in the 

Bundesarchiv Potsdam (BAP), holding R5 10 1 (Reich Ministry for Church Affairs), file 23 13 5 

(correspondence with Forschungsheim fur Weitanschauungskz~nde), folios 1 52- 153, is dated 2 1 

February 1938, and originated in Berlin. For files with no pagination, page numbers are ornitted. 

With the on-going changes still taking place in the German Federal Archive system, 

many of the archival citations used here will have changed. During research, plans were being 

made to phase out the Bundesarchiv Berlin-Zehlendorf (BAZ), formally known as the Berlin 

Document Center, and transfer its holdings to the new Bundesarchiv Berlin-Lichterfelde 

location. Similar plans were being made for the Bundesarchiv Potsdam (BAP). In addition, 

several files that were at these locations have now moved back to the Bundesarchiv Koblenz. 1 

have therefore chosen to retain the original citations since the exact location of the holdings 

remains in a state of flux. 



2 LLPositi~e Christianity": The Doctrine of the Time of Struggle 

The struggle we are now waging today until victory or the bitter 
end is, in its deepest sense, a struggle between Christ and Marx. - 
Joseph Goebbels' 

The narrative of the earIy history of Nazism is well enough known: The trauma of defeat in the 

First World War, the guilt clause of the Versailles Treaty and the dornestic upheaval of the failed 

November Revolution al1 conspired to produce a cacophony of rightist fringe groups determined 

to overthrow the newly-created Weimar Republic. While distinct in style and organization, al1 

these groups advocated a radical volkisch nationalisrn that ernbraced antisemitism, antimamism, 

antiliberalism and anticatholicism to varying degrees. By positing the primacy of race, these 

groups, and the National Socialists in particular, seemed to represent a radical departure from the 

noms of the party-political nght, which up to that tirne remained within the parameters of 

traditional, monarchist conservatism. The turbulence created by events unleashed a movement 

that, while having ideological roots in the pre-war period, had been previously unable to enter 

the political mainstrearn. The tumult of Weimar, and seeming triumph of the left, provided the 

opportunity to seize the initiative.' 

There was initially Little aspiration for parliamentary success on the extrernist right. Up 

until Hitler's failed putsch of November 1923, the Nazis did not take political pragrnatism into 

consideration. Less concemed with garnering an electorate than with forcing through their 

irnmediate goals, the party in this period articulated their vision without concem for carnpaign 

strategy or electoral posturing. Indeed, post-war Bavaria was particularly noteworthy for its 

' Michael (New York, 1987 [orig. 1929]), 66. 

On the founding o f  the NSDAP and its early &tory, see inter alia Reginald Phelps, "Hitler and the Deutsche 
Arbeirerpartei," in Henry A. Turner (ed.), Nazism and the Third Reich (New York, 1972); Werner Maser, Die 
Friihgeschichte der NSDAP: iïitlers Weg bis 1924 ( F e  a-M., 1965); Jeremy Noakes and Geoffiey Pridham 
(eds.), Nazisrn 1919- 1945: A Documentary Reader, 3 vols. (Exeter, 1983-88), 1 : 7-35. 



singular disdain of parliamentary principles, being the site of considerable revolutionary activity 

and numerous atternpted coups. In such an extremist enviionment, a tiny party like the National 

Socialist German Workers7 Party (NSDAP) felt little need to tone d o m  its message for the sake 

of public relations. There was nothing to be lost in a frank expression of the movernent's 

ideology. Hence we can reasonably expect that Nazi speeches, writings and other public 

expressions from this period provide insight into their unternpered ideas, especially compared 

with the penod after 1925, when the party's choice of a legal path to power brought issues of 

tactical and political expediency into the equation. 

Much is already known about the Nazi's public stance toward Christianity. Point 24 of 

the NSDAP Party Program of 1920, commonly accredited to Gottfied Feder, reads: 

We demand fieedorn for al1 religious confessions in the state, insofar as they do not 
endanger its existence or conflict with the customs and moral sentiments of the Germanic 
race. 

The party as such represents the standpoint of a positive Christianity, without 
tying itself to a particular confession. It fights the spirit of Jewish materialism within us 
and without us, and is convinced that a lasting recovery of our VoZk can only take place 
from within, on the basis of the principle: public need cornes before private greed 
[Gerneinnutz geht vor Eigennutz] .3 

After it applied the lihnus test of compatability with the "Gemanic race," which is given 

ontological priority over al1 else, the party claimed to uphold a ype of Christianity. Whereas the 

party program is usually regarded as a true reflection of the Nazis' goals at that time, this passage 

is comrnonly regarded as a product of caution, meant to allay fears arnong the religious by 

posing as essentially favorable to Christianity. The expression "positive Christianity" in 

particular is commonly regarded as a tactical measure, "cleverly" lefi undefined in order to 

3 As printed in Alfred Rosenberg, Das Parteiprogranirn: Wesen, Grundrake und Zieie der NSDAP (Munich, 
1922), 15ff, 57f. Jeremy Noakes and Geoffiey Pridham suggest that Hitler and Anton Drexler wrote most of this 
program, and not Feder: Reader, 1: 14. Albrecht Tyrell, in his biographical sketch of Feder, also suggests that he 
did not directly participate in writing the party program: Albrecht Tyrell, "Gottfried Feder: the Failed Policymaker," 
in Ronald Smelser and Rainer Zitelmann (eds.), The Nazi Eiite, trans. Mary Fischer (New York, 1993), 33. 
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accommodate a broad range of meanings.' However, the wording of Point 24 readily provides us 

with three key ideas where Nazis claïmed their movement was Christian in outlook: the spintual 

struggle against the Jews; the promulgation of a type of Christian social ethic; and the 

supersession of confessionalism in the name of the Volk. Each of these three components will be 

analyzed below. Through a survey of some of the leading figures of the Nazi movement, 1 will 

demonstrate (a) that "positive Chnstianity" was more than a political ploy for winning votes and 

(b) that it was not a loose, unarticulated constnrct, but instead adhered to an inner logic. 

Geman and Jew. Christ and Antichvisr 

Chapter One briefly surveyed the scholarship on antisemitism, particularly that school which 

sees an enduring presence of Christian antisemitism in "modem" racialist antisemitism. Many 

historians argue that the Nazis relied on a preexisting religious antagonism against the lew, but 

they usually do not take the Nazis' own statements into account, since these are regarded as 

antireligious. Rather than presenting direct empirical evidence of a connection, they confine 

themselves to a hornology: "W]odem anti-Semitism turned out to be a continuation of the 

premodem rejection of Judaism by Christianity, even when it renounced any daim to be 

legitimized by it or even professed to be antagonistic to Christianity."' However, a close 

examination of the evidence renders this approach unnecessary: leaders of the Nazi movement 

themselves made a direct comection to certain traditions of Christian Jew-hatred. 

Dietrich Eckart, arguably the most important ideologue in the young Nazi movement, is a 

4 Franz Feige, The Varieties of Protestantism in Nmi Gennany: Five Theupolitical Positions (Lewiston NY, 
1990), 126. See also Conway, The Nazi Persecntion of the Churches (London, 1968), 5; George Denzler and Volker 
Fabricius, Christen und Nationalsozialisten: Darstellung und Dokunzente (Frankfiut a.M., 1993), 16-20; Kuri Meier, 
Kreuz und Hakenkreuz: Die evangelische Kirche im Dritten Reich (Munich, 1 EU), 1 1. 

Jacob Katz, From Prejudice to Destruction: Anti-Sernitirm. 1700-1933 (Cambridge MA, 1980), 3 19. 



case in point. It was he who coined the phrase "Jewish materiaiist spirit within us and without 

us," an expression which implied a religious element hi the Nazi typology and suggested the 

Jewish "problem" was not solely racialS6 Among other accomplishments, Eckart entered "Third 

Reich" into the Nazi vocabulary and composed the party Song "Gennany, awake!" Eckart 

became something of a mentor to Hitler, introducing hirn to Munich's extremist milieu and 

strengthening his basic beiiefs. Twenty years later, Hitler acknowledged his ideological 

indebtedness to Eckart, stating that: "At the time, 1 was intellectually a child still on the boale."' 

Hitler felt so indebted to Eckart he ended Mein Kampf with a tribute to hirn: "And arnong [our 

heroes] 1 want also to count that man, one of the best, who devoted his life to the awakening of 

his - our - people, in his writings and his thoughts and finally in his deeds: Dietrich Eckart? 

One of the earliest works of Nazi ideology was Eckart's Der Boischavismus von Moses 

bis Lenin: Zweigesprüche mirchen AdoZfHitler und mir ("Bo1shevism from Moses to Lenin: a 

conversation between Adolf Hitler and myself'), written shortly before his death in 1923. 

Scholars have generally overlooked the strong religious overtones of this book. One of the few 

to acknowledge this aspect nonetheless descnbes it as a kind of "catechism" of pagani~rn.~ It is 

most likely that Hitler in fact held no such conversation with Eckart." But it still remains a fim 

indication of the latter's views: "Christ stands never otherwise than erect, never otherwise than 

upright ... eyes flashing in the rnidst of the creeping Jewish rabble ... and the words fa11 like 

6 Dietrich Eckart, "Das Judentum in und auBer uns," Artf gut deutsch 1 (19 19). 

' Adolf Hitler, Hitler's Table Talk 194 1 - 1944: His Privare Conversations, bans. Norman Cameron and R. H. 
Stevens, intro. by Hugh Trevor-Ropeic (London, 1953), 21 7. 

8 Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf; tram. RaIph Manheim (Boston, 1962), 687. 

9 Ernst Nolte, "Eine frühe Quelle ni Hitiers Antisemitismus," Historische Zeitschnj? 192 (1961): 585-606; 
Barbara Miller Lane, ''Nazi Ideology: Some Udinished Business," Central European History 7 (1974): 3-30; 
Barbara Miller Lane and Leila Rupp (eds.), Nb Ideology before 1933: A Documentation (Austin, 1978); Klaus 
Scholder, The Churches and the Third Reich, 2 vols. (London, 1987-88), 1 : 90. Lane and Rupp draw extensively 
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10 Margarete Plewnia, Auf dem Weg zu Hitler: Der 'v6lkische ' PublurSt Dietrich Eckart (Brernen, 1 gïO), 94- 1 12. 



lashes of the whip: 'Your father is the devil' (John 8:44)."" Far fiom advocating a paganist or 

anti-Christian religion, Eckart held that Christ was a leader to be ernulated: "In Christ, the 

embodiment of ail manliness, we find al1 that we need. And if we occasionally speak of Baldur, 

our words always contain some joy, some satisfaction, that our pagan ancestors were already so 

Christian as to have indications of Christ in this ideal figure."" The book, published 

posthumously, ended with an aftenvord by the publishers: Eckart's death "prevented the 

cornpletion of this highly significant work showing the Christian approach to the volkisch 

Eckari maintained in 19 1 9 that the trope "Third Reich" was imately religious: 

Wonders never cease; fkom the deluge is born a new world, while the Pharisees whine 
about their miserable pennies! The liberation of humanity fiom the curse of gold stands 
before us! But for that our collapse, but for that our Golgotha! As we seek it still, so 
shall salvation - not misery and need - befall us Germans. Nowhere on Earth is there 
a people more capable, more able, to bring about the Third Reich than we! Veni Creator 
spiritus ! l4 

The antisemitism irnplicit in the use of such phrases as "Pharisees" and "curse of gold" is made 

more explicit on other occasions: 

[The] Jewish conception of God is of no interest to us Germans! We seek God nowhere 
but in ourselves. For us the soul is divine, of which the Jew, on the other hand, knows 
nothing: "The Kingdom of Heaven is within you" (Luke 17:21), thus God also, who 
belongs to the Kingdom of Heaven. We feel our soul is irnmortal, eternal from the 
beginning, and therefore we refuse to be told that we are created fiom nothingness .... So 
has the Aryan spirit long taught, even before Christ embraced the light of the world like a 
mirror. '' 

I I  Dietrich Eckart, Der BolschervrSrnus von Moses bis Lenin: Zweigesprdche nvischen AdoIf Hitler rrnd mir 
(Munich, 1924), 18. 

l3 Ibid., 50. 
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Jews, on the other hand, did originate "out of n~thingness."'~ We see in Eckart's antisemitism a 

clear racial element: Christ is cast as the representative of a preexisting Aryan spirit. Still, this 

antisemitism was not founded on a pure biologism, but on a dualisrn based on a belief in Christ's 

rejection of the Jews. This is M e r  revealed in one of Eckut's poems, "The Riddle": "The 

New Testament broke away fiom the Old/ as you once released yourseif fiom the world/ And as 

you are fieed fÏom your past delusionsl so did Jesus Christ reject his Jewishness."" The 

antithesis of the lew was not only the German, but the Christian: "In light of the indisputable 

facts, together with Rosenberg 1 showed the anti-Geman or rather anti-Christian, or - what 

amounts to the same thing - Jewish character of Freernas~nry."'~ Eckart's overlapping of racial 

and religious categories was M e r  revealed when he maintained: "To be an Aryan and to sense 

transcendence are one and the same thing."19 

This dualism, conceived in a specifically Christian language, guided Eckart's thinking on 

other subjects as well. On the First World War he wrote: "This war was a religious war, finally 

one sees that clearly. A war between light and darkness, tnith and falsehood, Christ and 

Anti~hrist."'~ This religious dualism achieved apocalyptic dimensions: "The moment of tmth 

has anived: humanity once again has the choice between appearance and reality, between 

Germandom and Je-my, between the al1 and the nothing, between tmth and falsehood, between 

within and without, between right and despotism, between intelligence and madness, between 

16 Auf gut dezmch 1 (1919), 199. 

17 Quoted in Alfred Rosenberg, Dietnch Eckart: Ein Vermüchmis (Munich, 19351, 1 12. 

18 Auf gut deutsch 3 (1919), 36. 
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goodness and death? Eckart believed in an ultimate confkontation between these forces: 

"When light cornes to blows with darkness, no pacts are made! There is only stmggle for life 

and death, until the destruction of one or the other. And that is why world war is the only 

apparent end."" 

C e r t d y  this duality was not limited to Eckart. As Klaus Scholder has suggested, "the 

German Volk had been called to this end and was capable of deciding this battle for the world in 

favour of the principle of the good. This was the cornmon basic conviction of the entire volkisch 

movement. ... No one can understand the power which National Socialism achieved without 

realizing that behind it stood the c l a h  and the conviction to be fighting on the side of good 

against evil."= Eckart was by no means the only Nazi to subscribe to a dualism of 

ChristidAryr?n and JewBemite. This tendency was personified as well in Arthur Dinter, a 

leading figure in the rnovement's early history and one of its most vituperous antisemites. 

Although Dinter had the distinction in 1928 of being the first Nazi leader to be expelled 

fiom the party, he nonetheless was an important figure in the early history of the rnovement. He 

was the proud bearer of party rnembership number 5. Unlike Ludendorff or Gregor Strasser, he 

remained faithfùl to Hitler during his irnprisonrnent, and was one of the few party leaders present 

at the refounding of the NSDAP in February 1925. He could count Julius Streicher arnong his 

close fnends and joined Streicher when the latter founded the Grossdeutsche Volhgemeinschaft 

(GDVG), an offshoot of the NSDAP claiming a monopoly on loyalty to Hitler? Known 

prirnarily as an ideologue, he also displayed considerable organizational abilities. As Gauleiter 

" Rosenberg, Eckart, 86. 

7 1  - Ibid., 84. 

" Scholder, Churches, 1: 75. 

'' On Dinter's political career and his relevance for the NSDAP's early gains, see Donald Tracey, "The 
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of Thuringia he was instrumental to the party's early success in that area, marshaling the various 

volklrch splinter groups behind the Nazis. According to one specialist, "[tlhe district was one of 

the first and most successful examples of party expansion outside of Bavaria," party membership 

having doubled in 1927 done? The selection of Weimar as the site of the 1926 Reichsparteitag 

(national party congress), the first to be held after the party's refounding, a f h e d  the 

importance of Dinter's Gau to the party during this period. 

Dinter's significance for the history of Nazism nonetheless rests more in his ideas. 

Inspired b y Houston Stewart Chamberlain' s Foundations of the fieteen th Cen tziry, which he 

maintained led to his "total spintual rebirth," Dinter turned gorn a career in the theater to writing 

novels. His most famous novel, Die Sünde wider das Bht ("the sin against the blood"), was 

published in 19 18 and sold 235,000 copies by 1927, making it the most popular work of National 

Socialist fi~tion.'~ This work perfected the Nazis' racialist topos, and "stood at the surnrnit of an 

enormous production of antisemitic publication."" The protagonist of the novel, Hermann 

Kiimpfer, marries a half-Jew who is tom between the "noble and profound" influence of her 

rnother's German blood and the "licentious, pleasure seeking" influence of her father's Jewish 

blood, and hence personifies the '%urse of the sin against the blood to which she owes her 

e~istence."'~ They have a child, whose appearance represents the triurnph of her father's 

inheritance. Outraged, Kknpfer cornmits himself to the antisemitic cause, founding a society for 

"race research and hygiene," which is restricted to those who can prove Aryan status up to three 

- - - -  

25 Tracey, "Thuriugia," 34, 38. This work also provides a useful overview of the internecine warfare between the 
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generations." Awakened to the malignance of Jewish blood, he remames, this time to a fully 

Aryan woman. But arnazingly, their child is boni with fdly Jewish features. As Kiimpfer later 

discovers, his second wife had permanently contarninated herself by having had a child fathered 

by a Jew years before. Though f U y  Aryan herself, this one encounter with Jewish blood was 

enough to destroy her racial purity. Outraged at this act of blood defilement, K a p f e r  kills the 

Jewish seducer. He is tried for murder, and proclairns before the court: "To lead the spirit to 

victory over matter, and struggling humanity to its divine destiny: that was the goal God created 

for himself when he created the Germans! ... p]n the Jewish race are found, since time 

immemorial, those hellish powers which lead man away f?om Gad."'' The jury acquits Kihpfer. 

In subsequent works Dinter hlly anticipated the eugenicism of the Nazi state, as well as the 

racial defuùtions employed in the Nuremberg Laws. In Die Sünde wider die Liebe ("the sin 

against love"), Dinter set out an explicit program: the Jewish religion ceases to be a legal entity; 

Jews are prohibited from the civil service and teaching posts; sexual relations between Jew and 

German are forbidden; Jews cannot buy land; Jewish immigration is banned; and those who 

entered Germany afier 19 14 are expelled." 

Just as with Eckart, however, for Dinter the question of the German-Jewish duality was 

as much religious as it was racial. The struggle between Chnst and Antichnst was the archetype 

of the etemal battle between the Aryan and the Jew, between good and eviL3' Indeed, Jesus was 

the perfect Aryan, who was bom among the Jews only to emphasize their polar opposition. 

Dinter followed Chamberlain's argument that Galilee was inhabited by Aryans, and that Jesus 

'9 Ibid., 296. 
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could not have been racially Jewish (sUnilarly, al1 the apostles Save Judas were Aryan)." As a 

result, "Jesus is the only spirit created by God and incarnated on earth who never misused his 

fiee will to sin."Y Dinter also suggested the removal of the Old Testament fiorn the Christian 

canon: it was too "materialistic" for Cfiristians, a monument to "the religious thinking of the 

Jews, which is based upon lies and betrayal, business and pr~fit."~' Dinter conceived the 

expurgation of the Old Testament not only as a Christian act - bringing about a "retum" to the 

unadulterated teachings of Jesus - but as the ultimate vülLisclz act? 

Another Nazi with literary pretensions in the "Tirne of Struggle" (Karnpfieit) was Joseph 

Goebbels. Of course, afier 1933 Goebbels became perhaps the most important figure in the 

dissemination of Nazi ideology, both as the Reich Minister for Peoples' Enlightenment and 

Propaganda and as the President of the Reich Chamber of Culture. Unlike many "Old Fighters" 

(alte K.-fer), whose influence waned after the Nazis came to power, Goebbels was able to 

retain his hold on power firom the begiming to the very end, contributing more than anyone to 

the omnipotence of the Führer myth and never losing his place in Hitler's imer circle.j7 He was 

also one of the rnost prolific writers of the movement, both in number of published works and 

quantity of unpublished, private material. humerable scholars have drawn on his writings to 

gain insight into the nature of Nazism. 

Goebbels, as the chief architect of the infarnous Krzstallnacht of 1938, was also an 

33 Dinter, Blut, 172. 

34 Arthur Dinter, Die Sünde wider den Geist (Leipzig, 1921), 60. 
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antisemite of the highest order. However, given his role as the Nazis' supreme propagandist, 

there is a tendency in scholarship to regard him as ideologically lax or even mendacious. Indeed, 

his role in Kristahacht is attributed to bis extramarital a f f ' r s  as much as to a committed 

antisemitis~n.~~ But Goebbels' writings before 1933, both public and private, reveal a comrnitted 

and consistent ideologue. His antisemitism revealed the dualistic racial thinking evident among 

the Nazis already surveyed: "Money is the power of  evil and the Jew its servant. Aryan, Sernite, 

positive, negative, constructive, destructive. The Sew has his fatefül mission to once more 

dominate the sick Aryan race. Our salvation or our ruin is dependent upon us."39 Such religious 

imagery ("salvation," "mission") was not simply detached fiom its originating context. The 

eternal quality of the fight against Judaism was intimately c o ~ e c t e d  with God and with Hitler as 

"an instrument of divine will shaped by history .... Nothing exists outside of  GO^."^^ For 

Goebbels, the struggle against Jewry was innately religious; it was a struggle against the Devi1 

hirnself: "Whoever cannot hate the Devi1 cannot love God. Whoever Ioves his Vulk must hate 

the destroyer of his Volk, hate him fiom the depths of his soul.'"' 

But as was mie with Eckart and Dinter, this antisemitism constructed a polar opposition 

not only between Aryan and Sernite, but also between Christian and Jew. Like Dinter, Goebbels 

created a fictional protagonist, Michael Vormann, through whom he voiced this view: 

Christ is the genius of love, as such the most diametrical opposite of Judaism, which is 
the incarnation of hate. The Jew is a non-race arnong the races of the earth. ... Christ is 
the first great enemy of the Jews. 'You shall devour al1 nations!' He declared war 

'13 For instance, Elke Frohlich, "Joseph Goebbels: The Propagandist," in Smelser and Zitelmann, Elite, 57-58. 

39 Frohiich (ed.), Tagebzïcher, entry for 6i8/24. 
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against that. That is why Judaisrn had to get rid of him. For he was shaking the very 
foundations of its future international power. 

The Jew is the lie personified. When he crucified Christ, he crucified everiasting 
tmth for the first time in hi~tory.'~ 

In his reference to Jews as a "non-race," Goebbels seems to question the scientific or biological 

nature of the stniggle. This is also brought out in his reference to Jesus, whorn Goebbels insisted 

was not Jewish: "Christ cannot have been a Jew. 1 do not need to prove this with science or 

scholarship. It is SO!" '~~  More than just an appropriation of Jesus, meant to di@@ antisernitism 

with pious allusions to the Bible, Goebbels' fascination with the person of Christ borders on a 

type of evangelism: "1 converse with Christ. 1 believed 1 had overcome him, but 1 have only 

overcome his idolatrous pnests and false servants. Christ is harsh and relentless. He drives the 

Jewish money-changers out of the temple. A declaration of war against money. If a man said 

that today, he would wind up in prison or a madh~use ."~  This reference to John 2: 15 was to 

appear repeatedly in the Nazis' antisemitic discourse. As Julius Streicher's GDVG insisted in 

1924: "[We] relentlessly fight the shady mixing of religion and Jewish party politics, and fight to 

keep religion pure, as did the Lord when he threw the hagglers and usurers out of the Temple.**45 

In Michael we can also see cIear and repeated professions of antisemitism and 

antimarxism, both genuine cornponents of the Nazis' ideological package. We see as well the 

unmistakable presence of anticlericalism ("false servants"), but not one rooted in opposition to 

Christianity itself. Rather, Goebbels suggests that contemporary Christianity is ossified, and 

must be renewed and revitalized by removing it fkom its institutional shackles: "The various 

churches have failed. Completely. They are no longer in the front lines, they have long since 

- 
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retreated to the rear guard. From that position, their resentment terronzes any fomation of a 

new religious will. Millions of people are waiting for this new fomation, and their yeamings 

remain ~nfulfil led."~~ As a consequence of this anticlerical attack, Goebbels also demonstrates 

the sincerity of his attitude toward Christianity. Had Michael been meant only for public 

consumption, as an effort to be "al1 things to al1 people" typical of the Nazis' opportunïsrn, such 

an attack on the clergy would have constituted a strategic blunder. 

Despite his rejection of Christian institutions, in Michael Goebbels repeatedly a f w s  

Christian belief: "Christianity is not a religion for the majonty, much less for all. Cultivated by 

the few and translated into deeds, it is one of the most beautifid blossoms that the sou1 of a 

culture has ever borne."47 Goebbels displays a positive attitude toward the Bible as well: "1 take 

the Bible, and al1 evenùig long 1 read the simplest and greatest sermon that has ever been given 

to rnankùid: The Sermon on the Mount! 'Blessed are they who suffer persecution for the sake of 

justice, for theirs is the kingdom of hea~en'!'"~ Goebbels' anticlericalism is justified as a 

preservation of religion, not an attack on it: "Today's youth is not against God, we are only 

against his cowardly religious rnenials, who try to commercialize him as they do everything else. 

We have to square off against them if we want to square ourselves with  GO^."'^ 

Dietrich Klagges, a fiend of Goebbels in the party, alrnost exactly duplicated these 

themes. Klagges had the distinction of being one of the first Nazis to attain ministerial office, 

being appointed State Intenor and Education Minister in Braunschweig in 193 1. He gained 

notoriety for providing Hitler with his Geman citizenship @y making him an officia1 in the 

--- - -- 
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Braunschweig government), thereby allowing him to run in the presidential elections of 1932? 

Klagges published widely and was known for his contribution to Nazi educational philosophy 

during the Third Reich, having edited and contributed to the enormous four-volume work, " Volk 

and Fiihrer: Geman History for Sch~ols."~' He also published many articles on Nazi economic 

thinking, and was considered qualified enough in t h i s  area to be appointed head of the 

Department for the Science of Economics within the party, commissioned "to explore and 

determine the scientific foundations of National Socialist economic prin~iples."~' 

Ktagges also tunied his attention to Christianity. As a member of the German-Christian 

Working Group, a precursor to the German Chrïstians, he wrote a work entitled Das 

Urevczngeliurn Jesu ("The Original Gospel of Jesus"), in which he expounded on the meaning of 

Chnst to the Nazi movement. Goebbels took note of the book, w-riting in his dairy, 'Wagges' 

'The original gospel of Jesus', perhaps an epoch-making book. ... A fabulous book."g Closely 

following the pattern laid out by Eckart, Dinter and Goebbels, Klagges upheld a dualism between 

Christian and Jew: "Christianity - Judaism, creation - destruction, good - evil, God - Satan, 

and in the last consequence, redemption - annihilati~n."~ According to Klagges, the Jews were 

not only a harmful race; they were also contaminated by a "satanic spirit" which sought to 

control the world. And in Christ they found their greatest enemy." Christ was an Aryan, and 

despite having belonged to the Jewish "faith-community," was never a Jew inwardly. Christ 

'O HoIger Germann, Die politische Religion des Nationalsozialisten Diehich Klagges: Ein Beiîrag alr 
Phanornenologie der NS-Ideologie (Fr- a.M., 1995), 16. 
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fought on behalf of his fellow Galileans against the dominant Jews, and was to be regarded as the 

"greatest opponent of J ~ d a i s m . " ~  But more than just a mode1 antisemite, Jesus was the son of 

God." 

Even more than Eckart or Dinter, Klagges and Goebbels placed a special emphasis on 

Christ. But they were not unique in this regard. Another party leader who demonstrated such a 

cornmitment was Walter Buch. He is not a well-known Nazi, but as chairman of the party's 

Investigation and Conciliation Cornmittee (Untersuchungs- und Schlichtungsaussch~~ss) and 

president of the party's supreme court, he held one of the most powerfbl positions in Nazism. 

What the Gestapo would later be to German society, Buch was to the party itself a sort of Nazi 

Cheka, his court had the power to discipline, expel and punish al1 pcuty members, and none of its 

judgments could be overturned Save for Kitler's direct intervention?' Martin Bormann, who 

would achieve infarny near the end of the party's life, was Buch's son-in-law: according to his 

biographer, Bormann mamied Buch's daughter to gain entry to Hitler's imer circle.j9 Otto 

Wagener, Hitler's confidant in the Kampfeit, named Buch as one of only three men who "were 

prepared and in a position to tell Hitler their own views when they contradicted bis."@ 

Like the others surveyed so far, Buch relatecl Nazisrn as a rnovement to Christ's own 

"stniggle," sounding a distinct note of triumphalism. He also demonstrated the kind of dualism 

between good and evil, Christ and Antichrist, which marked the discourse of his fellow party 

mernben. To an assembly of the National Socialist Student League (Nationalsozialistischer 
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Deutscher Studenten bund, NSDS tB) he declared: 

Life itself is struggle. ... The National Socialist Welranschnuung stands unreservedly for 
this tnith. It is the fondation of al1 its works and deeds. ... With this conception we 
follow the example of no one less than our Savior. When Point 24 of our program says 
the party stands for a positive Christianity, here above al1 is the cornerstone of our 
thinking. Chnst preached struggle as did no other. His life was stniggle for his beliefs, 
for which he went to his death. From everyone he dernanded a decision between yes or 
no. ... That is the necessity: that man find the power to decide between yes and noY 

Buch drew direct cornparisons not only between Christ's struggle and the Nazis', but between 

Christ's followers and members of the NSDAP: "Just as Christianity only prevailed through the 

fanatical belief of its followers, so too shall it be with the spiritual movement of National 

Buch's antisemitism, which "he had learned as a young boy h m  his ngid Lutheran 

parents," was both racial and religi~us.~' T h e  Jew," according to Buch, "is not a human being: 

he is a manifestation of decay." This was especially evident in the decline of farnily life. For 

inspiration Buch Iooked to Martin Luther, who described the family as "the source of every 

people's blessings and misfomuies."~ The Jew caused the breakdown of the German family, 

since for him marriage was simply a means to an end, a contract concluded for material benefit. 

The Geman, on the other hand, entered into mamage to produce children and imbue them with 

values such as honor, obedience and national feeling. But as with Eckart, Dinter and Goebbels, 

the antithesis of the Jew was the Christian as well as the Gerrnan: "The idea of eternal life, of 

which the Jew knows nothïng, is just as characteristic of our Germanic forefathers as it was of 

- -- - 
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Christ.'45 Furthemore, Buch insisted that any rnixing of Jews and Germans, whether biological 

or social, was a violation of the "divine world ~ r d e r . " ~ ~  

This reference to race as God's creation, whose purity must be upheld as God's will, was 

not simply a pious allusion hiding a 'most thoroughgoing se~ularization."~~ Rather, it found 

expression within Protestant circles as a genuine theological trend. Called the "theology of the 

orders of creation" (Schopfungsglar~be), it valonzed the Volk7 along with the family and state, as 

God-ordained. It was advanced by an influential group of Lutheran theologians whose views, 

significantly, predated Nazism (see Chapter Four). In this context, therefore, Buch's 

Lutheranism is potentially significant. Another Lutheran Nazi who advanced a very sïmilar 

conception of race was Hans Schernm. Like Buch, Schemrn is not usually ranked among the 

Nazi elite. However, as head of the Nazi Teachers' League (Nationalsozialistische Lehrerbund, 

NSLB) he was in charge of one of the party's most important ancillary organizations." 

T y p i m g  the tendency of the Nazi elite to hold many feudalities, he was also Gauleiter of 

Bayreuth - a site of particular symbolism in the Nazi imagination - and after 1933 Bavarian 

Minister of Education and Culture. According to his fiiend Wilhelm Kube, "Schemm's Gau 

[was] one of the best in Ger~nany.'"~ Schemrn was committed to the revolutionary program of 

the movement even after the seizure of power, warning the "mandarins" and professionals who 

65 Der Aufinarsch 2. Based on this evidence we can argue against McKale's assertion that Buch "despised Jews 
not so much for religious or cultural reasons"(Courts, 55). 
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were supposedly trying to infiltrate the party that their names were on record.70 Schemm was 

also one of the few Nazis who actually adhered to the Aryan ideal of physical beauty and 

vitality: according to Otto Wagener, he was "tall, blond, blue-eyed, tranquil, athletic. It was 

characteristic of hirn that, out of sheer joy for sport, he becarne a pilot."7' He was also a fervent 

antisemite, attempting to prove the iderioris. of the Jews by likening them to insects he had 

studied as a biologist. According to Michael Kater, "he came closer to the terribles 

simplz~caieurs of Jacob Burckhardt's vision than any of the other Nazi leaders except Adolf 

Hitler, whom he resernbled in charismatic appeal."" 

Schemm was particularly known throughout the Reich for his slogan, "Our religion is 

Christ, our politics Fatherland!" His speeches, which were famous in Bavaria," were designed 

to cast Nazism as a religious revival. As a police report stated, Schemrn "speaks like a pastor" 

and often ended his deliveries with the Lutheran hyrnn, "A Mighty Fortress is o u  God."" In one 

of his speeches, he spoke of God in Nazism's conceptual universe: "Our confession to God is a 

confession of a doctrine of totality. ... To give ultimate significance to the totalities of race, 

resistance and personality there is added the supreme totalitarian slogan of our Volk: 'Religion 

and God.' God is the greatest totality and extends over al1 el~e."~' Here Schemrn makes specific 

reference to the "totalitarkn" nature of Nazi discourse. But he makes it clear that the 

70 Michael Kater, The Nazi Party: A Social Profile of Mernbers and Leaders, 19 19-1945 (Cambridge MA, t 983), 
161. 
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'?otalizing" claims of Nazism as a Weltanschauung did not preclude the possibility that that 

Weltanschauung could be based on a variety of Christianity. Far fiom conflicting loyalties, for 

Schemm Christianity and Nazism went hand in hand: ''Me are no theologians, no 

representatives of the teaching profession in this sense, put forth no theology. But we claim one 

thing for ourselves: that we place the great fundamental idea of Chnstianity in the center of our 

ideology [Ideenwelt] - the hero and sufferer Christ himself stmds ir, the  enter."^^ 

Schemm also concemed himself with the ordination of race. In a 193 1 debate he held 

with prominent Protestant churchmen, he directly confionted those who claimed that Nazism 

replaced Christianity with a new race religion: 

Race is clearly the decisive issue and 1 have already expressed this view in a spirited 
discussion at a pastors' conference in Nuremberg. Representatives of the church voiced 
the suspicion that within National Socialism could be found a deification [Vergottwzg] of 
the concept of race. 1 can understand that an earnest theologian who does not quite know 
our movernent perceives a danger in it, when he notices time and again that we place 
racial thought in the foreground, when he notices that we would make the purity of blood 
the highest law. However, those who know our movement and introduce themselves to 
its deep cornmitment to Christianity immediate lay aside their objections ... 

Race and religion give rise to each other. 1 do not believe that the Volk are 
obliged to put aside race for the sake of religion; othenvise al1 natural and histoncal 
development would be invalidmi7 

Schemm atternpted to discursively reconcile science and religion, instead of dernoting science as 

Goebbels and Eckart did. In Schemm's view, the prïority given to the Volk in Point 24 did not 

rnean a demotion of Christianity. Mixing racial and religious metaphors, Schemm proclaimed: 

When one puts steel into f ie ,  the steel will glow and shine in its own distinctive way. 
And likewise with every other metal. When 1 put the German Volk into the fire of 
Christianity, the Geman Volk will react in its racially distinctive way. It will build 
German cathedrals and create a German hymn.... We want to preserve, not subvert, what 

76 Walter Kùnneth, Werner Wilm and Ham Schemm, War haben wir als evangelische Christen zum Rufe des 
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God has created, just as the oak tree and the fir tree retain their difference in a forest. - 
Why do the trees in the forest not interbreed? - Why is there not only one type of tree 
[Einheitsbatrm]? Why should our concept of race suddenly turn into the Marxist concept 
of a single type of human? We are accused of wanting to dei@ the idea of race. But 
since race is willed by God, we want nothing else but to keep the race pure, in order to 
fulfili GOCS 

Here is an explicit evocation of the orders of creation. As did Schopfuungsghube theologians, 

Schemm established the sanctity of racial separation, the theological precondition for positing 

the Germans as God's chosen people. As much as he paid attention to the racial question, 

however, Schemm did not argue for the suprernacy of race. Indeed, he explicitly rejected the 

notion of racial materialism. since he considered materialism of any kind to be Marxist: "[Tlhe 

spiritual for us always remains primas; blood and race secondary. The cause of al1 things is and 

remains the Creator .... Race, VoZk and nation represent only instruments which lead to  GO^."^ 

Schemm even rejected Darwin, whose ideas, along with Marx's, represented the "political 

formulation of rnateriali~rn."~~ 

These were among the many voices of the Nazi leadership. But did the top Nazi, Adolf 

Hitler, speak in the discourse of Christ and Antichrïst? Much is already known through the 

"Bible" of the Nazi rnovement, Hitler's Mein Kampf: it undoubtedly spoke of the Jewish 

"problem" in racial terms; but it also sounded a strongly Christian note. In its pages Hitler gave 

no indication of being an atheist or agnostic, or of believing only in a remote, rationalist deity8' 

Indeed, he referred continually to a providential, active God: "What we must fight for is to 

safeguard the existence and reproduction of our race ... so that our people may mature for the 

fulfillment of the mission allotted it by the creator of the universe. ... Peoples that bastardize 
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themselves, or let themselves be bastardized, sin against the will of etemal Pro~idence."~' Hitler 

cast his antisemitism in economic, political and even eugenic terms, but he fiequently concluded 

on a religious basis: "Hence today 1 believe that 1 am acting in accordance with the will of the 

Almighty Creator: by defending myself against the Jew, I am fighting for the work of the 

Lord."" As did his mentor Eckart, Hitler emphasized the Aryan belief in the afierlife over 

against Jewish belief, which according to Hitler could even be called religion: '"Due to his own 

onginal special nature, the Jew cannot possess a religious institution, if for no other reason 

because he lacks idedism in any fom, and hence belief in a hereafter is absolutely foreign to 

him. And a religion in the m a n  sense cannot be imagined which lacks the conviction of 

survival afier death in some form."" Here Hitler speaks of the Aryan rather than the Christian. 

But there is an implicit equating of the two, made explicit on other occasions. Consistent with 

his party cornrades, Hitler regarded the antithesis of the Jew to be the Christian - in this case 

Christ himself - as well as the Aryan: 

[The Jew's] life is only of this world, and his spirit is inwardly as alien to h i e  
Christianity as his nature two thousand years previous was to the great founder of the 
new doctrine. Of course, the latter made no secret of his attitude toward the Jewish 
people, and when necessary he even took to the whip to drive from the temple of the Lord 
this adversary of al1 humanity, who then as aiways saw in religion nothing but an 
instrument for his business existence. In r e m ,  Christ was nailed to the cross, while our 
present-day party Christians [e.g. Center Party] debase themselves to begging for Jewish 
votes at elections and later try to arrange political swindles with atheistic Jewish parties.ss 

In Mein Kampf, the Jew took on the satanic proportions of the Antichrist: '"p]n his vileness he 

'' Hitler, Mein Kampf; 2 14,3 27. 
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becomes so gigantic that no one need be surprised if among our people the personification of the 

devil as the symbol of all evil assumes the living shape of the J ~ W . " ~ ~  

As with Michael, Hitler's Mein Kampf enunciates views widely accepted as genuine 

components of Nazi ideology: racialism, antisemitism, antirnarxism, antiliberalism, belief in the 

need for Lebensrnum. Whereas Hitler is certainly mendacious about mauy things in Mein 

Knrnpf, he is surprisingly kank about the basic contours of the Nazi program. Nonetheless, other 

historical sources contend that the public stance Hitler took towards Chnstianity was deceptive, 

that Hitler was in fact a hater of Chnstianity who simply posed othexwise for the sake of politics. 

Histonans have long claimed to find Hitler's "real" attitude on religion in the works of Hermann 

Rauschning. One book in particular, Hitler S p e a k ~ , ~ ~  is consistently employed to argue that 

Hitler's professions in Mein Knmpf were nothing more than oppominism; that beneath this cloak 

of piety stood a duplicitous hater of Christianity and everythuig it stood for. According to 

Rauschning, Hitler stated in April 1933: 

Neither of the confessions - Catholic or Protestant, they are both the same - has any 
future left. At least not for the Germans. [Italian] Fascism may perhaps make its peace 
with the Church in God's name. 1 will do it too. Why not? But that won? stop me 
starnping out Christianity in Gexmany, root and branch. One is either a Christian or a 
German. You can't be both. ... Do you really believe the masses will ever be Christian 
again? Nonsense! Never again. That tale is finished. No one will listen to it again. But 
we c m  hasten matters. The parsons will be made to dig their own graves. They will 
betray their God to us. They will betray anything for the sake of their rniserable little 
jobs and in corne^.^^ 

The conspiratorial tone of this account of the "pnvate" Hitler has convinced many church 

histonans that Hitler was "a wolf in sheep's clothing," anti-Christian to the core and fkom the 
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outset of his career." The caricature Rauschning presents of Hitler's ranting should alone have 

raised questions as to its authenticity; but the more troubling fact remains that Rauschnuig's 

book stands completely alone in handing down sayings of this nature fiom this period." It is not 

for nothing that these factors should raise questions: Hit[er Speab is now considered to be 

fiaudulent. As a recent biographer has put it: "Especially the chapter 'Hitler in private' ... is 

untrustworthy through and through - a product of war propaganda. ... [Rauschning's] 

'conversations with Hitler' are far-off fanta~ies."~' Moreover, Rauschning was too penpheral to 

the movement to have been part of Hitler's inner-circle of codidants, as he consistently 

rnaintauied?' However, despite the highly questionable nature of Rauschning as a pnmary 

source, some historians curiously persist in using h i ~ n . ~ ~  

Other sources for Hitler's private and "confidential" views offer no indication of an anti- 

Christian agenda, or even indifference in religious questions. As early as 19 L 9 Hitler sketched 

out his basic worldview in an unpublished manuscript. The first section was on the Bible, under 
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which heading Hitler noted: "Monumental History of Mankind - Idealism-Matenalism: 

Nothing without a cause - history makes men ... the children of God and men."% He concluded 

from this the "First result: purification of the Bible - that which is consistent with our spirit. 

Second result: critical examination of the remainder?" This is almost certainly an allusion to the 

Old Testament, which both Eckart and Dinter clainicd nad to be removed f?om the Christian 

canon. As we shall see in Chapter Four, this was a view to be found within established 

theologïcal circles as well. 

Other sources paint a sirnilar pichire. In a party gathering at Munich's Bürgerbraukeller 

in 1922, Hitler dealt with the question of whether one could be both an antisemite and a 

Christian: 

I Say my Christian feelings point me to my Lord and Savior as a fighter (tumulhious, 
prolonged applause). They point me toward the man who, once lonely and surrounded by 
only a few followers, recognized these Jews and called for battle against them, and who, 
as the true God, was not only the greatest as a sufferer but also the greatest as a wanior. 
. . . [AIS a Christian and a human being, 1 read the passage which declares to us how the 
Lord flnally rose up and seized the whip to drive the usurers, the brood of serpents and 
snakes, fkom the Temple! (turnultuous a p p l a ~ s e ) ~ ~  

In this speech, delivered in fiont of a mostly Nazi audience, Hitler referred to Jesus as "the tme 

God." He made it plain that he regarded Christ's struggle as direct inspiration for his own. He 

added: ""Two thousand years ago a man was also denounced by the sarne race.... The man was 

dragged before the court and it was also said of hirn, 'He stirred up the people.' So he too had 

been a 'rabble-rouser!' And against whom? Against 'Gad' they cried. Yes indeed, he roused 

the rabble against the 'God' of the Jews, for this 'God' is only gold (tumulhious applause).'"' 

94 Werner Maser, Hitler S Letters and Notes (London, 19731,282-83. Following chapters were to have been on 
"2. The Aryan; 3. His Works; 4. The Jew; 5. His Worli" (ibid.). 
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For Hitler, Jesus was not just one archetype among others, but "our greatest m a n  leader."98 

Christ socialists 

Aside fiom a "spiritual" struggle against the Jews, the party's "positive Christianity" pointed as 

well to a social ethic in the expression "public need before private greed." The Nazis' opposition 

to the economic system of communism is wel!known. But the Nazis also insisted they were 

against "mammonism." Nazi economic theonsts Gottfried Feder and Gregor Strasser advanced 

the idea of a socially-oriented, ethical "productive capitalism" (schaffendes Kapitao, contrasting 

it with a selfish "rapacious capitalism" (rufendes K a p i ~ a l ) . ~ ~  Party mernbers designated as 

economic experts cast their views in similar language. Dietrich Klagges, charged with the task 

of helping to define Nazi economic theory, made a fairly typical cal1 for the ethical-moral 

supervision of the economy in a 1929 article: "Comprehensive social justice can be brought to 

bear only by withdrawing the decision making on interest rates, prices, and wages fiom the 

sphere of economic power and transfening it to the sphere of justice and legal auth~ri ty." '~~ As a 

professed follower of Christ, Klagges doubtlessly would have found inspiration for his ethical 

imperative in Christ's expulsion of the usurers and money-changers. We cannot rehearçe the 

many controversies that surround the persistence or curtailment of capitalism in the Nazi 

system;I0' but it is clear that Nazi ideology sought a "third wayy' between Marxist and liberal 

98 Eberhard Jackel (ed.), Hitler: Samtliche Aufieichnungen 1905- 1924 (Stuttgart, 1980), 63 5. 
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socio-economic modes. 'O' The Nazi movement espoused a national, anti-Manlist socialism that 

would finaliy end class strife in Germany, forging the People's Community as an organic, 

hmonious  whole. More important than the programmatic details of the Nazis' social policy 

was the underlying logic of cross-class solidarity. 

In the Nazis' conceptual universe, the stmggle against marxism and liberalism was 

intimately bound up with antisernitism. Those Nazis who revered Jesus as the first antisemite 

often cast him as the first socialist as well. Joseph Goebbels, a Nazi for whom the "socialism" in 

National Socialism was of particular importance, was a notable example in this regard. In 

Michael, the evil of comrnunism finds its greatest enemy in Christ, who is elevated as the ideal 

expression of "German" socialism: 

The idea of sacrifice first gained visible shape in Christ. Sacrifice is intrinsic to 
socialism. Sacrifice oneself for others. The Jew, however, does not understand this at 
all. His socialism consists of sacrificing others for himself. This is what Marxism is like 
in practice. 

Distribute your property to the poor: Christ. Property is theft - so long as it does 
not belong to me: Marx. Christ Socialists: That means voluntarily and willingly doing 
what the run-of-the-mill socialists do out of pity or for reasons of state. Moral necessity 
versus political insight. The stniggle we are now waging today until victory or the bitter 
end is, in its deepest sense, a smiggle between Christ and M m .  Christ: the pnnciple of 
love. Marx: the pnnciple of hate.'" 

Goebbels' reference to "Christ Socialists" (Christussozialisten) as opposed to "Christian 

Socialists" (Christiiche Soziolisten) emphasizes the nearly evangelical nature of the stniggle: an 

unadulterated retum to Christ's teachings, f?ee of the temporal church, is the only way to 

German salvation. "The modem man is intrinsically a seeker of God, perhaps a Christ-man. ... 

-- 
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We modem Gemans are something like Christ Socialists."'"" Away frorn the public eye, 

Goebbels similariy wrote: "Speakuig does not help. Action! Be socialists of action. There is 

too little of that. Be true Christ ian~!"~~~ This emphasis on an active morality, a "practical" 

Christianity, would be a continuous theme for Goebbels long after the seizure of power. 

Walter Buch also touched on the social dimension of "positive Christianity." Addressing 

hirnself to Nazi youth, he wrote on the party's social philosophy: 

Public need before private greed. There was a time in Nordic lands when this phrase 
went without saying .... So important and meaningful is this phrase that Jesus Christ 
placed it in the center of his religious teaching. However, since Christ was not a 
politician, since his Reich was not of this world, he put the calling into other words. He 
taught: love your neighbors as yourself? National Socialism is therefore nothing new, 
nothing that a person afier much consideration would not corne upon as the solution to 
the economic plight of the German~."'~ 

Buch plainly states that Nazi socialism is "nothing new," but rather the simple h i t  bom of 

Christian love of neighbor, in which the neighbor, or Volksgenossen, is defined by his national 

belonging. Even in a system where priority was given to "race," Nazis like Buch believed that 

certain Christian traditions were basic to volkisch socialism. 

Another leading proponent of Nazi economic theory, Joseph Wagner, suggested a link 

between Nazi and Christian conceptions of socialism. Gauleiter of Westphalia, Wagner made 

numerous speeches on the Nazis' economic agenda.'" Like Klagges he was considered an expert 

in economic questions. In 1936 he was appointed "Reich Cornmissioner for Price Setting" 

(Preisbildung), an occasion lauded in the Nazi press as the final realization of Hitler's will to 
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command the e c o ~ o m y . ' ~ ~  In a 1932 speech Wagner outlined the contours of the party's 

economic platform, stating that three main tendencies stood opposed to it: Marxism, "the enemy 

of private property, the national state and Chrïstianity"; political Catholicism; and "Jewish 

liberalism, the antithesis of Christianity, and as the champion of economic permissiveness and 

piracy by the stock exchange and banks, the mortal enemy of so~ialism."'~ Private property was 

sanctified as such, but not the excesses of an egoistic capitalism. In the Third Reich, Wagner 

would provide ample evidence that his professions of Christianity were based on more than 

political expediency. 

Some Nazis suggested that a Christian ethics were also vital in bndging the confessional 

divide that separated the Volk uito Protestant and Catholic. Bernhard Rust, Gauleiter of South 

Hanover-Braunschweig and Reich Education Minister after 1933, felt this was a particularly 

important element of positive Christianity. Making specific reference to "practical Chrktianity," 

Rust spoke of both confessions in a clear tone of equity: "Neither the Reformation nor the 

Counter-Reformation fully conquered al1 of Germany, nor did either create a Christian state 

religion. The National Socialist program commits itself to positive Christianity. However, the 

Geman Volk, split into two religions, cannot express one confession to Christian dogrna, but 

only to practical Christianity. The two confessions can find each other in Christian ethics, 

whereas in dogma the Volk breaks in two.""* Rust larnented the inconclusive outcome of the 

Reformation, but rather than advancing a radical solution, he sought to sublimate it by 

emphasizing ideological commonalities. In this context Rust also suggested that the moral 

teachings available in Christianity, rather than theological doctrines, was what counted: "What 

- - - -  - -- - 
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Christianity achieves is not d o p a ,  it does not seek the outward ecclesiastical form, but rather 

ethical principles. ... There is no religion and no philosophy that equals it in its moral content; no 

philosophical ethics is better able to diffise the tension between this Iife and the hereafter, fiom 

which Christianity and its ethic were barn.""' 

As with antisemitism, Hitler maintained that the party's socialism was tied to 

Christianity. In a meeting with his inner circle on Nazi economic thinking, Hitler enunciated his 

ideas on the roots of "real" socialism: 

It is such a far-reachg and complete conversion that the adult is no longer capable of  it. 
Only youth can be converted, newly aligned and adjusted to the socialist sense of 
obligation toward the community. For a h o s t  two thousand years the Gospel of Christ 
has been preached, for two thousand years the sense of community has been taught.. . . 
But today, at the end of these two thousand years, economic liberalism flourishes as 
never before ! ' l' 

This view clearly resonates Goebbels' notion of the German as a "Christ Socialist." For Hitler, 

the answer to the current state of affairs lay in a resurrection of Christ's ideas: "Today, when we 

similarly witness signs of decay, need, and Iiberalistic disintegration as existed in the Roman 

Empire of Christ's time, Christian teaching is once more the idea of redemption [Erloseridee]! 

And as Christ proclaimed 'love one another', so our call - 'peoples' community', 'public need 

before private greed', 'cornmunally-minded social consciousness' - rings out through the 

German fatherland! This call will echo throughout the world!""' Without reference to a 

particular variety, "positive" or otherwise, Hitler insists that Chnstianity is at the center of Nazi 

social thought. As with Buch and Goebbels, Hitler regards the teachings of Christ as direct 

inspiration for the "Gerrnan" socialism advanced by the party. 

I l 2  Turner (ed.), Mernoirs, 56. 
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At a s h i l a r  private meeting of his confidants, in which he explained why economics 

must be subordinate to politics, Hitler again affkmed this connection. It is worth quoting at 

Socialism is a political problem. And politics is of no concem to the economy .... 
Socialism is a question of attitude to life, of the ethical outlook on life of al1 who live 
together in a cornmon ethnic or national space. Socialism is a WeZtanschauung! 

But in actual fact there is nothing new about this Weltanschaztung. Whenever 1 
read the New Testament Gospels and the revelations of various of the prophets ... 1 am 
astonished at ail that has been made of the teachings of these divinely inspired men, 
especially Iesus Christ, which are so clear and unique, heightened to religiosity. î?zey 
were the ones who created this new worldview which we now cal1 socialism, they 
established it, they taught it and they lived it! But the communities that called themselves 
Christian churches did not understand it! Or if they did, they denied Christ and betrayed 
him! ... 

We are the first to exhume tlzese teachings! Through us alone, and not until now, 
do these teachings celebrate their resurrection! Mary and Magdalene stood at the empty 
tomb. For they were seeking the dead man. But we intend to raise the treasures of the 
living Christ! '14 

As with Goebbels, Hitler declares that the "mie message" of Christianity is to be found only with 

Nazisrn. They both daim that, where the churches failed in their mission to instill a Christian 

ethic in secular society, their movement would take up the task. Hitler not only reads the New 

Testament, but professes - in private - to be inspired by it. As a consequence, he also claims 

(like Buch) that the substance of Nazi social theory is "nothing new." 

Between sectarianism and syncretisrn 

When tying different strands of Christian antisemitism or socialism to their own rnovement, 

Nazis spoke an undifferentiated, non-confessional discourse. ui large part, this was one of the 

very purposes of "positive Christianity": to bridge the religious divide by making no specific 

eines Verîrauen 1929- 19.32 [Frankfurt a.M., 19781). 

II) Turner (ed.), Memoirs, 139-40 (emphasis in the original). 



references to a particular confessional bias. Any direct allusion to a particular theological 

lineage would have worked against the prionty of the nation. Insofar as this allowed the NSDAP 

to appeal to al1 of Gennany's Christians, it had potential as an effective political strategy. But it 

was also central to the inner logic of the Nazi system: by appealing to what the Nazis regarded as 

the cornmonalities that joined Protestants and Catholics, they hoped to uni@ the nation and end a 

long, bloody history of sectariankm in Germany. In this sense, the Nazis undoubtedly put the 

nation above confession. This goal notwithstanding, the sectarian fault line that ran through 

German society - illustrated in conceptions of Luther and the Reformation - could be found 

within the Nazi movement as well. Even though they upheld the need to place Gemans under 

the cornrnon banner of "Christianity," many positive Christians in the party displayed clear 

allegiances, and often lent ideological favor to one confession over the other - even ones that 

were not their own. 

In his observations on Germany's religious past, Dietrich Eckart betrayed a Catholic 

sensibility. Whereas Luther was to be applauded for revealing the Jewish danger as none of his 

contemporaries could, by attacking Catholicism he inadvertently did the Jews' bidding: 'There 

would never have been a schism, never the war which for thirty years shed torrents of Aryan 

blood, as the Jews ~anted .""~ Even though he criticized Luther, Eckart clearly approved of 

Luther as a great antisemite and nationalist, an appreciation of the Reformer very rare arnong 

Catholics. This is not purely coincidental; Eckart's mother was LutherarP6 His mixed 

confessional hentage may account for Eckart's simultaneous approval of Luther and criticisrn of 

the religious wars he helped unleash, as well as his known predilection for the "conciliatory," 

"' Eckart, Bolschewismus, 3 1 .  
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interconfessional nature of positive Chri~tianity."~ 

The Catholic Goebbels also had mixed views on Luther and his religion. True to the 

positive Christian promise to be "above confessions," he praised Protestantism, even while 

defending Catholicism fiom party members ' sectarian attacks: 

Yesterday with KaufÏnann, Ripke and Ettench. Catholicism and Protestantism. We were 
not in agreement. I maintain Catholicism is music (feeling), Protestantism poetry (reason 
and persond responsibility). It is no coïncidence that Beethoven and Mozart are 
Catholics, Goethe and Schiller Protestants. Ripke and Kauhann meant Jesuits and said 
Catholics. This is totally false. The Jesuits are as hostile to tme Catholicism as they are 
to every other power. There is a Catholic feeling. Also an essenlia catholica! Yes 
indeed, Axe1 Ripke! It has nothing to do with the Jesuits. But tirne and again the Jesuits 
will attempt to utiiize the essentia catholica for their own political aims. Every great 
German is Catholic in his feelings, Protestant in his actions. Protestantism is defined: 
Luther! Here I stand, 1 can do no other, God help me, amen!lI8 

In his own literary fashion Goebbels attempts here to synthesize the best attributes of each 

confession. Without explicitly employing the term, he nonetheless argues that an 

Überkonfessionalisrnus is innate to the character of German greatness. Regardless of one's 

confession, elements of both exist in the tmly great. Goebbels' daim that Germans are 

"Protestant" in their actions suggests that he felt the Nazis themselves, as "men of action," were 

sirnilarly Protestant in deportment. A few years later, however, Goebbels' assessrnent of Luther 

was much more negative: 

Wittenberg. In Wittenberg straight to Luther's house. Outside the peace of the cloister 
garden. hside writings, Luther's living room and study. The pulpit from which he 
preached. History! Yes, history to us. Luther does not give us much more today. He 
did not rneasure up to the highest standards. Either he couid not corne at all, or he had to 
be a revolutionary and bring everythmg to his knees. But here stands before us a fellow 
who left behind nothing else but a religiously divided people. That is what I think. 
Catholicism and Protestantism are both rotten. Luther was the first religious liberal. 

117 Plewnia, Eckart, 53. 
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Unlike other Nazis, who recognized the tragic consequences of Luther's Refonnation but 

blamed Catholicisrn for not giving way, Goebbels here blames Luther. The very attributes other 

Nazis found so inspiring in Luther - the totalizing revolutionary recasting everythmg before 

him - are not appreciated by Goebbels. Instead of appreciation of each confession for it own 

strengths, we see here a rejection of both confessions similar to the attacks on the churches in 

Michael. Taken as a whole, Goebbels' attitude towards the confessions was ambivalent- He 

could defend Catholicism while praising Protestantism, or attack both. Goebbels nonetheless 

retained a distinction between the confessions and Christianity. Shortly afier attacking both 

churches as "rotten," he triumphantly wrote in his diary: "We have brought back the image of 

ChI,iSt.~,IZO 

This position on confessions found resonance within larger circles as well. As early as 

1920, the German Socialist Party (DSP), an early rival of the NSDAP which counted Streicher 

among its leaders, addressed the issue of religion in their first party congress in Hanover. The 

leadership agreed to take the "Protestant and Catholic religion into account" equally, and a non- 

confessional platform was readily agreed to: "We are fiiends and supporters of religion and 

Christianity, and welcome al1 efforts that work toward a deeper religious understanding and a 

reminder of our Christian nature."'" Years after he left the DSP, Streicher maintained this theme 

of confessional supercession, tymg it in with the comrnon denominator of Jew hatred: "Every 

National Socialist has the freedom to think what he wants about Catholicism or Protestantism. ... 

Instead of the Bavarian Peoples' party asking the question, 'where is Christian unity in the 

120 Ibid., entry for 9/12/28. Michael having f i s t  been publisfied in 1929 - al1 of its Christian references intact - 
is aIso a fair indication that his anti-confessional feelings of this penod in no way conflicted with an attachment to 
Christianity itself. 
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stniggle against the Christ-killers?' it is proclaiming 'Hand in hand with the Christ-killers'."'" 

If Eckart and Goebbels took an ambivalent stance toward Luther, or at least showed no 

preference for Protestantism, there were others, both Protestant and Catholic, who placed Luther 

in the Nazi pantheon along with Christ. As the product of a pious Protestant upbringing, Buch 

was particuiariy fond of Martin Luther: "We have al1 seen how, in our movement and in the 

work of Our Führer, the same ideas can live in many people, that the sarne spirit is produced. 

Many people confess their amazement that Hitler preaches ideas which they have always held. ... 

From the Middle Ages we can look to the same example in Martin Luther. What stirred in the 

sou1 and spirit of the German people of that time, ha l l y  fond  expression in his person, in his 

words and deeds."13 Buch was fond of quoting Luther, even privately. As he wrote to a fiend 

in 1929: "Luther's eloquent words, 'the intellect is the Devil's whore,' confinns my belief that 

the human spirit of the greatest magnitude is too srna11 to alter the laws of life. And the highest 

iaw of life is stnrggle. ... Nothing cornes fiom 'yes, but' [Zwar-Aber]."'" 

Ham Schemm presented a particularly interesting case. His made strong references to 

the syncretic nature of positive Christianity: "Each confession in honor, but the common holy 

bond, which is tied together through both confessions, must always be emphasized on account of 

the German and Christian community. We al1 Say a Lord's Prayer, we al1 have a Savior, we al1 

have a Christmas celebration. The banner above both confessions is: Christianity."l3 Yet 

Schemrn was also an ardent admirer of Luther, and attempted to connect him with racial thought: 

122 Stenographischer Benëht iiber die Verhandlungen des Bayerischen Landtags, Siebenundfunfzigste offentliche 
Sitzung (29 January 1930) (in BStA MInn/81630175-76). 
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W a t  went for Luther goes for us as well: only through the mirror of our blood and our race are 

we able to see God as he must be ~een.""~ 

Schemm also attacked the signifiers of German Catholicism, most notably the Center 

par&. He castigated them for placing a Redeverbot on a prominent Nazi speaker, the Protestant 

pastor Ludwig Münchmeyer, while allowing "free room for maneuver" for the Social 

Democrats."' (Schemm failed to mention that Münchmeyer commonly referred to the Center as 

'%e biggest Jew in the Reich.""*) In 193 1 Schemm conûibuted to a booklet meant specifically 

for the Protestant German giving consideration to the Nazi movement. Here he attacked 

"political" Catholicism once more: "[Tlhe political organizations that in Germany today have 

betrayed Christianity are the Center and Bavarian Peoples' Parties. One can not join hands in 

league with the mortal enerny [e-g. social democrats] and then still Say: 'Vote Center! God wills 

it!'."" As we have seen already, Nazis regularly attacked '6political Catholicism" as a political 

rival. Usually, however, they refiained from attacking the religion the Center party claimed to 

uphold, instead casting the Center as a betrayer of Christianity, since it worked closely with the 

Social Democratic party for much of Weimar. Schemm went beyond this. In party 

correspondence regarding the intensely sectarian Protestant League, which was seeking active 

political cooperation with the Nazis, Schemm stated: "The Protestant League stands very close to 

the NSDAP. It is consciously German and, through moral religious energy, wants to contribute 

to the building up of the German people. ... [It has] the sarne line as the NSDAP against the 

1-6 Ka-Furthmann (ed.), Schemm, 1 26. 
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Center as [representatives ofJ politicai, ultramontane Catholi~ism.""~ 

Protestant sectarianism was notable in wider circles, especially the German Volkisch 

Freedom Parîy (Deutschvolkischen Freiheitspartei, DVFP). An antisemitic off-shoot of the 

German National party, the DVFP actively cooperated with the Nazis, especially in the north, 

where its organization was much stronger than Hitler's party. M e r  the failed Beer Hall putsch it 

joined forces with NSDAP elements to create the National Socialist Freedom Party 

(Nationalsozialistische Freiheitspartei, NSFP), the numerically and politically stronger 

competitor to the GDVG. A rivalrous relationship with the NSDAP resurned after Hitler's 

release, but the two parties had "no real programmatic differences.""' Indeed, some of the most 

notable DVFP members, such as Wilhelm Kube and Graf von Reventlow, were tu achieve 

positions of status in the NSDAP. 

Despite these affinities, there was an explicit Protestant sectarianism within DVFP not 

present in the NSDAP. In a revealing cornparison, Goebbels claimed "the two certainly do not 

belong together. The one wants Passian Protestantism (they cal1 it the 'German Church'), the 

other a Greater German compromise - perhaps something with a Catholic touch. Munich and 

Berlin remain opposed.""' In 1924, the DVFP proclaimed: "The voikisch keedom movement is 

a religious movement to the core. It wants a deepening of the German people and knows that the 

German without religion is unthinkable. In its ranks are positive Protestants; prominent 

ministers of this tendency fight for our movernent ... [theological] Liberals as well as German 

Christians are in our ranks." They claimed "hundreds of thousands of Catholics" were followers, 

but in the same breath urged: "Protestant Christians, defend your Christianity against party 

"O BAZ NS 12/638 (6 March 193 1 : Berlin). In his original letter to Schemm, Wilheim Fahrenhorst, head of the 
Protestant League, indicated that he had spoken with Goring on the NSDAP's co~ec t i on  to Protestantism: BAZ NS 
12/638 (20 December 1930: Berlin). 
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poli tic^.""^ Elsewhere they were more plain in their antagonism to Catholicism. The Vokisch- 

Social Block, an immediate predecessor to the NSFP, went beyond attacking "political 

Catholicism" to aim its propaganda against the Vatican itseif "We v6lkisch understand 

Ultramontankm to be the international political activity of the Pope, and hence reject it, since it 

was harmfil to the history of Germany's de\relopment and inner freedorn and is still harmfùl 

t~day."'~' 

The close association of some in the volkisch movement with Protestantism was noted 

with alarm in the Catholic press. According to a writer in the Bayrischer Kurier: 

Not only in Bavaria do the Volkisch stir up their Kulturkampf: what they dernonstrate 
here is neither new nor created by them. The same tenor and slogans, the same hypocrisy 
in the agitation against the Catholic Church is show,  whether they only stand in 
opposition to the Bavarian People's and Center parties, or whether they assert themselves 
against other parties. It is the furorprotestan~ia~s they want to do business with, the 
hatred against everything Catholic, to help realize their drearn of a Protestant Reich."' 

As M e r  proof of the Protestant leaning of the vdkisch movement, the paper reported 

on a meeting held by the Protestant League (Evangelischer Bund) in Nuremberg in February 

1924, where a speech was delivered by a Nazi party member: "Two ideologies stand opposed in 

Germany today: the volkisch-Christian and the Jewish-social-democratic with its variations, 

among them the Jesuit-ultramontane. ... The pillar Ludendorff threw himself against the sea of 

the Counterrefonnation. On the 9th of Novernber Ludendorff behaved like a true Gennan and a 

convinced Protestant .... For us Protestants it is most painfùl that on 9 November 1923 the 

Protestant [Bavarian state commissioner] Kahr worked against the realization of the Protestant, 

133 "Evangelische Christen, schützt Euer Christenturn vor Parteipolitik" (Flugblatt): IfZ MA 740 ( 1 924: Berlin). 
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Greater Germa- State."'36 Other speeches on the failed putsch similarly suggested that it was 

prïmarily an act against Rome in defense of Wittenberg. The Luther League (Lutherbztnd) 

sponsored a speech in Ho& Bavaria by Pastor Hoch, an ex-rnonk. Devoted mostly to questions 

of religion and politics, the speech ended with reference to the putsch: "Through some miracle 

Hitler and Ludendoawere saved. The driving force [behind their suppression] was the Jesuits, 

who in reality govern Munich. Their airn is the creation of a purely Catholic state (Bavaria- 

Austria) under a 'Catholic' dynasty. The Protestant north cannot assent to t h i ~ . " ' ~ ~  

The evidence so far suggests that confessional preferences followed persona1 affiliation; 

Eckart and Goebbels, critical of Luther, were themselves Catholic, whereas the strongly 

Protestant Buch and Schemm were unsurprisingly laudatory. Others however, did not follow 

this basic pattern. Arthur Dinter was a Catholic like Eckart. And like Eckart, he expressed 

regret with the sectarian divide in Germany; it was, as he put it, "our whole sorrow and rnisery," 

since it accounted for the nation's political and spiritual d i s~n i ty . ' ~~  He advocated an 

undogrnatic, or as he called it, "spiritualistic" Christianity, bringing together Protestants and 

Catholics in the face of their common enemy, the Jew. But unlike Eckart, he cast Luther as a 

religious and national hero who keed the Germans fkom the stranglehold of the P ~ p e . " ~  Dinter 

took his admiration for Luther M e r  than any other party member: he formulated a platform for 

"completing" the Reformation in Germany. Luther had failed to unite al1 Germans under the 
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banner of "true" Christianity: it would now be the responsibility of the Nazi Party to complete 

the process. Dinter enunciated this vision in 1926 through his 197 Inesen zur Vollendung der 

Refonnation ("197 theses for completion of the Reformation"), in which he declared that the 

only path to German political renewal was through a religious revolution. The following year in 

Nuremberg he established his own organization, the Christian-Spiritual Religious Association 

(Geistchristliche Religionsgemeinschafi), and a penodical, Das Geistchristentum. In this 

deparime Dinter felt he had an ally in fellow Catholic Julius Streicher, whorn he endorsed as 

being "one of the very few in the party who have a naturai feeling for religion and a general 

understanding of the religious question."'" 

Dinter's persona1 religious agenda - attempting to turn the Nazi movement fkom a 

political party into a sectarian religious revival - led to his expulsion kom the Party. As an 

episode that helped shape the religious policy of the NSDAP, it is worth discussing in some 

detail. According to Roger Griffin, "at the level of ideology mainstream Nazism was intensely 

anti-Christian, except for individuai followers, such as Dinter, who was eventually ousted frorn 

the party.""' Gnffin fimdarnentally misinterprets the events surrounding Dinter's expulsion. Far 

from being too Christian, Dinter was expelled fkom the party for not being Christian enough. 

M e r  the party's refounding, Hitler regarded Dinter's religious agenda a threat to his reworked 

political strategy: as he is supposed to have said, "1 need Bavarian Catholics as well as Prussian 

Protestants to build up a great political movement.""' In the same year Dinter created his 

association, Hitler expressly forbade sectarian dissension: "arguments on these matters may not 

be carried into the ranks of the NSDAP."'43 Dinter's assault on the ccJudeo-Rornan" chwch drew 
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the ire of  Catholics - even those within the party.'" Despite party requests that he moderate his 

line, he continued his polemics unabated. The party leadership regarded this as a threat to their 

prospects. Whereas attacks on "political Catholicism" were a comerstone of the movement7s 

politics, the party's positive Chnstians refiained from openly attacking the Catholic religion. 

Another factor was of far greater consequence for Hitler; his political philosophy. By the 

time he wrote Mein Kampf, Hitler was fimly opposed to any suggestion that Nazism should take 

the f o m  of a volkisch-religious rnovement. Explicitly rejecting the role of a volkisch prophet, he 

unequivocally stated: "Not for nothing did the young movement establish a definite program in 

which it did not use the word 'volkisch.' The concept, in view of its conceptual boundlessness, 

is no possible basis for a movement and offers no standard for membership in one.""' He 

disdained "those German-volkisch wandering scholars whose positive accomplishment is always 

practically nil, but whose conceit can scarcely be e~cel led." '~~ The attempt at making Nazism a 

religious movement, or a "political religion" as some have described it,"' came in for total 

reproach: "Especially with the so-called religious reformers .... I always have the feeling that they 

were sent by those powers which do not want the resurrection of our people." Hitler stated that 

the common enemy of the Christian, the Jew, could only profit Çom such efforts: "For their 

whole activity leads the people away fiom the common stmggle against the common enemy, the 

Jew, and instead lets them waste their strength on imer religious squabbles as senseless as they 

are disastrous. ... 1 shall not even speak of the unworldliness of these volkisch Saint Johns of the 

twentieth century or their ignorance of the popular soul."la Elsewhere in Mein Kampf Hitler 
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clearly makes positive references to being volkisch, and uses the t e m  uncritically. He rejects the 

phrase only where he sees it being used as a means to turn Nazisrn fkom a political rnovement 

with a religious deportment into a religious movement with a political deportment. 

Two years after Hitler expressed this view in Landsberg prison, it was exactly the latter 

course that Dinter was proposing: "If the volkisch rnovement gets stuck in the lowlands of 

merely political struggle, it will certainly become bogged down again ... it will only reach its 

goal when it raises itself to the pure moral and spiritual heights which shine upon us eom the 

teaching of the greatest antisemite and antimaterialist of al1 tirne, the hero of Nazareth."'" As a 

"second Luther" increasingly obsessed with a sectarian revolution, Dinter might possibly have 

left the NSDAP on his own, had he realized the fbtility of influencing the par~y in this direction. 

He siowly tumed against Hitler, to whom he was previously so loyal. While still in the party, 

Dinter accused him of blindness to the fact that "the Roman Pope's church is just as temble an 

enemy of a volkisch Gemany, to Say nothing of a volkisch Greater Gemany, as the J ~ W . " ' ~ ~  

Before expelling him 60m the party, Hitler instructed Gregor Strasser to solicit the party 

leadership to gauge how wide-spread Dinter's views may have been. The form they received 

read: 

In the journal Geistchristentum, Dr. Dinter attempts to convey the impression that there is 
a difference of opinion in the National Socialist movement between Adolf Hitler and the 
other leaders, and that AdoIf Hitler alone is opposed to Dinter's attempt to involve the 
movement in religious discussions. We, the undersigned leaders of the National Socialist 
German Worker's Party, Protestants and Catholics, decisively reject this attempt. 
Without prejudice to our respective personal views on religion, we will not allow the 
political movement to be drawn into the whirlpcol of religious sb~ggle . '~ '  

- 
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Among those responding were Goebbels, Goring, WiIhelm Kube, Rudolf But tmm, and Hanns 

Kerrl: al1 affirmed this position. Streicher and Rosenberg were among those who did not 

respond.'" Hitler won: Nazism remained "not a religious reformation, but a political 

reorganization of our people."'" A few weeks after Dinter's expulsion, Hitler gave a speech in 

Passau: "We are a people of different faiths, but we are one. Which faith conquers the other is 

not the question; rather, the question is whether Christianity stands or falls. ... We tolerate no one 

in our ranks who attacks the ideas of Christianity ... in fact o u  rnovernent is Christian. We are 

filled with a desire for Catholics and Protestants to discover one another in the deep distress of 

our own people. We shall suppress any attempt to put religious issues on the agenda of our 

movernent."'" In other words, Hitler wished to cast Nazism as a religious politics rather than a 

political religion. 

Hitler's dicturn was not enforced against Dinter alone. In fact, his attack was leveled 

more against Erich Ludendorff, early on the greatest lurninary of the Nazi party, who like Dinter 

attempted to create a new religious movernent and was expelled fiom the party (see Chapter 

Three). But if Hitler rejected the idea of Nazism as a political religion, what did he have to Say 

about politics and religion? Put differently: if he rejected Dinter's suggestion that Nazism 

should take on a religious fonn, did this also entai1 a rejection of the religious content? 

To help answer this question, we need to examine Hitler's description of his political 

"'evolution" in pre-war Viema, and his evaluation of the two antisemitic movements there: the 

Christian Socials under Karl Lueger and the Pan-Germans under Georg von Schonerer. Hitler 

makes it plain in Mein Kampf that his "sympathies were fblly and wholly on the side of the Pan- 

'52 BA2 Personalakt Dinter. 

153 Dinter iashed out at this decision. According to a police report, "Dinter called Strasser's Aryanness (Arierrzrrn) 
into question. In his Das Geistchristentum he writes: 'The name Strasser is a good Jewish narne ... a look at hïs 
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German tendency ... cornpared as to abilities, Schonerer seemed to me even then the better and 

more profound thinker in questions of principle. He foresaw the inevitable end of the Austrian 

state more clearly and correctly than anyone else." In Pan-Germanism Hitler was prùnarily 

attracted to the ideological substance; in Christian Socialism, on the other h&, he was attracted 

to the political style: "[l]f Schonerer recognized the problems in their imermost essence, he 

erred when it came to men. Here, on the other hand, lay Dr. Lueger's strength."lSs Lueger was 

the supreme tactician, "inclined to make use of a11 existing implements of power, to incline 

mighty existing institutions in his favor, drawing fkom these old sources of power the greatest 

possible profit for his own movement."'" 

For Hitler, the rnost important issue in al1 this was the Catholic Church: "[Lueger's] 

policy toward the Catholic Church, fashioned with infinite shrewdness, in a short tirne won over 

the younger clergy to such an extent that the old Clencal Party was forced either to abandon the 

field, or, more wisely, to join the new party, in order slowly to recover position afier position."'" 

On the other hand, the most important reason for Schonerer's failure was his attack on this 

institution: "The hard stmggle which the Pan-Germans fought with the Catholic Church c m  be 

accounted for only by their insufficient understanding of the spiritual nature of the people," who 

in German-speaking Austria were ovenvhehingly Catholic: "the stmggle against the Catholic 

Church made it impossible in numerous small and middle circles, and thus robbed it of countless 

of the best elements that the nation can cal1 its own." The result was that "The Pan-German 

deputies could talk their throats hoarse: the effect was practically ni1."'58 But if Lueger was the 

better politician, his lack of ideological insight meant that his ultimate goal, the maintenance of 
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the Habsburg Empire, was doomed: "What he had done as mayor of Viema is immortal in the 

best sense of the word; but he could no longer Save the monarchy, it was too late.. His opponent, 

Schonerer, had seen this more cleariy." Hence there were problems with both: "Al1 Dr. Lueger's 

practical efforts were arnazingly successfùl; the hopes he based them on were not realized. 

Schonerer's efforts were not successful, but his most temble fears came true."Is9 

What was needed was a synthesis of both - the ideological substance of a Schonerer, 

and the political style of a Lueger. Therefore Hitler thepolitician came to the concIusion that: 

"For the political leader the religious doctrines and institutions of his people must always remain 

inviolable; or else he has no nght to be in politics, but should become a reformer, if he has what 

it takes! Especially in Germany any other attitude would lead to a catastrophe."160 His decision 

to remove a sectarian reformer like Dinter is entirely congruent with this strategïc policy. 

However, Hitler the ideologue revealed a clear affinity for Protestantism. With the "anti- 

German" efforts of the Habsburgs, 

The general impression could only be that the Catholic clergy as such was grossly 
infiinging on German rights. ... The root of the whole evil lay, particularly in Schonerer's 
opinion, in the fact that the directing body of the Catholic Church was not in Germany, 
and that for this very reason alone was hostile to the interests of our nationality. ... The 
attitude of the Pan-German movement toward the Catholic Church was deterrnined far 
less by its position on science, etc., than by its inadequacy in the championing of German 
nghts and, conversely, its continued aid and comfort to Slavic arrogance and greed.I6' 

Ln other words, even though Schonerer's attack on the Catholic Church was political suicide, it 

was ideologically sound. In spite of Schonerer's incapacity in Realpolitik, Hitler left no doubt 

that he sympathized with Schonerer on this score: 

- - 
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Georg Schonerer was not a man to do thuigs by halves. He took up the struggle toward 
the Church in the conviction that by it alone he could Save the Geman people. The 
'Away-fiom-Rome' [Los von Rom] movement seemed the most powerfiil, though to be 
sure the most difficult, mode of attack, which would inevitably shatter the hostile citadel. 
If it was successfid, the tragic church schism in Gemany would be healed, and it was 
possible that the inner stren-gth of the Empire and the German nation would gain 
enormously by such a victory.'" 

For Schonerer as for Dinter, the schism was to be healed under the banner of 

Protestantism, "completing the Reformation" among irredentist Germans. The Los von Rom 

slogan, "one God, one emperor, one people," symbolized an understanding of Protestantism as 

the naîural religion of the German.'" For the leaders of this movernent "Protestantism [was] the 

religion of rnaster nations," whereas Catholicism was "the religion of peoples in decline. ... 

Germany could only survive if it becarne cornpletely Pr~testant." '~ Whereas Hitler did not 

attack Catholicism in the same way, he took a comparable view of Protestantism: "Protestantism 

as such is a better defender of the interests of Germanism, in so far as this is grounded in its 

genesis and later tradition. ... Protestantism will always stand up for the advancement of al1 

Germanism as such, as long as matters of inner p ~ ~ & y  or national deepening as well as German 

keedom are involved, since al1 these things have a finn foundation in its own being." 

Schonerer's Pan-Gemanism failed because it took place in a "province [Austria] absent from the 

general line of ~rotestantism's] ideological world and traditional devel~pment.'"~~ Looking 

back fifteen years after Mein Kampf was published, Hitler recalled in pnvate conversation how 

he "had certain impressions which he had brought from his Autrian background, where the 

163 Lothar Albertin, 'Nationalismus und Protestantismus in der osterreichischen Los-von-Rom Bewegung um 
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Protestants had been a national ch~rch . " '~  Hitler was not ready to elevate Luther to the heights 

Dinter placed km,  but he nonetheless regarded Luther as a hero.16' 

In contraçt, Hitler's attitude toward Catholicism revealed arnbiguity. On the one hand, 

the Catholic confessionalist would indeed be incorporated into the nation: "it will be seen that in 

Gemany, as in Ireland, Poland, or France, the Catholic will always be a German."'68 On the 

other hand, his church was inirnical to the national cause. Regardless of his ideological 

preferences, Hitler insisted that there would be no sectarian warfme. The fight against the Jew 

was too important for that: "Catholics and Protestants wage a rnerry war with one another, and 

the rnortal enemy of Aryan humanity and al1 Christendom laughs up his sleeve. . . . p]t is the 

Jewish interest today to make the volkisch movement bleed to death in a religious stx-uggle at the 

moment when it is beginnùlg to become a danger for the J~w." '~ '  More than a coy political 

strategy, positive Christianity was a genuine effort to unite Germans under the banner of a shared 

religion aimed against the Jew, who would thereby face a united fiont he had hitherto, according 

to the Nazi imagination, managed to keep disunited. 

Hitler's basic policy to welcome Catholics and preserve them kom v6lkisch attack cost 

him the support of elements previously loyal to him. The DVFP asked ''1s Hitler still volkisch?," 

and answered by accusing Hitler of selling out: "Vo[ksch means fighting against al1 three 

supranational powers; Freemasons, Jesuits and Jews. Hitler fights for Rome and the Jesuits. ... 

Does Mussolini, Hitler's model, fight against the Vatican? No. Against Freemasons? Only by 

half. Who are the mainstays [Hauptstützen] of Fascism? The almighty financier, the Jew 
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Olivetti; the Jewish editor of the Fascist newspaper, Margareta [sic] Sarfatti."170 On the occasion 

of the Vatican's attempt to conclude concordats with the individual German Ender, the DVFP 

played the sectarian Protestant card it had previously used in a more subdued manner: "You 

Protestants among the Germans, protect your people! Stay true to Dr. Martin Luther and his 

Reforrnation! You know the danger that cornes from Rome! No Protestant Geman can enter 

into a Reich or state concordat with Rome, as the German Nationals want!" To counter the 

danger of Nazism's supraconfessionalism, they announced the creation of a German Reformation 

Party, which would "have no connection with high finance and Jewish banks! For that very 

reason it c m  find its political home with Protestant working people." Hand in hand with this 

religious cornmitment was a nationalist one: "The occupation of the Rhineland must cease! The 

brutal nonsense of the Polish comdor must be done away with! In order to reach this goal, al1 

those Germans must unite for whom Luther's holy defiance and Bismarck's national will still 

live. The domination of international Mmisrn, which has thoroughly ruined our Volk, must be 

b r ~ k e n . " ' ~ ~  Of course, in attacking the concordat the party also attacked what would become the 

Nazis' own political and foreign relations policies. indeed, they professed to "have nothing in 

common with the National Socialists." In fact, the ideology was largely the same. But by failing 

to differentiate Hitler's approval of Catholics fiom an allegiance with Ultramontanism, they 

assumed, as Ludendomput it, ihat Hitler had become "the servile tool of the romish p~iests."'~' 

170 "1st Hitler noch volkisch?" (Flugblatt): LfZ MA 740 (n-d.: Leipzig). They also could have pointed out that 
Margherita Sarfatti was one of Mussolini's most famous mistresses: Victoria de Grazia, Horv Fascism Rrrled 
Women: Itulj, 1922-1945 (Berkeley, 1992), 229. The DVFP ignored the fact that Sarfatti was in fact a baptized 
Catholic, thereby underscoring the racialist antisemitism of this explicitly Protestant Party. 

17' ''Deutsche Reformationspartei irn Vollusch-nationalen Block" (Flugblatt): IfZ MA 740 (9 May 1928: n.p.). 
This party, founded by the head of the Protestant League, Pastor Bruno Doehring, was short-Iived, joining the DVFP 
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Of course Dinter reached a similar conclusion. In his Geistchristentrtm he accused Hitler 

of betrayal: 'Wis persona1 power and money interests - 1 emphasize again: money interests - 

will not let him go the way of his earlier honest convictions, but rather ties him to the Jesuit 

fiaud, which he commits against his followers with the Concordat and Rome questions."'" In 

1930, the rernnant of the DVFP not incorporated into the NSDAP similarly attacked Hitler for 

his on-going rapprochement with the Catholic Church, based on a defense of Protestantism: 

''Never can the Geman fieedorn movement be Ied by folIowers of the Jewish-Roman race- 

killing religion! For this reason Germany's liberation could never corne fiom Jewish-Roman 

Bavaria, but o d y  kom Protestant Pni~sia!" '~~ 

Even though Hitler consistently rejected sectarianism, and never attacked the faith of 

Catholicism, he resonated Streicher's contention that the Catholic establishment was allying 

itself with the Jews. The following attack on the Catholic Church, made behind closed doors, 

would have pleasantly surprised his volkisch opponents: 

[The Jews] have even succeeded within the Church of Rome in falsifjmg this high 
Christian teaching of the community ordained by God. ... And the struggle which the 
world and those churches that falsely designate themselves Christian wage against 
National Socialism - against us, who want only the fulfillment of Christ's lifework - is 
nothing more than the continuation of the crime of the Inquisition and the buming of 
witches, by which the Jewish-Roman world exterminated whatever offered resistance to 
that shameful para~itism."~ 

This is not an anticlericalism leveled at both churches; as we shall see later, whereas the Catholic 

Church and the Nazi party mostly stayed away from each other, relations between the Protestant 

churches and the party were much more amiable. In a subsequent meeting, where he compared 
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the German National and Center parties, Hitler even more sharply revealed his ideological 

affinity for Protestantism over Catholicism: 

Without a doubt, [the German Nationals'] anceston were once pioneers of the German 
character and bearers of a higher and supenor Western culture. ... Then we have the 
Center Party: those people who have kept the servile slave mentality inculcated during 
the period that lasted fiom Roman military despotism to Ultramontane papal dominance. 
Precisely as the Geman Nationals dlow us to recognize the Germanic will to rule and 
the spirit of Protestantism against dogmatization of faith and the stifling of conscience, so 
we see here those people and tribes that were gradually trained in passive obedience to 
authority . . . 176 

Ironically, passive obedience to authority would be a quality greatly appreciated in the Third 

Reich. The same Catholic sensibility that Hitler derided as "slave mentality" would be cast in a 

more positive light on another occasion. Otto Wagener and Franz Pfeffer von Salomon, top- 

ranking leaders of the SA, asked Hitler to help them interpret a map showing uneven distribution 

of SA and SS recruitment. After looking at the map for "three or four minutes," Hitler said: 

Do you see the Roman fiontier wall, the limes? ... To the south and West of this line the 
SA is thin; to the north and northeast of it, it is strong. To the south and southwest of this 
line Gemany is predominantly Catholic; to the north and northeast it's Protestant ... 

Only those areas of Europe that had lived for centuries under the authoritarian 
rule of Roman military despotism and had gradually lost their basically democratic 
Germanic independence remained faithful to Rome. The others, as Protestants, 
disengaged themselves fiom the Roman Church and created their own forms of 
Christianity. 

Where the Germanic breed predominates, the people are Protestants; where 
Romanism has left its mark, the people are Catholic. ... The SA attracts the militant 
natures arnong the Germanic breed, the men who think democratically, unified only by a 
cornmon allegiance. Those who throng to the SS are men inclined to the authontarian 
state, who wish to serve and obey, who respond less to an idea than to a man.177 

According to Hitler, the SA'S greater strength in Protestant Gemany is based on an attraction to 

Nazisrnys ideological substance, whereas the SS7s greater strength in Catholic Gemany is based 
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on an attraction to Nazism's authoritarian style. However much this helps to explain actual 

differences in SS and SA recruiûnent, what is just as revealing is that Hitler believed it to be so. 

His cornparison bears stnking similarities to Goebbels' characterization of Protestantism as 

"action" and Catholicism as "feeling." Like Goebbels, Hitler ultimately sought to uni@ both 

confessions under the banner of positive Christianity by emphasizing their strengths. 

Institutional relations: the churches 

So far we have explored the various khds of Christian discome to be found within Nazism. Did 

the practices of the movement conform to this discourse? Did the totalitarianism of Nazism 

prohibit involvement with Christian institutions and organizations? Or were Nazis able to take 

part in Christian associational life? Party leaders ofien expressed antagonism for the "Roman" 

Church, even as they insisted their movement was a Christian one: were they equally 

antagonistic towards the Protestant church? 

The Catholic Church opposed the Nazi party due to the latter's racialism, extreme 

nationalism, and fi-equent attacks on "Rome." The church hierarchy therefore refùsed al1 formal 

contact with the Nazis before 1933. By contrast, the first officia1 contact between the party 

leadership and the Protestant authonties took place in March 193 1, when Franz Stohr, a member 

of the executive cornmittee of the NSDAP, met with Gustav Scholz, an official with the federal 

organization of Protestant state churches (Kirchenbundesamt). The meeting was requested by 

the church authorities to determine the exact position of the party towards religion. Rosenberg's 

anticlencal work, "The Myth of the Twentieth Century," had been pubiished the year before, and 

the churches feared that it represented an influential segment of party opinion, if not the officia1 

party line (see Chapter Three). 

Stohr began by assuring Scholz that the NSDAP entered the Reichstag only as a means to 



an end, to effect "the creation of the real German Reich of German men." He maintained the 

anti-Dinter position that the "character of a Christian party was fundamentally rejected," that the 

party was secular and political, but that nevertheless it was "supported and led by Christian 

people who seriously intend to implement the ethical principles of Christianity in legislation, and 

to bring them to bear upon the life of the people." The existence of Catholics in the party was 

defended by virtue of the need to create a united Volkrtum. Nevertheless, the party leadership 

was clearly "shaped by Protestantism." Those leaders who belonged to the Catholic church 

were, in spite of their nominal affiliation, aiso inclined towards Protestantism. There was no 

danger that "the movement will be pulled into the Catholic Stream o r  be caught up in the 

Cathotic church": it was a national movement that rejected the claims of the Catholic hierarchy. 

These principles were reflected in Nazi education policy, which Stohr acknowledged was a 

single school for both Catholics and Protestants with common religious instruction. Until such a 

school was practicable, however, the party would support denorninational schools, while at the 

same time carefülly resisting Catholic prerogatives: "The German state should be the rnaster of 

the German school." Stohr asserted that Nazisrn was opposed to the individual man of 

Liberalism, the collective man of Marxisrn, and the hierarchically-controlled man of 

Catholicism; that its ideal was the independent German who lived not for himself but for the 

cornrnunity; and assured Scholz that what he said could be regarded as "official party 

~taternents."'~~ 

The party would rnaintain a stance of forma1 neutrality over against the churches, but 

Stohr firmly maintained that the substance of Nazism was in accord with Protestant Christian 

precepts, that pa ty  members were fiee to participate in church-related activities, and that, 

indeed, the party as a whole was "shaped" by Protestantism. These statements were clearly 

geared toward a Protestant audience, but the actions of many party leaders added substance to 

178 Nowak, Kirche, 3 17-28; Scholder, Churches, 1: 191; Wright, 'Above Parties ', 81-82. 



these claims. 

One of the most important Nazis to engage in Protestant church life was Wilhelm Kube. 

Beginning his post-war political life as General Secretary of the DNVP, Kube migrated via the 

DVFP to the NSDAP in 1928, where he was quickly awarded the job of Gauleiter of 

Brandenburg (later c'Kurmark"). He was also the caucus leader of the Nazi party in the Prussian 

Landtag. Although Kube was stripped of his power in 1936 after accusing Buch's wife of being 

half-Jewish, he was nonetheless able to retain Hitler's favor."' Kube is also well-known for the 

very central role he played in establishing the German Christians (Derrrsche Chrisren, or DC), a 

church party that originally went by the name Trotestant National Socialists." This group has 

traditionally been cast as an opportunist organization, an arm of the Nazi party more interested in 

the "coordination" of yet another social institution than honestly taking part in church life. In 

party correspondence, Kube himself referred more than once to the need to "gain control of the 

churches," to "bnng the churches in hand."18* But this was not motivated solely by tactical 

considerations: Kube had more lasting links with Protestantism. He had been active in church 

life, being on a parish community council in Berlin afier the First World War, as well as a 

member of the synod of the Diocese of Berlin.'" His role in founding the DC was propelled 

more by his conviction that Nazism represented the true interests of German Protestantism than 

by cynical posturing for the sake of winning votes. 

An early opportunity for expressing his views arose with the issue of Protestanr church 

concordats in 1929. Sounding a potentially anticlerical note, Kube declared the Nazi view in a 

session of the Prussian Landtag: "[Tlhe question of Christian education or the organization of 

179 Kube was actually allowed to keep the titIe of Gauleiter: Peter Hiittenberger, Die Gauleiter: Studie zrtm 
Wandel des Machtgefiges in der NSDAP (Stuttgart, 1969), 216. Kube was rehabilitated into the active ranks of the 
Nazi dite when he was appointed General Cornmissioner for White Russia in the occupied est .  
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church life is in the final analysis a question of Iegislation by the state. In accordance with these 

views, we are unable in any circumstances to accept an equation of the two parties, state and 

church." But for Kube this was in no way antithetical to Christianity, 'precisely because we 

affirm it, because we are convinced that Christianity and Germanhood have corne together in so 

infinitely many respects that they cannot be separated. ... We have confidence in the German 

state, that its politics are not opposed to Christian interests and Christian sensibilities, but rather 

that it will look after these interests in al1 circum~tances."'~' His atîack on the notion of 

Protestant concordats was not simply a disguised hostility to Protestantism: as Klaus Scholder 

points out, "[AIS late as the end of 1925 a section of the Prussian Synod had actually rejected 

categorically any concordat resolution because it was incompatible with the idea of the 

sovereignty of the state."lg3 Kube regarded any deal-making between the Protestant church and 

the SPD-controlled Prussian govenunent as treason. In party correspondence to Gregor Strasser 

he wrote: "The curent leadership of the church want to conclude an unheard-of treaty with the 

marxist Prussian state." According to Kube, "the position, dignity and self-respect of the 

Protestant churches" should have prevented them fiom "placing themselves under the influence 

of marxist-infiltrated govem~nents."~~' As "an old fraternity student" he informed the General 

Superintendent in Lübben that "with the next church vote we will create a representation in the 

Protestant church, which is essential in the interest of the revivaI of church Iife on German and 

Christian fo~ndations."~~~ 

Toward this end Kube suggested the creation of a church party known as the "Protestant 

National Socialists," to be separate fiom the NSDAP itseIf. Such a plan, however, would require 

- 
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Strasser's approval as the party's chief administrator. Strasser responded by saying that "in 

every case we must attempt to take part in the Protestant church vote in accord with the size and 

strength of the party."'86 In addition, Strasser told Kube to inform the rest of the Pmssian 

Gauleiter of his plans, adding that Kirchenfuchberater (consultants for church affairs) should be 

set up in each Gau. Hitler, though more womed on account of the Dinter episode, nonetheless 

also endorsed Kube's plan, based on the assurance that this group would not be an integral part 

of the NSDAP. Furthemore, true to the Überkonfessionalismus of positive Christianity, Hitler 

suggested "German Christians" as a more appropriate name. la7 

None of the Prussian Gauleiter voiced disapproval with Strasser's and Kube7s religious 

plans for the party. Their own religious involvement confirmed that they were themselves 

actively interested in church life. Erich Koch, as we have aiready seen, was actually president of 

his provincial church synod. Even before, however, he was closely involved with the church: the 

future Reichsbischof; Ludwig Müller, was his pastor, and he was involved in Furthering Müller's 

~ a r e e r . ' ~ ~  Renowned as one of the most autonomous of Gauleiter, Koch fashioned his own 

regional variation of the DC, and sounded a less belligerent note than Kube: "We commit 

ourselves, and we demand this cornmitment not only from the elected representatives of the 

church, but above al1 fiom al1 Protestant men and women, to service in our cornmunities! We 

want to serve: through tireless recruitment to our worship; through chivalrous intervention for 

the poor and needy, through defence of our faith; ... through true Evangelical witness in 

lS6 BA2 N S  26/1240 (17 December 193 1 : Munich). 
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Others like Otto Telschow and Bernhard Rust actively sought and welcomed the 

participation of pastors in the movement. '" The Gauleiter of Silesia, Helrnut Brüclaier, sent 

Strasser an intemal "Special Circular" he had issued to his Gau officials on the party's officia1 

church-political stance. Its contents became cornmon knowledge once a copy came into the 

hands of the Kirchenrat and the newspapers Tagliche Rundscharc and Christliche Welt. As a 

confidential document, however, it provides a glimpse into the Nazis' true feelings about the 

Protestant church: 

We 'Protestant National Socialists' develop our state churches on the basis of a positive 
Christianity in the spirit of Martin Luther. Which means: 

1) Rejection of the liberal spirit of the Jewish-mamist Enlightenrnent. 
2) Overcoming the humanity bom of the Jewish-marxist spirit, along with its effects, 
such as pacifism, intemationalism, Christian cosmopolitanisrn, etc. 
3) Emphasis on a fighting faith in the service of a Geman Vokstum created by God. 
4) Purification and preservation of the race as an obligation given by God for al1 eternity. 
5) Stniggle against atheistic and subversive Marxism and its Christian Social train- 
bearers [Schleppentrager] of al1 shades. 
6) A new spirit in the officia1 and private posts of the church leadership .... 
7) We struggle for a union of the small Protestant state churches into a strong Protestant 
Reich Church. ... We are acting not as a party, but as Protestant Christians who only 
follow a cal1 to faith fiom God, which we hear in our Volk rnovement. As true members 
of our church we have a legitimate claim to have appropriate consideration g-iven to the 
greatness and inner strength of National Socialism in church Iife and the church 
administration. 19' 

Protests to the contrary notwithstanding, this was a politicization of the church. But such 
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resemblance to the original German ("Vereinigung der kleinen evangelischen Landeskirchen ..."). 



a practice was not limited to the Nazis: most other existing church parties had connections with 

political parties as well. As Jonathan Wright has suggested, "It is easy to find fault with the anti- 

Geman Christian argument that the church must be kept f?ee of politics ... as the German 

Christians pointed out, politics were already in the church: the church leadership was simply 

conservative or national liberal not national so~ialist."'~~ Even then, however, the DC was not a 

part of the NSDAP. Whereas German Christians were very O f€en party members, they remained 

a separate organization, with their own leadership and policy-making apparatus. Nonetheless, 

section III-3 of the circular stated: "Participation in the church vote is mandatory for every party 

member.'i'g4 

Nazis could be found in other church organizations as well. One of the most important 

was the League for a German Church (Bund für deulsche KNThe, B K ) ,  which counted no less a 

Nazi than Walter Buch among its leaders. Joachim Niedlich, who came from a pastor's home 

described by one scholar "as politicaily conservative as it was religiously orthodox," founded the 

League in 1921.'95 The BdK remained separate fiom the DC, but much of its program was the 

same, not least the aspiration for a Protestant Reich Church. And like the DC, the BdK was 

opposed to paganism.lg6 Their agenda was to build "a church that will fight - not, as up to now, 

unconsciously pave the way for - both the Jesuit spirit and semitic degeneration through 

education and instruction, which through the German sou1 and German Christianity will again 

193 Jonathan Wright, "The Geman Protestant Church and the Nazi Party in the Period of the Seizure of Power 
1932-3," in Derek Baker (ed.), Renaissance and Renewal in Christian History (Oxford, 1977), 4 13. On the 
Deutsche Chnsten generaiiy, see Doris Bergen, Twisted Cross: The German Christian Movement in tlze Third Reich 
(Chape1 Hill, 1996); Kurt Meier, Die Deutsche Christen: Das Bild einer Bewegung im Kirchenkampf des Dritten 
Reiches (Gottingen, 1964); Hans-Joachim Sonne, Die politische Theologie der Deutschen Chnsten (Gottingen, 
1975). 

194 Kube had his Gau church expert corne up with a sirnilar Rundschreiben, which also made voting in the church 
elections mandatory: BAZ Schu 205/2/149-50 (1 Septernber 193 1: Berlin). 

195 Daniel Borg, The OId-Pmsian Church and the Weimar Republic: A Srudy in Political Adjustment, 191 7-1927 
(Hanover NH, 1984), 183. 



provide us a mighty f~rtress."'~' Rivaky soon arose between the two groups, especially 

regarding the German Christians' status as the oniy church party to be endorsed by the NSDAP 

leadership. BdK officials wrote to the party leadership, suggesting that this endorsement 

violated the party's officia1 neutrality in church affairs, and pointing out that numerous Nazis had 

been actively involved with their own organization, both as spokesmen and members. They also 

insinuated that the DC was "Jewish," owing to its ties with a slightly more moderate predecessor, 

the Christian-German Movement, which continued its adherence to the Old Testament. 19' They 

contacted Rudolf Hess' cousin, Gret Georg, presumabiy a BdK member, to intervene with Hess 

on their behalf, in the hope that they rnight salvage their position by forming an alliance with the 

DC for the upcoming church elections?" Kube violently rejected the BdK's suggestions, and 

brought himself into potential confiict with Buch, who claimed he had Hitler's ear in Protestant 

church mat ter^.'^ Kube assured Buch that he was giving his endorsement of the DC to other 

Gauleiter, not as party fimctionaries, but as "private people interested in the ch~rch."'~' Buch, in 

turn, recommended to other BdK leaders that they try to avoid any factionalism arnong Nazi 

members of the Protestant church, as this would only serve to weaken the Nazi ca~se.'~' 

Links between the Protestant church and the Nazi party could be found lower d o m  the 

19' Allgemeine Runclschau, 25110123 (in StAM PolDid6686). 

19' BAZ NS 22/1064 (23 October 193 1: Berlin). Although the DC were to get into hot water after one of its 
leaders, Reinhard b u s e ,  sirnilady suggested the removal of the Old Testament at the famous Sportspalasr meeting 
of November 1933, many German Christians themselves regarded this as excessive. Another DC leader, Friedrich 
Wieneke, tried to explain this position as a carry-over fiom Krause's days in the BdK: Das Evangelium im Dritten 
Reich 2:49 (3 December 1933), 514. 

'" BAZ Schu 245/1/40 (26 October 193 1: Berlin). The lener pointed out that Buch and another prominent Nazi 
by the name of Lopelmann could be counted as mernbers of the BdK. 

200 BAZ NS 2211064 (27 October 1931: Berlin), for Kube's attack on the BdK; BAZ Schu 24511139 (23 October 
193 1: Munich), for Buch's position. 

30 1 BAZ Schu 245/1/42 (2 Novernber 193 1 : Beriin). 

'02  BAZ Schu 245/1/44 (14 November 193 1 : Munich). 



party hierarchy as well. In the Reichstag elections of May 1924, five Protestant theologians ran 

as NSDAP candidates; six in the December 1924 electi~ns.'~~ In the Prussian Landtag elections 

of December 1924, eight Protestant pastors stood as party candidates? One of the most famed 

heroes of the Nazi rank-and-file, Horst Wessel, who died in a street brawl with the cornmunists 

in 1930 and gained immediate martyr status thereafter, was the son of a Protestant pastor. By 

one estimate, 120 pastors counted themselves members of the party in 1930 - certainly a small 

portion of the total number of pastors in Germany, but significant when it is rernembered that the 

Protestant churches discouraged their clergy fkorn fomally joiaing any political party.'05 

Relations at the local level could be quite close as well. The local NSDAP branch in GIadbeck 

was established in the town's Protestant parish hall, which also served as the permanent meeting 

place for the party.'% In East Prussia, especially the Catholic enclave of Emiland, Protestant 

congregation centers were often the primary meeting places for the Nazi party."' Protestant 

clergymen could be found in the r a d s  of the district and local party leadership (Kreis- and 

Ortsgruppenleitung), as in the case of pastor Michalik of Altmark, pastor Melhom of Lauenberg, 

and pastors Leffler and Leutheuser of the Wiera valley in Thuringia, who actually founded the 

local NSDAP in Altenb~rg."~ 

203 Herbert Christ, "Der Politische Protestantismus in der Weirnarer Republik: Eine Studie über die politische 
Meinungsbildung dürch die Evangelischen Kirchen im Spiegel der Literatur und der Presse," Ph-D. dissertation 
(Bonn, 1967), 278. 

*O5 Albrecht Tyrell, Hitler befehl ... Selbstzeugnisse aus der Kampfieit ' der NSDAP: Dokrrrnentarion und 
Analyse (Düsseldorf, 1969), 379-80. Wright's reference to the "majority" of this number being Protestant ( 'ober 
den Parteien ' [Gottingen, 19771, 140) is not quite correct, since Catholic clergy were prohibited £kom joining the 
party altogether, under pain of expulsion. 

206 Frank Bajohr, Verdrüngte Jahre: Gladbeck rrntenn Hakenkreuz (Essen, l983), 1 90-9 1. 

207 Gerhard Reifferscheid, "Die NSDAP in Ostpreussen: Besonderheiten ihrer Ausbreitung und Tatigkeit," 
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Institutional relations: the schools 

Aside from relations with the churches themselves, Nazi designs for the schools are often taken 

as a barorneter of the party's religious views. The most obvious starting point is the NSLB. 

Although nominally a professional association, the NSLB was in fact one of the most important 

ideological ancillaries of the Nazi rno~ernent.'~ We have seen Schernm's persona1 view on 

Christianity and Nazisrn; but was this also the officia1 program of the organizatioii he headed? 

Ian Kershaw argues that the NSLB was "prepared to take the initiative and lead the way in 

expressions of support for Nazi policy," thereby pointing to its cornmitrnrnt to Nazi goals, but 

adds that for this very reason the organization was anti-Chri~tian."~ An exarnination of the 

NSLBYs own position suggests otherwise. The organization's newspaper published a "School 

policy statement of the NSDAP" in 193 1, which mapped out the fundarnentals of their platform: 

1) The entire education of the Gerrnan Voik is the sole responsibility of the state. ... 4) 
The 'Gerrnan school' shall comprise the educational system in its entirety. There shall be 
no substitute. 5) The German school shall be the Christian cornrnunity school .... 
Educatiori should not offer dead Imowledge, but should impart those things that mold the 
sou1 and character of young people. The living sources are the German Volkstum, the 
Geman Heimat and t l e  eternally living antecedents of the Gerrnan people. The basic 
premise of education is active Christianity."' 

The article made no attempt to disguise the party's essential opposition to confessional schools, 

but at the same tirne affirmed the importance of Christianity: the Nazi ideal of the 

Gemeinschafichule is not just Geman, but also Christian. Such a policy, aimed at sublirnating 

209 As the party administration (Organisations-Abteilung VII) explained when rejecting the idea of a Nazi Dentist 
League: "Special organizations based prirnarily on economics would fritter away the fighting strength of the 
movement ... The special organizations which the party has allowed, lawyers', doctors' and teachers' teagues, are of 
a decidedly ideological and not economic nature": BAZ NS 22/1065 (23 March 193 1 : Munich). 

2 10 Kershaw, Popular Opinion, 147,2 16. 

21' Nationaisozialistische Lehrer-Zeitzrng (n.d.[193 11) (clipping in BAZ NS 22/446). 



the confessional divide in German society, was totally consistent with the syncretic vision of 

positive Christianity. 

The same principle was ammied throughout the ranks of the NSLB. The Saxon branch 

enunciated its views on religious education in a letter to Schemm: "1) We declare ourselves for 

Christianity as the singular, towering and heplaceable spiritual power and reality of life. ... 3) 

Through religious education, youth [will] be prepared for the future growing Geman Volk, to 

become part of the etemal, living force, as it appeared in Jesus as the power of deliverance, 

creation and redemption.""' In the sarne statement the transformation of the Protestant state 

church into a "people's church" was a f b e d ,  as was the desire to actively cooperate with it in 

educational issues. With regards to the religious curriculum, the Old Testament, "in no way 

comparable to the New Testament, is to be treated as the origin of the Jewish religion and view 

of history." Its "Jewish-oriental" spirit was rejected in favor of the gospel of Jesus: "Jewish 

legalism and materialism [Lohnsucht], late-classical intellectualism, and Roman striving for 

power are not compatible with a German understanding of Christianity."'" Cooperation would 

be sought with the church, but the state would not delegate any power to it. 

This view was shared by the regional leadership for Berlin-Brandenburg, which was 

opposed to church prerogatives to oversee religious instruction in non-confessional schools. No 

suggestion was made that this would be too expensive or too time consuming; rather, the 

objection was made solely on the grounds that this would "contradict the National Socialist 

conception of the state school.""' The existence of religious education in state schools per se 

was not at issue for the NSLB. Rather, the question was: 'Vho is rnaster over the school, the 

212 "Gnrndlinien zur Gestaltung der religiosen Erziehung M nat.-soz. Staate": BAZ NS 12/808 (13 December 
1933: Dresden). 

213 Ibid. 

BAZ NS 121638 (ad. [1932]: Berlin). 



church or the state?" However, this led to potential confiict o d y  with regard to the Catholic 

church. As the press office of the NSLB wrote to Strasser, "our revolutionary convictions, for 

which we are always reproached ... always find resistance in the reactionary leanulg of the 

Roman c h u r ~ h . " ~ ~ ~  The Baden leadership opposed confessional schools on the grounds that they 

undennined unity in the Volk, but also because they would allow the Catholic church to become 

a "state within a state." It was additionally noted that in Baden confessional schools were not an 

issue, since the existing Badenese system of Christian Sirnultanschide (undenorninational 

schools) was satisfactory to everyone, "save for a few Center party agitator~.""~ In a sllnilar 

vein, the Ruhr leadership wrote: "National Socialism wants to built a common cultural 

consciousness and edifice for the entire Volk. ... The best type for this purpose is the Christian- 

national comrnunity school, which is not çeparated by confession.'"" 

Some within the NSLB revealed a preference for the substance of Protestant Christianity 

along with the inter-confessional style of positive Christianity. One Mitarbezter of the league 

stated in a report: "Far and wide in nationalist circles in northem Germany, the prevailing 

opinion is that nationalist ideas and education are best served by the Protestant clergy. This 

belief happens to be well founded. About Catholic clergy with uharnontane inclinations - and 

which are not? - we cannot make the same ~lairn.""~ He went on to warn that "a great danger 

215 BA2 NS 221446 (6 May 193 1 : Nürnberg). 

216 BA2 NS 22/446 (17 June 193 1: Heidelberg). No mention was made of Protestant church machinations similar 
to those apparently undertaken by the Catholic church. The letter was in fact passed on to the Reichsleitrrng by 
Heinrich Scharrehann, a member of the Protestant "National Socialist Pastor's Working Group." 

717 BA2 NS 22/446 (19 Jute 193 1: Dortmund). The NSLB fiIes contain many essays written by league 
Mitarbeiter confinning the positive position which the organization took to Christianity, most of which maintain 
that Christianity in fact played a centra1 role in the Nazi Weltanschauung: see, inter alia, G. Forster, 
'Tiationalsozialismus und die christlichen Kirchen": BA2 NS 121808 (10 December f 932: Münster); Jobames 
Schwager, "ReIigiose Erziehung im neuen Deutschland": BAZ NS 12/808 (n.d., n-p.); Oskar Winter, "Die Innere 
Emeuung Deutschen Lebens: Deutsche Erkenntnk, Deutsche BiIdung, Deutsche Liebe, Deutscher Glaube": BAZ 
NS 12/1499 (28 February 1934: Straubing). 

218 G .  Forster, "Staat - Kirche - Schule: Unter Berücksichtigung besonders der badischen christlichen 
Sirnultanschule": BAZ NS 12/808 (n.d.[1932], n.p.). 



lies in the conclusion of a concordat," and similarly pointed to the Badenese system as an 

appropriate mode1 for the Nazi party to follow: 'The Christian SimuZtanschule in no way lags 

behind the confessional school in its results. ... If we compare the administering of sacrarnents 

and church attendance in Baden with that of areas with confessional schools, we find a picture 

favorable to Baden."'I9 

For rnany, the hostility to confessional schools was in reality aimed against Catholic 

confessionalism in particular. This became especially evident in the case of Bavaria. Rudolf 

Butûnann, caucus leader of the Nazi party in the Bavarian Landtag (whose other members 

included Schemrn and Streicher), and Later head of the cultural division of the Reich Interior 

Ministry under Frick, attempted to placate the concems of Catholic Bavarians about his 

movement: "Our worldview is not directed against Catholicism or Protestantism, not against 

Christianity, but rather is based on Christianity and against cultural bolshevism, against the false 

liberalism of the Enlightenment, and against matenali~rn.""~ During another speech in the 

Landtag, he restated the argument with specific reference to the school issue: 

We stand on the ground of positive Christianity, and hence are more Christian than the 
ostensibly Christian [patentchristZiche] Center .... One has opporhmity enough to see how 
our party govems in Thuringia, where party member Dr. Frick has reintroduced Christian 
rnoming prayer in school. ... Not through us is religion in danger, but rather through the 
conditions we know of in Russia, and which they now boast of in Berlin. First we shall 
sweep clean the recesses of filth of the city - the cinemas and theaters - with an iron 
b r ~ o r n . ~ '  

In these instances Buttrnann reinforced well-known party views. However, Buttmann went one 

step M e r  when he suggested that the confessional school could find a place in the future Nazi 

state. Members of the NSLB were especially incensed, and complained to Strasser: "Now that 

219 lbid. 
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Dr. Buttmann has comrnitted the party to the confessional school, we might as well cease our 

work, for now we are exactly the same as the others. ... What Dr. Buttmann said was not just a 

harmless remark: no, it was the declaration of the caucus leader in the most important school 

policy debate of the legislative year."- 

Confusion on the issue ensued. In private correspondence, league-member BaarB in 

Mecklenburg tried to clarify the party's position for Johannes Stark, the Nobel prize-winner and 

author of National Suciafisrn and the Catholic Church, a work which argued that in attacking 

Marxism, the Nazis were more Christian than the Center. To this convinced Catholic BaarB 

made no pretense that the party was in favor of confessional schools: "Indeed al1 German 

children should receive a Christian education. With confessional schooIs, however, ckildren are 

compelled by their parents to choose one dogrna or the other. ... One can be a positive Christian 

without receiving the teachings of Christ through one particular dogma. A non-dogmatic school 

would undoubtedly be an important step fonvard in the religious development of our Volk."" 

No secret was made of the league's opposition to confessional schools, even for a rare pro-Nazi 

Catholic whose endorsement would be needed to M e r  the Nazi cause arnong cautious 

Bavarians or Rhinelanders. Ba& added that matters were not made easier when party leaders 

like Buttmann and Strasser publicly comrnitted the party to preserving confessional schools. 

Butûnann, having received a copy of this letter from the Reich Leadership, wrote BaarB 

to clarify his position. Reminding BaarB that the whole issue was tied to the unfortunate history 

of sectarian conflict in Germany, Buttmann assured him that ''with the emergence of a National 

Socialist state, this historical state of affairs will be altered: not abmptly, but with histoncally 

consistent necessity." He admitted that, given the prevailing circumstances in Bavaria, he 

BAZ N S  22/446 (6 May 193 1: Nümberg). 

BAZNS 12/638(16June1931:Lübz). 
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preferred the confessional over the non-confessional school. He noted that this was for tactical 

reasons, however, and specifically requested that BaarB not let his views reach the public: the 

Bavarian Peoples' Party, Buttmann contended, was attempting a "systematic recatholicization" 

of the Protestant segment of Bavaria, which compnsed roughly 30% of the population. Should 

the non-confessional school be instated in Bavaria, he warned, Catholic teachers would infiltrate 

this population, "grievously effecting the Protestant consciousness of growing school children.. . . 

The recatholicization of Germany fkom the south up is the program of the BVP power brokers 

[Drahtzieher], and for the present we unconditionally need the Protestant confessional school in 

Bavaria as a b~lwark.""~ 

Buttrnann solicited BaarB's appreciation of the regional differences between Bavaria and 

Mecklenburg: "When you lay down the demand that dogma disappear f?om the school, it is 

conceivable for a purely Protestant region: but for the entire Reich it is impossible." In other 

words, where the population was solely Protestant, the formal removal of "dogrna" would not 

engender a weakening of Protestant consciousness, which, according to BuMnann, would be 

beneficial to the future Nazi state. Such confessional consciousness constituted a threat, 

however, where Catholics were concerned. Buttmann concluded on a defensive note: "Believe 

me, we south German National Socialists b o w  the enormous danger of political Catholicism at 

least as well as you in the purely Protestant north!"" 

This position was ail the more noteworthy for the fact that Buttmann was a Catholic. 

Like many other Nazis, including Hitler himself, Buttrnm seems to have preferred 

Protestantism over Catholicism fiom an ideological point of view. The Catholic church and 

Ultramontankm was similarly criticized by Gregor Strasser, the party's chief administrator and 

214 BA2 NS 12/638 (23 June 193 1: Munich). 

21s Ibid. 



one of the most powerful Nazis of the KampfSeP6 He publkly suppoaed confessional schools, 

and refbsed to gant  party rnembenhip to members of Ludendofls Tannenberg League due to 

their anti-Christian attacks on the Nazi leadership." But in private he himself attacked 

institutional Catholicism: "History teaches that the Vatican has never had an interest in a strong 

and independent Germany. Therefore it wants a strong Germany just as little today or in the 

firture. Indeed we d l  know fkom Bismarck's time how much Ultramontanism - one can also 

Say the Center was and is mindful of this - will not let Gerrnany back on her feet."= 

Further evidence of a fiendlier attitude to institutional Protestantism was provided b y the 

NSLB when it decided to sponsor the creation of a 'Wational Socialist Pastors' Working Group" 

(Arbeitsgemeinschafl nationalsozialistischer Pfarrer). Though it counted few members - 

largely due to the forma1 "above parties" stance of the Protestant churches - its relevance lay in 

the fact that a major Nazi organization should have advocated it in the first place. Bernhard Rust 

endorsed the idea of such a group, as did Gregor Stra~ser."~ Whereas some thought was given to 

creating an actual NS-Pfan-erbund, on par with the NSLB, this would have abrogated the party's 

forma1 "above churches" stance; hence it remained a looser "working group" affiliated with 

Schemrn's organization. The first meeting of the group took place in February 193 1, at the 

Berlin home of the mother of the ambassador to Moscow. Among the notables who were present 

included Prince August Wilhelm ('Auwi') of Prussia and his brother Eitel Friedrich, Wilhelm 

II's sons and party mernbers since 1930, and Goebbels, who gave a t a k  on church and state."' 

- -- -- 
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In May 193 1, the first regional branch of the grolip was founded in Bremen, with Gauleiter 

Telschow of East Hanover in attendance.13' The Reich Leadership took an active interest in the 

group, overseeing appoinûnents of other regional branches in Pomerania and Brandenburg."' 

Others were established throughout the Reich, including Baden, where, according to the 

Kdnische Volkszeitung, half the Protestant pastors belonged to the Nazi party?' This small 

group had an impact out of proportion to its size. Their meetings served as forums for some of 

Schernm's many speeches, and Prussian governrnent officiais reported that their speakers were 

fi-equent guests at Nazi women's assemblies, where religion was usually strongly empha~ized."~ 

(Aside from seMng as speakers to Nazi women, pastors were also involved in the ninning of 

their organizations; one Pastor Lossin was the administrative leader of the German Women's 

Order, the main Nazi women's organization up until the formation of the NSF in 193 lmx5) 

Con clus ion 

In this chapter we have atternpted to explore the many ideological valences of "positive 

Christianity." More than just a usehl slogan, positive Chnstianity was a supra-confessional faith 

that sought to bridge the religious divide in Gemany through an integrative antisemitism and 

interior Ministry, provides no detail as to the substance of Goebbels' speech. 

a' VB, 1/6/3 1 (in GStA 1 Rep 77fïit 4043Mr 423/75). 
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ethical sociaiism. The language of Point 24 of the Party Program clearly gave ontological 

prionty to the '%ustoms and moral sentiments" of the Volk. This was not meant as a way of 

excluding a particular variety of Chnstianity: no variety was explicitIy privileged or maligned. 

Rather, it was a way of double casting the Jew as both Nansrn's and Christianity's "other." 

Leading Nazis appropriated Christ, not just as a socialist or antisernite, but as the onginal 

socialist and antisemite. In the process, they displayed a knowledge of and appreciation for 

some of the basic canons of Christianity, such as the New Testament. In various ways, the Nazis 

exarnined here staked a discursive claim to represent the "true" political manifestation of 

Chnstianity. They al1 held that Chnstianity was a central aspect of their movement, shaped its 

direction, or in some cases even helped explain Nazism. The themes common among them - a 

binary opposition of good against evil, God against the Devil; of struggle for national salvation 

against the Jews, marxism and liberalism - were inscribed not in secular but in Christian 

discoune. Whereas public professions upholding Christianity may ofien have been political 

calculation, at other times they were clearly more than that. Indeed, none of the Nazis examined 

here who proclairned a positive attitude towards Christianity in public revealed himself to be 

anti-Christian in private. Hence the insistence that the Nazis practiced "sheer oppomuiism," or 

placed a '?tactical restraint" on their supposed hatred for Christianity "which had been imposed 

during the years of struggle to achieve power," needs to be rec~nsidered.~' 

The Nazi approach to confessionalism displayed a general disregard for doctrine. 

Positive Christians may have said little or nothing about the Augsburg Confession or other 

signifiers of theological orthodoxy, but nonetheless they regarded Christian social teachings - 

"practical Christianity" as it was also known - as a linchpin of their worldview. Though 

generally unconcemed with dogma, many of these Nazis nonetheless adhered to basic precepts 

of Christian doctrine, most irnportantly the divinity of Christ as the son of God. Other Nazis 

236 Stanley Payne, A History of Farcism. 19 14-1945 (Madison, 1995), 200; Conway, Persecution, 140. 



went M e r  still, taking part in religious activities and church organizations. Far fiom simply 

professing adherence to Christianity, many Nazis were involved in church life. 

Despite attempts to bridge reiigious differences, there was considerable disagreement on 

Gennany's religious past. Protestant and Catholic Nazis alike acknowledged the schism created 

by the Reformation. But whereas certain Catholics like Eckart and Goebbels blarned Luther, 

Protestants uniformly upheld Luther as a nationalist and antisemitic hero. For them, it was not 

the Reformation itself but the reaction fiom Rome that had destroyed German unity. In many 

ways, the Nazi movement refiected the larger sectarian fault lines that ran through Germany. 

Just as significant, however, was the existence of Catholics in the party - including Hitler - 

who demonstrated an admiration, and even preference, for Protestantism over Catholicism. For 

some, this was a fûnction of anti-Ultramontanism; for others, Protestantism meant a greater 

theological accommodation with nationalism. In a larger sense these Nazis were entering into a 

nationalist narrative in Germany which, for the previous half century, had been written in a 

distinctly Protestant ~ a n ~ u a ~ e . ~ ~ '  But however instnunentalist their attraction to Protestantism 

was, as we shall see in Chapter Four it was predicated on the same things that Protestants 

themselves heavily emphasized. Tnis affinity for Protestantism was also evident in the 

anticlerical attacks made during this tirne, expressed both privately and publicly. Catholic Nazis 

in particular articulated a negative attitude towards their own church, whereas Protestants such as 

Buch, Kube and Schernm displayed little if any enmity towards theirs. In the majority of cases, 

"confessionalism" meant Catholic confessionalism, "the church" meant the Catholic Church - 

even when the precepts of positive Christianity stipulated that Catholics too had a place in the 

"Peoples ' Cornmunity . " 

There were others in the party, however, who made no distinction between church and 

religion. A vocal minority in the party upheld a radical opposition to Christianity. Represented 
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by such prominent Nazis as Ludendorff and Rosenberg, these men rejected both the institution of 

the church and the ideology of positive Christianity, espousing in their place a 'paganist" faith of 

blood and soil. In the next chapter, we will examine the religious views of the party's paganists, 

and ask: How influential was this segment of party opinion? What was their relationship to the 

positive Chnstians of the party? Did paganists distinguish between Christianity as doctrine and 

Chnstianity as secular teaching? Did they distinguish between the confessions, or were they 

equally opposed to both? Finally, was the paganist battle against Chnstianity unequivocal, or did 

it display signs of tension and ambiguity? 

-37 See Chapter Four. 



3 "Blood and Soir': The Paganist Ambivalence 

The men of the coming age will transform the heroes' memorials 
and glades of remembrance into the places of pilgrimage of a new 
religion; there the hearts of Gemans will be constantly shaped 
afiesh in pursuit of a new myth. - Alfied Rosenberg1 

Jesus is a linchpin of our history ... the God of the Europeans. - 
Alfied Rosenberg 

In Chapter Two we sunreyed the voices in the Nazi movement which descnbed themselves as 

Christian or in agreement with varieties of Christian teaching. Rarely did such voices elaborate 

on doctrkal questions. Seldom did these party members disclose their thinking on Onginal Sin, 

the resunection of Christ, or the communion of the saints. Even though Hitler indicated his 

belief in an afterlife, he, like most other Nazis, rejected the Old Testament and believed Jesus 

was an Aryan. A strict theologian of any creed would have found this far fiom orthodox. At the 

sarne time, their fiequent references to Biblical passages, and reliance upon them in constructing 

their image of Jesus and his social message, indicates that a large nurnber of Nazis believed that 

they were following a kind of Christian ethics, if not rnetaphysics. Since most positive 

Christians of the movement believed their kingdom was of this world, their attraction to 

Christianity rested prirnarily with its temporal message, its political and socia! rneanings. 

Certainly many of these Nazis were capable of accepting certain Christian dogmas, gaining 

inspiration from the gospels and the person of Christ. In general, however, most of them were 

less concemed with the doctrine of Christianity than with its political ideologies. 

S everal high-ranking party members suggested that whereas Christian doctrine played 

little if any role in their movement, Christian social thought was at its core. But other voices in 

1 Mythus cies 20. Jahrhunderts (Munich, 1930), 365. 

' Ibid., 39 1 .  



the movement argued a quite different position. Not only did they suggest that Christian dogma 

was unrelated to Nazism; they went one step m e r ,  suggesting that Nazism actually opposed 

such dogma. In its place, they argued for a "pagan" faith based on a return to the Nordic 

mysticism of the past. Accordhg to some scholars, this ersatz religion was also predicated on a 

Nietzschean rejection of Christian ethics. We now s w e y  those party leaders cornmonly 

regarded as the Nazi "paganists." What did these paganists have to Say about the ideologies and 

doctrines of Chnstianity? What were their attitudes to the different confessions? How complete 

was their rejection of Christ? And how powerfbl were they in shaping the overall direction of 

Nazism? 

Whereas the paganists' anti-Christian ideas are commonly regarded as hegemonic in the 

party, this chapter explores how their religious agendas brought them into conflict with many 

figures in the party's leadership. These conflicts arose not only over questions of strategy and 

electoral tactics, but as well over the very ideas Nazism claimed to represent. Through a close 

reading of paganist writings, including Rosenberg's "Myth of the Twentieth Century?" 1 argue 

that their detachment fiorn Christianity was partial and arnbiguous. Doctrines such as Original 

Sin and the h a c u l a t e  Conception were rejected unequivocally. Nevertheless, paganist 

understandings of the secular irnport of Christianity could be much more favorable. Of 

particular significance is the tendency for paganists to display a more positive attitude towards 

Lutheran Protestantism than even the many Christians within the party. The paganists' belief 

system certainly gave primacy to race. They nonetheless fiequently displayed repeated 

admiration for Protestantism and its historical development as an index of "Gemanness." 

A Geman conception of God 

Ench Ludendorff was arguably the first paganist of the Nazi movement and easily the most 



recognizable of al1 early Nazis. He was one of the most notable military leaders of the First 

World War, who in partnership with Hindenburg won sorne of Gemany's greatest victones, 

most farnously the Battle of Tannenberg on the Russian Front. During the last two years of the 

war, he and Hindenburg assumed near dictatorial powers as the civilian authorities began to lose 

credibility. Having advocated a negotiated peace after the collapse of the Western Front in 1918, 

Ludendorff soon became invoived in the v6lkisch movement. It is perhaps no coïncidence that 

one of the men most responsible for Gemany's surrender that year would becorne a leading 

propagandist of the "stab-in-the-back" legend (DolchstoJZegende). Ludendorff took part in the 

failed Kapp Putsch of 1920, shortly afterwards becoming a figurehead of the Nazi movement and 

taking part in the failed Hitler Putsch of 1923. At the putsch trial, his enormous prestige insured 

that he, unIike Hitler, would be acquitted of al1 charges. During Hitler's brief imprisonrnent, 

Ludendorff atternpted a takeover of the NSDAP with a new National Socialist Freedom Party 

(NSFP), which fought with Streicher's Greater German Peoples' Comrnunity (GDVG) for the 

mantle of NazisrnS3 

It was during this time that Ludendorff, Like Dinter, atternpted to tum Nazisrn into an 

explicitly religious movement. But while Dinter attempted a "reform" of Christianity, 

Ludendorff s religious agenda is usually considered thoroughly anti-Christian and pagan.' 

Indeed, Ludendorffproclaimed a divorce fiom Christianity - a position that Dinter would have 

rejected utterly. According to Ludendorff s adjutant Wilhelm Breucker, in 1924 "Ludendorff 

charged Hitler with having expressly based the party on positive Christianity in his program, and 

sought to dernonstrate to him with biblical quotations that Chnstianity was and by nature had to 

See Chapter Two, n. 24, 13 1. 

4 See, for instance, John Conway, The Nazi Persecution of the Churches (London, 1968), 5, who refers to 
LudendorE's "violent anti-Christian campaign," and Jonathan Wright, 'Above Parties ' (Oxford, 1974), 77, who 
refers to Ludendorff s Tamenbergbund as "hostile to Christianity as such." 



be the sharpest opponent of every voZkisch movement."* Ludendorff s anti-Christian ideology 

was strongly influenced by his second wife, Mathilde von Kemnitz. The daughter of a 

theologian, von Kemnitz came to hate everything associated with Christianity, creating in its 

place a philosophy she called Deutsche Gotterkennmîs ( ' m e  German Conception of God"). As 

early as 1920, von Kemnitz had attempted to infüse the Nazi movement wiîh her paganistic 

religious views, but had received a "brusque rejection" f?om Hitler, "to whom her ideas and 

teachings seemed like confused del us ion^."^ In Ludendorff, however, she found a more 

receptive audience. He used his power in the NSFP to bring Kemnitz into prominence. At a 

party conference held in August 1924, the Ludendorffs attempted to impose their religious 

views. The main speech of the coderence was read by von Kemnitz, who insisted on the 

centrality of a new religion for the Nazi movement which was anti-Christian in tone.' Like her 

husband, she believed that behind the international powers of Marxism, Catholicism, capitalism 

and fieemasonry, the Jews were at work. But even the Jews were tools of another force - 

namely the Dalai Lama, who sought to destroy Gexmany fiom far-away Tibet.' This fantasy was 

too much even for Alfied Rosenberg, who later wrote that Kernnitz "made world history into an 

affair of mere secret conspiracies? 

With Hitler's release f?om prison, Ludendorff was increasingly marginalized, especially 

Wilhelm Breucker, Die Tragik Ludendo fls: eine kritische Stzrdie ouf Grund personlicher Erinnerungen an der 
General und seine Zeit (Oldenburg, 1953), 107. 

ibid., 108. 

7 Erich Ludendorff, Vom Feldhem zum Weltrevolutioniir und Wegbereiter Deutscher Volhschop fung: Meine 
Lebensennnerrrngen von 1919 bis 1925 (Munich, 1941), 350-5 1. Ludendorff makes no mention of the reception her 
speech received. 

8 Peter Viereck, Metapolitics: From the Romantics to Hitler (New York, 1941). Viereck e r s  when he asserts 
that Ludendofis personal influence on Hitler was "enormous" (297). 

9 Quoted in Robert Cecil, Tfze Myth of the Master Race: Alfied Rosenberg and Nazi ldeology (London, 1972)' 
36. Rosenberg's own historical theories hardly revealed a level-headed scholar. While he rejected Kemnitz's 
mythology, he propagated his own, f d y  arguing that European civilization began with the lost continent of 
Atlantis: Mythus, 24-28. 



after the latter's disasbous showing in the 1925 presidential elections. In the same year 

Ludendorff founded the Tannenberg League (Tannenbergbund) as an exclusively mystical- 

religious sect. As we have seen in relation to Dinter's Christian sectarianism, Hitler rejected any 

attempt to tum Nazism into a polincal religion. But whereas Hitler adhered to many of Dinter's 

and Eckart's religious views, he was totally opposed to Ludendorff's. As Hitler wrote in Mein 

Kampfi- 

The characteristic thing about these people is that they rave about old Gemanic heroisrn, 
about dim prehistory, Stone axes, çpear and shield, but in reality are the greatest cowards 
that can be imagined. For the sarne people who brandish scholarly imitations of old 
Gennan tin swords, and Wear a dressed bearskin with bull's homs over their bearded 
heads, preach for the present nothing but stniggle with spintual weapons, and nin away 
as fast as they can from every Cornrnunist blackjack." 

Two years later Hitler expelled Ludendorff fiom the NSDAP. He additionally forbade members 

of the Nazi party to enter the Tannenberg League." Undeterred, the Ludendofis continued 

along their religious path. In 193 1, Mathilde wrote a book titled Erlosung von Jesu Christo 

("Redemption kom Jesus Christ"), which sought to replace Jesus with a pantheistic adoration of 

nature. In it, and in her other writings of the penod, Jesus was not the heroic Aryan leader, but 

an alcoholic Jew who did not even die on the cross. In this account, the Bible was a Jewish kaud 

that destroyed every volkisch impulse. Chnstians, ofien innocently unaware of the 

consequences, were propagating a faith that would lead to the destruction of Germany." The 

search for God was not to Iead to Chnst, but rather to the Geman countryside, to a divine "blood 

and soir': "Because the entire world is permeated with God's soul, the German plants and 

10 Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf; trans. Ralph Manheim (Boston, l962), 36 1. 

I I  Albrecht Tyrell, Führer befiehl ... Selbstzeugnisse aus der 'Kampfzeit ' der NSDAP (Düsseldorf, 1969), 165-66. 
See also Chapter Two, n. 227. 

" Ekkehard Hieronimus, "Zur Religiositiit der vollaschen Bewegung," in Hubert Cancik (ed.), Religions- und 
Gektesgeschichte der Weimarer Republik (Düsseldorf, 1982), 172-73. 



animals are not soulless, like the servants of Yahweh."13 Here was a literal deification of 

Gemany, the search for a replacement for Christianity. 

If the Ludendoas represented a clear break with, and attack upon, Christianity, for Ench 

Ludendorff at least the transformation was not without its ambiguity. While Christian doctrine 

and metaphysics were clearly rejected, Ludendorff s sectarian obsessions were still tied to a 

Protestant way of seeing. In 1923 Ludendom suggested there could be no compromise "in the 

stniggle of the Christian-Germanic worldview against the three Intemationals."" At his putsch 

trial in February 1924, Ludendorff amibuted Germany's malaise not only to Marxisrn and 

Judaism, which corrupted the German people "physically, racially and morally," but also to 

"political Catholicism" and Ultrarnontanism, which he blamed for the destruction of the 

Kaiserreich as well." As of yet, however, Ludendorff offered no comparable attack on 

Protestantism. Instead, he made more than one reference to Gemany's "Protestant Dynasty," for 

which he fought loyally in the Great War, and which he accused political Catholicism and 

Bavarian particularisrn of trying to destr~y. '~ 

That same year Ludendorff laid out his feelings on the Protestant faith in an extended 

interview. He was, for the moment, turning away fiom his struggle against Bolshevism to fight 

the 'Roman Church," which was attempting to conquer northem Germany: "The black threat in 

Germany has become greater than the red." Ludendorff asserted that he had done his best to 

rouse the Protestant Church of north Gemany to this danger, but with little effect. He 

emphasized that Prussia was the bulwark of Protestantism in Germany; "indeed, the world has 

l3 Mathilde Ludendorff, Deutscher Gottglaube (Munich, 1932), 20. 

14 As quoted in Bayrischer Krtrzër, 27/3/24 (in StAM PolDir/6687/20). The Bayrischer Kurier consistently 
published anti-Ludendorff opinions, and so questions c m  be raiseci as to the veracity of the quotation. However, the 
paper names its source: the extreme nationaIist periodical Fndericus (1923, no. 50). 

15 Ludendorff, Feldhem, 27 1. 

I6 Ibid., 272. 



received Protestantism &om Prussia." However, since the return of the Jesuits to Gemany after 

the Revolution, the Catholic Church was making '%emble inroads" into the Protestant Church." 

Here Ludendorff was being both critical and sympathetic. While he lamented that the Protestant 

Church in his view was not sufficiently anti-Catholic, he nonetheless betrayed his belief that, by 

nature, it should be. Instead of blaming the state of affairs on a wealaiess of Protestantism, he 

looked instead to the organizational strength of international Cathoiicism: "Zn contrat to the 

situation of the Protestant Church in northem Gemany, the Catholic Church of southem 

Gemany is extremely organized and well hanced, and under the leadership of Rome has 

opened a detennined but secret conversion campaign." The danger for Ludendorff was clear: if 

nothing were done to reverse the process, then Protestants would flock to the Catholic fold, 

making the entire nation once again Catholic.lg However, Ludendodf overstated the degree of 

Protestant indifference toward the Catholic threat. Many Protestants, especially those in the 

Protestant League, saw the Catholic danger in much the same way as Ludendorff. They even 

depicted Ludendorff as a Protestant warrior fighting Catholicism's supposedly ongoing counter- 

reformation. l 9  

Catholics also tended to see Ludendorffin these terms. To a writer in the Augsburger 

Postzeitung, it was no coincidence that Ludendorff descended from Lutheran pastors. As a 

Prussian Protestant, he was considered "predestined" to join the Protestant League in opposition 

to Catholic Bavaria.'' A contributor to the Bayrischer Kurier picked up on this relationship as 

I8  Ibid. 

l9 See Chapter Two, n. 136-37. 

'O "Die wahren Ziele der deutsc h-v6ikischen Bewegung," Augsburger Postzeitung, 1 O/5R4 (in S tAM 
PolDir/6687/41). The artide also referred to Heinrich Herrneh.uk, who afier the war wrote Kirche im Kampx 
Dokumente des Widerstandes und des A tiflaus der Evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland von 1933- 1945 (Tübingen, 
1950), a work suggesting that the Protestant churches were unambiguously anti-Nazi. In the Posîzeitung article, 
reference is made to Hermelink's c l a h  that Protestants in Gennany then, unlike 20 years before, were no longer 
anti-Catholic. But as we shall see in the next chapter, the Weimar era saw a tension between Protestant and Catholic 



well, suggesting that the Protestant League wanted "70 wage its religious-political struggle 

against Rome with the help of the vo[klsch party movement, because it is quite h l y  convinced 

of the intrinsic sirnilarity of its own worldview to the worldview of [this] rnovement." n i e  paper 

suggested that both came together in the name of Ludendorff." In the Allgemeine Rundschau it 

was pointed out that Ludendorff was boni in the kontier temtory of Posen: "There, to be 

Geman is to be Protestant, and to be Polish is to be Catholic .... A sensitive national feeling [is] 

intimately tied with confessional tradition. Catholicism, the faith of the subjugated foreign 

people, is despised." Then came a revealing parallel: "Ludendorff is thus a type of Ulsterman, 

something of a German Carson."" 

The same year that he was expelled fiom the NSDAPy Ludendorff formally left the 

Protestant church. In a letter to church authorities, he declared that he no longer believed in the 

Protestant religion. But perhaps more important was his resentment that the anti-ultramontankt 

and anti-masonic campaign was insufficiently charnpioned by his church." Given his attack on 

Hitler for supposedly going to Canossa, we can safely discount his polemic against the Protestant 

establishment as equally inflated. in retum for feeling snubbed by the church, Ludendorff would 

later profess his disgust that Protestant pastors, "Who were supposed to be especially 'nationaly," 

could read f?om psalms full of reference to Zion, Yahweh and Jer~salern.'~ 

that was actually more acute than in the Kaiserreich. 

" Quoted in Klaus Scholder, n e  Churches and the Third Reich, 2 vols. (London, 1987-88), 1: 109. 

77 - "Mitten im Kulturkampf," Allgemeine Runhchau, 6/4/24 (in StAM PoiDirl6687189). Sir Edward Carson was 
the leader of the Ustermen in the first decades of the twentieth century. For a discussion of Protestant sectarianisrn 
in the fiontier areas of the German east, see Helmut Walser Smith, German Nationalism and Religiotcs Conflict: 
Culture, Ideology, Politics, 1870-1914 (Princeton, 1995), esp. 167-205: "Religious and Nationality C o d i c t  in the 
Borderlands of the Irnagined Community." 

-3 Wright, 'Above Parties ', 75. 



17ie myth of Rosenberg 

Perhaps the most prominent paganist in the Nazi p q  was Alfred Rosenberg. More than any 

other National Socialist, Rosenberg had pretensions to becoming the movement's great intellect 

and official ideologue. He failed in both efforts. Early scholars of Nazism, taking Rosenberg's 

self-promotion at face value, greatly overestimated the importance of his ideas for the rnovement 

as a w h ~ l e . ~  The sheer volume of published works and administrative paperwork produced by 

Rosenberg and his offices lent weight to this impression. Karl Bracher came somewhat closer to 

gauging Rosenberg's true influence when he described him as "the administrative clerk of 

National Socialist ide~logy.' '~~ But even in his role as c'protector'' of the Nazi worldview, 

Rosenberg encountered resistance and ultimate defeat at the hands of rival offices within the 

Nazi party and state, thus throwing into doubt the hegemony of his ideas." 

Born in Estonia of volhdeutsch parents, Rosenberg fled to Germany afier the start of the 

Russian Revolution. Like Hitler, Rosenberg received his entrée into the rightist fringe through 

Dietrich Eckart. It was through Eckart that Rosenberg first met Hitler and in Eckart's Aufgut 

deutsch where Rosenberg published his first article. After Eckart's death in 1923, Rosenberg 

took over as editor of the Nazis' official newspaper, the Volkischer Beobachter. His only other 

organizational accomplishment before 1933 was to have founded the relatively minor Fighting 

- - 

'' Ludendorff, Fefdhem, 3 62. 

25 Church historians in particular have argued that Rosenberg's ideas represented the party's ideology as such. 
See, inter alia, the various contriiutions in Franklin Littell and Hubert Locke (eds.), The Gennan Church Stntggle 
and the Holocaust (Detroit, 1974). 

16 Karl Dietrich Bracher, The Gennan Dictatorshipi The Origins. Structure and E m t s  of National Socialisrn 
(New York, 1970), 28 1. 

27 The best account of Rosenberg's many failures in the Nazi party polycracy is Reinhard Bollmus, Das Amt 
Rosenberg und seine Gegner: Studien m m  Machtkarnpf irn nationalsoziulistischen Herrschaftssystem (Stuttgart, 
1970). On Rosenberg's contests for ideological oversight of the Party, see Chapter Eight 



League for German Culture (Kampfbund für deutsche Kultur) in 1928.28 Other than this, 

Rosenberg's Knrnpfzeit activity was limited to wnting a slew of books detailing his version of 

Nazism and the threat Judaism, Bolshevism, Romanism and Freemasonry posed to German 

nationhood. 

By far the rnost important of these books was "The Myth of the Twentieth Century," 

published in 1930." Significantly, it was published as a private work, never becoming an official 

guide to Nazi thinking like Mein Kampf: It never received the official stamp of the NSDAP, nor 

did the party7s official publisher publish it. Given the fate that awaited Dinter and Ludendorff 

when they tried to rnake their religious views officia1 party doctrine, Hitler would not have 

countenanced its publication any other way. Indeed, in the same book that put forth a new 

religious doctrine, Rosenberg felt compelled to assure his reader that he was not trying to 

resurrect a dead religion and that it should not be  Nazi policy to engage in religious matters.jO 

Most of Rosenberg's opponents in the churches assumed that it was nonetheless the true guide to 

Nazi thinking - some even supposing it was more influential in the NSDAP than Hitler's own 

b00k.l' The party in fact largely ignored it, as Rosenberg himself would later discover." Over 

700 pages long, it was easily the most abstruse book ever written by a Nazi. In keeping with 

their own religious views, party leaders like Hitler and Goebbels heaped enormous scom upon it. 

According to one biographer, "Hitler completely rejected ... the mysticism with which 

Alan Steinweis points out that the Kampfbund was a preexisting nationalist organiwtion which Rosenberg later 
took over: "Weimar Culture and the Rise of National Socialism: The Karnpfbundfiir cieutsche Ktrltur," Cenrral 
European History 24 (199 l), 406. 

19 Alfred Rosenberg, Der Mythus des 20. Jahrhunderts: Eine Wertung der seelisch-geistigen Gestaltenkampfe 
unserer Zeit (Munich, 1930). 

Jonathan Wright points to sorne in the clerical establishment who believed "that Rosenberg's views were more 
widely held in the party than Hitler's": 'A bove Parties ', 89. 

2 1  - Reinhard Bollmus, "Alfked Rosenberg: National Socialism's 'Chief Ideologue?'," in Ronald Smelser and 
Rainer Zitelmann (eds.), The Nazi Elire (New York, 1993), 187. 



Rosenberg, in his main work ... attempted to give a religious intensity to a racist interpretation of 

history.'"' Goebbels was characteristically succinct, descnbing the book as an "ideological 

belch?' 

Though Hitler was known for tailorhg his remarks to please his audience, even in 

Rosenberg's presence he was less than enthusiastic. Before publishg it, Rosenberg asked 

Hitler for his opinion of the book (six months after receiving the manuscript, Hitler still had not 

read it). Hitler coolly replied: "It is a very clever book; only 1 ask rnyself who today is likely to 

read and understand such a book."3s It was a reflection of the insecurity of Rosenberg's position 

that he replied by asking whether he should suppress it or even resign party office. Hitler 

supposedly said "no" to both, maintainhg that Rosenberg had a right to publish his book since it 

was his "intellectual pr~per ty ."~~ However, on later occasions Hitler would express regret that 

Rosenberg had written the book in the first place. According to Albert Speer, Hitler referred to it 

as "stuff nobody c m  understand," written by a "narrow-minded Baltic Gexman who thinks in 

horribly complicated terms. ... A relapse into medieval  notion^!"^' On another occasion, Hitler 

made reference to its "heretical outpo~rings."~~ In rare moments Rosenberg even adrnitted to 

himself that Hitler ultimately rejected his religion: "[Hitler] set his face hom the beginning 

against racial c~l t i s rn ."~~ While it is m e  that Rosenberg's Mythus sold hundreds of thousands of 

34 Quoted in Joachim Fest, The Face of the Third Reich: Portraits of the Nazi Leadership (New York, 1970), 
168. 

35 Quoted in Cecil, Master Race, 100. 

37 Albert Speer, Inside the Third Reich (New York, 1970), 96. For Goebbels' views on and relationship with 
Rosenberg, see ibid., 122-25; hif Reuth, Goebbels (New York, 1993), 201-05. 

38 Adolf Hitler, Hitler 's Table Talk 1941- 1944: His Private Conversations, irans. Norman Carneron and R. H .  
Stevens, intro. by Hugh Trevor-Roper (London, 1953)- 555. 

39 Cecil, Master Race, 100. 



copies, this figure is not a real reflection of its popularity. As another of Rosenberg's 

biographers points out: "Secondary schools and institutions of higher education were required to 

have copies in their libraries; but to what extent these were read cannot now be estimated."jO We 

c m  therefore safely discount Robert Pois' assertion that "Rosenberg's view of religion ... was 

widely held by most committed National Socialists.'"' 

This being said, Mythus obviously represented the views of at least one man when it was 

written: Rosenberg himself. And since Rosenberg remained a "Reich Leader" throughout the 

course of the party's history (even if one of the least successfbl), the views found in the book are 

worth our consideration. Speaking of the need to create a new religion, Rosenberg proclaimed: 

'Today a new faith is awakening: the myth of blood, the faith that the divine essence of rnankind 

is to be defended through blood; the faith embodied by the hllest realization that Nordic blood 

represents the mystery which has supplanted and surmounted the old ~acrarnents."~~ This new 

religion would place the highest value in the idea of racial honor: "The idea of honor - national 

honor - is for us the beginning and end of al1 our thoughts and deeds. It c m  endure no 

equivalent center of power of any type, neither Christian love nor freemasonic humanism nor 

Roman d~gmatisrn.''~' This Christian "brotherhood of man" was nothing more than an attempt to 

allow Jew and "Turk" to take precedence over the European. In the name of Christian love, 

Europe was besieged by unrest and chaos: "Thanks to preachings on hurnanity and the equality 

of al1 peoples, every Jew, Negro and Mulatto can be a full citizen of a European state."" When 

the Nordic states of Europe were overwhelrned by the Roman south, the concept of honor was 

40 Ibid., 103. 

4 '  Robert Pois, National Socialkm and the Religion of Nahue (London, 1986), 41 (emphasis in the original). 

" Rosenberg, Mythus, 114 (Rosenberg's opus magnum remains untranslated to this day). 

43 Ibid., 514. 

44 Ibid., 203. 



overtaken by that of Christian love: "Chnstianity ... did not know the idea of race and nationality, 

because it represented a violent fusion of different elements; it also h e w  nothing of the idea of 

honor, because in pursuance of the late Roman quest for power it subdued not oniy the body, but 

also the so~l ."~* This emphasis on love brought Christianity in alliance with Marxism. If the 

concept of national honor was once again to be dominant, it could only happen when the '?rue 

workers" of the German Volk formed a united fkont against al1 forces associated with economy, 

profit and money, "regardless of whether these forces were hidden under the cloak of democracy, 

Chnstianity, intemationdism [or] humanism."~ 

Rosenberg also rejected the Christian doctrine of original sin: "'The sense of sin always 

goes together with physical and racial cross-breeding. The abominable mixing of races creates ... 

inner uncertainty and the feeling that our whole existence is ~inful."'~ The Romans had been 

racially aware, according to Rosenberg, and so could only reject this Christian cross-breeding: 

"Everythmg still imbued with the Roman character sought to defend itself against the nse of 

Christianity, al1 the more because it represented, next to its religious teaching, a completely 

proletarian-nihilistic political trend? Rosenberg was also opposed to the Trinity, which he 

believed overlooked the spirituality of racial nationalism and lead to the "nihilism" implicit in 

the biblical expression of Paul: "Here is neither Jew nor Greek, neither bond nor fiee, neither 

man nor woman." This nihilism led to the purposeful destruction of Greek and Roman 

civilizations as culturally worthless. Another Christian doctrine rejected by Rosenberg was the 

"dogmatization7' of the birth of the Virgin Mary, which was regarded as a negation of nature. Ln 

45 Ibid., 155-56. 

46 Ibid., 204-05. 

47 Md., 71. 

48 Ibid. 



addition, he also attacked the biblical emphasis on the resurrection." 

Hence we have a near total denunciation of Christian doctrines. Unlike other N e s ,  who 

for the most part left doctrinal questions unexamiried, Rosenberg actively rejected them. Where 

other Nazis referred to "positive Christianity" as a fundament of party ideology, in Mythus 

Rosenberg made no mention of it. As Robert Cecil puts it: "If we accept that the basic Christian 

beliefs are that Jesus Christ was God, that through His death and resurrection man is redeemed 

fÏom original sin and that the sou1 survives the death of the physical body, it is clear that 

Rosenberg was no Chri~tian."~~ But if Rosenberg was not himself a Christian, how opposed to 

Christianity was his new religion? Here we are confionted with even more ambiguity than in the 

case of Ludendorff. For in spite of Rosenberg's denunciation of Chnstianity's history and his 

desire to buiid a new racialist faith, tirne and again he excluded the most important figures of the 

Christian faith - Jesus most irnportantly - fiom his attacks, and upheld another Christian - 

the medieval mystic Meister Eckhart - as the inspiration of his new belief system. Indeed, as 

we shall see, in the Mythus Rosenberg ultimately argued that Christianity itself could be 

refomed and saved fkom the "Judeo-Roman" infections of its clerical representatives. 

Unlike the Ludendorffs, Rosenberg believed that Jesus had been an Aryan. Here he 

followed his greatest mentor, Houston Stewart Chamberlain, who had maintained that "in al1 

probability" Jesus had not been a Jew? Rosenberg affirmed his belief that whereas Jesus was 

bom into a Jewish culture, "there was not the slightest reason" to assume that Jesus was Jewish. 

Christ's teaching that the Kingdom of Heaven is within us was a "thoroughly un-Jewish, 

mystical teaching."" The traditional, ecclesiastical picture of Jesus had been a distortion of the 

49 Ibid., 77-78. 

50 Cecil, Master Race, 84. 

" The very titie "Myth of the Twentieth Century" was a ûibute to Chamberlain's "Foundations of the Nineteenth 
Century" o f  1899, a work which Rosenberg adored and for which "Myth" was designed as a type of sequel. 
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Roman Church to present a picture of submission and meekness, in order to create an ideal that 

would foster servility. In its place Rosenberg called for a new, manly image of Christ: "Today 

Jesus appears to us as the self-confident Lord [Hem] in the best and highest sense of the word. It 

is his life which holds meaning for the Germanic people, not his agonizing death, which is the 

image of him arnong the Alpine and Mediterranean peoples. The rnighty preacher and wrathful 

one [Zürnende] in the temple, the man who swept along his followers, is the ideal which today 

shines forth kom the Gospels, not the sacrificial lamb of the Jewish prophets, not the 

cr~cified."'~ Instead of the conventional image of Jesus as the sufferer, an old-new [alt-neues] 

picture had to emerge: Jesus the hero? Jesus was not the "hook-nosed, flat-footed savior" of 

southem European depiction, but the "slim, tall, blond" savior of northem European portrayals." 

His entire being was a fiery resistance: for that reason he had to die? 

Although Rosenberg emphasized Jesus7 hurnan, temporal acts over his divine 

transcendence, this did not necessarily mean that Jesus had lost his divinity altogether. "In spire 

of al1 the Christian churches, Jesus is a linchpin of our history. He became the God of the 

E~ropeans."'~ Rosenberg made many other references of Christ's divinity. In the context of the 

'Wordic" Meister Eckhart, whom he regarded as both the ultirnate Germanic religious hero and 

the "poet of the Savior," Rosenberg suggested that mankind should be independent of the clergy, 

made aware of his own spiritual uniqueness, and follow the example of Christ's own "holy union 

of divine and human nat~res."'~ Rosenberg even adhered to conventional Christology when 

53 Ibid., 604 (emphasis in the original). 

Ibid., 414. 

55 Ibid., 616. 

Ibid., 607. 

57 Ibid., 391 (ernphasis in the original). 

58 fiid., 230. 



discussing Chamberlain's religious views: "A totally fiee man, who inwardly disposed with the 

total culture of our tirne, demonsirated the h e s t  feeling for the great superhuman simplicity of 

Christ ... as the mediator between man and God."" 

Rosenberg's fiequent references to Christ (mentioned far more than Wotan or Nietzsche 

in Mythur) and his positive engagement with Jesus' historical and coritemporary significance, 

revealed an attachment impossible for the true anti-Christian. These attachrnents signified an 

arnbiguous revolution against the cultural heritage of Christianity. But did Rosenberg admit to 

this lingenng affection? Certainly the existing confessions were regarded as inadequate, 

especially the "Roman Church," which was considered beyond redemption. Institutional 

arrogance and a greed for power massively compted the papacy. The Catholic pnesthood was, 

in Rosenberg's view, a raciafly defiled mixture of "Etrusco-Syro-Near Easterners and Jews" who 

had infiltrated and infected ancient Rome. Rosenberg accused Catholicism of superstition, 

pointing to the "millions" of Europeans killed in the medieval fienzy of witch-hunts and belief in 

rnagk60 In his view, the papacy and its racial contamination had destroyed the Germanic Middle 

Ages, marked by racial consciousness and productivity. It achieved this by creating a raceless 

theology of hereditary sinfülness that could only be redeemed through grace." The institution of 

the papacy was interested in nothing more than the eternal submissiveness of the servile 

masses.6L As such, "eternal Rome" represented a "Jewish-clerical 'Christianity'," which 

propagated the theological "personality-God separation" Jesus had worked again~t.~' Rome had 

blocked out Christ, indeed put itself above Christ, separating him fiom the people and neglecting 

59 Ibid., 623-34. 

60 ibid., 67. 
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his teachings 

In contrat to Catholicism, Rosenberg viewed Protestantism with considerably more 

ambivalence. Like Ludendorff early on, Rosenberg essentially asserted that the present-day 

representatives of Lutheranism, through their approximation of the Roman system, had become 

un-Lutheran. For Rosenberg, Luther's great deed had been the destruction of the priesthood and 

the Germanification of Chnstianity. Rosenberg also regarded Luther as nothing less than the 

greatest f o r e m e r  of Gemian nationalism, racial purity, and spiritual independence? His attack 

on Rome was especially praiseworthy: "However much Luther was still rooted in the Middle 

Ages, his action brought about the greatest revolution in Europe after the invasion of Roman 

Chri~tianity."~ Through his fight against Rome's clerical power, he saved the West f?om 

"Tibetan-Etruscan Asian" influences. Here again Rosenberg got his cue from Chamberlain, who 

had declared Luther "the greatest man in world histo~y."~' Rosenberg could not be quite this 

effusive, however: Luther's shortcoming had been his adherence to the "Hebraic" Old 

Testament. Although this was cornpensated by his later tract, "On the Jews and their Lies," and 

his declaration that Christianity would have nothing more to do with Moses, the Old Testament 

nonetheless remained part of Luther's canon.68 

But not al1 was lost for Christianity. As with other Nazi leaders, Rosenberg believed it 

could be redeemed if the Old Testament were removed fiom its corpus: "As a religious book the 

so-called Old Testament must be abolished for al1 time. With it will end the failed attempt of the 

a Ibid., 161. 

65 Ibid., 84-85, 397. 
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last fifteen hundred years to spiritually make us Jews ..."69 While other Nazis were content to 

stop at the Old Testament, Rosenberg went a step M e r ,  calling as well for the removal of 

'obviously distorted" portions of the New Testament. In addition, a new ''Fifth Gospel" should 

be intr~duced.~' These revisions, however sweeping, did not amount to a total negation of 

preexisting gospel. Rosenberg lavished approval on two in particular, those of John and Mark. 

John held out the "first ingenious interpretation, the experience of the etemal polarity between 

good and evil," and stood "against the Old Testament delusion that God created good and evil 

out of nothing.'"' The Gospel of Mark signified 'Yhe real heart of the message of 

Gotteskindschafl against the semitic teaching of God's tyranny."" Even the Christian notion of 

love, while it had wrought racial contamination to Nordic Europe, could be salvaged: "Love, 

humility, charity, prayer, good works, mercy and repentance are al1 good and useful, but only 

under one condition: if they strengthen the power of the soul, elevate it and make it more God- 

The Christian religion could ultimately be redeemed if it expunged its negative aspects, 

thoçe anti-racial elements springing fiom "Syro-Etruscan" traditions, in favor of its positive 

aspect: the "genuine" Christianity that appealed to Nordic blood." As Rosenberg wrote with 

regard to education: "The basic assurnption of al1 German education is recognition of the fact 

that Christianity did not bring us morality, but rather that Christianity owes its lasting value to 

69 Ibid., 603. 
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the German character."" If this made Chnstianity a fùnction of racialism, in the process 

Rosenberg nonetheless acknowledged the worthiness of Christianity. Of the preexisting varieties 

of Christianity, Rosenberg believed, Protestantism came closer to his vision than Catholicism. 

Protestantism in the beginning meant "the bloorning of the Germanic will to fieedom, national 

self-determination, persona1 spintuality. Without question it paved the way for what we now cal1 

the highest works of our culture and science."76 Where it failed was in keeping the religious 

center in Jerusalem. But Rosenberg did not therefore reject Protestantism out of hand. The 

Jewish elements it retained went against its original purpose: in his view, the Old Testament had 

been "smuggleci" into an initially "individualistic" faith." 

Rosenberg would overcome Christianity's drawbacks through the appropriation of 

Meister Eckhart. Rosenberg regarded Eckhart as "'the greatest apostle of the Nordic west [who] 

gave us our religion ... who awoke God in our hearts, that the 'Kingdom of Heaven is within 

 US'."'^ This reference to Luke 17: 21 - "The Kingdom of Heaven is within you" - was found 

as well in Dietrich Eckart, who like Rosenberg considered it a centerpiece of his theology.'Vor 

Rosenberg, it was Meister Eckhart's era of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, not the 

Renaissance or even the Reformation, which signaled the birth of the new Gemanic man and his 

culture.80 Rosenberg was attracted by Eckhart's credentials as a medieval mystic twice tried for 

heresy by Pope John XXII and the Curia at Avignon. By displaying his defiance of the Pope and 

rejection of Roman scholasticism and ecclesialism, Eckhart was a particularly appropriate 
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candidate for the new faith. Eckhart proclaimed that the "noble soul," not the church, the bishop 

or the pope, was God's representative on Earth.s' This emphasis on the individual soul and its 

self-determination was paramount for Rosenberg. God is not above man, Rosenberg believed, 

but lives in the individual soul. Rather than "surrender" to or fear God, the inner soul must be 

totally free, must communicate with God." In this way, the individual could follow the example 

of Christ, who strove for a sacred union of divine and human natures." Rosenberg's view of 

God revealed itself in a direct quote fkom Meister Eckhart: "God is not an annihilator of works, 

but an accomplisher. God is not a destroyer of nature, but its perfe~ter."'~ This view of God as 

the Creator, as the God of Love rather than the Destroyer, could be found among other Nazis, 

notably Goebbels, who viewed Christ as the "incarnation of love."85 This emphasis on an 

unmediated reIationship between man and God meant that the clergyman, be he Catholic or 

Protestant, would cease to exist? However, unlike the priesthood, which would be annihilated, 

the church was to be sublimated. Rosenberg lefi open the possibility that it could find a place in 

his new religious order, provided it "did not prevent the Nordic soul f?om unfolding i t ~ e l f . " ~ ~  

Hence his call for a "German Peoples' Church" (Deutsche Volkrkirche), which would embrace 

the faith propagated by (Rosenberg's interpretation of) Eckhart: "In place of a Jewish-Roman 

worldview steps the Nordic-western soul-faith."a8 
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In short, Rosenberg's ideology was not a rejection of Christianity per se, but a radical 

revision of it. As one historian has noted, Rosenberg ' kas  not a pagan in the traditional sense in 

which one might apply the term to Ludendorff."" While Rosenberg made reference to Nordic 

gods in Mythus, this was not a typicaliy paganist appropriation: "Wotan was and is dead.'" Nor 

was Rosenberg tolerant of al1 religio-mystical sects: He frequently attacked the growth of 

astrology and other superstitions in Nazi Gemany; he also opposed Rudolf Steiner's 

Anthroposophists, "who were thought by Nazis to be organised on a similar basis to that of 

Masonic L~dges."~' Whereas Ludendcirff left the Protestant church in 1927, Rosenberg did not 

leave it until 1933. Waiting until his party was safely in power does not hilly explain 

Rosenberg's timing. Rather, it was brought on by the dismissal of the leader of the Geman 

Christians, Joachim Hossenfelder, by the Reich Bishop of the Protestant Church, who considered 

Hossenfelder too radical and a threat to his own position within the growing storm of the 

"Church Str~ggle."~' Until this time, Rosenberg held out the hope that a space could be created 

in institutional Protestantism for his own views. 

Even in Rosenberg's other writings, an elernent favorable to Christianity (albeit 

refonnist) is found. In his 1920 book Unmoral irn Talmud ( "ho ra l i t y  in the Talmud"), 

Rosenberg attempted to show that the Jews' "nse to power" had come by way of lies and 

treachery motivated by a hatred of Chnstianity, which "has reached its sumrnit in the systematic 

persecution of Christians by the Jewish Bolshevik rulers in Russia?" In the second book he 

there was no formal contact between them. 

89 Cecil, Master Race, 83. 
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wrote that year, Die Spur des Jden  irn WandeI der Zeiten ("The Tracks of the Jew in the Change 

of Time7'), Rosenberg called for an attack on Jewish materialism. A sharp distinction was to be 

made between it and Christian spintuality. The antimaterialist, Nordic religious renascence was 

to take place by purging the Old Testament from Christianity, which would raise Christian belief 

above the 'Tewish slag."" A preference for Protestantism over Catholicism was also evident 

outside the confines on the "Myth." Just a few years before the Nazis took power, Rosenberg 

gave vent to his sectarian preferences when he expressed his belief that the Catholic Chancellor 

Heinrich Brüning was "an emissary of the Vatican, [who] had only one task: by his policy of 

emergency regulations and the consequent inevitable impovenshrnent of ever-widening circles of 

the population ro deliver up Protestant North Germany to Communism, in order by the purgatory 

of this affliction to leave it ripe for a second counter-revolution with the restoration of the 

Catholic princely ho~ses."~' 

The paganist cadre 

Rosenberg and Ludendorff were the most prominent paganists in the party. But they were not 

alone: a cadre of like-rninded party members could be found in the ranks of the NSDAP. One of 

them was Richard Walther Darré, the party's leading agrarian specialist. After the seizure of 

power, he would become Reich Peasant Leader (Reichsbauemfihrer) and Reich Minister for 

Agriculture. In tune with Rosenberg's mysticism, he envisioned an agrarian return to the soi1 in 

Temtories, Rosenberg was perhaps the most favorable of any Nazi to the conditions of the Slavic population, and 
often fought with his nominal underhgs to lessen the brutality of their rule (Cecil, Master Race, 189-2 16, esp. 200). 
Whereas Rosenberg had envisioned a systern of Slavic satellite States under German suzerainty, most other Nazis 
preferred a sirnpler system of direct German administration and exploitation. The man who rnost undermined 
Rosenberg's ministenal authority in the east was none other than Ench Koch. 
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Nazi Germany, whereby the peasant and mal1 landowner would be pnvileged at the expense of 

the "nomadic7' city-dweller. He joined the Nazi movement as a known figure, playhg an 

immediate and central role in the shaping the NSD.AP7s agrarian election strategy. Like fellow 

Nordicist Rosenberg, Darré had pretensions to being a party ideologue, having written "The 

Peasantry as Life Source of the Nordic Race" three years before joining the partyg6 n i e  other 

main work of his career, "A New Aristocracy fiom Blood and Soil," was published three years 

laterSg7 Darré also influenced Himmler in his attempt to transform the SS Eom a guard unit into a 

new racial aristocracy. This took shape in practical measures: Damé drew up the strict marriage 

regulations for SS men, which included a "rîgorous" racial inspection of the individual and his 

g e n e a l ~ g y . ~ ~  Like Rosenberg, however, Darré quickly fell fiom grace, and was formally replaced 

as Reich Agriculture Minister in 1942 by Goring's subordinate Herbert Backe. Even before this 

date, however, Darré's adherence to a recrudescent, neopaganist agrarian ethos was losing him 

influence." It is perhaps no coincidence that Rosenberg's greatest adversary in the party, Erich 

Koch, would quickly emerge as one of Darré's staunchest opponents as ~ e 1 1 . ' ~  
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Whereas Darré's works were primarily concerned with the secular past and fbture of the 

Nordic Lundvolk, they did touch on religious elements as well. In Natadel, Damé stated his case 

rather p l d y :  "The conversion of the Teutons to Christianity, which means to the teaching of the 

anointed, deprived the Teutonic nobility of its moral foundati~ns."'~' Damé believed that the 

doctrinal teaching of the equality of men before God robbed the settler race of the north of its 

innate sense of superiority over the nomadic tribes of the Near East. Their conversion was not 

the product of popular feeling, but was imported by the Franks and enforced by ruling kings for 

political rea~ons.'~' Darré attributed this same teaching to the destruction of the aristocratie 

structure of ancient civilization (even while he admitted that a new, Christian aristocracy 

emerged under the Franks).lo3 Under Charlemagne, this new ruling class mercilessly destroyed 

the "old Germanic paganism" of the Saxons: therefore Charlemagne could in no sense be 

considered "pure Germanic."'" In Bauerntum, Darré reiterated the sarne essential a rg~rnents . '~~ 

In both works Darré referred to Christianity only in the larger context of peasant history: 

he did not address religious issues as such. No mention was made of Christ the Hero or Luther 

the German. In neither work did he make reference to Protestants or Catholics or "positive 

Christianity": nor did he recornmend a reform of the Christian ethos. However, this should not 

lead us presurne that he was ready to dispose of Christianity altogether. Like Ludendorff and 

Rosenberg, Damé tempered his apparently unarnbiguous opposition to Christianity with a clear 

and rural comrnunalisrn were advanced by a professed anti-Christian. 
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admiration for Protestantism. In a letter to his wife Alma, he declared the individual relationship 

to God found in Protestantism far more to his liking than the Catholic emphasis on clerical 

mediation, describing this theological breakthrough as the great achievement of the Reformation. 

He also pointed out that this preference for Protestantism was rooted in family history: his 

father's ancestors were French Huguenots who had migrated to Brandenburg some 250 before; 

his mother came from Sweden, which Darré described as the land of the great Gustav Adolf, 

leader of the Protestants in the Wars of Re l ig i~n . '~  According to Anna Bramwell, Damé 

belonged to that group of Nazis who "offered Northernness as the best, the most important part 

of the German heritage. In doing so, they excluded the Catholic parts of Germany, including the 

blonde, blue-eyed German Catholics. ... The Nordics preferred Protestantism to Catholicism, 

because P r o t e ~ t ~ t i s m  was seen as the Northem reaction to an alien Christianity, a move back to 

the purer, more individualistic spirit of the north."'" Bramwell also mirrors the conceptual 

fallacies of the paganists she studies: by conflating anti-Catholicisrn with hostility to Christianity 

per se, she inexplicably leaves Protestantism outside the boundaries of Christianity. 

This tendency was also discemible in the writings of one of the most reputed paganist 

figures, the racial anthropologist Hans F. K. Günther. More than any other personality in 

German science, Günther lent a spurious sheen of empirical rigor to Nazi racialism, having 

written Rassenkunde des deutschen Volkes ("Racial Lore of the German People") in 1 922.'" Ln 

this work, Günther presented the Nazi cliché of racial superiority embodied in blond-haired, 

blue-eyed Nordicism. He attempted to defuie the Nordic race on the basis of Gobineau's 

theones of the previous century, and wrote a flood of similar books in the 1920s detailing 

'06 IfZ Nachla0 Darré: ED 1 1016198-99 (27 October 19 19: Witzenhausen). 
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various aspects of his racial typology. He was a confkere of Darré, and became so renown in 

Nazi circles that in 193 1 he was given a chair in social anthropology at the University of Iena in 

Thuringia, at the tirne the only state with a Nazi Minister of Education (Wibelrn Frick). By 

1932, over 30,000 copies of Rassenkunde were sold.'" 

In a second work, Rassenkunde Europas ("Racial Lore of Europe''), Günther mapped out 

the sarne racial typology for the entire continent. Here we see a seemingly undifferentiated 

attack on Christianity, which "[I]n its ongin and in the blood of its early followers ... stood 

nearer to the Oriental standpoint than to the Nordic standpoint." He pointed out that under 

Constantine, the first Christian ernperor of Rome, foundling homes were built for the racially 

unfit: "in bringing up the blind, the deaf, the durnb, and the deformed, [such homes] also made 

their propagation possible."110 By contrast, he held the Nordic myths of the Edda and the 

Niebelungen in high regard."' When he specified his critique, however, it becarne clear that 

Catholicism was the actual target: "When the Roman Church through its political skill in the 

seventh century destroyed the Arian [heresy], a strong check on race mixture had gone.""' 

When he turned his attention to Protestantism, the tone changed completely. Referrïng to the 

Huguenots, he claimed that "the Nordic man is Protestant by his disposition."'" In a remarkable 

conflation of race and religion, he argued: "It is noteworthy that the temporary refuge of the 

Huguenots, the town of La Rochelle and its neighbourhood, still strikes one today by the 

blondness of its people." More than making Protestantism the product of a racial condition, 

Günther indicated that adherence to Protestantism was itself a marker of Nordic superiority. 

I t O  H.F.K. Günther, Rmsenkunde Europas (Munich, 1 W i ) ,  trandated as The Racial Elements o f  European 
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Among the party leadership of the Kamp@eit there were no other paganists. Whereas 

Heinnch Himmler would emerge as a committed anti-Christian after the party came to power, he 

had yet to discover the rnysticism and occultism for which he later becarne famous. Far fkom 

being anti-Christian, in Nazism's early years Himmler maintained a strong Catholic piety. In 

19 19, before he joined the party, Himmler vnote in his dairy: "Corne what may, 1 shall always 

love God, shall prey to Him, and shall remain faitKu1 to the Catholic Church and shall defend it 

even if 1 should be expelled fkom it."L'4 At this time he took great pleasure in attending church: 

confession and communion were important for him."' According to Himmler's biographer, he 

had not seen the war that had just ended "as contradictory to the refining and spiritualization of 

cultured life and of Christian h~rnanity.""~ He was particularly interested in the writings of 

Conrad von Bolanden, a post-war Catholic apologist, which he regarded as an "ediwng hymn to 

Christianity." His only complaint about Bolanden's work was its negative attitude towards - 

Protestantism: "1 doubt that the Protestant religion is so lacking in content. ... On the contrary, it 

must have good ingredients, but Bolanden won? credit Protestantisrn with anything good. We 

should be happy when this grave division is healed."'17 

While Ludendorff was waging his war against Christianity, Himmler, who had by now 

joined the NSDAP and participated in Hitler's failed putsch, was still attending church. But 

while he enjoyed church life, his attitude towards Catholicism began to change. His diary entries 

fiom 1923-24 criticized books on Catholicism that he read as "too doctrinaire" or "fanatical." Of 

the Jesuits he wrote: "[Ilt is now clearer to me than ever that it was a beneficial act of Bismarck's 

I I 4  Quoted in Werner Angress and Bradley Smith, "Diaries of Heinrich Himmler's Early Years," Jorrrnal of 
Modern History 31 (1959), 271. 
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when the expelled the Jesuits.""* He sympathetically related the experience of a fellow Catholic 

who, Iike himself, was involved in the volfich movement: ''Xe would like to confess but cannot 

believe in certain dogmas, thus [making confession] impossible. Yet he would like to, because 

he considers it cowardly to cal1 the priest [ody] at the moment of dying." Himmler added: "This 

is an exceedingly decent point of ~ iew.""~  But he had not yet abandoned Chnstianity. He 

attacked the anti-Christian tone of a book on scientific theory by Emst Haeckel: "[Tlhe section 

that ... concems his suppositions and attack on, and denial of, a persona1 God, is just temble." 

Himmler also read Renan's Life of Jesus, and enjoyed it, Save for one major flaw: "Renan 

believed that Jesus was a Jew, and he is fkom al1 appearances a friend of the Jews." For 

Himmler, this was unacceptable: "However, he proves to me by his whoie book that Jesus was 

no Jew, and that Chrktianity was and is the most important protest of the Aryans against the 

Jews, of good against evil."''' These lines bear a sûiking shilarïty to Eckart's, Goebbels' and 

even Hitler's religious views. While Himmler would later profess hatred for Chnstianity, his 

basic characterization of Jesus as the great antisemite would remair, unaltered. And following 

the pattern of other Nazis who would end up Pagan, Himmler the Catholic began to have hi& 

regard for Protestantism: "Heinrich swallowed without comment v6lkisch arguments identifjmg 

Protestantism with Gennandom and reserved his wrath for Catholics."'" 

Lower down the rads  of the party could be found a cadre of paganists. One of the most 

prominent in the Kampfzeit NSDAP was Emst Graf ni Reventlow. He had made a narne for 

himself before the war as a radical nationalist joumalist, whose attacks on the government earned 

I I 8  ibid., 145. 

' l9 Angresç and Smith, "Diaries," 2 18. 

120 Smith, Himmler, 145. 
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him an entry into the imer circle of the Pan-German League.'" A member of the DVFP after the 

war, he and Wilhelm Kube defected to the NSDAP in 1927. While he was a notable in his own 

nght, having corne fiorn an established farnily, he held no important office or position of power 

within the party. He was, however, the editor of the paganist newspaper Reichswarl, which Iater 

served as a mouthpiece of the German Faith Movement (Deutsche Glaubensbavegt~ng, or DGB), 

of which he also shared the leadership. This was not a Nazi newspaper, but it reflected the views 

of a small number in the party who, like Rosenberg, advocated a new religion. Reventlow called 

for equal status among Christian and non-Christian faiths, but he did not count himself as an 

active opponent of the churches. The year he switched over to Hitler, he wrote an article in his 

paper on "Politics and Confession," in which he pledged himself to Hitler's position of 

confessional neutrality. Along with Hitler, he formally rejected m y  notion that the volkisch 

movement should be engaging in a new Kultzrrkampf: "The Protestant and the Catholic hit each 

other over the head to the Jews' musical accompanirnent."'l-' According to a report in the 

Augsburger Postzeitzmng, Reventlow's article caused great indignation arnong the ranks of the 

DVFP, which, as GoebbeIs had pointed out, were guided by a sectarian ethos.'" 

The other leader of the DGB - which was not actually founded until 1933 - was Jakob 

Hauer. Like Reventlow he never came close to the leadership circles of the NSDAP; but this did 

not stop hirn fiom portraying his movement as the true religious expression of Nazism. He tried 

to gain such recognition in a letter he sent to Hitler, in which he requested public, Iegal 

recognition of his organization. He claimed that al1 segments of German society - workers and 

youth in particular - wanted "in the main not Christianity but rather a Gerrnan faith." But like 

I Ï  Geo ff Eley, Reshaping the German Right: Radical Nationalism and Political Change afrer Bismarck, 2nd ed. 
(Ann Arbor, 1991), 1 12. 
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Reventlow, he foresaw coexistence between his paganist faith and the preexisting confessions. 

He rejected a Kulturkampf and saw the German people organinng itself "into the three preat 

religious domains: ... Catholic Church ... Protestant Church ... and German Faith Community." 

Al1 three were to work together in a "Religious Working Group of the German Nati~n.""~ 

Consistent with the lingering attachent of Ludendorff, Rosenberg and Darré, Hauer s 

movement - even while proclaiming itself non-Christian - exhibited an ambiguous attitude 

towards the Protestant faith. This was demonstrated in July 1933 in the formation of a collective 

gemanisch-deutsch faith movement at the Wartburg, a site sacred to the memory of Martin 

Luther. Present for the ceremony were not on1y Reventlow and Hauer, but also Fritz von der 

Heydt, one of the directors of the Protestant League and a member of the National Socialist 

Pastor's Working G r ~ u p . " ~  In a mernorandum sent to Hitler in August 1933, Hauer commented 

on the "Church Struggle" taking place in Protestantism bztween German Christians and the 

Confessing Church. He had held out his hand to Protestantism, he wrote, stating that "either the 

Protestant church must widen itself into a religious Volksgemeinschafr of all non-Catholic 

Germans, or the creation of an independent German Faith community will be necessary." In 

Hauer's view, the German Christians made it clear that they had rejected his offer, and hence it 

was now essential to go forward with the DGB.lZ7 

Lines of intersection between Protestantism and paganism could be seen elsewhere in the 

ranks of the DGB. Hanno Konopath, a mernber of the Race and Culture Division in the Reich 

Leadership office, was also the leader of the paganist 'Wordic Ring," an association that predated 

the DGB and would later merge with it. He was slated to take over the administration of the 

German Christians fiom its cofounder, Wilhelm Kube, who as leader of the NSDAP in the 

1 3  Quoted in Scholder, Churches, 1: 452. 
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Prussian parfiament was too burdened with other responsibilities. However, it was soon 

discovered that he belonged to a "school of thought that even the most radical of Kube's group 

could no longer consider Christian." Soon afterwards leading figures in the DC, including Kube 

and Joachim Hossenfelder, had him ejected korn his DC responsibilities. It was reflective of the 

margïnalized statu of paganists in the NSDAP at this time that he was additionally deprived of 

al1 his party offices by the Buch's party court on "grounds of imrn~rality.""~ 

In Rosenberg's employ in the party could be found several ex-pastors. One was Manhes 

Ziegler, one of Rosenberg's most important lieutenants after the s e i m e  of power. Rosenberg 

engaged him as head of the Office of Ideological Mormation and editor of the interna1 party 

report, "Information on the State of Ideology." Before 1933 he, like Hauer, had been a 

Protestant theologian.lS Another ex-pastor, Hubert Grabert, worked in the "Religious Studies" 

section of the Office."O These lines of intersection were more than coincidental. As Steven 

Aschheim observes: "A quite disproportionate percentage of those who articulated the various 

versions of [pagan] religion were Protestants or exprotestant pastors and theologians.""' 

Aschheim accounts for this in afin-de-siecle cnsis within Protestantism, brought about by a 

Nietzschean "Death of God." These theologians attempted to overcome this cnsis through the 

protean redemptive philosophy of Nietzsche, which ran its course in an "anti-Christian" 

Gennanic faith.I3' But while this may have accounted for Hauer's philosophy, it does not 

necessarily account for Nazi philosophy. Hitler had almost as little fondness for Nietzsche as he 

128 Scholder, Churches, 1 : 205-07. 
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had for Ludendoes  and Rosenberg's ersatz religions. According to Ham Sluga, Hitler was not 

at al1 an admirer of Nietzsche."' In a conversion he held with Ham Schemm and Otto Wagener, 

Hitler derided paganists and "the rubbish they dredge up fiom Gennan prehistory! Then they 

read Nietzsche with fifieen-year-old boys.""4 Hitler's mentor Dietrich Eckart had also rejected 

Nietzsche, as early as 19 17: "We Germans, who profess through and through our faith in the 

Christian worldview, reject this despiser of our religious fo~ndations."'~~ Even Rosenberg in his 

Mythus barely mentioned Nietzsche, and showed little engagement with Nietzsche's philosophy 

when he did. In cornparison, Christian figures like Jesus, Luther and Meister Eckhart received 

far greater attention. And as we shall see in the next chapter, the Nazi party gained its strongest 

electoral strength not fiom those whose Protestant faith was exploded by Nietzschean nihilism, 

but precisely from those who resisted apostasy and retained a higher degree of Protestant 

religiosity. 

Conclusion 

Many of the paganists examined in this chapter were deeply concerned with discovering new 

forms of faith, new objects of veneration which they believed were more suitable to their times. 

In their search for a new d o p a ,  they adulated heroism over humility, racial distinctiveness over 

universalism. Other paganists, less concemed with mapping out a new volkisch doctrine, 

nonetheless articulated a racialist, mystical interpretation of the German past. Regardless of their 

Protestant theologians engaged with Nietzsche's thought without falling into apostasy (Nietzsche, 203-08). 
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different emphases, they refuted much that was central to Christian belief. But theirs was only a 

partial rejection of Christianity. By their own admission, that part of Chnstianity they most 

opposed was specifically "Roman." The institutional arrogance they decried was specifically 

"papal." Protestantism, particularly Lutheranism, in its intent if not in its execution, was ofien 

cast as the antidote; in contrast to Catholicism, it was national, personal, spiritual. If 

Protestantism after Luther had taken a wrong turn d o m  the road to Eeedom, it was because 

"Rome" and "Judah" made it veer off course. Therefore the established Protestant clergy, 

because "Romanized," also had to be rejected. Protestantismys renewal would be contingent on a 

rejection of the Old Testament and much Christian d o p a ,  but not on a rejection of Christ 

hirnself. These paganists upheld the standard Nazi image of Christ the fighter, Christ the 

antisemite. The only paganist to reject Christ - and the only paganist to be expelled fiom the 

Nazi party - was LudendoB. 

The positive Christians of the party did not welcome the paganists' attack on estabiished 

Christianity. Before the seizure of power, most other Nazis regarded paganist mysticism as 

laughable. If these paganists were nonetheless permitted in the party, it was because they 

contributed to it in other ways, not because their religious beliefs were hegemonic. Far from 

dominant, most of the party's paganists remained peripheral to the centers of power. In Chapter 

Five, we will explore their relationship with the positive Christians in the first years of the Third 

Reich. We shall see whether paganists gained power in the Nazi state at the expense of 

Christians, or whether their attempts to instill their religious views in the larger movement 

remained as unsuccessfûl after the seizure of power as before it. 

" 5  Margarete Plewnia, A uf dem Weg zu Hitler Der L6lkische ' Publizist Dietrich Eckan (Bremen, 1 970). 45. 



4 ccFuror Protestanticus": The Insider as Outsider 

We do not question whether the Lutheran confession is still 
appropnate to the present, but rather ... whether the present is 
appropnate to Christ! - Glaube und ~ o l k '  

In Chapter Two we saw how a surpnsing number of leading Nazis claimed that their movement 

was derived f?om Christian ethics, fiom a "positive Christian" understanding of what was wrong 

with German society and how its failings could be rectified. In Chapter Three, we saw that, even 

while they rejected certain Christian doctrines, party paganists nonetheless expressed admiration 

for the "spirit" of Protestantism, its dogrnatic separation fiom Rome. Even as they claimed to 

reject Chnstianity in toto, most of these pagans revealed a qualified affinity for Luther as both a 

nationalist and a religious figure. We will now seek to measure the Nazis' daims to be a 

Christian movernent against the preexisting varieties of Christian belief in Weimar. How were 

the rnany messages in Nazism received by Weimar's Chnstians? Can we discern types of 

Christian that were more receptive than others to the Nazi movement? Was there a variety of 

Christianity that, like the positive Christians, elevated the Volk and stood opposed to Judaism, 

marxism, liberalisrn, and "Rome?" Most irnportantly, was there a variety of Christianity that 

matched the rnost cornmon doctrinal beliefs of the party's positive Christians: a rejection of 

confessionalism; a rejection of the Old Testament; and a belief that Christ was an Aryan? 

The Christian establishment and political engagement 

Until the end of the Weimar Republic, Gennan Catholics and their church had their own political 

representation in the form of the Center Party. During the Kaiseweich, the Center Party leader 

' Quoted in James Zabel, NazLçm and the Pastors: A Study of the Idem of Three "Deutsche Christen" Groups 
(Missoula, 1976), 52. 



Ludwig Windthorst attempted to maintain a progressive attitude on the question of civil liberties 

while at the same time addressing the religious conservatism of his party's constituents. 

Windthorst effectively combated antisemitism as party policy, believing that the attack on Jews 

as "enemies of the Reich" (Reichsfeinde) could turn against Geman Catholics. Catholics with 

Windthorst's sensibilities appreciated what being a religious rninority rneant £kom the 

KulturkampJL While antisernitism and illiberalism existed in both the Center Party itself and the 

Geman Catholic milieu,3 its leaders curtailed its full political impact. Even as a new generation 

of Center politicians sought to "leave the tower" of political isolation and join a dominant 

nationdist discourse in German politics, this faction of the party never achieved hegemony? 

Despite the persistence of authontarian tendencies in German Catholicism, in Weimar the 

Center Party sought cooperation with other "outsiders," most especially the social democrats, 

who suddenly found themselves to be the new "insiders" amid the social and political 

dislocations of the post-1918 period. While the Catholic Church ofien found itself opposed to 

the cultural, political and social Zeitgeist of the Weimar Republic, it consistently maintained an 

anti-Nazi attitude. In several parts of Germany, Catholics were explicitly forbidden to become 

rnembers of the Nazi Party, and Nazi members were forbidden to take part in church ceremonies 

and funerals. The bishop of Mainz even refused to admit NSDAP members to the sacra ment^.^ 

This stance was initially met with concern from other bishops, who were still unsure about 
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turning their backs on a movement that fought mancism, liberalism and the 'Jewish danger." 

Nevertheless, owing to the Nazi emphasis on volkisch racialism and Bequent attacks on "Rome," 

in 193 1 the bishops of Bavaria, the upper Rhine, Koln and Paderborn al1 issued staternents 

proclaiming the incompatibility of National Socialism and Catholicism. By the end of the year, 

the entire German episcopacy had declared itself against the movement.' Those isolated Catholic 

churchmen who publicly supported Nazism - like the Benedictine abbot Alban Schachleiter or 

the Badenese pnest Wilhelm Sem - were exceptions that proved the rule. Perhaps because 

they found themselves at odds with majority Catholics, the minority "Old Catholics" of Gerrnany 

experienced cordial relations with the Nazis. These were disproportionately rniddle class 

Catholics who acknowledged the Pope as head of the Church but refused to recognize papal 

infallability.' As Olaf Blaschke has demonstratecl, they were generally more nationalist, and also 

more accommodating to antisemitism, than majority Catholics in ~ e r r n a n ~ . ~  

The political complexion of Geman Protestantism was not as straightforward as majority 

German Catholicism. There was no Protestant counterpart to the Center Party, but rather a 

diffusion of several parties whose members exhibited v w n g  degrees of Protestant cornmitment. 

According to Ernst Troeltsch, one of the earliest and most preeminent scholars on this question, 

Geman Protestantism "hallowed the realistic sense of power, and the ethical virtues of 

obedience, reverence and respect for author-it~."~ The emphasis on obedience and reverence for 

authonty was widely regarded as the particular inhentance of Martin Luther's "Two Kingdorns" 

6 Scholder, Churches, 1: 1 
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theology. By emphasizing the abdication of al1 political responsibility to the monarch, this 

teaching has traditionally been regarded as the orighating moment of the "unpolitical German." 

As another observer put it: "The aversion of the Geman educated classes fkom too close a 

contact with politics, their well-hown trait of unworldliness, is essentially L~theran."'~ Hence 

these early authorities suggested that there was no such thing as political Protestantism, since the 

Protestant was portrayed as concemed primarily with the maintenance of the status quo, not its 

construction or transformation. 

This view of Protestantism being "above politics" resonated within the Protestant 

churches themselves." Formally, the Protestant pastor was a civil servant, an arm of state 

authority. Obversely, the German monarch was the secular head, or Summus Episcopus, of his 

Protestant state church. However, the political dimension to Protestantism was not as 

straightfonvard as this relationship suggests. As we saw in Chapter One, recent scholarship on 

the Kaiserreich has demonstrated how Protestantism played a formative role in shaping German 

society.12 Instead of quietly r a t i m g  the course of German history, Protestantism was an active 

agent in setting it. In unearthing the agency of Protestantism in the political sphere, historians 

first have had to put to rest the daims of political passivity made by Protestants. They have done 

this by historicizing religious activity in ways that question the trans-political daims of 

ecclesiastical authorities. In the same way, this chapter will go beyond Protestant self- 

representations to be "above politics" by exploring the actual political engagement of Protestants 

- - -- 
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in Weimar Germany. This is especially necessary for a penod of German history that 

experienced such political, social, economic, and cultural upheaval. For, if Weimar Germany 

turned the outsider of the Kaiserreich - Catholic, socialist and Jew - into the insider, it also 

tumed the insider - the religious Protestant - into the outsider.') 

Coflonting Weimar 

If Gerrnany before November 1918 had been a monarchical "Christian state," afterward it Iooked 

to many Germans like a Godless republic. Certainly for German Protestantism it was a time of 

deep insecurity. The Summus Episcopus, secular guarantor of the church's prerogatives, had 

been overthrown. The churches' constitutional rights, as well as the professional security of the 

German pastorate, were similarly thrown into question. The brief tenure of Adolf Hoffmann - 

a member of the USPD and strong advocate of the separation of church and state - as Prussian 

Minister of Culture m e r  strained relations between the churches and the Weimar "system." 

We rnight suppose that these structural factors, and not any ideological predisposition against 

democracy, led most Protestant churchmen to oppose Weimar." Aowever, this argument is 

undercut imrnediately by the presence of prominent democratic and liberal churchmen in 

Weimar. Even while they remained a distinct minority, such churchmen attest to the fact that a 

shared set of professional and institutional experiences did not always result in the sarne political 

outlook. 

As with other ideological phenomena, theology is amorphous. Differing theological 

tendencies interact with one another as ideas and personalities cross the indistinct boundaries 

13 Of course, this is a play on the famous appellation in Peter Gay, Weimar Culture: The Outsider as Insider 
(New York, 1968). 
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fiom one camp to the next. Lines of intersection and overlap ensure that some degree of 

interrelationship will always exist. Therefore any examination of theological tendencies within 

German Protestantism cannot successfûlly employ ngid categories. We can nonetheless provide 

an oveMew that considers which strands of Protestantism were more likely to support the 

ideological agenda of the Nazis than others. 

As many scholars have demonstrated, Calvinkt Protestants as a whole tended to be 

immune to Nazim. The most prominent Protestant voice against Nazism - or more accurately 

against those theological tendencies that supported Nazism - was the Swiss Calvinist 

theologian Karl Barth, primary author of the Barmen Declaration. Because his dialectical 

theological outlook forbade any association of politics and religion, Barth was alrnost as opposed 

to religious interventions on the political left, most notably by the so-called "Religious 

Socialists" and their successors within the Confessing Church, as he was by those on the right, 

especially by German Christians. Nor did Barthian Christianity take any stock of social or 

ethical concems, since these dealt with the temporal world. As Klaus SchoIder observes: "For 

Barth even morality, even conscience belonged on the human side; they were part of human 

religion and culture and, like religion, were not bridges to God but walls against hi~n."'~ The 

Barthian view of God was dialectical, advocating the "otherness of God," his separation from the 

world, which meant that history could not be read for signs of God's revelation.16 

Significantly, one of Barth's most outspoken and esteemed opponents, the Lutheran 

theologian and Nazi supporter Emanuel Hirsch, took the exact opposite position. He rejected 

dialectical theology, convinced of the need to overcorne %e dialectical separation between the 

15 SchoIder, Churches, 1 : 105. 
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eternal and the temporal through an ethical commiûnent."[' For Hirsch, Lutheranisrn was a 

"religion of conscience in the most precise sense of the word."18 Hirsch's understanding of God 

was the diametrical opposite of Barth's. Unlike Barth, Hirsch believed one could "read God' s 

real intention for creation out of the formative and creative forces of history .... There is no other 

way to inscribe sacrifice for state and nation on the hearts of our VoZk than by awakening faith in 

the Lord of history, who testifies in the conscience that he is al i~e ."'~  Those who followed 

Barthian dialectical theology, like the Halle Professor of theology Günther Dehn, found 

themselves opposed to pro-Nazi tendencies. And as we shall see, theologians like Hirsch who 

were rnost concerned with a Christian ethics and most convinced of God's revelation in history 

- alrnost al1 of them Lutheran - had a marked tendency to favor Nazism. 

n i e  cLReligious Socialists" were another segment of Protestantisrn opposed to Nazism. 

Unlike Barthians, they did not criticize Nazism theologically, but rather politically. Religious 

Socialists were anti-nationalist and pacifist. On other issues, however, there were similarities. 

Their attempts at creating an antimarxist, antimaterialist socialism, one which "pointed out the 

deep ethical motives of socialism and professed a preference for socialism over the fiee 

economy,"" were not dissimilar to Hitler's, Goebbels', or Buch's claims that "German" 

socialism was likewise a matter of ethics and morality." One of the leading Religious Socialist 

advocates of this antimarxist socialism, Georg Wünsch, d e r  1933 actually endorsed Nazism as 

17 Emanuel Hirsch, Deutschlands Schichal: Staat. Volk und Menschheit im Lichte einer ethischen 
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the realization of Religious Socialist aims." Like the Geman Christians, the Religious Socialists 

"did not dispute the synthesis of Christianity and the modem world."" Indeed, one of the 

leading voices of Religious Socialism in this penod, Paul Tillich, counted the Geman Christian 

Kirsch among his close fiiends. The two had much in comrnon theologically, even as they 

parted paths politically." 

The Religious Socialists, Tillich's own theology notwithstanding, lacked a cornmon 

theological denominator. One histonan has noted "the unimportance with which religious 

socialists generally treated the theological ques t i~n."~ While it has been argued that this lack of 

a common theological base led to their failure to gain adherent~,'~ it is doubtful that Religious 

Socialist fortunes would have increased even had they possessed such a common base. The 

political center of gravity of politicized Protestantism was firmly on the right, and shifted even 

M e r  to the right during the 1920s. Religious Socialists ofien becarne outcasts in the church, as 

in the case of pastor Erwin Eckart, who was expelled fkom the Baden state church in 193 1 after 

its leadership attempted to discipline him for his involvement with the SPD." He responded by 

pointing to the bias of the Upper Church Consistory (Oberkirchenrat), clairning it curbed Social 

Democratic pastors but allowed Nazi pastors f?ee rein. According to Daniel Borg, "religious- 

socialist pastors, more than their German Church counterparts, considered themselves pariahs in 
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the chur~h."*~ Scholder similarl; states: "While the National Socialist [church] participants felt 

themselves assured of the blessing of the church on their struggle ... opponents of the movement 

were made to feel abandoned and betrayed by the church."" 

The third major group of Protestants opposed to Nazism, generally referred to as the lefi 

wing of liberal Protestantism, was centered around the theologian Mai i i  Rade, who was editor 

of the periodical Die christliche Welt and brother-in-law of Germany's leadirig liberal, Friedrich 

Naumann. As with the Religious Socialists, considerable theological variety could be found 

within the ranks of this gr~up.~ '  Whereas the Religious Socialists were overtly political, the 

group around Die christliche WeIt couched their opposition to Nazism in moral terms. Rade in 

particular was a solid supporter of ecumenism and pacifism, welcoming the League of Nations 

and declaring that the Christian comrnandment of "love thy neighbor" precluded Christian 

nationalism. Like the Geman Christians and the Religious Socialists, he aiso believed in the 

possibility of a Christian politics, and called for the interaction of Christianity with society in his 

theological ethics. Unlike the German Christians, he did not see God's hand in the history of 

nations. And unlike the vast majority of his fellow churchmen, he was opposed to World War 

One and professed Germany's guilt &er it. He went even fùrther after the war, calling for the 

establishment of "peoples' church councils," an explicit allusion to the revolutionary workers' 

and soldiers' councils appearing in the wake of the November Revolution." in this cal1 Rade 

could count very few supporters arnong the religiously Protestant, who for the most part saw in 

Weimar everything they associated with apostasy: democracy, cosmopolitanisrn and the 

28 Borg, Church, 212. 

Feige states: "The rifts between some of the Friends of the Chrirtliche WeZt [sic] were deep, especially because 
of the vast spectrum of theoIogica1 and politicaI views they represented" (Varfeties, 166). 

3 1 Borg, Church, 69. 



ascendance of atheistic mancism." 

There were also numerous smaller Protestant churches, some of them considered sects, 

that had v-g relations with the Nazis. The Jehovah's Witnesses (emster Bibe[forscher) 

easily suffered the harshest persecution of any sect under the Nazi regime, with many of their 

rnembers being sent to concentration camps. Christian Scientists were banned without suffering 

persecution. Other churches, particularly the Seventh Day Adventists and Mormons achieved a 

fair degree of toleration. As Christine King demonstrates, the former emphasized their belief in 

the leadership principle and healthy living, whereas the latter stressed their rac ia l i~rn .~~ 

Methodists and other "Free Protestant" churches, owing partly to their small size, also enjoyed 

fairly good relations with the ~ a z i s . ~ ~  

As distinct as the three mainline anti-Nazi tendencies were, together they shll constituted 

a rninority among German Protestants. The mainline theological tendencies that supported 

Nazisrn constituted the majority. They not o d y  represented the most nationalist segment of 

German Protestantism, but were among the most nationalist voices within Gerrnany itself. One 

need look no fùrther than the inauguration of Sedan Day, the nationalist holiday celebrating 

German unification. While many scholars have pointed to its syrnbolic importance in 

constructing the "imagined cornrnunity" of the German nation, it is little known that this 

celebration was conceived by the Protestant minister Friedrich von Bodelschwingh.js Protestant 

ministers also stood at the forefiont of nationalist agitation during World War One. The growing 

3' AS Jonathan Wright points ouf "LiberaIs and socialists within the church felt keenly that they were rninority 
groups isolated fiom the main Stream of opinion": Jonathan Wright, "The German Protestant Church and the Nazi 
Party in the Penod of the Seizure of Power 1932-3," in Derek Baker (ed.), Renaissance and Renmval in Christian 
History (Oxford, 1977), 396. 

33 Christine King, 7ïte Nazi Stme and the New Religions: Five Case Shidies in Nonconformity (Lewiston NY, 
1982). 

" See, inter alia, Herbert Sîrahn~, Die birch6fliche Methodistenkirche irn Dritten Reich (Stuttgart, 1989). 

35 Harmiut Lehmann, "Friedrich von Bodelschwingh und das Sedadest: Ein Beitrag zum nationalen Denken der 
politisch activen Richtung des deutschen Pietismus im 19. Jahrhundert," Historische Zeitschnp 202 (1966): 542- 



inclination among Protestant theologians to view Gemany as God's favored nation36 cculminated 

in 1914 in "war theology."" This theology was fostered by an ethical interpretation of 

Christianity by which God (as described in the case of Hirsch) worked through history to liberate 

humanity fiom rnaterialism in order to realize his moral kingdom on earth. War theology 

reduced ethical activity to the nation, conceived as the means through which God revealed his 

will. This emphasis on the nation was a uniquely Lutheran constnict, ultimately denved fkom 

Luther's own sense of the German people as a community, "with a cornmon history and way of 

life."'* The result was that most Protestant churchrnen condemned Gemany's adversaries in 

harsh moral terms, elevating the war into a type of crusade, in which God had chosen Germany 

to punish his enemies. 

Whereas some quarters of German opinion began to cal1 for a negotiated peace as the war 

dragged on, most Protestant churchmen preached holding out until the very end of the war, 

endorsing the notion of a "Hindenburg peace," one of total victory and extensive war airnd9 

Many reacted to the peace overtures of socialists and the Vatican by joining the Fatherland Party 

(Deutsche Vaterlandspartei) established in 191 7. As an increasing number of Germans - 

conservatives among them - contemplated ending the war, pastors continued to assert that 

victory could be won, if only the German people could muster the will to win." When the war 

36 Hartrnut Lehmann, 'The Germans as a Chosen People: Old Testament Themes in German Nationalism," 
German Studies Review 14 (199 1): 261-273. 

'' Wilhelm Pressel, Die Kriegspredigt 19 14- 1918 in der evangelischen Kirche Deut~chlandr (GomBgen, 1967); 
Ar Le Hoover, The Gospel of Nationalism: Gennan Protestant Preach ing from Napoleon to Versailles (Stuttgart, 
1986). 

38 Karl Kupisch, "The 'Luther Renaissance'," Journal of Contemporary History 2 (I967), 47. 

39 Borg, Church, 40. Annexationist and reparation demands appeared Çequently in church periodicals, inclliding 
liberal ones. Adolf Stocker's Christian Social Party specifically called for the "dismemberment and partial 
annexation of Belgium, adjustment of Gemany's borders based on military needs, [and] German control over 
central Afiica" (Pressel, Kriegspredigt, 270; Borg, Church, 42). 

40 Borg, Church, 37. 



was h a l l y  lost, these churchmen were plunged into a crisis. Instead of interpreting events in 

military or economic terms, they chose to view defeat in moral ternis, believing the cause lay in a 

domestic betrayal of Germany and God. It is entirely congruent with this theological progression 

that a Protestant minister would again be at the forefiont of nationalist agitation in Germany. 

The first known public articulation of the infamous "stab-in-the-back" legend came, not fkom a 

general or politician, but in a sermon preached on 3 February 19 18 - nine months before the 

end of the war - by the court chaplain Bruno D~ehring.~' 

The Versailles Treaty tumed nationalist Protestant wrath into rage. The Oberkirchenrat 

named 6 July 19 19, a week afier German acceptance of the treaty, as a day of mourning. Since 

Protestant churchmen had al1 along believed in Germany's innocence, they found the guilt clause 

of the treaty especially intolerable, and "alrnost to a man" advised rejection of the treaty. Since 

war guilt was regarded as a moral issue, it was a matter for the churches as moral authonties to 

confiont. An address delivered to the Oberkirchenrat by the general supenntendents of the 

Prussian state church read: "The demand that we admit sole guilt for the war places a lie on our 

lips that sharnelessly affronts our conscience. As Evangelical Christians we ceremoniously raise 

before God and men the holy protest against the atternpt to press this scar on our nation."" The 

fervor generated by this moral outrage reached extraordïnary heights. Some clergy made clear 

their preference for "disaster with honoi' over a "dishonorable existence." The Association of 

Protestant Women's Organizations stated with unmistakable zeal: "For German Evangelical 

women, honor is more important than their own and their children's welfare." Emanuel Hirsch 

argued that God had not failed the German people, but rather that the German people had failed 

4 1 Pressel, Kriegspredigt, 305-06; Nowak, Kirche, 53-54, This goes against Doris Bergen's suggestion that the 
church was implicated in the Dolchstofllegende. See her Twisted Cross: The German Christian Movemen t in the 
Third Reich (Chape1 HU, 1996), 66. Doehring was later president of the Protestant League and aIso founder of the 
v6lkisch Gerrnan Refomtion Party: see Chapter Two, n. 17 1. 

42 Borg, Church, 2 17- 18. 
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God. Other theologians suggested that a materialist spint had infected the Volk and driven God 

to punishme~t. If Germany were to regain God's favor, these theologians suggested, the nation 

must return to him. The Volk had to prepare for the day 'khen the Lord of history will give [us] 

the sign for a new fight of liberati~n."'~ 

Confessional Lutheranism 

We tum now to an examination of those varieties of Protestant that most often tended to support 

Nazism. We emphasize again that in no theological school could al2 members support exactly 

the same politics. Nonetheless, an exploration of the evidence suggests certain patterns of 

political attraction. As Alexis de Tocqueville put it: "By the side of every religion is to be found 

a political opinion, which is connected with it by affinity.'& The largest theological tendency to 

exhibit an affinity for Nazism, and one which shared many of the ideological valences of 

"positive Christianity," was confessional Lutheranism. Its main organs were the AlZgemeine 

evangelisch-lutherische Kirchenzeitung (AELKZ), the rnost widely circulated Pro testant churc h 

periodical in Gemany, and the Evangelische Kirchen-Zeitung. Confessional Lutherans 

constituted the political center of gravity of the Protestant establishment: authontarian and 

nati~nalist.'~ It was the Weimar generation of Lutheran theologians wlio, having extended 

theological tendencies begun in the previous century, helped create war theology. An especially 

important tendency for this generation was Adolf Stocker's brand of Lutheranism, which was far 

more involved with social and ethical concems than the rest of confessional Lutheranism during 

43 ibid., 2 19-2 1. 

44 AIexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, quoted in Anthony GiH, Renden'ng unto Cnesac The Catholic 
Church and the State in Latin America (Chicago, 1998), xii. 

" According to Klaus Scholder, "Lutheran Protestantism was of necessity and by conviction nationalist" 
(Churches, 1 : 99). 



the Kaiseweich. As a consequence of his social outlook, Stocker wanted to traasform the 

quietist Staatskirchen (churches bound to the state) into activist Volhkirchen (churches serving 

the people)? He set hirnself off Eom many Lutherans, who retained an erastian view of the 

church7s place in society. If Stocker's ecclesiological agenda received o d y  qualified support 

before the war, the course of events d e r  the war seemed to justiQ his views. According to one 

authority, Stocker ended up "the apostle to the Weirnarian~."~~ 

Another, directly related theological tendency f?om the prewar period centered on 

nationalism and the valonzation of the Volk. Lutheran theology had long proclaimed the so- 

called "orders of creation" (Schopfungsordnungen), divinely ordained forms of social 

organization, such as marriage, family and the law, which constituted the worldly kingdom 

created by God. In addition, another order began to emerge in Lutheran theology with the advent 

of individualist liberalism. Liberalism's growth in the nineteenth century - along with its 

political and economic expressions, democracy and capitalism - was seen as a threat to the 

integrity of the Christian community (GemeinschaJ). The nation, as an integral organic entity, 

was increasingly regarded as a barrier to this danger, one that could serve as a communal 

foundation of the Christian state. According to Sch6pfungsglaube the nation served as another 

order because it both transcended the individual and fought the disintegrating forces of liberal 

rationalism and matenalism. 

This was as much a social as a political response to contemporary developments. 

According to Daniel Borg, one of the first representatives of this tendency was the Lutheran 

Friedrich Julius Stahl, an early and prominent "Christian state" theorist. In Stahl's view, the 

crisis of liberalism was that "[tlhe people ask for bread and are offered the stone of universal 

'' This theme is taken up in detail in W.R. Ward, TheoZogy, Sociology and Politics: The Gennan Protesrant 
Social Conscience 1890-1933 (Berne, 1979), esp. 55-70. See also Borg, Church, 21-24. 

47 Borg, Chrrrch, 169. 



f ianchi~e."~~ Along with fellow confessional Lutherans Adolf Stocker and Johann Wichern, 

Stahl mouned the apparent loss of Gerneinschuj?, and saw an answer to the danger of materialist 

liberalism and marxism in a type of "social Protestantism," one which would emphasize class 

conciliation and unity. This ideological impulse would be given institutional expression in the 

establishment of the Inner Mission (Innere Mission), the Protestant chiirch's charitable network 

(see Chapter Seven). Although programmatic differences existed among such confessional 

Lutherans, their shared religious ethic attacked fkee trade, "mam~nonistic~~ capitalism and the 

notion of a world united by economic interdependen~e.'~ And as demonstrated in Adolf 

Stocker's tum-of-the-century Christian Social movement, this wing of Protestantism could be 

strongly antisemitic, fkequently blaming the modern, assimilationkt Jew for the perceived threats 

to ~emeinschaf t .~~ 

After the war, Schopfungsgluube underwent fiirther transformation. The cultural order of 

the preceding era was no longer viable. And the introduction of parliamentary democracy, 

regarded as the materialism of specid group interests, made a mockery of the state order; hence, 

the Christian desire for Gemeinschaft and solidarity, for dedication and sacrifice, flowed 

naturally into the order of the Volk. Appearing as one of the structural givens of nature, like the 

other orders, the nation received divine ordination. Since God created the order of the nation, it 

"assurned the fom of an involuntary association, a community of fate" invested with values 

inimical to individualism and class egoism? The transference of the Lutheran alliance of 

" Ibid., 16- 18; quote in Ward, Theology, 12. 

49 Ward, Theology, 13. Wolfgang Schwentker aiiudes to the search for a German "social Protestantism," but 
without an exploration of its theological underpinnings: ''Victor Aimé Huber and the Emergence of Social 
Conservatism," in Larry Eugene Jones and James Retallack (eds.), Between Reform. Reaction. and Resistance: 
Studies in the History of German Conservatismfiom 1789 to 1945 ('Providence RI, 1993). 

It is noteworthy that, aithough very outdated, the definitive biography of Stocker remains the one written by 
the Nazi Walter Frank, after 1935 President of the Reich Institute for the History of the New Germany. Walter 
Frank, Hobrediger AdolfStoecker und die christlichsonàle Bewegung (Berlin, 1928 [2nd ed. 19351). 

5 1 Borg, Church, 178. 



'throne and altar" to "nation and altar" was completed with no refitation of Reformation 

theology. In fact, some of the most notable Reformation scholars to emerge in the post-war 

"Luther Renaissance" were also some of the most notable theologians to lend their support to the 

Nazi rnovement. Many of them were pupils of the theologian Karl Holl, a noted pre-war 

theoIogian and one of the most outspoken critics of the liberal interpretation of Protestant 

culture. Stressing the uniqueness of Luther's work, he located the Reformation in a historical 

position between the spiritual development of western and eastem Europe. Maintaining that the 

Refonnation was Gerrnany's specific contribution to the history of Christianity, Holl m e r  

developed the connection between confession and theology on the one hand, and nationality on 

the other.'" 

One of Holl's most distinguished students was Paul Althaus. A theological moderate 

according to Robert Ericksen, he was well-known for his mild tone and ability to mediate 

theological con f l i~ t s .~~  As a strict confessional Lutheran, he in no way can be viewed as part of a 

theological friinge group. Althaus was particularly interested in the notion that God reveals 

himself in history, but not to the point of rejecting divine truth revealed through Christ, which 

was the comerstone of Barth's theology." Althaus thought Barth too narrow in his 

"Christomonist" or dialectical view of revelation. At the same tirne, he rejected the notion that 

God's wili equals the situation at any given moment (such as Weimar). He balanced the two by 

introducing the concept of Ur-Offenbanmg ("original revelation"), whereby the law of God was 

recognizable in the gospel and in history: "Since history is full of the will of God, it yields 

'' Kupisch, LbRenai~~an~e,"  44; Nowak, Kirche, 228-29. 

53 Ericksen, nteologians, 79. Althaus was also CO-editor of the Lutheran journal GZaube und Volk (Nowak, 
Kirche, 23 1). 

54 Ibid., 98-99. 



knowledge of  GO^."^' Althaus was thus able to retain an appreciation of Christocentnsm and at 

the same time avoid pantheism. Unlike a simple belief in God's role in history, to which both 

pro-Nazis like Hirsch and anti-Nazis like Tillich could subscnbe, Althaus' theology was 

politically determinant : As Robert Ericksen suggests : "[Tl he reference to Tillich, who was 

politically opposed to and exiled fiom the Third Reich, seems to imply the political neutrality of 

the concept. But there is an overwhelming sense in which Ur-Offenbamng conformed to 

Althaus' poli tic^."'^ 

Althaus also posited a qualification of Luther's "Two Kingdoms" theology, insisting that 

subjects must indeed obey earthly authority, unless that authority acts against the word of Gad." 

Here Althaus was in no danger of committing heresy. Luther hirnself qualified the concept of 

"Two Kingdoms" by stating that obedience to authonty was conditional on authority being 

Christian: "Luther allowed disobedience only if a government persecuted the word of God." To 

the majority of religious Protestants, this is exactly what Weimar was doing? Most importantly, 

Althaus argued that as an order of creation, the Volk was God's divine will, indeed was the 

highest of al1 the orders of creation. Here Althaus essentially followed Holl, seeing Christian 

gospel and German values bound together by elective affinity: 'Iutheran Protestantism stands ... 

as a breakthrough of the Gemanic spirit into the history of Chri~tianity."'~ In Althaus' view, 

lovers of the nation would display a natural affection for Christianity : " Volk and Volksturn are 

God's creation and gi fi.... N e  cannot think of volkishness without thanking God."" And 

5s Quoted in Feige, Varieries, 93. 

56 Ericksen, Theologians, 99. 

'' Ibid., 106-07. 

According to Encksen, "Weimar was the fmt period in centuries in which the church found it difficult to 
support the German state" (Ibid.). 

" Paul Althaus, Evangelium und Leben: GesammeZte Vomtige (Giitersloh, 1 Wi),  92. 

" Paul Althaus, "Gott und Vok," AELKZ, as quoted in James Zabel, Nazisrn and the Pastors: A Study of the 



because God had created the nation as one of his orders, the church had an obligation to serve the 

Volk: "[Tlhe church has every reason to be happy about the volkisch mo~ernent."~~ The church 

also had the duty to recognize the threat Jews, as deniers of Christ, posed to this order. It was 

essentiai for the churches to speak out against the Jewish menace in public and even, where 

necessary, resort to "bold action."" 

The political affinities of Althaus' theology were clear. In a 1927 speech at the Protestant 

Church Congress (Kircherztug) in K~nigsberg,~' Althaus insisted that Geman Protestant 

Chnstianity had its own special national character, and that any move to promote 

cosmopolitanism at the expense of volkisch interests was unacceptable: "'German-Christian and 

Christian-German coherence stand as a clear, a transparent and an evident fact. The greatest 

moments and the most splendid figures in our national history bear witness to thi~.''~ In a 1932 

speech, he made the exact political ramifications more explicit: 

[I]n an age that has questioned, misunderstood and destroyed al1 ordinances, theology has 
waged a determined struggle against the individualistic and collectivistic attack on single 
marriage, against irresponsibility, contraception and aborîion, agallist the liberal-capitalist 
and rnarxist spirit in economy and society, against deflation of the state, against pacifist 
effeminacy of political ethos, against the destruction of penal Iaw and the surrender of the 
death penalty - in general, for the order of God as the standard for the human shaping of 
c o m o n  life? 

After the seinire of power he proclaimed: "Our Protestant churches have greeted the turning 

- - - - - - 

Ideas of l71ree "Deufsche Christen " Groups (Missoula, I976), 66-67. 

6 1 Althaus, Evangelium, 129. 
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point of 1933 as a gift and miracle of  GO^.''^^ 

Althaus also put his signature to the "Ansbach Proposal" (Ansbucher Ratschlug), a 

statement written by Althaus' fnend, the theologian Werner Elert. Conceived as a rejoinder to 

the Barmen Declaration, it was designed to thwart the Confessing Church's effort to portray 

itself as the true upholders of Christian doctrine: " [we  as believing Christians thank God our 

father that he has given to our Volk in its tMe of need the Führer as a pious and faithful 

sovereign and that he wants to prepare for us in the National Socialist system of government 

good d e ,  a governrnent with discipline and honor. Accordingly, we know that we are 

responsible before God to assist the work of the Führer in our calling and in our station in life."67 

Certainly confessional Lutherans were involved in Barmen as well. But nearly al1 the 

theological initiatives represented in the Bannen Declaration came fiom the Calvinists who 

participated. Under the intellectual guidance of Barth, they wanted to impart a special canonical 

significance to the Barmen Declaration, but the Lutheran participants consistently vetoed this 

measure. As far as Lutherans were concerned, "the dedaration was not to be regarded as a 

confession in the sense of the Heidelberg Catechism or the Augsburg ~onfess ion ."~~  Whereas 

Calvinists at the synod wanted a clear rejection of al1 theological tendencies associated with the 

Germa. Chnstians, "[hlere the problerns lay above al1 on the Lutheran side." Lutherans at 

Barmen specifically parted Company with Calviliists on three points: God in history ("natural 

66 Ericksen, Theologians, 85. 

'' Gerhard Niemoller, Die erste Bekennmirsynode der Deutschen Evangelischen Kirch e lu Bannen (Gotîing en, 
1959), 1: 145. 

" Scholder, Churches, 2: 144. Scholder continues: 'The issue here was not just the preservation of particular 
points of Lutheran doctrine. No less important was the difference between the Lutheran and the Reformed 
understanding of church and state. The defenders of this Lutheran line were thus continuing a tradition that already 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had regarded the Reformed heresy as behg worse than the Catholic. 
Accordingly some of them now regarded the theological errors of the German Christians as far less reprehensible 
than the understanding of the eucharist and the doctrine of church and state among the Reformed" (ibid., 134). 



theology"); the orders of creation; and the ethos of Christian action."69 The very location of the 

synod - one of the few centers of Calvinist Protestantism in Gemany - betrayed the influence 

of Calvinist theology in the proceedings. Karl Barth claimed that at Barmen: ' n i e  Lutheran 

church slept and the Reformed church kept awake."" 

Many Nazis subscnbed to views very similar to Althaus'. Protestants such as Walter 

Buch and Hans Schemm saw God's hand in the creation of the Volk. Schernm's statement - 

"[O]dy through the mirror of our blood and our race are we able to see God as he must be seen. 

... Race, Volk and nation represent only instruments which lead to Gad"" - bore more than a 

passing resemblance to this passage by Althaus: 

God has given me out of the wellspnng of my Volk: the inhentance of blood, the 
corporeality, the soul, the spirit. God has determined my life from its outermost to its 
innermost elements through my Volk, through its blood, through its spiritual style. ... As a 
creation of God, the Volk is a law of our life .... We are responsible for the inheritance, the 
blood inhentance and the spintual inheritance, for Bios and Nomos, that it be preserved in 
its distinctive style and authenticity7' 

Others in the confessional Lutheran camp expressed similar theological views. Like his 

colleague Althaus, Werner Elert was a theologian at Erlangen, a faculty that styled itself as the 

authoritative voice of Lutheranism in Gemany." Elert also made fiequent contributions to the 

AEUCZ7' Like Althaus, Elert insisted on a dual revelation of God, rejecting Barth's 

Christomonism as too narrow. Against this "dialectic-calvinistic" theology he posited a "social- 

'' Gertrud Kahl-Furthmann (ed.), Ham Schemrn sprïcht: Seine Re& und sein Werk (Beyreuth, 1935), 127. 

" Ham Tiefel, "The Gennan Lutheran Church and the Rise of National Socialism," Church X i s t o ? ~  4 1 (1972), 
33 1.  Tiefel points out that "Erlangen's support of the Nazis and opposition to the Confessing Church always 
proceeded under the name of Luther" (ibid.). 

74 Wolfgang Tilgner, Volkrnornostheolo~~e und Sch6pfUngsglaube: Ein Beitrag zzrr Geschichte des 
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ethical" Lutheranism." And like Ahhaus, Elert held a firm belief in the orders of creation, 

suggesbng that Luther's theology was essentially one of "national altr~isrn."'~ The political 

consequences of his theology were similar to Althaus'. Elert followed Luther's concept of the 

miracle worker (Wundemann), a man sent by Providence to intercede in times of crisis, who, 

with an innate sense of law, was not bound by temporal l a ~ s . ' ~  Accordingly, two years before 

Hitler took power, Elert described the calling of the leader (Führer) as a Christian one, which 

demanded faithfûl service to the Volk, but also granted supenority and independence over it? 

Shortly after the seinire of power, Elert contended that the national greatness envisioned by 

Luther was finally being realized in the person of Hitler.79 

Other voices in confessional Lutheranism supported the general political contours of 

Althaus' and Elert's theology. Walter Künneth, a Berlin University lecturer who publicly 

debated the link between Protestantism and Nazism with Hans S~hernm,'~ took a nuanced view 

of the question. Like other confessional Lutherans, he cnticized the Nazis' violent political 

practices and doctrinal positions: narnely, their goal of establishing a Reichskirche and non- 

denominational Sirnultanschule, and attacks on the Old Testament. However, he believed that 

fYom the point of view of the gospel one could Say a "joyfùl yes" to Nazism at three points. 

First, to volkisch nationalism: "Because we are Christians, we know that God created us as a 

particular race, as a particular Volk. ... Flacial cornmitment is not coincidence, but divinely 

75 Ibid., 202. 

76 Ibid., 204. 

77 Tiefel, "Church," 336. 

78 Werner Elert, Morphologie des Luthertums, 2 vols. (Munich, 193 l), 2: 78. This view was also fully evident in 
the Ansbacher Ratschlag. 

79 Werner Elert, "Luther und der revolutioniire Gedanke": speech given at the "Deutscher Luthertag 1933," BAZ 
NS 12/808 (19 November 1933: Berlin). 
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ordained destiny." Second, to a social policy directed against liberalism and its alleged 

offspring, rnammonism and h a n c e  capitalism: ''The basic principle of 'public need before 

pnvate greed' is a belief and demand which meets Protestant desires and resembles the demands 

of Luther's Reformation." Third, to Nazi intentions toward Christianity: "It is notable how 

Gzmanic paganism has been rejected as  impo~sible."~~ Through his "yes" to both the 

nationalism and socialisrn of National Socialisrn, he displayed an essential conformity to 

Schopfungsglaube."' The AELKZ reported on the meeting, stating that Kiirmeth's lecture had 

been received with ''unanimous appr~val ."~~ 

Many bishops of the Lutheran state churches saw in Nazism the fulfillrnent of a 

Protestant politics. In 193 1 the Lutheran Landesbischof of Mecklenburg, Heinrich Rendtom, 

proclaimed: 

Many members of the Protestant Church today live with their complete thought and 
feeling in the National Socialist movement. The Protestant Church is therefore obliged, 
by its calling, to seek out the individual and to serve hirn, to seek him in his own circle, 
which means especially in the National Socialist movement. Thus the Protestant Church 
is obliged, for the sake of its calling, to praise the National Socialist movement in its 
intent .... The National Socialist movement passionately aflkns social thought and 
brotherhood. Therefore it stands for a concern which is also one for the Protestant 
Church. ... The Protestant Church must, for the sake of its calling, hear and thankfully 
greet the great intent coming out of the National Socialist rnovement." 

After Hitler's appointment, Rendtorff was no less enthusiastic: "The Protestant communities of 

Mecklenburg should know in this hour that their state church in its faith says a joyful and strong 

Ibid., 7. As we saw in Chapter Three, paganism was indeed rejected by the party's positive Christians. 

8' Künneth explicitly evokes Schdpfungsgilaube in his lecture (ibid., 7). Nowak similarly identifies Kümeth as a 
rnember of the Schüpfingsglaube camp (Piowak, Kirche, 23 1). 
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yes to German V o k t u m  ... to the Geman nation ... to the German Rei~h."~' Other Lutheran 

bishops expressed identical views. The bishop of Schleswig-Holstein proclaimed: "[A] Geman 

fkeedom rnovement with a national consciousness has emerged from the distress in Germany .... 

[Tlhe leaders have acknowledged openly that only on a Christian ba i s  c m  a healthy state 

develop. This is a change for which we thank God with al1 o u  heart~."'~ Initially reserved about 

the Nazi rnovement, Theophile W m  of Württemberg praised it a few days after the seinire of 

power: "One rnust recognize that the National Socialist movement has with great sacrifice 

broken a terror. Where would the millions of young people be if this movement had not existed? 

It has welded together classes which had been estranged fkom one another. 1 believe that 

especially our consciously Protestant people who stand in the National Socialist camp will 

particularly welcome this welding. The church can also welcome the stniggle against 

underminhg influences in our cultural life.'"' 

Even many confessional Lutherans who would later join the Confessing Church 

subscribed to these political views. Otto Dibelius, General Superintendent of the Kumark, was 

one of the most conservative in the Confessing Church. During Weimar he took Barth to task for 

being overly theoretical, for forgetting the social ethic of the church, "narnely the activity of 

practical love."88 Like other confessional Lutherans, he drew his inspiration fiom Stocker, 

calling for an activist, anti-erastian church that would take part in the showdown between the 

Christian West and the atheistic East and fight the "antireligious crusade of world 

85 As quoted in Scholder, Churches, 1: 235. 

86 Das evangelische Deutschland 10 (1933), 105. Tbis was the semiofficial penodical of the Church Federation 
(Kirchenbrrnd). 

87 "Frage einer kirchlichen S tellungnahme zu den gegenwartigen po litischen Verhaltnissen und B estrebungen": 
BAP R5101128122-24 (2-3 March 1933: Berlin). 
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Communism.'" M e r  the NSDAP's electoral breakthrough in September 1930, he certified the 

Nazi movement as Christian: '''The National Socialists, as the strongest party of the right, have 

shown both by their program and their practical deportment in Thuringia that they have a fimi, 

positive relationship to Christianity. ... We may expect that they will remain true to their 

principles in the new Rei~hstag."~ After the seizure of power, Dibelius continued to view 

Nazism this way, even to the point of excusing Nazi brutality. At a 1933 service in Berlin's 

Nikolaikirche for the new Reichstag, Dibelius announced: 

[Wlhen it is a matter of life and death for the nation, then the power of the state must be 
applied thoroughly and energetically. ... We have leamed from Martin Luther that the 
church cannot get in the way of state power when it does what it is called to do. Not even 
when [the state] becomes hard and nidiless. ... When the state carries out its office against 
those who destroy the foundations of state order, above al1 against those who destroy 
honor with vituperative and cruel words that scom faith and vilim death for the 
Fatherland, then [the state] is ruling in God's name!g' 

Dibelius here engages the 'Two Kingdoms" concept to justify passive obedience for the 

Christian. But his qualification, "above al1 against those who ... scom faith," suggests that this is 

no blind obedience. Rather, it is explicit support for a state that defends Christianity. Dibelius' 

is a qualified call for obedience, not an unarnbiguous call that might have forced Lutherans to 

support Weimar. Equally importantly, Dibelius explicitly sanctified violent action by the state as 

the appropriate course of Christian action under radicalized circurnstances. 

Nazi antisemitism also met with Dibelius' approval. Like a great many confessional 

Lutherans, Dibelius was rnotivated by anti-Jewish hostility long before the NSDAP entered the 

electoral lirnelight. In 1928 he informed the pastors under his care that he had always considered 

89 Borg, Church, 168-69. 
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himself to be an antisemite: "It cannot be denied that in d l  the manifestations of disintegration in 

modem civilization Jewry has always played a leading role?" After Hitler's appointment as 

chancellor, he felt satisfied that something was h d l y  being done: "In the last fifieen years in 

Germany, the influence of Judaism has strengthened extraordinarily. The number of Jewish 

judges, Jewish politicians, Jewish civil servants in influential positions has grown noticeably. 

The voice of the people is tuming against fis.'*' When Amencan churches cnticized the Nazis 

for their nation-wide antisemitic boycott of 1 Apnl 1933, Dibelius came to the Nazis' defense, 

responding that the boycott was a naturd response to disproportionate Jewish influence and 

"international anti-German propaganda?' 

The most prominent Lutheran in the Confessing Church, Martin Niemoller, also leaned 

toward Nazism during Weimar. He was a member of the Frezkorp Epp after the Novernber 

Revolution; he voted for the NSDAP up to Hitler's appointment as chancellor; and he even flew 

the Nazi party flag from his ch~rch.~ '  Tme to confessional Lutheran forrn, Niemoller held a 

reverence for the Schopfungsordnungen and a fervent enthusiasm for the V ~ l k . ~ ~  He was also an 

antisemite, even as he steadfastly opposed the introduction of the Nazis' Aryan Paragraph into 

the Protestant Church. It was clear that for him, the Aryan Paragraph was purely a scriptural and 

theological issue, not ethical or humanitarian. Less than two months after founding the "Pastors' 

Emergency League," the predecessor to the Confessing Church, Niernoller wrote: "[Wle as a 

9' Gutteridge, h s ,  1. 

" WoKgang Gerlach, Ab die Zeugen schwiegen: Bekennende Kirche und die Juden (Berlin, l987), 40. 
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nation have been made to suffer considerably under the influence of the Jewish pe~ple. '"~ To 

Niemoller's great credit, he made a complete reversa1 of his earlier political and theologicai 

positions by the time of Nazism's dernise, and stood out as one of the few to advocate a direct 

confrontation with the church's antisemitism. 

Antisemitism was widespread arnong the confessional Lutherans in the later Confessing 

Church. Hans Meiser, Lutheran Bishop of Bavaria and after 1933 a "sturdy Confessionalist 

fighter," wrote in 1926 on the Jews' domination of the national wealth, and its implications for 

the health of public Life in Germany. An additional threat was presented in the Jewish corruption 

of press, literature and the stage. Even while he claimed to reject racial antisemitism, Meiser 

espoused the preservation of German blood against the compting influence of inte~marriage.~~ 

Three years later, the AELKZ similarly lamented "the poisonous effect of the Jewish press and 

Jewish literature," clairning it pointed to the Jewish root of Germany's moral decline. The paper 

welcomed "for the sake of the German people ... every expression of justifiable antisemitism."* 

There is no indication that the genocide that would later emerge counted as "justifiable 

antisemitism" in the eyes of these churchmen. They gave no indication that the boundaries of 

their Judeophobia included mass murder. But, according to Victoria Bamett, clerical 

antisemitism not only paralleled Nazi antisemitism, it also "played a role in making Nazism 

'respectable' in church circles. ... Just as many nationalistic Protestants approved Nazi 

nationalism, they gave a kind of moral permission to Nazi ad-Semitism [sic] by passively 

accepting the most murderous part of Nazi dogma."'" 

Such confessional Lutherans did not merely acquiesce to antisemitism or nationalism. 
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Through the theological construct of Schopfungsglaube, which spintualized the concept of 

national destiny and infused the prese~ation of Gennandom with intrinsic value, this variety of 

Protestant persistently advanced a nationalist fervor that fed directly into Nazism. Confessional 

Lutheran churchmen sanctioned Nazi social and economic policies as well. They professed a 

sympathy with the lower classes, arguing they were equal and valued members of the V o k ,  but 

that they also had a responsibility to the Volk. They hied to tum workers away fiom marxism 

and class conflict through a retum to Gemeinschaft and curtailrnent of capitalism, suggesting that 

management also had a responsibility to maintain social harm~ny.'~' This was directly connected 

to the confessional Lutheran emphasis on Schopfungsglaube. As Daniel Borg points out, 

"Evangelical social ethics in the Weimar period and folkish nationalism showed another affinity 

by orienting the individual's attention toward the national cornmonweal as the touchstone of 

what constituted 'social' behavior and what n~t-" '~ '  Even before Weimar, this "social 

Protestantism" carried strong volkisch undertones. While the Christian Trade Union movement 

sought to keep German Catholics away fiom the temptations of social democracy, the few 

Protestant workers who sought an explicitly religious organization could look to the 

Evangekche Arbsitewereine. Their narne notwithstanding, their ranks were filled more with 

shopkeepers, craftsmen, teachers and civil servants than workers.lo3 As a Wilhelmine "outpost of 

Protestantism" they had no interest in propagating class-consciousness, but aimed rather to 

"combat the red and the black and the gold intemationals as diabolical powers of selfishness and 

hold high our banner: the Evangelical faith."'M 

This social ideology was evident in wider confessional Lutheran circles as well. During 
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the Kaisemeich the AELKZ consistently attacked the "gold" of capitalism, often in explicitly 

antisemitic terms. Defending the "little man," the newspaper viewed the speculation of the 

Gründeneit as a "dance with the golden ~ a l f . " ' ~ ~  " Liberal terrorism" was held accountable for 

class warfare and ultimately the rise of social democracy. These forces were directly associated 

with "the liberal, capitalistic, antireligious Jewish press, the partisan of the stock exchange .... 

Thus the greatest discontent is produced; through this machinery the Volk, the Mittelstand is 

expropnated for the favor of the money potentates, which means first and foremost the Jews. ... 

That is the reason why the social question is also called the 'Jewish Que~tion'."'~~ The 

connection between the two made here also points to why Stockente social ethics were innately 

tied to antisemitism. By lirniting the influence of the "mamrnonistic~' Jew, Stockentes believed 

they would simultaneously curtail the power of "mammonistic" capitalisrn. As Stocker wrote: 

"[I]t would never have occurred to me to take up my stand against purely economic errors, if this 

fkivolous chase against al1 Christian elernents in our life were not connected with them [the 

Je~s] ." '~ '  Stocker's use of antisemitism, although intensely vituperative, was not only cynical 

demagogy: it was tied to his concem for the "little man." Like the Nazis, Stocker was not a 

single-issue politician. 

This socio-political vision found continued expression in Weimar. One of Weimar's 

most notable confessional Lutheran social theorists was Friedrich Brunstad. As a fnend of 

Brüning's he never aligned himself with the Nazis; but like Althaus he subscribed to 

Schopfungsglaube and was an opponent of the Religious Sociali~ts. '~~ Brunstad believed the 

'OS Quoted in Thomas Krerners-Sper, "Antijüdische und antisemitische Momente in protestantischer 
Kapitalismuskritik," Zeitschrvttfiir Religions- und Gektesgeschichte 44 (1992), 233. 
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causes of economic injustice ultimately lay in the atomistic ideology of the Enlightenment. He 

did not condemn capitalism as such, since the acquisition of property was a God-given instinct. 

What Brunstad objected to was its "perversiony7 by mammonism. Brunstad also cnticized 

marxian socialism for iryùig to extinguish natural differences through artificial means. 'O9 

According to Brunstad, both mamian socialisrn and mamrnonistic capitalism, as materialist 

forces, found their roots in democracy, which degenerated the state by tuming it into a "market 

place" of interest groups. In order for the fight against marxism and capitalism to be won, 

Weimar's parliamentary democracy had to be defeated. 

The tendency for confessional Lutherans like Brunstad to reduce the economic problems 

of the day to a conflict over "mammonism," making the question of economic justice a moral- 

ethical issue, closely resonated with the Nazis' own belief that their "socialism" was a matter of 

ethics and morality over the fiee play of unrestrained capitali~rn.~'~ As we saw in Chapter Two, 

both the leaders of the movement and those assigned with special jurisdiction over economics 

called for an ethical-moral supervision of the economy. Dietrich Klagges was one such "expert," 

who had significantly tied in the Nazis' antisemitism with Christian tradition. Regarding 

econornics, he wrote in 1929: "Comprehensive social justice c m  be brought to bear only by 

withdrawing the decision making on interest rates, pnces, and wages fiom the sphere of 

economic power and transfemng it to the sphere of justice and legal authority.""' 

Just as many Nazi leaders maintained that their economic platform conformed with 

Christian precepts, certain Protestant churchmen argued the same. The Wolfsberg pastor Herbert 

Plesch wrote in the Bethe1 newspaper Aufiurts: 
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Hitler has set the great goal of creating a national block, embracing al1 Geman Stande 
[estates], including the Stand of the industrial worker. He affirms the workers' 
movement as such and therefore also its interest in coalitions and tariffs. Adolf Stocker 
also advanced these interests. ... Hitler has taken up the mighty sbiiggle against gold. 
"GoId detemines economic worth," says Arnericanism. "Man and bis labor determine 
economic worth," declares National Socialism. According to the will of the Creator, gold 
has no value in itsel K... Through the sins of the world economy, gold has received 
intrinsic value. Man and his work have been made worthless. The Hitler Movement is a 
large-scale protest against this world injustice. It wants to throw gold off its throne and 
give back man and his work their value. [ " 

h o t h e r  article in AufWrirts ssimilarly praised Strasser's economic views, agreeing that the 

German economy could be built neither with communist-marxist nor liberal-capitalist methods, 

and praising Strasser's cornmitment to pnvate property and its "ethical p~wer.""~ 

Besides an antipathy to the "red" of marxism and "gold" of Jewish capitalism, broad 

sections within confessional Lutheranism attacked the "black" of Catholicism. The Weimar 

period, far fkom seeing cooperation between the confessions based on mutual institutional 

concerns, witnessed an increased Protestant hostility to Catholicism "that was perhaps more 

widespread in the Weimar era than in any other period of modem German history.""' The 

majority of Protestant churchmen viewed the Kaiserreich as a distinctly Protestant construct, and 

viewed its demise as an open door for Catholic aggrandizement. Pastors looked on with dismay 

as the Center party promoted the acceptance of the peace resolution of 19 17 and the Versailles 

treaty, and became outraged when Catholics and socialists coalesced to f o m  ruling governments 

in "Protestant'' Prussia. Leading Nazis accused the Catholic Center party of treachery for its 

alliance with the SPD; nationalist Protestant churchmen accused Catholics of joining hands with 

an ideologically incompatible party for the sake of increased power. Protestant fears of a 

I I i  "Urn Hitler," AufWarts: Christliches Tageblatt, 5/11/32 (in BAZ NS 12/8 19). 
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"recatholicization" of Gemany grew with the creation of the W s e d  League, an organization 

established with the support of German bishops to evangelize in Protestant parts of the country. 

Just as the Bavarian Nazi Rudolf Buttmann feared that political Catholicism was attempting a 

counter-Refonnation against the Protestant n ~ r t h , " ~  Protestant churchmen regarded the growing 

nurnbers of Catholic monastenes in predorninantly Protestant areas, in tandem with the activity 

of the Winfiied League, as an attempted counter-Ref~rmation."~ 

The Nazis rejected the idea of concordats - even as they proceeded to sign one in 1933 

for tactical reasons. Most confessional Lutheran churchmen were dishirbed by the prospect of 

concordats between the various Gerrnan states and the Vatican. While it was feared that 

concordats would grant the Catholic church a preferred tegal position over the Protestant 

churches, at a more fundamental level the very idea of concordats struck Protestant churchmen 

as iniwcal to the sovereignty of the state. For this reason, the Protestant state churches were 

opposed even to the idea of Protestant concordats, when this idea began to be circulated in the 

mid-20s. Wilhelm Kube, particularly noteworthy in Nazi circles for his involvement in 

institutional Protestantism, attacked the idea of a Protestant c~ncordat."~ The Protestant church 

itself, specifically the Oberkirchenrat, regarded it as purely a last resort. According to its 

president, Hermann Kapler, a Protestant concordat with the Prussian state could only be 

countenanced if a Catholic concordat appeared imminent, since the Prussian Landeskirche would 

then potentially sink into a secondary po~ition."~ 

The overall picture that emerges f?om the preceding discussion is of a variety of Protestantism 
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that advocated a range of political and social goals strikingly sirnilar to particular dimensions of 

Nazi ideology. As Gerhard Besier puts it, "the new national movement - with its stmggle 

against Bolshevism, Judaism, the Center, and against the subsequent effects of the November 

Revolution and the defeat in war - came extraordinarïly close to the feeling of the German 

pa~torate.""~ Just as many in the Nazi leadership cast their social and political goals in Christian 

tems, many Ieading figures of confessional Lutheranism endorsed the Nazi movement as a 

national-Christian one. According to both sides, the many points of intersection between the two 

was not a result of coincidence- As we have seen, Lutheran sanctification of the Volk and 

gerneinschaftlih answers to the "social question" actually presaged some of the Nazis' own 

nationalist and socialist conscnicts. Voices within Lutheranism spoke against the unholy trinity 

of "black-red-gold" before the Nazis declared war against these powers. Nazi ideology and 

Lutheran social ethics often diagnosed the same dangers for the Gennan Volk. When we ask 

why the leading voices of confessional Lutheranism endorsed Nazism, therefore, we cannot look 

exclusively or even principally to 'Two Kingdoms" theology for the answer. Had that been the 

prirnary determinant of their political attitude, these confessional Lutherans would have been 

duty-bomd to support the Weimar Republic. Weimar's confessional Lutherans were able to 

endorse the "practical" aspects of Nazi ideology with such consistency because they believed 

they could recognize rnuch of their own secular teaching in the social and political dimensions of 

"positive Christianity." 

Many leading confessional Lutherans embraced many of the ethical, nationalist and 

antisemitic precepts of Nazism. But they gave no indication of sharing the Nans' doctrinal or 

ecclesial tenets: the "above confessions" syncretism of positive Christianity; the replacement of 

the confessional school; the rejection of the Old Testament; the insistence that Jesus was not 

I I 9  Gerhard Besier, "The Stance of the German Protestant Churches during the Agony of Weimar, 1930-1933," 
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Jewish. They particularly stood opposed to the doctrinal attacks of the paganists, especially the 

rejection of Original Sin. Lutherans like Künneth would have found it much harder to support 

Nazisrn had Rosenberg's views been shared by the party at large (even though Rosenberg 

consistently spoke of historical Protestantism in laudatory terms). If the doctrine and 

ecclesiology of positive Christianity found no expression in Lutheranism, was there a variety of 

pre-existing Christianity where these could be found? Was there a variety of Christian who 

declared Jesus an Aryan, rejected the Old Testament, and called for the sublimation of 

confessionalism? An interesting clue is provided by a Catholic observer who, in 1930, 

proclaimed that the Nazis' positive Christianity had nothing to do with Catholic teaching, but 

was rather a product of "liberal Protestant the~logy.""~ We tuin now to an exploration of this 

possibility. 

Liberal Protestantism 

Theologically liberal Protestantism, also known as Kultulprotestantismtrs, had no political 

association with extremist or "proto-Nazi" rnovernents before 19 18. lndeed, this variant of 

Protestantism is more usually associated with Martin Rade and the Chrirtliche Weit circle, who 

were affiliated with political liberalism, specifically the National Liberal and Left Liberal parties, 

before World W a .  One. Its political, social and economic agenda - most notably its views on 

capitalism - was often at odds with the social and economic views of confessional Lutheranism. 

Nonetheless, this variety contained doctrinal and ecclesiastical views alrnost identical to those of 

the positive Chrktians. 

Liberal Protestantism arose in Germany in the middle of the nineteenth century. 
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According to its leading protagonists, its aim was to prepare the ground for a more "rational" 

conception of religion and to gain support for the principles of Christianity by reinforcing its 

practical and ethical aspects.121 As we have seen, ethicism also charactenzed the confessional 

Lutherans of the Weimar penod, indeed was a centerpiece of their theology. They were 

following what had been a particular departure within confessional Lutheranisrn. In contrast, 

liberal Protestantism was ethicist throughout. This was manifest not only in the works of leading 

theological liberals, but also in the institutions they established, like the Protestant-Social 

Congress. Liberal Protestants, like confessional Lutherans, also sought divine providence in 

history. But unlike confessional Lutherans, they sought an immanent God working specifically 

through culture (hence Kulttrrprotestantismus, or "Culture Protestantism").'" 

The founder of this school, Nbrecht Ritschl, saw in Kulturprotestantisrnus a conciliation 

between the positivism of science and the subjectivism of faith, a rniddle course between the 

"scientific destruction of revelation" and "doctrinaire confessionalism."'" This led Ritschl to 

reject the notion that Protestantism was purely concemed with spiritual matters. Like Stocker, 

Ritschl charactenzed Lutheranism as ethical and activist, not quietist or passive. Lutheranism 

not only had to make ontological statements in theology but also value judgments in society, 

keeping a necessary fear of God while insisting that such value judgments were the prerogative 

of al1 Christians, not just the clergy.'" The clergyman was not even the ideal Christian, since he 

retreated fiorn the everyday world. Ideal Christians were those who recognized their worldly 
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task, their "vocation," as a duty inspired by Gad? This emphasis on the ethical power of the 

individual arose, so Ritschl contended, fiom the New Testament viewpoint that in God's will to 

mercy, man is in principle absolved of sin. I z 6  As such, man was a totality, an individual who 

strove for perfection. To be Christian involved more than knowing what was virtuous: it also 

involved an active self-improvement. lZ7 According to Ritschl, the essence of Luther's teaching 

was to empower the Christian with the ability to spiritually dominate the world. Catholicism, by 

contrast, was concemed with the political domination of the world. This accounted for the 

superiority of Protestantisrn over Catholicism, with the former emphasizing the ethical and 

spiritual ascent of the individual and the development of moral character, and the latter 

emphasizing submission to external authority and unquestioned acceptance of given tr~ths. '~'  

This emphasis on the individual was not made at the expense of Gemeinschaft. Ritschl 

continually emphasized that a close communal relationship was fundamental. Grace for the 

individual could only come through "fiee obedience" to the community of belie~ers."~ Here 

Ritschl preserved the idea of the church, even as he simultaneously denied the spintual 

monopoly of the clergyman. 

This conception of Protestantism was directed against the confessional Lutheran defense 

of the Christian state. While liberal Protestants believed in the church as a community of 

believers within the state, they maintained that it would ultimately be absorbed by the state. 

According to Richard Rothe, another leading exponent of liberal Protestantism, the state itself 

would then be imbued with ethical and religious principles derived fiom the gospels: the 
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ecclesiastical stage in the historical development of Christianity would p a s ,  and the Christian 

spirit would enter its ethical and political stage."' In other words, Christianity would culminate 

in a secular society on the one hand, with the political state being thoroughly imbued with the 

spirit of Christianity on the other. Certainly liberal Protestants did not seek the disappearance of 

the Protestant church as an institution. However, they did support Rothe's central thesis that 

infising society in general with Chnstianity was to be done not through political or ecclesiastical 

institutions, conformity to extemai standards, or participation in established rites, but through the 

power of the human personality: 'The Kingdom of Heaven is within you (Luke 17:21).""' 

The implications of Kulturprotestantismus for the church were transposed ont0 the 

question of confessional schools. For liberal Protestants, education was meant to be not a study 

of humanity, which was the goal of rational liberalism and "atheism," but a tool for Christian 

character building. Tmth was not gained through rational thought alone, but also through piety. 

The entire educational system, therefore, had to be infùsed with a Christian ethos. As a 

consequence, liberal Protestants did not want religion treated as a special subject, or confined to 

confessional schools, which they thought furthered b'religious particularisrn.""' They believed 

that confessional Lutherans, due to their defense of confessional schools, were actually causing 

the exclusion of believing Christians from the Volkigemeinschuft. For liberal Protestants, the 

Christian spirit had to imbue al1 studies; mathematics and natural sciences as well as the 

h~rnanities. '~~ The answer for them lay in nonconfessional Simultanschtile. This understanding 

of religion as a cultural ethos also carried implications for Catholicism. Concerned with the 
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cultural uni@ of the nation, liberal Protestants saw the Simzrltanschule as a means to 

"'decatholicize" Gemany, since Catholic youth would now be taught "to be patriotic Gemans 

and loyal subjects of a Protestant m~narch." '~  Only in those areas where Catholics 

predominated did some liberal Protestants express reservations about introducing 

Simultanschuïe, since such schools would be de facto Catholic schools and act against national 

and Protestant consciousness. 13* 

Even while confessional Lutheranism grew more anti-Catholic during Weimar, in the 

Kuiseweich liberal Protestantism was the real driving force behind anti-Catholicism. Martin 

Rade, who was already a prominent intelIectua1 at that time, defined liberal Protestantism as a 

system of beliefs that progressed kom a religion into a rationalist attitude and then into a 

"secular theoiogy" ideally suited to serve as the main support of German nationalism. Rade 

believed this would be welcomed by enlightened Germans since it marshaled the historical 

Protestant sources of German nationalism in the struggle against the "anti-Christian" lefi, the 

confessional Lutheran right and the ~ltramontanists.'~~ In a similar vein, Ritschl regarded the 

confessional differences between Protestants much less important than a shared opposition to 

social democracy and '"culturally inferiorY7 Catholicism.13' 7tschlYs sectarianism went hand in 

hand with his support for the Prussian Union Church. The Union served as a counterpoint to 

strict confessional Lutheranism, which before unification furthered the anti-Prussian policies of 

L 34 Marjone Lamberti, State, Sociew, and the Elementary School in Imperial Germany (New York, 1989), 208. 

13' Ibid., 65-67,78-79. Some right-liberal Protestants gave up on Sirnultanschule entirely once the Kulturkampf 
proved to strengthen, not weaken, Catholic consciousness in Germany (ibid., 184-86). Others, however, continued 
to be opposed, f ea f i l  that a return of confiessionalisrn would mean "in Prussian primas. schooIs ... it should be 
possrMe to teach that Luther was a scoundrel and a suicide tortured by qualrns of conscience." Cited in J. Alden 
Nichols, Germany aper Bismarck: the Caprivi Era, 1890-1894 (New York, 1958), 1 72. 

136 Tal, Christikns 163. 

13' Graf, "Sources," 43,45. 



the smaller German ~tates. '~' Far more irnporîantly, Ritschl saw the Union as an absolute 

necessity for the sumival of Protestantism against Catholicism. As expressed in the political 

arena, the Kulturkampf of the 1 870s against the Catholics and to some extent also against 

confessional Lutherans was regarded by theologically liberal Protestants as a concrete expression 

of their opposition to the Christian state and confessional scho01.~~~ When the Kulturkampf came 

undone, Ritschlians were sufficiently concemed with the renewed threat posed by Catholicism 

that they founded the "Protestant League for the Protection of Geman-Protestant inter est^."^'^ 

Like confessional Lutherans, liberal Protestants expressed enmity towards both "black" 

Catholicism and "red" marxism. 

Liberal Protestant attitudes toward Judaism were considerably more complicated. 

Theological liberals like Ritschl lefl no doubt that they considered Protestantism superior to 

Judaism, which suffered fkom "national segregation and confining cerernonialism dating from 

the Pharisees in the time of Jesus."'" As we have seen, Ieading confessional Lutherans also 

considered Judaism inferior. But they interpreted the nature of the "Jewish problem" differently. 

Confessional Lutherans claimed to respect the historical importance of biblical Judaism, and 

professed no animosity toward the Jew who maintained his divinely ordained separation from the 

Christian: "1 do not attack the Jews," Stocker insisted, "but only that light-minded Judaism that is 

without fear of Heaven, that pursues material gain and practices de~eit."'~' Cn other words, 

Stocker's antisemitism was a reaction to emancipation, which undermined the precepts of the 

138 According to Nipperdey (Geschichte, 438-39), confessional Lutherans were among the most anti-national in 
pre-unifkation Germany, whereas liberal Protestants counted among the rnost ardent in the nationalist rnovernent, as 
demonstrated by the Ieading roIe pfayed by pastors in the nationalist revolution of 1848 in Schleswig-Holstein (ibid., 
437). 

13' Graf, "Sources," 43; Lamberti, State, 21 1-14; Smith, Nationalism, 38-40. 

140 For a history of the Protestant League and it's liberal composition, see Smith, Nationalism, 50-6 1. 
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Christian state. He wished to keep Jews politically, socially and economically ghettoized. The 

liberal Protestant answer to the "Jewish problem" was just the opposite. They shared the desire 

to see Jews convert to Christianity, in order to effect the second coming and complete the 

eschatological process of salvation, but believed the way to achieve this was by granting the 

Jews total fkeedom and engaging with them theologically. By working for the Jews' civil 

liberties, liberal Protestants certainly appeared to display a progressive attitude. But this should 

not lead us to the belief that emancipationism per se was the opposite of antisemitisrn. la As 

Gangolf Hübinger contends, many Liberal Protestants were motivated to give Jews their freedom 

in order to end Judaism, not to promote a new pluralistic society? The Christlielie Welt 

repeatedly called for the Jews to relinquish their religion and become an integral part of Christian 

culture. Liberal Protestants believed that the Jews had long wanted to convert, but were 

precluded fkom doing so by the benighted attitude of confessionalist Christianity. Given the 

choice to do so, liberal Protestants claimed, Jews would recognize their religion as a "petnfied 

pharisaisrn" and see in Christianity the legitimate heir of Israel.'" According to liberal scholars 

such as Julius Wellhausen and Adolf von Harnack, "Judaism is only the withered branch of the 

religion of the Old Testament whose Sap and vitality, by virtue of the New Dispensation, have 

passed to the side of Christianity. ... [Tlhe time of Judaism is now over."la 

When mass conversion did not occur, liberal Protestants were thrown into a cnsis. As 

Unel Ta1 puts it: 'The main hope and purpose of Liberal Protestantism, namely the national and 

cultural unity of the Second Reich based on histoncal and Christian principles, had broken 

'" As Shulamit Volkov argues in her article "Antisemitisrnus als kulureller Code," in idem., Jüdisches Leben und 
Antisemitismzcs im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert (Munich, 1990), 12-36. 

14.4 Hübinger, Kulturprotestantisrnus, 275. 

145 Tal, Christians, 192. 

AS quoted in Hübinger, Kulturjwotestantismus, 273; Tal, Christians, 192. Ta1 provides ample evidence that 
such views were widely held among Iiberal Protestants (ibid-, 192- 196). 



against the stiff neck of J~daism."'~' If liberal Protestant relations with Jews had been marked by 

fkiendly didogue at the t h e  of emancipation, by the tum of the century this dialogue had largely 

broken down. Seeking an explanation for Jewish "stubbomness" without undennining their own 

theological system, some liberal Protestants called for a complete doctrinal separation of 

Christianity fiom Judaism. They also increasingly suggested that Jewish deakess to their 

religious plea was attnbutable to a racial disposition. 

This development is illustrated in the liberal Protestant reception of Houston Stewart 

Chamberlain, and in particular Chamberlain's relationship with Harnack. According to his 

biographer, Chamberlain both ùifluenced and was influenced by liberal Protestantism."' 

Hamack's polemics against Judaism were used by Chamberlain in his own Foundations of the 

Nineteenth Century (1899), a Christian-racialist tract widely regarded as one of the most 

important antecedents of Nazi ideology. According to a review in Christliche Welt, "this book ... 

carries in it an apologetic strength for which our 'Christian world' will have rnuch to thank." 

The highly charged attacks on Catholicism and scientific materialism in Foundations also 

assured a warm reception arnong liberal Protestants. While confessional Lutherans firmly 

rejected Chamberlain's critique of organized religi~n,''~ liberal Protestants found their own views 

echoed in Chamberlain's cal1 for a nationalist KulturreZigion. 

The antisemitisrn of Chamberlain's book, which argued that Jesus was not a Jew, was 

directly linked with the racialist implications of liberal Protestantism. Another review in 

Chnstliche Welt, reflecting exasperation with the Jews' refusal to convert, explicitly agreed with 

the racialist thrust of the book: 

147 Tal, Chnstians, 164. 

148 Geoffiey Field, Evangelist of Race: The Germanic Vision of Houston Stewart Chamberlain (New York, 198 L), 
238-39. 
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We theologians have even now failed to take up a real position but for the present 
continue to operate calmly with the notion of equality for al1 men before God, as if this 
also includes equality with each other. However, the emphasis on race expresses a new 
important knowledge for our tirne. Today even the Jews ... no longer hide [this fact] as 
more and more they give vent in public to the racial consciousness which they have 
always had. ''O 

The ernphasis on race made its way into wider liberal Protestant circles. By the tuni of the 

century it had entered the ranks of the Protestant League, where the arguments in Foundations 

were enthusiastically greeted.'" Some Liberal Protestants took issue with the vituperative 

hostility of Chamberlain's antisemitism. Harnack, a &end of Chamberlain's, flatly told him he 

was "possessed by an anti-Jewish demon." However, this did not prevent Hamack fkom 

admiring Chamberlain's work in general. In a letter to Chamberlain, Harnack portentously 

assured him: "Still enough - the Jew shall not have the last word. Rather, may he disappear 

completely and rnay there remain between us only the conviction of a broad and deep unity and 

agreement."'5' Harnack's wish for Judaismys "complete disappearance," while certainly not a 

call for genocide, nonetheless demonstrates how the conceptual boundaries of Christian 

antisemitism becarne alarmingly ill-defined in this period. Chamberlain's biographer writes: 

"Liberal Protestantism's disparagement of the later traditions of Judaism, its call for German 

national and cultural unity based on Christian principles, and its ingrained bias against Jewish 

efforts to preserve a separate existence were al1 easily adaptable by a thoroughgoing anti-Semite 

like Chamberlain."153 Susannah Heschel makes a related point. She suggests that liberal 

Protestants' dialogue with their Jewish counterparts led to the problem of determining the 

uniqueness of Jesus' message and the boundary between liberal Protestantism and liberal 

''O Quoted in ibid., 240. 

"' Srniîh, Nationakm, 225; Field, Evangelist, 237. 

1 52 Quoted in Field, Evangelist, 242. 



Judaism. The theological self-doubt that ensued "motivated [certain] Protestant theologians to 

embrace racial theory: while the content of Jesus' message may have been identical to Judaism, 

his difference could be assured on racial grounds."'" 

Hamack went further down this path in his later theological development. At the 

beguining of Weimar he attempted to resuscitate the second-century Christian Marcion, who had 

taught that the God of love in the New Testament bore no relation to the imperfect God of the 

Old Testament, and that Christianity and Judaism had to be totdly separated. WhiIe he 

professed to take a critical view of Marcion's thought, Harnack nonetheless came to a conclusion 

that the present age was ripe for Marcion's thùiking: "[Tlhe rejection of the Old Testament in the 

second centuiy was a mistake which the great church rightly avoided; to maintain it in the 

sixteenth century was a fate from which the Reforrnation was not yet able to escape; but still to 

preserve it in Protestantism as a canonical document since the nineteenth century is the 

consequence of a religious and ecclesiastical crippling.""' As "Jewish carnal law," the Old 

Testament as a unity "lies below the level of Chri~tianity."~'~ Harnack sadly acknowledged that 

Luther did not expurge the Old Testament from Protestantism - "What an unburdening of 

Christianity and its doctrine it would have been if Luther had taken this step!" - but 

nonetheless, his emphasis on gospel over law meant that "Luther's concept of faith actually is the 

one that stands nearest to the Marcionite concept."'57 Nowhere in Marcion did Hamack engage 

in a political antisemitism aimed directly against contemporary Jewry. In fact, like many other 

Is4 Susannah Heschel, "When Jesus was an Aryan: The Protestant Church and Antisemitic Propaganda," in 
Susannah HescheI and Robert Ericksen (eds.), German Churches and the Holocaust, forthcoming (Philadelphia, 
1999). 

lS5 Adolf von Harnack, Marcion: the Gospel of the AIien God, tram. John SteeIy and Lyle Biema (Durham NC, 
1990 [orig. 1920]), 134. 
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liberal theologians, he took exception to the "rabble-rousing" antisemitism of the Nazis. But the 

influence of the work on the growing pro-Nazi thnist in Kulturprotestantismus, as well as its 

complete overlap with Nazi attitudes towards the Old Testament, was clear? 

kccording to Wilhelrn Pressel, it was a combination of Ritschlian theology and Althaus' 

Schopfungsglaube that lead to the '%a theology" of 19 14-1 8.'" Confionted with a secular, anti- 

national Weimar, liberai Protestantism continued in this political direction during the 1920s. The 

Protestant League becarne the first of any Christian organization to support the Nazis.lW More 

than lending outside support, many of the league's leaders took part in the movement.16' In its 

1924 Munich assembly, presided over by their new president Bruno Doehnng, the league 

endorsed the essential components of Nazi ideology. Doehring proclaimed: 'Weither the cries of 

the ultramontanist press nor the harsh protests of its Jewish confederates will get in our ~ a y . " ' ~ '  

Whereas such staternents conceived the Jewish enemy as a tributary of the Catholic one, they 

nonetheless indicate the strong presence of antisemitism within the league when compared to its 

inception. This, combined with the strident nationalism the league had always espoused, made 

the Nazi appeal alrnost immediate. This enthusiasm was felt right through to the end of Weimar. 

At the league's 193 1 general assembly in Magdeburg, the Rhineland pastor Hermann Kremers 

This point is also made by Rita Thalmann. "Die Schwache des Kulturprotestantimus bei der Bektimpfimg des 
Antisemitismus," in Kurt Nowak and Gérard Raulet (eds.), Protestantismus rrnd Antisemitismris in der Weimarer 
Republik (Frankfhrt a.iM., 1994). 

Is9 Pressei, Kriegsprediigt, 179-82, 191-93. Presse1 bases this estimation on a close reading of Protestant war 
sermons, in which a loving, benevolent God - one in keeping with the liberal Protestant view of the New 
Testament "God of love" - was constmtly emphasized (ibid., 180ff). 

160 Scholder, Churches, 1 : 107. 

16' Heinrich Bomkamm, president of the league after D o e h ~ g ,  was a member of the SA, the NSLB and the NS- 
Dozentenbund, while league director Fritz von der Heydt was in the Arbeitsgerneinschaft NS-Pfarrer. League 
notables Hemann Beyer and W i i h e h  Wehner were respectively in the SA and NS-Volkswohlfahrt, and NS- 
Volkswohlfahrt, SS and DAF: BAP R5 10 1/23 126/85a (n-d., n.p.). 
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spoke on Vational Socialism and Protestantism." He was careful to suggest that, like the 

churches, the Protestant League was not making a political endorsement. He pointed out that his 

views related to Nazism as a movement, not a Despite this caveat, Kremers was 

emphatic about the nationalist and antisemitic goals of Nazism, cntical onIy of Hitler's supposed 

blindness to the ultramontane threat: "Our Christian duty towards this movement is to protect 

and preserve it, so that it not be silted up by naturalism, nor, caught by the age old enemy of 

Germanhood, wither to the roots under the alien sun of Rome."'& 

The tenets of nonconfessionalism, scriptural separation of Judaism and Christianity, and 

belief in God's hand in history, al1 finding expression within liberal Protestantism, could also be 

found in the doctrinal beliefs of the German Christians and their predecessors in the League for a 

German Church (which included Chamberlain as a member)? One of the leaders of the latter 

was the Flensburg pastor Friedrich Andersen, who advocated a German Christianity purged of al1 

Jewish influences. One year after Harnack's Marcion, Andersen wrote Der deutsche Heiland 

("The German Savior7'). In it, Andersen identified Chnstianity as the religion of progress, 

emphasizing Christ's loneliness, individuality and ascent to spiritual r n ~ t e r y . ' ~ ~  Andersen also 

reduced Christianity to the person of Christ alone, insisting that "foreign underpinnings" like the 

Old Testament were unnecessary. In his argumentation, Andersen made explicit reference to 

both Chamberlain and Harnack. 16' Andersen's rejection of the Old Testament was based on an 

insistence that the Christian God of the New Testament was a God of love, not the vengefiil, 

unjust God of the Old Testament. He also posited Christian spirituality and belief in the etemal 

'63 Hermann Krerners, Nationalsozialismus und Protestantisrnus (Berlin, 193 l), forward. 

'& Ibid., 52. 

165 Field, Evangelist, 4 12. 

'66 Friedrich Andersen, Der deutsche Heiland (Munich, 1921), 10, 15. 
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over against Jewish carnality and crass materialism. '" These views were est ab lished throughout 

the league. Reinhold Krause, whose cal1 for the removal of the Old Testament caused such a 

controversy at the Geman Christian Sportspalast assembly of November 1933, had been a 

member of the league.I6' Significantly, several moderate leaders of the later German Christian 

movement, while acknowledging their overall indebtedness to the ideas of the league, rejected 

the anti-Old Testament thrust of its doctrine, explicitly blarning this on theological liberali~rn."~ 

The league's doctrinal ongin in liberal Protestantism was also made clear in their view of God. 

In a rnanifesto fiom 193 1, they affirmed their belief that: "The kingdom of God cornes not in 

outer form, but fiom within.""' 

Despite the reservations of some moderates within their ranks, the German Christians 

also adhered to basic liberal Protestant doctrines. JuIius Leutheuser, the leader of the radical 

Thuringian German Chnstians, echoed many of its basic tenets. He attacked the Catholic church 

as being of Roman body and Jewish spirit. Against Catholicism's emphasis on the monk, 

Leutheuser posited Protestantism's emphasis on vocation, or as he put it, the "holy worker." 

After the Reformation Gemany had enjoyed a unity centered on the gospel and the German 

state, which according to Leutheuser was destroyed by Weimar. Hitler had now restored this 

unity."' Leutheuser also disdained the Old Testament, claimùig it was usefil only for leading to 

a better understanding of Christ. Charged by an opponent for overlooking sin, Leutheuser 

168 Ibid., 59-62. Compare with Mein Kampf; 306. Andersen joined the NSDAP in 1928 and immediately became 
active as a party speaker (Nowak, Kirche, 249). 

169 See Chapter Two, n. 198. 
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responded that faith c m  move mountains, including sin and guilt: "Jesus overcomes sin."'" 

S i e m e d  Leffler, Leutheuser's fiiend and fellow leader of the Thuringians, similarly suggested 

that no clergyman was needed to mediate the message of God to the individual Christian, and 

credited Luther with having recognized this fact. Luther destroyed the "Jewish, Oriental" nature 

of Christianity, and Hitler now stood in succession to Luther: ''me cannot think of Adolf Hitler 

without Martin Luther."'" Significantly, the theological liberalism of these German Christians 

was noted by the confessional Lutheran Paul Althaus. He lefi no doubt that, while he agreed 

with the political and social ideology of the Geman Christians, he disagreed with their 

ecclesiology, suggesting it "partook too much of nineteenth-century liberal the~logy.""~ 

Others within the movement displayed the influence of liberal Protestantism. Friedrich 

Wieneke, one of the leading German Christian publicists, was since 1929 both the cathedra1 

pastor and Nazi party leader in the small Brandenburg town of Soldin. In 1933 he took on the 

additional job of theological consultant in the German Christian Reichsleitung. In the Deutsches 

Pfarrerblatt, he expressed his belief that: "National Socialism b ~ g s  a fidhess of great moral 

reforms: struggIe against al1 prostitution, against dirt-Iiterature, unclean films and the Iike. ... 

National Socialism rejects these notions of hurnanity. Its state is for the vdkisch people, who 

have received Christianity as a gift of grace from God. For diis reason it demands not a 

humanist state, but rather a national Christian state."'" Wieneke began his academic life as an 

admirer of the liberal theologian Ernst Troeltsch, since the latter had "superseded 'historicism,' 

that view which interpreted world history only according to the laws of natural causality." 

'" As quoted in Encksen, ~eo log ians ,  90. Ericksen suggests that "the arguments show Leutheuser's debt to 
liberaI theology" (ibid., 2 15, n. 55). 

'" Siegnied Leffler, Chrisius im Dritten Reich der iereu~chen: Wesen, Weg und Ziel der Kirchenbewegung 
'Deutsche Chnsten ' (Weimar, 1935),75. 
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Troeltsch, Wieneke believed, viewed God as the active agent in history.ln 

One of the strongest strains in Geman Christian doctrine was the belief that God had 

revealed himself in Geman history. This had been a premise of Kulturprotestantismus as 

~ e 1 1 . ' ~ ~  As we have seen, it was also a strong element in Althaus' thought. But as a confessional 

Lutheran, Althaus did not take it as far as the German Christians. According to them: "History 

stands under the will of Gad, Le., an historical happening is, in its ultimate base, not the working 

out of worldly powers of an economic or political nature, but rather leads out of the eternal will 

of God."ln Leading German Christians such Leffler and Leutheuser considered it their God- 

given mission to aid the nation's rebirth: "We believe that in our fatherland's rebirth the power 

of God reveals itself, that in its fearfùl suffering the crucified Christ has corne to us, and that in 

his healing announcements Germany's mission to the whole world finds its promise. ... [Wle see 

the revelation of God not completed in ancient times, but rather we see God living among us and 

in our Führer Adolf Hitler, his instrument for Our day."lsO While Althaus himself had suggested 

Hitler's ascent to power was a "gift fiom God," and had even worked out a systematic idea of 

God in history through his concept of Ur-~e~zbarung ,  he rejected the German Christian God of 

history as insufficiently rooted in the g~spel . '~ '  He also opposed the German Christian 

suggestion - based on the liberal Protestant emphasis on the laity - that Christian virtues were 

spread more effectively by Nazism than by the church. In Die deutsche Stunde der Kivche, his 

doctrinal response to the German Christians, Althaus agreed with them that the spiritual element 

of 1933 had to be recognized by theologians, but refused to regard Nazism as more Christian 

177 Friedrich Wieneke, Deutsche Theologie im Umnss (Soldin, 1933), 66. 
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than the churches themselves. Is2 

One of the most prominent and respected German Christian theologians was Emanuel 

Hirsch. As we saw earlier, he held a strong belief in the God of h i s t ~ r y . ' ~ ~  In 1933, Hirsch 

reaffïrmed this basic tenet of Ritschlian thought: "Only in the depths of belief in justification by 

faith was it possible to allow the ethical involvement of the Christian in the historical 

community. This is not built on the basis of a law, but out of the mercifül responsibility based 

on the general self-testimony and rule of God in nature and hist~ry." '~ Hirsch was more inclined 

than Althaus to believe that God's will equaled the situation in any particular moment. He 

therefore took a far graver view than Althaus of the spiritual health of the VoZk after the war. 

Germany's defeat, according to Hirsch, must have been caused by the German peoples' betrayal 

of God. Defeat meant the Volk was in danger of succumbing to the judgment of God. This 

unqualified belief in German history as Heilsgeschichte led Hirsch to view the nse of Hitler as 

God's desire to rewrite that history: "All of us who stand in the present moment of our VoZk 

expenence it as a sunrise of divine goodness after endless dark years of wrath and misery. ... 

Now new hope has been aven to us. And shouId our hearts not burn with enthusiasm that the 

Protestant church now Say yes to this moment, that it seize the oppomuiity to cooperate with 

redeveloping the order and style of the German V~lk?"'~~ 

Like Ritschl, Hirsch also sought a conciliation of science and the gospels, fully accepting 

the scientific means of the Enlightenment, even while he rejected its political, social and cultural 

ends. His ability to uncouple the style of Enlightenment rnodernity from its ideological 

-- - 
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substance made him into a kind of "reactionary modernist."lg6 (By contrast, the confessional 

Lutheran Althaus took a more critical view of the Enlighten~nent.)'~~ Liberal Protestantism also 

influenced Hirsch's view of the state. Following the tiberal belief in the religious ascent of the 

secular state, Hirsch believed that Nazism, as a Christian movement, had the task to take over the 

social responsibilities that had previously been the domain of the church. In return, the church 

had the duty to give up the administration of orphanages and hospitals to the ethical volkisch 

state, and go back to its main role of proclaiming the g0spe1.l~~ 

As Susannah Heschel States: "That the German Christian movement ernerged out of 

liberal Protestantism is crucial; it presented itself as a modem, scientific, theological 

rn~vement." '~~ But if the German Christians represented a genuine fom of liberal Protestantism, 

and if liberal Protestantism bore such a striking resemblance to the Nazis' own doctrinal views, 

how then do we accornmodate the rejection of Nazi ideology by liberal Protestants Iike Rade or 

Tillich? As demonstrated above, we saw how Rade and the Christliche Velt began as Protestant 

sectarians. Indeed, both initially supported the Protestant League.lw During much of the 

Kuiserreich, Rade could safely be called a Ritschlian. Beginning in the 1890s, however, the 

group around the Christliche Welt began to take Ritschl's attempted synthesis of science and 

spirit more in the direction of science. Around Rade grew a so-called religionsgeschicht[iche 

school, one that sought a more historical background to the religious origins of Christianity. 

They insisted that the history of Christianity had to be mated with a positivist secular history, and 

Ibid., 185, 189. As Jefiey Herf has contended, Nazism was similarly m k e d  by a "reactionary rnodemism," 
one that seized on the technical advances of modemity while rejecting the liberal and emancipatory dimensions 
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compared with other non-Christian religions. Ritschlians, on the other hand, stood fimly against 

any reduction of the absoluteness of Christianity.19' Others in the Christliche Welt circle, 

especially Ernst Troeltsch, took M e r  departmes fiom Ritschlians theology, insisting on the 

right of total religious hdividualism, even as they accepted the God of hi~tory.'~' While Ritschl 

had ernphasized the individual in his theology, the individual only gained final spiritual 

ascendance upon a reaffirmation of Gemeinschaft. These theological departues from Ritschl's 

liberal Protestantism pushed the Christliche Welt circle M e r  and M e r  to the theological (and 

political) left and away fÏom their previous positions. By the t h e  of Weimar, their theology and 

its political implications had changed significantly. The theological positions of the Protestant 

League, League for a German Church, and Gennan Christians were, by cornparison, right- 

liberal. By no means did al1 adherents of the ecclesiastical and educational views of liberal 

Protestantism end up supporting the German Chnstians or the Nazi party. Nevertheless, Gennan 

Christian views on church and school had identifiable origins in liberal Protestant theology; and 

the closeness of Gerrnan Christian ecclesiology with that of the Nazis' positive Christianity was 

striking. Therefore, Rade's and Troeltsch's acceptance of the Weimar Republic does not imply a 

similar political stance by liberal Protestantism in toto. 

The Protestant laity and the Nazi movement 

So far in this chapter we have studied the varieties of liberal Protestantism in Weimar, and how 

they engaged or were related to the nse of Nazism. We now tum kom the ideological to the 

social, and explore whether the web of affinities felt by confessionalist and right-liberal 

I9 1 Ibid., 84. 

192 Graf, "Sources, " 48. Ericksen points out that Tiiiich, too, had gone over to total theoIogica1 individualisrn and 
a rejection of Gemeinschafi, even though he, like Hirsch, believed in a God of history (Z%eologians, 18 1). 



Protestant theologians were matched by the general Protestant population. Of course, a 

comprehensive survey of the political attitudes of the mass of Protestant Gennans must be 

undertaken through different rneans. No public opinion surveys for the period exist, and a 

thorough analysis of al1 the Protestant newspapers of the era would be impractical. One fniitful 

way to gauge the relationship between Protestant religiosity and Nazism at the popular level is 

through the quantitative methods employed by social and political history. In other words, does 

the literahire on %ho voted for Hitler" give any indication of the role played by religious 

feeling? 

Here we confront a curious histonographical problem. The still-growing literature on the 

social origins of Nazism does not yet include a study on religiosity as a possible factor for voting 

Nazi. Functionalist, class-based analyses of the Nazi electorate remain predominant, largely 

insulated from the recent insights of cultural studies. A case in point is the recent work of 

William Brustein, who fiankly bases his study of the social origins of Nazism on the belief that 

people vote only with their pocketbooks. As Brustein writes: "In my application, perceived 

utility [in supporting a political party] takes the form of matenal or economic preference~."'~~ 

The theoretical prernise that "net benefits ofjoining the Nazi Party before 1933 were Iargely 

shaped by individual self-interest" need not necessarily preclude a cultural definition of self- 

interest; yet as applied by Brustein, it does. Oded Heilbronner's argument of some years ago, 

that researchers of the Nazi electorate "use the methodology of social history in explaining the 

reasons for the rise of the Nazi Party to power, while the cultural-intellectual explanation is put 

to one side," still applies today.'= Nonetheless, there are indicators that point to some potentially 

&uitful paths of inquiry. In her regional study of Pomerania, Shelley Baranowski proposes that 

lg3 William Brustein, nie Logic of Evil: nie  Social Origins of the Nazi Party, 1925-1933 (New Haven, 1996), 23. 

194 Oded Heilbronner, "The RoIe of Nazi Antisemitism in the Nazi Party's Activity and Propaganda: A Regional 
Historiographical Study," Leo Baeck Institute Yearbook 35 ( 1  WO), 437. 
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Protestantism played a pivota1 role in shaping the Nazi elect~rate. '~~ She maintains: 'There is 

much evidence to suggest that a wider discussion of the religious bases of the National Sociaiist 

vote is in order. ... Ploiiticized Protestantism might have contributed to transforrning the Hitler 

Party from a fringe movement to a contender for power."'% 

Of course, researchers have consistently shown that Protestants were over-represented in 

the Nazi electorate, that confessional afliliation is a better measure of who voted for Hitler than 

any other factor, including class and region.I9' But they have not gone one step M e r  to look at 

the possible religious motives behind this. For the most part the explanations are largely secular 

and negative: Protestants did not vote as Protestants, but rather as non-trade unionists or non- 

Catholics. Suggesting that class analyses of the Nazi vote need to be replaced with new 

approaches, William Sheridan Allen claims: "For Germany the first thing that makes hash of 

class conceptualization is religion."198 Pointing out that nominal Protestant adherence was the 

most decisive variable in voting Nazi, Allen then precludes an exploration for this in 

Protestantism: "Of course most analysts do not think this was because of theology."'" Sirnilarly, 

Jürgen Falter states "Protestants were on average twice as vuherable to the NSDAP vote as 

Catholics," leading him to claim that when one controls for confession, most other factors, 

including class, tend to disappear. But, like Allen, Falter does not Iook to religiosity as a 

195 Shelley Baranowski, "The Sanctity of Rural Life: Protestantism, Agrarian Politics and Nazism in Pomerania 
during the Weimar Republic," German History 9 (199 1 ) :  1-22. 

Ibid., 2. See also Baranowski's book, n e  Sanctity of Rural Life: Nobiliq, Protestanrism. and Nmisrn in 
Weimar Pnrssia (Oxford, 199S), passim. 

197 The most recent scholar to point this out is Jurgen Falter, ffitlers Wühler (Munich, 1991). Others before him, 
however, came to similar conclusions: see Thomas Childers, The Nazi Voter: The Social Foundations of Fascisrn in 
Germany, 1919-1933 (Chape1 Hill, 1983); Richard Hamilton, Who Voted for Hitler? (Princeton, 1982). 

'9"i~iam Sheridan Allen, "Farewell to Class Analysis in the Rise of Nazism: Comment," Central Ezrropean 
History 17 (1984), 57. 



possible linchpin in the Nazi vote.2m 

The curious inability of researchers to make the link between Protestantism as a secular 

category and Protestantism as a religious category is best illustrated by Brustein. He rightly 

points out that 'Troponents of the claim that German Protestants were more likely than German 

Catholics to become Nazis have largely failed to explain the reasons for the ovenvhelming 

anachment to the Nazi Party among the Protestant pop~lation."~~' Far fiom suggesting that the 

problern could be solved by breaking through the confines of a matenalist rnethodology, Brustein 

states: "The close correlation between the two groups - Nazi supporters and Protestants - may 

point to a convergence between the content of the Nazi Party program and the material interests 

of Geman Protestants."" Trained to regard culture and ideology as epiphenomena of socio- 

economic forces, such scholars draw back f?om explmations for this remarkable congruence in 

anythmg but socio-economic terms. A contributing problem, already alluded to in Chapter One, 

is that histonans have long assumed Protestant Germans were less religious than their Catholic 

counterparts. The political scientist Peter Merkl subscribes to this cornmon (and unproven) 

truisrn when he claims: "[Tlhe acceptance of national socialism appears to have been a fûnction 

of the decay of the Protestant faith in Germany. Nazism was a substitute religion for Protestants 

who had lost their faith?"' In order effectively to counter Merki's claim, we need to 

demonstrate that Protestant religiosity, and not sirnply nominal confessional rnernbership, was 

the best predictor of Nazi affiliation. Even though nearly none of the Iiterature addresses this 

question head on, we c m  still discover a link between Protestant piety and a tendency to 

Nazi using the categones of class, region, geography and gender found in the secondary 

vote 

200 Falter, Wâhler, 177, 18 1. 

20 1 Brustein, Logic, 10. 

202 Ibid. Such a retrenching of rnaterialist methodology is especially surprising given the arnount of space 
Brustein devotes to debunking other scholars' "rnethodological and empirical shortcomings" (ïbid., I l) .  

'O3 Peter Merkl, Political Violence under the Swastika: 581 Early Nazis (Princeton, 1975), 94. 



lit erature. 

The question of the class profile of the NSDAP electoral base has always been a central 

one for re~earchers.~" While the more recent scholarship points to the essential cross-class 

nature of the party, this same research demonstrates that class differentiation still existed in its 

electorate. New emphasis has been placed on the sizable presence of workers in the Nazi 

movement. d o n g  the blue collar working classes, which accounted for some 35 percent ofthe 

party membership and a comparable percentage of the electorate, handicraft and small-scale 

rnanufac.turing sectors were over-represented. Generally, these workers were nonunionized, 

employed in small, often family-run workshops in srnall towns or semi-rural areas.'05 Skilled 

workers were also over-represented in the party, compared with unskilled ~orkers . "~  The 

cornmon denorninator among these workers, as these researchers suggest, was their greater 

likelihood to reject mamian, working-class consciousness. By contrast, the most solidly anti- 

Nazi segments of the working-classes were urban, unionized, unskilled workers employed in 

large plants. As Vernon Lidtke has demonstrated for the Kaisen-eich, it was exactly the latter 

type of worker, the one most immune to the Nazi appeal, who also tended to be the most 

204 Aside fiom the works rnentioned above, see Peter Baldwin, "Social Interpretations of Nazism: Renewing a 
Tradition," Journal of Contemporaly History 25 (1990): 5-37; William Brustein and Jürgen Falter, "Who Joined the 
Nazi Party? Assessing Theories of the Social Ongins of Nazism.," Zeitgeschichte 22 (1995): 83-108; Thomas 
Childers (ed.), The Formation of the Nazi Constituency 1919-1933 (London, 1986); Conan Fischer, "Workers, the 
Middle Classes, and the Rise of National Socialism," German History 9 (1991): 357-373; Detlef Miihlberger, 
Hitler S Followers: Studies in the Sociology of the Naïï Movement (London, 1 99 1 ) . 

205 Brustein, Logic, 154; Chiiders, Voter, 1 f 0-1 1 ;  Michael Kater, The Nazi Party: A Social Profile of Members 
and Leaders, 1919-1945 (Cambridge MA, 1983), 36; Peter Manstein, Die Mitglieder und WühIer der NSDAP 191 9- 
1933 (Frankfurt a.M., 1989), 200-02; Peter Stachura, "The Nazis, the Bourgeoisie and the Workers during the 
Kampfzeit," in idem (ed.), The N a i  Machtergrezfing (London, 1983), 26-27. Detiev Müblberger has shown how, 
in urban areas, workers comprised a minority of party rnembers, but in t o m s  and rural areas they could account for 
large percentages (As cited in Fischer, "Workers," 359-60). Kater suggests that many of these rural workers 
commuted to work in urban areas (Kater, Nazi Party, 35). Falter believes that the workers accounted for 40% of the 
national electorate: Jürgen Falter, " W a m  die deutschen Arbeiter wahrend des 'Dritten Reiches' zu Hitler standen," 
Geschichte und Gesellschaft 13 (1987), 229. 

206 Brustein and Falter, "Assessing," 99-102; Brustein, Logic, 124-25. 
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se~ularized.~~' This trend continued into the Weimar period as well, as a full 75 percent of 

proletarian workers in Berlin formaliy left the ch~rch."~ By contrast, it was more often the 

"Tory/Christian" worker, employed or living in environments little exposed to marxist agitation, 

who tunied to the Nazis? 

While theories of Nazism's middle-class social base have been successfully ~hallenged,"~ 

the fact remains that the middle classes were over-represented in the party."' For the nation as a 

whole, the "old middle class" (alter Mittelstand) was over-represented, especially the small 

farmers, s hop keepers and independent artisans."' Among the "new middle class," civil servants 

(Bearnte) and white-collar workers (Angestellte) were over-represented, though not to the same 

degree as the old Miz~elstand.~" Lucian Holscher and Hugh McLeod demonstrate that in 

Germany it was these strata which (at least in the urban setting) were the most religious: "... the 

mainstay of most city parishes seems to have been the 'little men' (die kleinen Leute): self- 

ernployed craftsmen, rninor officiais, clerks.""' The artisans, who along with the rest of the 

- - -- -- - -  

207 Lidtke, "Social Class," 25-26,35-36. 

208 Günter Kehrer, "Soziale Klassen und Religion in der Weimarer Republik," in Hubert Cancik (ed.), Religions- 
und Geistesgeschichte der Weimarer Republik (Düsseldorf, 1982), 79-83. Both Lidtke and Kehrer base their 
conclusions on statistics for leaving the church (Kirchenaustntt). 

209 The term "Tory/Christian" cornes fiom Fischer, "Workers," 362. 

210 One of the earliest advocates of this now outdated view was Seymour Martin Lipset, Political Man: The Social 
Bases of Politics (New York, 1960). 

21 1 See Brustein, Logic; Childers, Voter; Falter, Wahler; Hamilton, Hitler; Kater, Nazi Party: a11 passim- 

212 See also Adelheid von Saldem, "The OId Mittelstand 1890- 1939: How 'Bacbard' Were the Artisans?," 
Central European History 25 (1 992): 27-5 1. 

2 13 Brustein points out that civil servants were under-represented in the party mernbership due largely to 
govemment bans on civil servants' participation in the party. Once that ban was Iifted in mid- 1932, civil servant 
membership in the NSDAP rose 250% between 1932 and 1933 (Logic, 179), thereby quickly becoming over- 
represented. 

214 Quoted in Hugh McLeod, Religion and the People of Western Europe, 1789-1970 (Oxford, 1990), 101; Lucian 
Holscher, "Die Religion des Bürgers: Bürgerliche Frommigkeit und protestantische Kirche im 19. Jahrhundert," 
Historische Zeitschnp 250 (1 WO), 609- 1 1,628-29. 



Mittelstand made up the core of the Nazi elect~rate,"~ had long been valorized as "the true 

Christian trade .... [TJhrough religion and the church artisans defend their e~istence.""~ While 

white colla. workers were not over-represented in the party according to ch il der^,"^ most who 

did support Nazism came fiorn explicitly Christian white-collar associations. The German 

National Association of Commercial Clerks (Deutschnationaler Handlungsgehilfnverband) was 

the first to 'koordinate" itself into the Nazi party."' In addition to being the most nazistic of 

white collar associations, the DHV was also outspokenly Protestant: "The very small Catholic 

minority in the DHV could not prevent Protestant intellectuals close to the association fkom 

evoking Luther and promulgating a militant theology of nationali~rn.'"'~ 

Geography-based analyses of the Nazi electorate also point to the significance of religion. 

Childers, Falter and Hamilton al1 make the case that the nurnber of Nazi votes was inversely 

proportional to town size; that is, the percentage of Nazi votes was highest in the small 

communities of the Protestant regions, and lowest in the largest cities."' As numerous studies 

have shown, Protestant religiosity ran in a continuum fiom highest in the rural areas to lowest in 

the largest urban centers."' As Heilbronner and Mühlberger put it, "the influence of the priest, 

115 Childers refers to them as the "nucleus" of the Nazi electorate (Voter, 264); Falter refers to them as "the group 
with the greatest NSDAP affinity" (Wahler, 25 1). 

216 Quoted in Lidtke, "Social Class," 32. Similarly, the Evangelische Arbeitervereine, "outposts of 
Protestantism," were populated not by workers, but by the "little men" - shopkeepers, craftsmen, teachers and civil 
servants (Ward, Theology, 73). 

217 Childers, Voter, 169-74,240-43. 

218 Ham Speier, German White-CoZlar Workers and the Rise of Hitler (New Haven, 1986), 152. 

219 Ibid,, 149. Childers similarly points out that, as a "Christian-national" association, the DHV were against 
class-consciousness, portraying white-collar workers as a Stand with "its own unique spiritual and economic role to 
play .... The membership of the DHV seerned particularly receptive to National Socialist ideas" (89). 

220 Childers, Voter, 158-59,224; Falter, Wûhler, 163-68; Hamilton, Hitler, 37-4 1, 364-7 1. in some of the smallest 
communities, the Nazi vote reached 100% (Hamilton, Hitler, 38), especially near the end of Weimar, when they 
were increasingly able to rob the D m  of its traditional nual vote. It should be noted that al1 other researchers 
agree with this conclusion. 

I I  Lucian Holscher, Weltgerich t oder Revulution: ProtestantrSche und sozialistisch e Zukun~vorsteZZungen im 
deutschen Kaisemeich (Stuttgart, 1989), 148; Kehrer, "Soziale Klassen," 83-86; Smith, Nationalism, 9 1-92. 



social sanctions and persona1 interrelations were more crucial in detennining voting behaviour in 

rural areas than in towns and ~ i t i e s . " ~  Pomerania, as a province with considerable pastoral 

influence in the countryside, saw the NSDAP eam 70 percent of the rural vote by 1932." In 

Schleswig-Holstein, a heavily agricultural region where the Nazis obtained a province-wide vote 

of 5 1 percent the same year, the roie of Protestant ministers was particularly important."* Where 

Nazis did succeed in urban areas, the Mittelstand was over-represented. So too, according to 

Hamilton, were the upper and upper middle cl as ses.^ According to McLeod, this was another 

segment of the urban population which tended to be the least sec~larized."~ 

Local and regional analyses of the Nazi vote also point to religiosity. We know that the 

Nazi party's share of a region's vote was inversely proportional to the Catholic percentage of its 

population. Looking at the regional geography of the Nazi electorate, Nico Passchier has shown, 

through multiple regression analysis of "Nazi mobilization regions," that the regions registering 

the highest percentage of Nazi votes were East Prussia, Pomerania, Brandenburg, Schleswig- 

Holstein, and Franconia - al1 overwhelmingly Protestant, al1 predominantly rural."' Along with 

222 
Oded Heilbronner and Detlef Mühlberger, "The Achilles' Heel of German Catholicism: 'Who Voted for 

Hitler?' Revisited," European History QuarterZy 27 (1997), 232. While this observation is made regarding the 
Catholic couniryside, it holds for both confessions. 

223 Baranowski, Sanctify, passim; Johnpeter Grill, "Local and Regional Studies on National Socialism: A 
Review," Journal of Contemporas) History 2 1 (1 986), 257. While it is not a central part of her study, Baranowski's 
Sanctiiy of Rural L$e points both to the higher rates of religiosity in the Pomeranian countryside than cities, and the 
far jgeater tendency for Pomeranian Landvolk to vote Nazi than urban dwellers. 

224 Rudolf Rietzler, Kampf in der Nordmark: Dar Aufkommen des Nationalsozia lismus in Schleswig-Holstein 
(Neumünster, 1982); idem., "Von 'poiitischen Neutralitat' zur 'Braunen Synode': Evangelische Kirche und 
Nationalsozialismus in SchIeswig-Holstein (1 930-3 3)," Zeitschnp der Gesellschafl für Schleswig-Holsteinischen 
Geschichte 107 (1982): 238-153. 

225 Hamilton, Hitler, 100, 18 1-82, and passim. 

"6 McLeod Religion, 10 1. 

227 Nico Passchier, "The Electoral Geography of the Nazi Landslide," in Stein Larsen et al. (eds.), Who Were the 
Fuscists: Social Roots of European Fasclsrn (Bergen, 1980). Passchier defmes "Nazi rnobilization regions" as 
permutations using urbanlrtiral, Protestant/Catholic and "political opportunity space" variables. See also Jeremy 
Noakes and Geoffiey Pridham (eds.), Nazisrn 1919-1945: A Documentary Reader, 3 VOIS. (Exeter, 1983-88), 1: 82. 



urban-rural variables exist other markers of reiigiosity. "Diaspora" areas, Protestant enclaves 

within larger Catholic areas, tended to register higher rates of Protestant religiosity than 

confessionally homogeneous areas? Upper and Middle Franconia, Protestant enclaves in 

Bavaria known to be especially pious, saw massive support for the Nazi party even before the 

NSDAP's electoral breakthrough in 1930." In July 1932,39.9 percent of the Franconian vote 

went to the NSDAP, compared with 20.4 percent in mostly Catholic lower Bavaria. In the 

smaller communities the voting percentages ran much higher: Uffenheim 8 1, Rothenburg 83, 

Neustadt 79.2, Ansbach 76.3, Dinkelsbiihl71.2, Gunzenhausen 72.5."O 

Confessionally mixed areas also tended to be more religious. Baden was one such case. 

Protestants were concentrated in the north of the state, and were known for their high 

religiosity?' In contrast to the Catholic south, which saw near total opposition to the Nazis, this 

part of the state saw a 'Wear ascendancy of the Nazi party.""' Confessionally rnixed towns 

presented similar results. In Bonn, the Protestant Mittelstand made up the bulk of the party's 

following, while the entire Catholic population for the most part stayed awayY3 The Ruhr t o m  

of Kaiserswerth, which contained a large Catholic hospital and Catholic retirement home, as well 

as a Protestant hospitai and Protestant female religious order (Diakonissen), provides a 

particularly revealing example. While the Catholic polling areas retumed 7.6 percent of their 

vote for the NSDAE', the Protestant precinct that retumed the highest Nazi vote (70.2 percent) 

228 Thomas Nipperdey, Religion im Um bruch: Deutschland 18 70- 1918 (Munich, l988), 1 19-20. 

229 Rainer Harnbrechi, Der Aufstieg der NSDAP in Mittel- und Obefianken (1935- 1933) (Nuremberg, 1976), 
passim; Ian Kershaw, Popular Opinion and Political Dissent in the n i r d  Reich: Bavaria 1933-1945 (Oxford, 
1983), 2 1-29. 

"O Hamilton, Hitler, 39. 

232 Ernst Braunche, "Die NSDAP in Baden 1928-1933: Der Weg nir Macht," in Thomas Schnabel (ed.), Die 
Mach tergrerfing in Siidwesthtsch land (Stuttgart, 1 WU), 1 5-48; JO hnpeter Grill, The Nazi Party in Bacien, 1920- 
1945 (Chape1 Hill, 1983). 

233 Victor Haag, Politzkche Wahlen in Bonn, 1919-1933 (Bonn, 1989). 



had its polling place directly in the institute, where the votes of the sisters and their patients were 

in~Iuded.~Vrotestant piety was also stronger in areas with histories of partible inheritance and 

small-plot famiing, like Swabia and portions of Hesse. These areas, dong with Franconia and 

northem Baden, "counted among the most pious areas of Protestant Ge~many."~' They also 

exhibited strong tendencies to vote Nazi: in Hesse, where 5 1 percent of the population lived in 

cornmunities of 5,000 or less, the NSDAP won over 40 percent of the vote in 1932.36 Even in 

Protestant regions not especially known for their religiosity, like Westphalia, smaller 

communities were known to stand out as exceptions. While the Protestant portion of Westphalia 

generally registered lower percentages of Nazi votes when compared with other Protestant 

regions,"' in some especially pious cornrnunities, the Nazis did extremely well? 

The literature on the voting behavior of women during the late Weimar period also points 

to religion as a possible determinant of the Nazi vote. According to Ji11 Stephenson, some major 

points conceming women's voting behavior afier 191 8 are generally agreed upon. First, women 

voted far more strongly than men for clericaVconservatives parties, '%th the accent on 

clerical."'19 Childers points out that Protestant women in Weimar Germany were more inclined 

than men to vote for parties emphasizing religious themes. In Pmtestant areas the DNVP and 

specifically evangelical interest groups, like the Christlich-Sozialer Volksrlienst, benefited fiom 

234 Hamilton, Hitler, 183. 

235 Smith, Nationalism, 90. 

236 For Swabia, see Wolfgang Domanis, Nationalsonalisrnl~s: Krieg und BevClkerung (Munich, 1977) and Zdenek 
Zofka, Die Ausbreitung des Nationalsozialisrnus auf dent Lande (Munich, 1979). For Hesse, see Eike Hennig (ed.), 
Hessen Untenn Hakenkreuz: Studien zur Durchsemng der NSDAP in Hessen (Frankfûrt a.M., 1983) and Eberhard 
Schon, Die Entstehung des Nationalsozialisrnus in Hessen (Meisenheim, 1972). 

237 Heilbromer and Mühiberger, "Catholicism," 230. 

"' See especially He&-lürgen Trütken-Kirsch, "Die Landgemeinde Schale und der NationalsoziaIismus: Von 
der Aiiianz zurn partiellen Dissens," Jahrbuch fiir WestfiZZische Kirchengeschichte 86 ( 1992): 347-36 1. 
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this-240 Secondly, after 1930, the percentage of women in the Nazi vote rose sharply. Childers 

argues that in 1932 especially, the party made enormous gains arnong Protestant women, to the 

extent that women outnumbered men in the Nazi constituency for the first time (at Least in those 

areas where votes were tabulated by gender)?' Falter is more qualified in his analysis, 

demonstrating that women outnumbered men in the 1932 Nazi constituency only in Protestant 

towns under 2000 - where religiosity was higher.'" 

Other indices point to female religiosity as a direct contributor to the Nazis' social base. 

According to Michael Phayer, the Protestant Women's Service, a chuch activist organization 

and offshoot of the Protestant Women's Auxiliary, estirnated that between 80 and 90% of its 

members were also members of the Nazi ~arty.'~' As well, there was considerable overlap in the 

class composition of the Women's Auxiliary and the NSDAP: shopkeepers, handicrafts and civil 

servants were over-represented in urban areas, while both workers and members of the urban 

elite were also pre~ent . '~  This leads Phayer to conclude that Protestant women did not vote for 

the Nazis out of class motives: "Protestant women [chose], rather, to view their attraction to 

national socialism in religious term~.""~ Stephenson similarly points to the religiosity of women 

in the Nazi Women's Group (NS-Frauenschafr), stating "many Nazi women activists had a 

genuine persona1 religious con~iction."'~~ 

140 Childers, Voter, 188-89. 

24 1 Ibid., 260. 

'47 Falter, Wühler, 144. By contras& female support for Nazism proved weakest in rural Catholic areas; that is, in 
areas o f  greater Catholic religiosity. In Protestant towns with more than 2000, male and female voting for the 
NSDAP was alrnost equal (ibid.). 
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As Stephenson puts it, "%le the Christian religion made some women proof against the 

Nazi appeal, particularly in Catholic strongholds, a desire to defend Christianity at al1 costs &ove 

other women to support [the] pa~ty.'''~' Phayer suggests that "ose Protestants who were most 

active in the church and most devoted to their religion voted for Hitler." On the other hand, 

"those Catholics who were least ultramontane and least consistent in the sacramental life of their 

church voted for 11irn."~~' Protestant wornen saw the NSDAP7s aims dovetail with their own on 

issues such as the declining birth rate (a  sign of "national decadence"), the question of abortion 

nghts, as well as a host of "evils" which were associated with urban society: prostitution, 

divorce, pornography, femuùsm and experimental t h e a t e ~ " ~  

Aside kom these largely secular indices, there are also explicitly religious indicators that 

the pious Protestant tended toward Nazism. M e r  the NSDAP's electoral breakthrough in 1930, 

the Christliche Welt reported on the comment of a theology student who belonged to the SA that 

"almost al1 students of theology in his university were National Socialists." Martin Rade 

reported that in north German universities that year, "about 90 percent of the Protestant 

theologians appear at lectures with the National Socialist party badge?' In schools as well as 

universities, explicitly Protestant Christian organizations went over to the Nazis. In 193 1, the 

German Students' Bible Circle reported that 70 percent of its members supported Nazisrn "with 

ardent sympathy." One executive pastor in a Berlin church noted that Nazi influence on 

Protestant youth was "extremely strong" and welcomed it "fiom the religious point of view": 

247 Stephenson, "Women," 44. 

248 Phayer, Women, 75. 

149 Baranowski, "Sanctity," 12; Stephenson, "Women," 38. Stephenson States that "the appeal to non-proletarians 
on the whole came more naturally because the NSDAP's leaders ... shared the political, economic, social, and moral 
prejudices of the middle classes and also of the Christian churches" (38). 

250 Quoted in Scholder, Churches, 1 : 13 1. 



"My best former and present confirmation candidates are d l   nazi^."^' Another organization, the 

Alliance for Christian Scholars, noted the appeal of Nazism for Protestant Christian youth: 'The 

self-discipline of the young Nazis is nothing short of exemplary and autornatically raises them 

above the others, involuntarily giving them a position of leadership. From the church's point of 

view, therefore, I welcome this m o ~ e m e n t . " ~ ~  When Hitler finally assurned power in January 

1933, the MLKZ proclaimed that the occasion provided at least 80 percent of professed 

Protestants with "a clear sol~tion.'"~ Rates of entering and leaving the Protestant church also 

indicate a direct link between Protestant religiosity and the nse of the NSDAP. As Rita 

Thalmann demonstrates, in al1 of Gemany approximately 200,000 people left the Protestant 

churches in 1932, while only 50,000 joined them. With some variation, these figures were fairly 

typical for the preceding seven years. In 1933, however, the rate of church-leaving 

(KNThenaustritt) plummeted to a little over 50,000 while the number joining the churches s e -  

rocketed to almost 325,000.x4 The highest rates of Kirchenoustritt were obtained in the large 

industrial cities, where the Nazis expenenced their lowest electoral r e m s .  The number of 

church-joiners outweighed the number of church-leavers in al1 regions, including urban areas, in 

1933.= 

If a case can be made for a link between Protestant piety and a tendency to vote Nazi, 

how do we account for the presence of Catholics in the NSDAP electorate? Analyses of the 

Nazis' Catholic electorate generally have only observed their under-representation. As with 

Protestants in the Nazi vote, no explicit work has been undertaken to determine a relationship - 

251 Ibid. 

2.52 Ibid. 

254 Rita Thalmanu, Protestantisme et nationalisme en Allemagne de 1900 a 1945 (Paris, 1976), 37. 

255 Ibid., 37-42. Separate statistics are given for Berlin, Hamburg, the RbineIand, Pomerania, Bavaria, 
Württemberg, Silesia, Schieswig-Holstein and Thuringia. 
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either negative or positive - between Catholic religious feeling and a tendency to support 

Nazism. For the most part, however, membership in the Catholic Church is regarded as a barrier 

to voting Nazi. More than anyone else, Oded Heilbronner has suggested that the Catholic 

portion of the Nazi electorate receive greater attention. His findings lead hirn to conclude that 

Catholics were more present in the party's electorate than is usually admitted by other 

s~holars."~ However, in an attempt to explain why this minority of Catholics would have voted 

Nazi, he points out that they "had refiained fkom integrating into the Catholic milieu since the 

nineteenth century. It does seem ... that Catholics in those areas which had already voted for the 

nationalist, anti-clencal [and Protestant] National Liberal Party before 19 14 .. . continued with 

their particular political culture thereafter?' Heilbronner's conclusion actually complements 

the arguments made here; whereas Protestant religiosity was a positive indicator for voting Nazi, 

Catholic religiosity served to impede such an attraction. 

It would certainly be erroneous to deny the significance of other, more secular, issues for the 

Nazi appeal to Protestant voters. Yet it is worth asking what links existed between members of a 

social group that saw itself threatened by the pluralist political and social forces of the republic, 

and the rise of a movement that promised to rid Germany of such forces. The near-total 

absorption of the Protestant electorate by the Nazi party in 1932 and 1933, leaving intact only the 

Center party's Catholic constituency and the marxist parties' disproportionately secular 

co~s t i t uency ,~~  made the NSDAP into a kind of Protestant Center party. It was the fist  party to 

256 Oded Heilbronner, "The Failure that Succeeded: Nazi Party Activity in a Catholic Region in Germany, 1929- 
1932," Journal of Contemporary History 3 (1992): 53 1-549. 

257 HeiIbromer and Mühlberger, "Catholicisrn," 238-39. 

258 The Nandbuchjür den Preuflbchen Landtag 1932, reporting on confessional affiliations in the newly elected 
Landtag, pointed out that of 93 SPD deputies, 11 were Protestant, 2 Catholic, 1 Jewish, 16 "confessionless," and 45 
"reIigionless" (the remaining 18 did not indicate their religion; it is likely that a minority among this number were 
nominal or active Jews). Of 57 KPD deputies, 3 were confessionless and 54 religionless. By contrast, not one 
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achieve the longed for Sarnmlung (or "rallying together") of Protestant Germans, providing 

Protestant voters with an ideological Volkspartei of the right and displacing those minor 

Protestant parties of Weimar conceived along class or economic lines. 

Conclusion 

Even though historians continue to debate whether the separate components of the Nazi 

Weltanschauung were original, most continue ?O assume that it was a bricolage, a unique mixture 

not present in previous movements or ideologies. As Richard Evans has written: 'Wo sensible 

histonan has argued that the total package of Nazism was present in earlier social or econornic 

movements or ideol~gies ."~~ The evidence presented so far in this study confirms this view. We 

have already seen how paganists and positive Chrïstians parted Company over the place of 

Christianity in the movement. However, for the party's positive Christians, the basic 

cornponents of their ideological package could be found in one form or another within most 

varîeties of Protestantism. In most respects, the Nazis' positive Christianity matched the secular 

views of Stockerite Lutheranism, including antisemitism, antimarxism, antiliberalism, and 

antiultramontanism; a valonzation of the ' 'Me man"; and the utopia of a harmonious 

Volksgemeinschafl. At the same t h e ,  the ecclesiastical views of positive Christianity bore a 

close resemblance to those of liberal Protestantisrn - rejection of the Christian state, the 

confessional school, and the Old Testament. Even the paganists' emphasis on an individualist 

faith, emphasizing a direct connection with God £kee of the temporal interference of the clergy, 

found some resonance in the doctrinal stance of liberal Protestantism. By no means did 

NSDAP deputy was listed as either confessiodess, religionless or not responding: "Das Religionsbekenntnis im 
Landtag," Das Evangelische Berlin, 24/7/32 (in Evangelisches Zentralarchiv in Berlin bereafter EZA] 14/589). 

259 Richard Evans, Rereading German History: From Un1;fication to Reunification, 1800-1996 (London, 1997), 
130. 
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adherence to any one of these tenets make one a Nazi. What was striking rather was the amount 

of common ideological and doctrinal ground, the set of shared signifiers, between certain 

varieties of political Protestantism and the Nazis' positive Christianity. 

The Pmssian church administration proclaimed on Easter Day, 1933: ''This year the 

Easter message of the nsen Christ goes forth in Germany to a people to whorn God has spoken 

by rneans of a great tuming point in history. We h o w  that we are at one with al1 Protestant 

fellow believers in joy at the awakening of the deepest powers of our nation to a patriotic 

consciousness, to a bue comrnunity of the Voolk, and to a religious renewal. ... [Tlhe church 

knows itself bound in gratitude to the leadership of the new Gemiany. It is joyfülly prepared to 

cooperate in the national and moral renewal of our pe~ple." '~ The presence of Protestants who 

opposed Nazi ideology demonstrates that supporting the movernent was not a matter of fate for 

German Protestantisrn. There were certain varieties of Protestant who joined the rnajority of 

Germans who did not support the rnovernent. Nazism was therefore not the only possible 

outcome of a politicized Protestantism during Weimar. To Say this nevertheless brings into 

sharper focus the volition of the rnajority of religious Protestants that did support Nazism. As 

Nazis and Protestants often insisted, Nazi views on politics, society, church and school were 

rooted neither in a hostility to Christianity nor in a contemporary heresy. As we shall see in the 

fo llowing chap ters, the continued (and contingent) existence of this perception remained largely 

intact in the years after the Nazi seizure of power. 

260 Quoted in Scholder, Churches, 1: 236. 



5 'LNational Elevation": Religion in the New Germany 

When I hear that a 'Germanic wedding' is to be celebrated, 1 have 
to ask: my God, what do you understand to be a Germanic 
wedding? What do you understand to be National Socialism? - 
Hermann Goring' 

Chapter Two argued that many Nazi leaders took a positive stance towards Christianity, even as 

some of them attacked the churches. It also explored how and why anticlerical attacks were 

leveled not against both churches equally, but in nearly al1 cases against the Catholic Church. 

These positive Christians adhered to a supraconfessional faith that overlooked doctrinal and 

theological "haïr-splitting." In Chapter Three, we explored the views of those Nazis who 

attacked Christianity, as well as the battles that took place between them and positive Chnstians. 

We also discovered a significant degree of ambiguity and ambivalence in these paganists' views. 

Both Ludendorff and Rosenberg betrayed a clear preference for Protestantism over Catholicisrn, 

even as they openly declared Christianity in loto to be an enerny. We now him our aîtention to 

the period after the seinire of power, to assess what kinds of changes took place in the religious 

views of the party leadership. Where are continuities more easily discemed? Did Nazis become 

more anti-Christian as they increased their hold on power? Did the paganists of the rnovement 

nse to hegernonic dorninance in the party? Did the "regime" phase of Nazisrn betray an anti- 

Christian agenda hidden from view during the "movement" phase? 

As we shall see, lines of continuity between the Kanzpfzeit and the first years of the Third 

Reich were considerable. But new voices are heard as well: most importantly Hermann Goring's 

and Wilhelm Frick's arnong the positive Christians, and Heinrich Himmler's and Reinhard 

Heydrich's arnong the anti-Christians. The intersections of religious and secular identities 

remained as cornplex as before. Public statements are relied upon more heavily in this chapter, 



partly because there are fewer sources for Hitler's private views for this penod, and partly 

because die Nazis, now occupied with practical matters of state, had less time to engage each 

other in ideological debate. Nonetheless, even on public occasions, the positive Christians made 

no attempt to mute their mingling of nationaiist-vülkisch and Christian metaphors for the sake of 

clencal support. Nor did they pretend that the churches would be equal partners of the new state. 

They left no doubt in their public declarations that the state and the Volk held absolute priority 

over any one church or confession. At the sanie tirne, these leaders of the party continued to 

rnaintain that their practical policies were the fniit bom of Point 24 of the Party Program. On the 

other side, some paganists rose to prominence. These Nazis were strikingly honest about their 

dislike of the Christian religion. Even though the public discourse of the Nazis after 1933 is 

usually regarded as nothing if not opportunistic, 'paganist" Nazis refused to pose as Christians 

for propaganda purposes. They refused to make pious allusions to the Bible for the sake of 

public consumption, and were quite open about their own religious agendas. But their ambitions 

to project their religious platform on the party were rebuffed. Even while Heinrich Himmler 

gained v a t  power in the Nazi state, this was in spite of his religious views, not because of them. 

Within the party, positive Christians showed no sign of losing power to the paganists on the issue 

of religious affiliation. Both retained their adherents and relative strengths, even as the paganists 

made persistent efforts to gain hegemony. 

Positive Christians in the Party Leadership 

On 1 February 1933, two days afler the seizure of power, Hitler addressed the German nation as 

Reich Chancellor for the first time. f i s  first words were: "We are determined, as leaders of the 

nation, to fulfill as a national government the task which has been given to us, swearing fidelity 

' Positives Christentum, 3/11/35. 



only to God, our conscience, and our Volk." Later in the speech, Hitler proclaimed: "Thus the 

national govemment will regard its fint and foremost duty to restore the iinity of spirit and 

purpose of our Volk. It will preserve and defend the foundations upon which the power of our 

nation rests. It will take Chnstianity, as the basis of our collective morality, and the farnily as the 

nucleus of our Volk and state, under its h protection." After outlining the agenda of the new 

govemment - the defeat of communism, compulsory labor service, return to the land and an 

aggressive new foreign policy - the speech ended once more on a pious note: "May God 

Almighty take our work into his grace, give true form to our will, bless our insight, and endow us 

with the trust of our Volk. For we want to fight not for ounelves, but for Germany!"' 

Shortly after the Reichstag f i e  and on the night before the crucial Reichstag elections of 

5 March, Hitler spoke in Konigsberg. He proclaimed: "Lord God, rnay we never hesitate or 

become cowardly, may we never forget the duty we have assumed .... We are al1 proud that 

through God's gracious help we have again become true Gemans."' The strong Christian tone 

of Hitler in public becomes even more significant when it is remembered that these were not 

speeches on church-state relations, meant for an audience of clergymen, but rather on the very 

future of the Nazi state. On 23 March, the day the Enabling Law was passed, Hitler addressed 

the new Reichstag for the first time, and again employed a Christian language: 

The govemment, determined to carry out the political and moral purification [Entgzpung] 
of our public life, creates and secures the prerequisites for a mily deep, inner religiosity 
. . . . The national goverment sees in the two Christian confessions the most important 
factors for the preservation of our nationality. It will respect the treaties concluded 
between them and the States; their rights shall not be violated. But the govemment 
expects and hopes that the work on the national and moral elevation of our Volk which it 
has made its task will, on the other hand, be equally respected . . . . The stniggle against a 
materialistic conception of the world and for the production of a true Peoples' 

- - - - - - - - - 

Max Domarus (ed.), Hitler: Reden und Proklarnationen 1932-1945,2 vols. (Würzburg, 1962-64). 1 : 19 1-94. 

YB, 6/3/33. 



Community serves both the interests of the German nation and our Christian faith.' 

This speech c e r t d y  had its political uses, for instance helping to secure the Center party's 

endorsement of the Enabling Law.' Indeed, most church historians have noted the frequency of 

Hitler's religious intonations in the year of the seizure of power with great skepti~ism.~ The 

"Potsdam Day" of 2 1 March, when the new Reichstag was opened with a state ceremony in the 

Protestant Gaxrïson Church, replete with numerous religious services, is regarded by EUaus 

Scholder as a "masterpiece of propaganda."' While the h o u s  image of Hitler obsequiously 

shaking Hindenburg's hand at the end of the ceremony is an obvious deceitY8 there is no 

empirical evidence that Hitler's religious expressions were likewise deceptive. Even while 

Scholder takes a cynical view of "Potsdam Day," he concedes: "It is too simple to see al1 this as 

no more than a National Socialist propaganda show .... Rather, there was beyond doubt a real 

religious dimension in Hitler.'" 

In a speech celebrating Gemany's exit fkom the League of Nations, Hitler again touched 

4 Dokurnente zztr Kirchenpolitik des Dritten Reiches, 3 vols., edited by Carsten Nicolaisen (Munich, 197 1-94), 1: 
23-24. 

See, for exarnple, Rudolf Morsey, Die Protokofle der Reichstagflraktion und des Frc~ktionsvorstanlles der 
deutschen Zentntrnspartei 1926-1933 (Mainz, 1970)' 627 ff. Klaus Scholder contends that the Center voted for the 
Enabling Law, and its own extinction, in return for Nazi assurances of a Concordat with the Vatican: The Churches 
and the Third Reich, 2 vols. (London, 1 987-88), 1 : 244-48. 

6 See, inter alia, Conway, The Nazi Persecution of the Churches (London, 1968)' 20; Denzler and Fabricius, 
Christen und Nationalsozialzkten, 59-60. Günter Brakelmann notes that Hitier made more references to Christianity 
in his public speeches than other chancellor since 1918: see fiis "Nationalprotestantisrnus und Nationalsozialismus," 
in Christian Jamen et al, (eds.), Von der Aufgabe der Freiheit: Po filzrche Verantwortzrng und bürgerliche 
Gesellscha@ im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert (Berlin, 1995), 338. 

' Scholder, Churches, 1: 225. Scholder also refers to the occasion as the "Fraud of Potsdam." 

Not aU historians are in agreement on the meaning of Hitler's social etiquette. ReciMg Berlin socialite Bella 
Fromm's description of Hitler's fnst social appearance after his appointment, Jererny Noakes argues that Hitler 
"displayed an Austrian petty-bourgeois awe of the nobility": "Hitler's eagerness to obtain the good graces of the 
princes present was subject to much comment. He bowed and clicked and al1 but h e l t  in his zeal to pIease ... he 
dashed personally to bring the princesses refieshrnents from the buffet. He aImost slid off the edge of his chair after 
they had offered him a seat in their rnost gracious company": Quoted in Jeremy Noakes, 'Wazisrn and High 
Socieq," in Michael Burleigh (ed.), Confionting the Nazi Past: Nav Debates on Modern German History (New 
York, 1996), 60-61. 

9 Scholder, Churches, 1 : 226-27. 



[Allong with the fi& for a p u e r  morality we have taken upon ourselves the struggle 
against the decomposition of our religion. ... We have therefore taken up the struggle 
against the Godless movement, and not just with a few theoretical declarations; we have 
stamped it out. And above al1 we have dragged the priests out of the iowlands of the 
political party struggle and have brought them back into the church. It is our will that 
they never return to an area which is not made for them, and which will inevitably bring 
them into opposition to millions of people, who in their hearts [Nn Inneni] want to be 
faithful, but who want to see priests who serve God and not a political party.I0 

This declaration was quite consistent with Hitler's speeches earlier in the year, and also with the 

basic attitude he laid out - pnvately as well as publicly - in the "time of struggle." As in Mein 

Kampf, Hitler chose to remain "above churches." Insisting that Nazism as a state would not 

distinguish between Protestant and Catholic, he recognized only a common supra-Christian faith. 

True to his promise, Hitler defended Chnstianity against the "Godless" movement, outlawing the 

Socialist and Communist parties very early after the seizure of power. At the same time, he quite 

openly attacked the "meddling" of priests in parliamentary politics. However, this attack was not 

aimed at both confessions equally: the political engagement of Catholic pnests via the Center 

party was being attacked here, not the political engagement of Protestant pastors, who, after the 

seizure of power as before it, fiequently could be counted arnong the members of the NSDAP. 

In the Kampfzeit, Hitler had insisted that the Nazi fight against the Jew accorded with 

Christian practice. He continued this theme after the seizure of power as well. Ln a reception for 

the Catholic Bishop Berning on 26 April, Hitler freely conceded that: "1 have been attacked 

because of my handling of the Jewish question." But he irnmediately tied his attitude towards 

the Jews with the church's historical position: 'The Catholic Church considered the Jews 

IO Dokumente zur Kirchenpolitik, 1 : 1 66. 

" The reference was to article 32 of the Concordat with the Vatican, which specifically prohïbited Catholic 
clergymen fiom engaging in political activity (ibid., 166, 198). 



pestilent for fifieen hundred years [sic], put them in ghettos, etc, because it recognized the Jews 

for what they were. In the epoch of liberalkm the danger was no longer recognized. 1 am 

movhg back toward the time in which a fi fieen-hundred-year-long tradition was implemented. 1 

do not set race over religion, but I recognize the representatives of this race as pestilent for the 

state and for the church and perhaps 1 am thereby doing Christianity a great service by pushing 

them out of schools and public functions."" Certainiy the strategic usefulness of such a 

statement - to disarm possible criticism of Nazi antisemitism fkom Catholic quarters - cannot 

be overlooked. However, there is again no direct evidence that Hitler did not believe what he 

said on this occasion. 

The following years showed no change in Hitler's insistence that Nazism stood on the 

foundation of positive Christianity. In a speech at the Ehrenbreitstein fortress in Koblenz on 26 

August 1934, Hitler directly addressed the growing tensions between the party and sections of 

the clerical establishment: 

1 know that here and there the objection has been raised: you have deserted Christianity. 
No, not we, but those who came before us .... There has been no interference, nor will 
there be any, with the teachings or religious freedom of the confessions. To the contrary, 
the state protects religion, though always under the condition that that it will not be used 
as a disguise for political purposes. ... 1 know that there are thousands of priests who are 
not merely reconciled with the present state, but who gladly cooperate with it. And 1 am 
of the opinion that this cooperation will grow ever closer and more intimate. Where c m  
our interests be more convergent than in our struggle against the syrnptoms of degeneracy 
in the contemporary world, in our struggle against cultural bolshevism, against the 
Godless movement, against criminality, and for a social conception of community, for the 
conquest of class war and class haû-ed, or civil war and unrest, strife and discord. These 
are not anti-Christian, but rather Christian principles! " 

Here Hitler affirmed the view he put forward before the seimre of power that " We are rhefirst to 

exhume these teachings! Through us alone, and not until now, do these teachings celebrate their 

'"uoted in Saul Friedliinder, Nazi Gemany and the Jews: The Yean of Persecution. 1933-1939 (New York, 
1997), 47. 

l 3  VB, 28/8/34. 



resurrection! . . . [Wle intend to raise the treasures of the living Christ!"I4 

Many of these themes were echoed by others in the Nazi leadership, notably Hermann 

Goring. As the "second man in the Third Reich," Goring ranked among the most powerful Nazis 

up to the Second World War. Goring played a very minor role in expounding Nazi ideology 

before 1933. But there are significant, if fleeting, indicators that he considered himself to be, 

among other things, a religious Protestant. When defending the Nazi party's refisal to commit 

to paganism in a letter to the Tannenberg League, Gregor Strasser pointed out that many 

members of the party's leadership were known Protestants; along with the outspokenly 

Protestant Walter Buch and Wilhelm Frick, Strasser narned G ~ r i n g . ' ~  And in 1930, when the 

Protestant League was considering political cooperation with the Nazis, Wilhelm Fahrenhorst, 

the head of the League, wrote to Gonng to determine the NSDAP's ideological relationship to 

Protestantism. l6 

In a speech he gave on 12 November 1933, Goring picked up on the themes Hitler had 

sounded earlier that year, but with greater stridency: "In our ten year struggle we have changed 

the people, that they would no longer be republicans or monarchists, Catholics or Protestants, but 

Germans. ... He who would violate this unity of the Volk, betrays the entire nation! Neither the 

red rats nor the black moles shall ever rule over Ger~nany."'~ The reference to the Catholic 

clergy as "black moles" corresponds with Hitler's reference to 'political pnests," but again the 

Protestant clergy are left unmaligned. Nor does Goring's reference to "German" replacing 

14 Henry Ashby Turner (ed.), Hitler: Memoirs of a ConfIdant (New Haven, 19 8S), 139-40 (emphasis in the 
original). 

'' BAS N S  22/1069 (28 November 1930: Munich). 

16 BAZ N S  12/638 (20 December 1930: Berlin). Goring was at this point not yet the "nurnber two man" in the 
Nazi rnovement. Goring suggested that Fahrenhorst contact Schernm, describing him as the party's spokesman on 
religious questions. 



"Catholic" and "Protestant" suggest a fundamental antagonism to Christianify. In a 1935 speech, 

Goring upheld positive Christianity: "We have told the churches that we stand for positive 

Christianity. Through the zeal of o u  faith, the strength of our fith,  we have once again shown 

what faith means, we have once again taken the Volk, which believed in nodùng, back to faith.771s 

In the sarne speech, he attacked the pariy's paganists with unmistakable dension: 

Believe me, party cornrades: naturally there are always people at work who represent a 
type of provocateur, who have corne to us because they imagine National Socialism to be 
something other than it is, who have al1 kinds of fantastic and confked plans, who 
misunderstand National Socialist racial thought and overstate their declaration to blood 
and soi1 [Blut und Boden], and who in their romantic dreams are surrounded by Wotan 
and Thor and the like. Such exaggerations c m  h m  our movement, since they make the 
movement look ndiculous, and ridiculousness [Likherlichkeit] is always something most 
h m f u l .  When 1 hear that a 'Gemanic wedding' is to be celebrated, 1 have to ask: my 
God, what do you understand to be a Gennanic wedding? What do you understand to be 
National Sociali~rn?'~ 

That year Goring demonstrated his disdain for paganist weddings by marrying his second wife, 

Emrny, in a Lutheran service officiated by Reich Bishop Müller. (He would also give his 

daughter Edda a Lutheran baptism, much to the chagrin of paganists and those who had left the 

church.'*) Goring had delivered almost the same speech in Breslau a week before, at a party 

leadership meeting, but made it even more clear that this attack on paganism was also an attack 

on Rosenberg: "When it is maintained today that we spread an anti-Christian ideology, with 

reference made to certain writings, then 1 must reply: No! We National Socialists know only one 

fundamental work and it is called: Adolf Hitler's Mein Kampf! Nothing else is official."" Some 

'' Positives Christenturn, 3/11/35 (in BAP 62 Di 1/1 O6/l f 3). 

l9 Ibid. 

'O Many letters of cornplaint were d e n  by low-ranking pagaaistic Nazis, expressing varied levels of dismay, 
ail of them addressed to Rosenberg. See Leon Poliakov and Josef Wulf (eds.), Das Drirte Reich und seine Denker 
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Ministerpriisidenten Goring am 26. Oktober 1935," BAP R5 101/20. 



years later, Goring complained that if Rosenberg had had his way, there would be "only cult, 

Thing, myth, and that sort of swindle.'" 

In a June 1934 speech, in which he explained the expulsion of Catholic civil servants 

fkom the govemment, Goring affirmed the Christian comection, signaling an adherence to the 

theology of the orders of creation (SchopfuungsgZaube): "When the churches assert that first corne 

they, and then the Volk, then we must Say that God did not create the German person as Catholic 

or f rotestant: He gave him his sou1 in a German body with Gennan blood .. . . The National 

Socialist state does not ask whether the civil servant is Catholic. No one has had their post taken 

away because they confessed the Catholic faith - but there was a tirne when Catholic officials 

were members of the Center party."'-' In other words, only 'political Catholics" were expelled. 

There was no comparable concem expressed for Protestant officials. This was due in part to the 

fact that the Nazis could not yet dispense '%th at least partial agreement with traditional 

conservative values and their spokesmen" entrenched in the civil service, arrny and other 

sections of the established ruling classes.'' But arguably it was also due to an a f f i t y  for 

Protestantism. In a meeting of the Prussian state council the same month, Goruig addressed the 

conflict taking place in Protestantisrn between the German Christians and the Confessing 

Church. He hoped that they could overcome their disagreements, otherwise "the leading role of 

the Protestant church would be denied to Germany - which up until now has counted as the 

Ieading Protestant country, fiom which the ideas and beliefs of Luther flowed over the ~ o r l d . " ~ *  

Wilhelm Frick, Reich Minister of the Intenor, echoed al1 these themes. At a party 

EUce Frohlich (ed.), Die Tagebücher von joseph Goebbels: Siirnlliche Fragmente (Munich 1987), entry for 
13/4/37. Thing refers to the "Thïng" places, sites set up by Nordic paganists for their religious ceremonies. 

" KülnLrche Volkszeitirng, 29/6/34 (in BStA PAS 929). 

" Martin Broszaî, The Hitler State: The Foundation and Development of the Intemal Smcture of die Third 
Reich (London, 198 l), 233. 
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convention in Thuringia in 1935, where he had been the first Nazi to achieve governrnental 

power as State Interior and Culture Minister, Fnck afimied that "the party stands for positive 

Christianity. The National Socialist state is absolutely ready to work with the Christian 

churches, but the solidarity of the churches to the Volk must be a matter of course; that means 

that the churches must feel bound to the Volk and may never corne into opposition to the 

National Socialist leadership of the state? This was essentially a cal1 for the churches to 

remain "above politics," a stance which the conservative state had fostered, albeit with less 

totalizing language, in the Kaisen-eich. In accord with the "above churches" aspect of positive 

Christianity, Frick, like Goring, lamented the existence of 'konfessional" public servants. In a 

speech to the Gau leadership of Mvlünster in 1935 he proclaimed: "We National Socialists demand 

a full deconfessionalization of al1 public life." But as Frick imrnediately made clear, 

confessional pnncipally meant Catholic: "Does it still make sense to have a Catholic civil servant 

association? We want only German civil servants. Or does it make any sense to have a Catholic 

press? We do not want a Catholic press, but only a Geman press."" This went even M e r  

than Goring's speech, since it was not just members of the Center party who came in for attack. 

But whereaç "confessionalism" could not be tolerated when it was Catholic, it was quite a 

different matter when the confession was Protestant. In his Thuringia speech, Frick made this 

clear: "1 can state with pleasure that exactly in the state of Thuringia the Protestant state church 

has acknowledged this Volk ~olidarity."'~ Frick's fiendlier view of Protestantism over 

Catholicism was in keeping with sorneone who was a mernber of the Protestant church, and who 

as Reich Interior Minister Iooked after the affairs of the Protestant church until the creation of the 

DAZ, 2/6/35. 

'7 YB, 8/7/35. 
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Reich Church Ministry in 1935? 

Others in the Nazi state professed a close proximity between Nazi ideology and certain 

Christian teachings after the seinire of power. One was the newly appointed Prussian Minister 

of Education and Culture (Kultus), Gauleiter Bernhard Rust. Like his Bavarian counterpart Ham 

Schemm - who lost to Rust in his bid for the post of Reich Education Mhister created the next 

year" - Rust ernerged as a proponent of Christianity in the Nazi leadership. The Volkischer 

Beobachter announced Rust's appointment under the headline "Our Confession of Christianity: 

Education Minister Rust on his Task." Taking up the non-confessional theme of positive 

Christianity, Rust declared: "In the 150-year Wars of Religion we were, as a Reich and VoZk, 

almost destroyed. Today we stand in a bitter struggle for existence against Bolshevism. 1 appeal 

to the Christian churches of both confessions to join with us against this enemy in defense of 

their living values of belief and morality." Rust emphasized the cornrnon ideological struggle 

against Marxism: "The materialistic-bolshevistic influence on the sou1 of our people must cease. 

It is my desire to negate its effect on the German people." As did Hitler, Rust ended the speech 

on a religious note: "Trusting in God and believing in our Volk, we take up our task!"" Rust 

reiterated these themes in another speech on 23 February: 

We must overcome the materialistic worldview which is the foundation of the political 
organîzation of Marxism. Additionally, al1 powers must be surnrnoned which in their 
spiritual attitude stand opposed to Marxism, who consider the overcoming of the Marxist 
spirit as a question of religious existence. 1 intend very soon to Eulfill my promise and to 

29 Scholder, Churches, 1 : 308. 

'O Hitler's confildant Otto Wagener believed Schemm was easily the more qualified candidate. According to him, 
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summon the Christian churches of both confessions, through a program submitted to 
thern, to cooperation against the Godless movement.'' 

Rust backed up his claim two days later, ordering teachers who had lefi their church to retum to 

religious schools of their original confession." He ordered as well that religious instruction be 

introduced to trade schools and that the nurnber of secular schooIs be reduced, "in order to 

prevent the retum of pagani~rn."~ 

On the subject of paganism Rust's tone became distinctly negative. In a speech of July 

1934, he stated: "We have not fought to build a paganistic temple, but to mite the German Volk 

for al1 eteniity. We do not build temples against the Christian church, we do not want Valhalla 

as a substitute for a Christian heavenaWf5 Through his later fights with Rosenberg, Rust would 

prove that he indeed had little sympathy for paganism. He even found the variety of Chnstianity 

propagated b y Arthur Dinter, Nazisrn's erstwhile "second Luther," unacceptable. In December 

1935 Rust ordered that no mernbers of Dinter's Deutsche Volhkirche sect would be allowed to 

sit on school boards. He prohibited them and others of the "same line" fiom engaging in 

Protestant religious instr~ction.~~ 

Ham Schemm, Reich leader of the National Socialist Teachers' League (NSLB) and 

newly appointed Bavarian Kultusminister, showed no lessening of the Christian commitrnent he 

displayed before the Nazis took power. On 28 March 1933, twelve days after taking office, 

Schemm laid out the officia1 policy of his ministry: 

1) Our schools, like our state, stand on national and Christian foundations. ... 3) Teachers 

32 YB, 24/2/3 3 .  

33 Dokumente zur Kirchenpolitik, 1 : 5. 
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who affect their ffeethinking and marxist principles in the school can no longer carry out 
their teaching in Bavarian schools. 4) It is henceforth the goal of the Education Ministry 
that every child in Bavarian schools shall be made familiar with the principles of the 
Christian and national state. ... 5) The state will with al1 means at its disposa1 establish the 
foundations of the life of our state in its children: defense, honor, love of fatherland, faith 
in God, love of father and mother .... 8) Al1 intellectual activity is to be kept f?om 
religious instruction. Religious instruction is nothing other than seMce to the sou1 of 
children. Faith in God and the personality of the teacher must be expressed in a realistic 
instruction filled with religious ~incerity.'~ 

Like Rust, Schemm believed the enemies of Nazism and Christianity were identical: "In accord 

with our calling, 'Our religion is called Christ, our politics Germany,' both confessions must join 

hands in Christian faith for common cultural work in service for the totality, for God and Volk, 

and in battle against Marxism and Bolshevism, which destroy God and VOW"'~ Like Rust, 

Schemm backed up these words with actions: on 26 April he formally restored obligatory 

religious instruction and student participation in church festivitied9 In June Schemrn again 

acted according to these convictions, ordering that sporting activities were not to be held on 

Sunday mornings, in order to accommodate church services. Leaders of al1 youth groups were to 

make necessary arrangements for students under their super~ision.'~ The Nazi Kultusrninister of 

Baden, in a confidential letter to Frick, fûlly endorsed Schernm's enforcement of compulsory 

religious instruction." 

In a speech the following year, Schernm stressed that Nazism did not care about the 

individual's confession: "It does not matter whether one prays as a Catholic or a Protestant, since 

37 DoLumente zur Kirchenpolitik, 1 : 28-29. 

38 Ibid., 1: 29. Schemm reiterated these points in a document written in iate Iune 1933, when the NSDAP no 
longer needed to court the political favor of the Reichstag's Christian parties: "Die wichterigen Massnahmen des 
Bayer. Staatsrninisteriums für Unterricht und Kultus seit der nationalen Erhebung. Gegenwartige Aufgaben und 
Probleme," BAZ NS 12/8 (27 June 1933: Bayreuth). 
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the lord God is neither Catholic nor Protestant, but simply the father of us all. We wage a sharp 

struggle against al1 those who want to lead people in this direction." Here Schemm de- 

emphasized confessionalism in the same way that Rust and other Nazi leaders kequently did. 

But like these other leaders, Schernm also attacked political Catholicism: 'The Center and 

Bavarian People's parties have worked together with the atheists. As I have O ften said, the 

Center was the most atheistic party that ever wallced the earth."" Like Goring and Frick, 

Schemrn could not hide his disdain for political Catholicism, even while he maintained an 

impartial posture towards both confessions. 

Schemrn never publicly declared that Protestantism was to be favored by the Nazis. But 

a telling episode revealed that behind the stated confessional neutrality of Schernrn's positive 

Chnstianity stood an agenda designed to protect Protestant interests. In Febmary 1935 the Reich 

govemor of Bavaria, Franz Ritter von Epp, received an anonymous letter of cornplaint about 

anti-Christian actions being taken in the schools. That year, Schemm ordered that the new 

school year would begin on 24 Apnl, which was also Ash Wednesday. The first Sunday of the 

school year would therefore fa11 on the Pentecost (Whitsun). The author asked: "How are the 

h a 1  preparations for the first communicants possible, when the children are kept in school the 

entire day? ... Such an order ... arouses deep indignation in the entire Catholic population." The 

author suggested that this made a mockery of the party's positive Christian platform: "[Schernrn 

states] 'We stand on the foundation of Christianity', but it does not occur to him to respect 

Catholic celebrations, as he simply elirninates our beautiful holidays without consulthg pope or 

bishops, while Catholics, on the other hand, have to keep the Bu& und Bettag. Which Catholic 

celebrations rnust the Protestants k e e ~ ? " ~  Citing disturbing trends in govemment practice, the 

- p p  " Saanrbnicker Landeszeitung, 3 1/7/34 (in BAZ NS 12/14). 
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cornplainant did not look to atheism or paganism to explain this anti-Catholic behavior: 

Herr Schemrn cannot deny his Kulturkampf past in Bayreuth. It is not enough that only 
Protestants obtain leadùig posts in the Kultzis department, apparently on principle - now 
Protestants have been appointed as principals in the old and new grammar schools 
[Gymnasien] in Wiuzburg, even though at both institutions there are alrnost no Protestant 
students, so that in Würzburg al1 the higher institutions of learning are headed by 
Protestants. Are we Catholics second class citizens, allowed only to pay taxes and 
contribute to collections? It is not lmown whether perhaps in Protestant towns Catholics 
are appointed to leading posts." 

Schemm proved that those who had displayed a positive attitude to Christianity before 

the seizure of power continued to do so afterwards. Another such example was Walter Buch the 

party's supreme judge. In a 1935 article on the German family, one of his favorite themes fiom 

the Kampfzeit, Buch revealed that his Lutheran piety had not diminished: 'Wever more than in 

the last ten years has the huth behind Luther's words been more evident: 'The farnily is the 

source of everyone's blessing and misfortune'." As with Schemrn, Buch tied Christianity to the 

question of antisemitism, suggesting, as did his friends in the Bund für derrtsche Kirche, that 

Jesus had been an Aryan: "The heresies and enticements of the French Revolution alIowed the 

pious Gerrnan to totally forget that the guest in his house cornes fiom the Volk who nailed the 

Savior to the cross. ... In the nineteenth century the lie of the rabbis' sons, that the Holy Scripture 

made the Savior into a Jew, finally bore fkuit. That his entire character and learning betrayed 

Germanic blood, however, had been made a certainty by the poet of the savior, Meister 

Ekkehart .... When Luther turned his attention to the Jews, after he completed his 

the Bible, he left behind 'On the Jews and their Lies' for posterity."*' Buch, like 

translation of 

Schemm, 

*J BStA Epp/644/5 (12 February 1935: Würzburg). 

*' 'Wiedergang und Aufstieg der deutschen Familie," Der Schlesische Erzieher, 18-25 May 1935 (in BAS 
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mouths. ... For a usurer is an arch-thief and a robber who should righiiy be hanged on the gallows seven times higher 
than other thieves. ... We are at fault in not avenging aU this innocent bIood of our Lord and of the Christians which 



claimed Luther and Christ for his antisemitic inspiration. Although his language was 

unrnistakably racidist, he nonetheless rnaintained clear Christian references to the Jews as 

"Christ-killers." Like Schemm, Buch incorporated racial and religious antisemitism, regarding 

both as equally relevant to Nazism. 

Joseph Goebbels was another Nazi who showed no diminution of his religious 

convictions. Speaking as Reich Propaganda Minister in March 1934, Goebbels alluded to the 

party's "practicai Christianity." In spite of the benefits he would have accrued by 

oppomuiistically striking a pro-clencd pose, Goebbels demonstrated that his earlier disdain for 

the churches had not changed: "It is no accident that the churches are ernpty. They are empty 

because the Volk cannot understand how the churches have nothing else to do but engage in 

theological argument. ... When today a clique accuses us of having anti-Christian opinions, I 

believe that the first Christian, Christ himself, would discover more of his teaching in our actions 

than in this theological hair-~plitting."'~ The following month, Goebbels delivered a similar 

speech, detailing the party's Christian practice. The churches, he stated, should be thankful that 

"National Socialism preserved them fYom the assault of atheists and Bolsheviks .... A govemment 

which Iast winter spent 320 Million Marks for the poorest of the Volk need provide no fùrther 

evidence of its Christian  conviction^."^^ More than a year later, Goebbels delivered a similar 

speech, this time introducing the concept of "active" Christianity: 

The National Socialist movement stands and will remain standing on the foundation of 

- -  - 

they shed for three hundred years after the destruction of Jerusalem, and the bload of the children they have shed 
since then (which stilI shines forth Çom their eyes and their skin). We are at fault in not slaying them." Martin 
Luther, "On the Jews and their Lies," in Luther's Worh, ûans. Franklin Sherman (Philadelphia, 1971), 47: 289,267. 
At one poinS Luther anticipates the medical and scientific metaphors used by racialist antisernites later: "1 wish and 
1 ask that our rulers who have Jewish subjects exercise a sharp mercy towards these wretched people. ... They must 
act like a good physician who, when gangrene has set in, proceeds without mercy to cut saw, and burn flesh, v e h ,  
bone and rnarrow. Such a procedure must also be followed in this instance" (Ibid., 292). 
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positive Chrïstianity. Just as we are positive Christian, however, we wish and desire that 
the churches be positive National Socialist. A verbal confession can not suffice; we 
require an active confession. Christianity to us is no empty form, but rather a continual 
action, and 1 believe that in the last two and a half years we have demonstrated a good 
arnount of this Christian conviction. That churches still stand in Germany at al1 is due to 
the fact that we threw back the forces of Bolshe~isrn.~~ 

This "active" Christianity, like "practical" Christianity, was concemed primarily with ethical 

deeds, not theological disputes. 

In a speech of December 1935, Goebbels ridiculed the notion that Nazism was paganist, 

arguing again that the actions of the Nazi regime were based on "practical" Christianity: "1s it 

paganist to mount a winter relief drive, thereby feeding millions of people? 1s it paganist to give 

back the Volk its inner keedom? 1s it paganist to help poor brothers and neighbors? 1s it 

paganist to restore the ethos of the family? And to give the worker a sense of purpose to his life? 

Is it paganist to erect a state upon moral principles, to expel Godlessness, to puri@ theater and 

film fkom the contamination of Jewish-liberal Marxism - is that pagan i~r?"~~  Here Goebbels 

continued the themes expressed in Michael, rnaintaining that the stmggle for the 

Volksgemeinschaft and against Jews and Marxists conformed to the social message of 

Christianity. The theme of active Christianity implicit in Goebbels' expression "Christ 

Socialists" was still apparent eight years later: the return to morality; the sanctity of the family; 

brotherly love towards fellow Voksgenossen; the conquest of godlessness and Judeo- 

Bolshevism. This is especially evident in his reference to the Winter Relief Drive 

(WinterhiZJhverk), a clear instance of "active Christianity7' in which both the Nazi state and the 

Christian churches were i n v o l ~ e d . ~ ~  With a typical anticlerical flourish, Goebbels attacked the 

VB, 5/8/35. 
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churchmen who would daim that in spite of these deeds, Nazisrn was still Pagan: "If that is 

paganist, then to be sure we are grateful to a Christianity that has done the contrary!"" As with 

Goring and Rust, Goebbels would supply ample evidence that his antagonistic stance towards 

paganism made in public was entirely sincere. 

Perhaps the most surpnsing instance of a continued positive attitude towards Christianity 

was Julius Streicher, the editor of the scurrilous Nazi organ Der Stürmer. Even as he acquired a 

reputation as a rabid anticlerical, Streicher continued to a f w  - as he had done in the 

Kampfzeiit - that he was not an enemy of Christianity. In a 1937 edition of the Stiimer, 

Streicher praised Christianity, even to the extent of attacking the party's own anti-Christians: 

"Some people in Gertnany today reject Christianity as something 'alien'; others. because Christ 

was a Jew, and Geman people can learn nothing f?om a Jew. A ihird party sees a very special 

divine miracle in his being a Jew. ... But the Stürmer will now explain the matter in a way which 

will finally open the eyes of a11 men." As Streicher argued, Jesus was in fact not a Jew. The 

Nordic peoples had accepted Christianity; therefore Christ's teaching was in accordance with 

Nordic blood, not Jewish. Streicher contended that an examination of Albrecht Dürer's portrait 

of Jesus reveaied no semitic traits, but rather "Nordic courage." Christianity was "one of the 

greatest anti-Jewish movements of al1 tirne." The disciples were also not Jewish, Save the 

betrayer Judas: "The crucifixion of Christ is the greatest ritual murder of a11 time." Streicher also 

faulted the churches with attempting to convert the Jews to Christianity, who would thereby 

contaminate it." 

If the appearance of such sentiments in a highly disreputable newspaper like the Stiirmer 

leaves room for skepticism, then the views Streicher expressed in private party functions are 

more convincing. One such function was a special course given by members of the par ty  elite at 

Heiber, Goebbels-Reden, 1 : 274 (emphasis in the original). 

'' Quoted in Nathaniel Micklem, National Socialism and the Roman Catholic Church (Oxford, 1939), 174-75. 



the National Socialist Student League' s (NSDStB) Reichsschzde in Bemau, in July 1935. 

Remarks made at this confidential meeting give a eank picture of the religious views of those 

Nazis in attendance, who besides Streicher inctuded Robert Ley, the head of the German Labor 

Front. The first day a lecture was given by Hannes Schneider, the head of the school, in which 

both the Old and New Testaments were rejected: "If we accept either of these writings, then we 

accept the Jews as the Chosen People, to whom revelation was given."" Here was an open door 

for other Nazis to reveal confidentially their hatred for Christianity. But Streicher, who gave a 

lecture some days later, did not share his fellow party member's feelings: "The clergyman cannot 

teach religion - at most a coafession . . . . There is a difference between a churchly and a tnie 

Christian." This was the anticlericalism to be expected of Streicher: "The caftan of the rabbi has 

a certain resemblance to the robes of a Catholic priest." But while the Catholic church was 

attacked, Christianity was not at al1 rejected: "Hitler speaks simply, as did Christ. Christ could 

not speak as openly as he wished. He spoke in parables, for instance he spoke of the flower and 

the weed (weed = Jew)." Directly contradicting the views of Schneider, Streicher then 

proclaimed that "the Bible is a great work when viewed frorn the perspective of race. 

Schopenhauer: 'The Jew is the master of lies. ' Luther: 'Who ever buys fkom a Jew is a 

criminal.' Jesus had been a Nordic, Aryan man. ... Christ was the greatest antisemite of all 

tirne."" Hitler and Goebbels, of course, had also posited Chnst as the world's greatest antisemite 

(Schneider, in cornparison, had made no mention of Jesus). But unlike them, Streicher rarely 

spoke of "positive Ckistianity." For him, Christianity held its greatest relevance in Christ's 

persona1 struggle against the Jews, the "children of the Devil." 

53 "E~eitungsvortrag," IfZ MA 13 0 ( 1  0 July 1935: Bernau). 
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G e m a n  Luther Day 1933 

Despite their alrnost universal professions to be "above confessions," 1933 would provide 

additional evidence that, for several leading Nuis,  the fomz of positive Christianity went hand in 

hand with the content of Protestantisrn. The most portentous occasion was the "Deutsche 

Luthertag 1933," the 450th anniversary of Luther's birth. The fortuitous timing of the occasion 

was not lost on the Nazis, who took an active hand in preparing the celebrations. In an 

announcement to the supreme Reich authorities, Wilhelm Frick proposed that 10 Novernber, the 

actual date of Luther's birth, should be an officiai holiday, to celebrate "the work of the Geman 

Reformation" and serve as "a lively echo in al1 German Protestantism, indeed directed f a  across 

Germany's  border^."^^ In a letter to the state govemments, Frick also ordered that al1 Protestant 

pupils were to participate in the activities surrounding the Lz~thertag.'~ 

Frick, along with other leading members of the Nazi party, took part in these 

celebrations. In a festivity in Wittenberg leading up to the anniversary, Frkk spoke of Luther's 

"ruthless will to tmthfulness," "imer modesty" and c'u.ncomprornising belief."" Several 

Gauleiter took part in the various activities surrounding the anniversary. Gauleiter Loeper of 

Braunschweig-Anhalt took part in festivities in Magdeburg," while Christian Mergenthaler, the 

Kultusminister of Wümemberg, was asked to be a member of the planning cornmittee of the 

L~thertag.'~ O f  course, Erich Koch of East Prussia (who was also president of the provincial 

.- - - '' i lohmente  mr Kirchenpolitik, 1 :  140-4 1 .  The celebrations were eventually held on 19 November, since 10 
November was fxed as the date of new Reichstag elections (VB, 25/10/33). 
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church synod) took part in festivities in Konigsberg. Reflecting his particular cornmitment to 

Protestant Christianity, he stated: "Only we c m  enter into Luther's spirit .... Human cuIts do not 

set us fiee from al1 sin, but faith alone. With us the church shall become a serving member of the 

state. We stmggle for the cornpletion of the highest good of the nation: tnith and right, freedom 

and honor. There is a deep sense that our celebration is not attended by superfciality, but rather 

by thanks to a man who saved Geman cultural values."" Other members of the Nazi leadership 

participated as well. Rust spoke at a celebration in August, in which he, like other Nazis, drew 

direct parallels between Luther and Hitler: 

Since Martin Luther closed his eyes, no such son of our people has appeared again. It has 
been decided that we shall be the first to witness his reappearance. The poor orphan fiorn 
a broken home in Braunau, the worker from the big city of Vienna, the rifleman from the 
World War, has had to arrive in order for the people once again to raise the flag before 
their son korn its midst and to hear its voice. ... 1 think the time is past when one may not 
Say the names of Hitler and Luther in the same breath. They belong together; they are of 
the same old stamp [Schrot und K ~ r r t ] . ~ '  

On a separate occasion, Rust also laid a wreath on Luther's grave." 

The most important state celebration took place on 19 November itself, in Berlin. In 

attendance were Reich President Hindenburg, Konstantin von Neurath, Hitler's Foreign Minister 

until 1938 and 'very much the convinced Protestant,"" the historian Gerhard Ritter, the Erlangen 

theologian Werner Elert, and Hans Schemm. More than nine months after Hitler's appointment 

as chancellory Hindenburg gave no indication that he disapproved of the direction the Nazis were 

taking: "This Luther Day 1933 brings the whole world of Protestantism to consciousness of its 

community and its bond in faith. But this day of thanks surnrnons the German Volk in particular 

Ktinigsberg-Hartungsche Zeitung, 2011 1/33 (in BAP R5101/23189/83). See also Chapter One, n. 3-6. 
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to be united in the stewardship of its great histoncal inheritance, to accomplish the tasks of the 

present and f h x e  in unanimity. Therefore stay h in the faith of your fathers, be strong in 

your love of Volk and Reich and full of confidence in Germany's de~tiny!"~ Neurath invested 

even more religious meaning into that year's turn of events: 

The Geman Volk celebrates the 450th anniversary of Luther's birth at a tirne when a 
mighty political event is welding together a great imer unity. An innerly unified Volk 
will know to value the personalities and acts of the great men of their history. ... Many 
millions of Gemans celebrate Luther as the Reformer whose work led to a great faith 
community of Protestant Christians around the world. . . . The mighty developrnent of the 
spiritual life of the German Volk, even outside the sphere of the religious, is unthinkabie 
without Luther? 

Gerhard Ritter, the famous historian and conservative stalwart, took a similar view of the 

contemporary situation: "The 450th anniversary of Luther's birthday cornes at a time of great 

Schemrn, who that same year unambiguously upheld the fimdarnents of positive 

Christianity and the equal value of both confessions to the establishment of a Volksgerneinscha@, 

on this occasion exhibited a love for Luther and appreciation for his religious deeds that only a 

comrnitted Protestant could profess: 

The spirit of stmggle, something of the genuine spirit of Luther, fills us Germans today. 
. . . Today we are inclined to ~ l e w  [Luther's] translation of the Bible as his greatest act .... 
So long as the Bible was available to us only in a foreign Language, so long as it was only 
spoken to us in Latin, we could only grasp it as things are grasped through the iron gloves 
of a laiight: he is aware of the shape and weight, but can only feel iron. When Luther 
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made the Bible accessible to Gemans in the glorious Geman laquage, it was as if we 
had cast off the iron glove and with the flesh and blood of our German hand were able at 
last truly to grasp our unique c haracter [unser ureigenstes Lebensgut] . 67 

Schewn's comparison of Luther and Nazisrn cn this occasion also brought with it a 

sanctification of antisemitism: "[Luther said] 'For my Gemans am 1 bom; them will I serve!' 

The older and more experienced he became, the less he could understand one particular type of 

person: this was the Jew. His engagement against the decornposing Jewish spirit is clearly 

evident not only fkom his w-riting against the Jews; his life too was idealistically, philosophically 

antisemitic. Now we Germans of today have the duty to recognize and acknowledge this. Only 

in this way will we do justice to Luther's life."" 

Broad segments of the Nazi party participated in the Luther Day across Germany. In 

Coburg on 3 1 October, celebrations sponsored by the Luther League were held which included 

the SA, SS, Hitler Youth and League of German Girls, as well as Schernrn and Bavarian state 

bishop Hans M e i ~ e r . ~ ~  On the sarne day, the Fighting League for German Culture participated in 

the Luther festivities in the cities of Eisleben and Wittenberg." This was certainly not the first 

time such high esteem was held for Luther within the ranks of the Karnpfbtind. iust a few days 

after the seizure of power, Hans Hinkel, the leader of the Berlin chapter and editor of the 

league's periodical Deutsche Kultur- Wacht, gave a speech on Luther. Hinkel later gained 

influential positions in Goebbels' Reich Charnber of Culture (Reichskulturkarnrner) and 

Propaganda Ministry, where he became head of both the Jewish section and the film 

67 "Luther und das Deutschtum," B U  NS 12/808 (19 November 1933: Berlin), reprinted in Gertmd Kahl- 
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departme~~t.~' On this occasion he spoke of Luther in typically racialist tems: 'mirough his acts 

and his spiritual attitude he began the fight which we still wage today; with Luther the revolution 

of German blood and feeling against alien elernents of the Volk was begun." But in a remarkable 

passage Hinkel plainly demonstrated his belief that the Nazi goal of bridging the gap between the 

confessions would not be a purely syncretic affair: 'To continue and complete his Protestantism, 

nationalism m u t  make the picture of Luther, of a German fighter, live as an example above the 

banfers of confession for al1 German blood cornrades."" Like the NSDAP itself, the Kampfbund 

could count Protestant pastors among its members." 

Such a coupling of Luther and nationalism could not have been a confessionally neutral 

affair. Such ideas did not find a positive reception among Catholics, who, it must be 

remembered, felt no less paîriotic for rejecting Luther. Inside the party, there is no record of the 

Catholic Goebbels lauding Luther in these terms. Of course the sarne held true for Catholics 

outside the party as well. Representing their interests, the Papal Nuncio approached Neurath 

with his opinion that the Luther Day would become "a kind of nationalist celebration": what was 

involved was 'the celebration of an action (the nailing of the theses on the church door in 

Wittenberg) which had had a plainly hostile tendency towards the Catholic Church." The 

Nuncio "feared for the ratification of the concordat were this celebration to take place on a large 

scale and with government involvement." Neurath responded by pointing out that "on the 

Catholic side as well, festivities were held which in no way were always filled with a fiiendly 

spirit towards the Protestant church," and refused to consider the matter This response 

" Ralf Georg Reuth, Goebbels (New York, 1993), 275,278,334; Alan Steinweis, Art, ldeology and Econornics 
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was likely conditioned by an event that had occurred four months earlier. Frick had brought to 

Neurath's attention several anti-Protestant articles which had appeared in the Vatican's semi- 

official newspaper Osservatore Romano. He objected particularly to an article written by a 

Jesuit describing Protestantism as a symptom of "advanced decay," and wamed that such 

utterances caused offense to Germans and would undermine the "cornrnon defense against the 

enemies of religion, thereby advancing tendencies destructive to the state." Even though the 

offending articles concerned only Protestantisrn in Italy, Frick requested that the German 

embassy take up the matter." By expressing a traditional anti-Protestant attitude, this Catholic 

newspaper both demonstrated and r e a f h e d  the perceived link in many Nazi minds between 

Protestantisrn and Germanhood. 

Nazis commonly cast themselves as both revolutionary and an extension of the Geman 

past: the Luther Day celebrations provided a perfect moment of political theater for this purpose. 

The Nazi involvement in the Luther Day was certainly an act of political appropriation, but it 

would be a mistake to explain it away as a misappropriation, or a feigned affection for an 

historical personality for whom they had no real feeling. As Heiko Oberman points out, "The 

Nazis did not have to discover or create Luther as a Geman national reformer - he was already 

there, rifle at the read~."'~ Protestants as well had long made Luther into both a religious 

revolutionary and nationalist hero, as both a guarantor of German heritage and beacon for 

Gemany's future." And during the festivities, a great many spoke with a rhetoric almost 

75 BAP R43 II/l61/42-43 (2 May 1933: Berlin). This file contains no information as to the outcome of this 
episode. 
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identical to the Nazis'. A typical example was an article in the Chemnitzer Tageblatt, which 

stated: "the Geman VoZk are united not only in loyalty and love for the Fatherland, but also once 

more in the old German beliefs of Luther [Lutherglauben]; a new epoch of  strong, conscious 

religious life has dawned in Ger~nany."~~ 

The leadership of the Protestant Leapue espoused a sirnilar view. Fahrenhorst, who was 

on the planning comrnittee of the Luthertag, called Luther "the first German spintual Führer," 

who spoke to al1 Germans regardless of class or confession. In a letter to Hitler, Fahrenhorst 

reminded him that his "Old Fighters" were mostly Protestants, and that it was "precisely in the 

Protestant regions of our Fatherland" where Nazism found its greatest strength. Promising that 

the celebration of Luther's birthday would not tum into a confessional affair, Fahrenhorst invited 

Hitler to become the officia1 patron of the Luthertag." In subsequent correspondence, 

Fahrenhorst voiced the notion that reverence for Luther could somehow cross confessional 

boundaries: "Luther is truly not only the founder of a Christian confession; much more, his ideas 

hitfùlly impacted al1 Chnstianity in Germany." Precisely because of Luther's political as well 

as religious significance, the Luthertag would serve as a confession both "to church and Volk."'O 

It was al1 the more lamentable, therefore, that the Hitler Youth would not take part in the 

ceremonies, due to Baldur von Schirach designating 19 November as a recruiting day for the 

Winter Relief Drive. This would create a confict of conscience within the Protestant population, 

especially since Winter relief was a Christian activity: "The chief task of Christianity is helpfully 

to set to work and allow socialism to become reality."'' Fahrenhorst also expressed concem that 

among certain "liberal" circles in the movement, Nazism was being promoted as a "third 

78 "Luther weist den Weg," Chemniker Tageblatt, 1/11/33 (in BAP R5 10 1/23 lW65) .  
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confession," and that thanks to the concordat, Catholicism was in danger of taking over 

Germany. Hitler informed Fahrenhoet that arrangements for the Hitler Youth had already been 

made, and that he did not want to see the Luther Day pushed back a second t h e ;  he made no 

reference to Fahrenhorst's other concems. During the entire planning and execution of the event, 

this was the only moment of discord between the Nazi state and the Protestant organizers. 

Opinions expressed that year made it plain that, despite these concems, many leaders of 

the Protestant League saw Nazi policies as congruent with their own. Addressing the "Eastern 

Question," one member of the League argued that Luther and the Reformation had saved the 

colonization of the German east at the tum of the sixteenth century. In the nineteenth century, 

liberalism and the Poles brought new dangers to Gennan nationality, but Hitler's National 

Socialism meant a new start in the east for the "slurnbering Protestant and Prussian socialist 

p~wers."'~ One of the speakers at the annual assembly of the League in Kurhessen asked: 'Vpon 

what is the authonty of the state and the family grounded? Why is our Volk holy to us? Only 

because these orders were created by God .... We thank God that Our Führer clearly recognizes 

this and draws its  conclusion^."^^ This reference to Schopfungsglaube also brought the Protestant 

League to an explicit endorsement of Nazi racialism. At a 1933 meeting in Magdeburg, a 

League speaker stated: "... The Protestant church and every Protestant Christian must participate 

in the clarification and utilization of the racial and eugenic questions which are so significant for 

the fiiture of our V01k."~~ 
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Paganists and anti-Christians 

We saw in Chapter Three how a small but significant cadre of Nazi leaders professed opposition 

to Christianity. Their minority status among the party leadership does not dirninish the fact that 

they represented a bonajide variety of Nazism, no less so than the positive Christians. New 

voices were heard after 1 933 that added to their numbers. Some had not been prominent enough 

in the party to have a platform for thek views, while others undenvent a transformation. Among 

the former was Robert Ley. Although he had been a Gauleiter in the Kampfzeit, he only came 

into prominence when he became the new Reich Organization Leader (ROL) just before the 

seinire of power. Hitler saw to it that this office lost much of its power after Gregor Strasser 

unexpectedly left the post, and the party, in December 1932. But Ley would soon acquire a 

much more powerful office as head of the Geman Labor Front (Deutsche Arbeitsfront, or D U ) ,  

a mass organization of workers which replaced the labor unions promptly banned by the Nazi 

state. The DAF took a leading role in sublimating the working classes into the Nazi 

Volksgerneinschaft, combining the stick of a new authontarian workplace with the carrot of 

affordable consumer goods, like the Volkswagen, and leisure activities, like workplace concerts 

and pleasure cruises to Majorca.'' 

At the Reichsschule course in July 1935, Robert Ley revealed a clear rejection of 

Christianity. He went fiuther than Julius Streicher, attacking not only the priest but Chnstianity 

itself: "Stmggle has given us more religion and faith than Christianity. ... In our stmggle against 

Christianity we do not need the hamrner, but only the arrow tip of our worldview. Every good 

SA man stands head and shoulders above the priest. Hitler has and will demand great sacrifice 

For more on the DAF, see Ronald Smelser, Robert Ley: Hirler 's Labor Front Leader (Oxford, 1 98 8), 1 17-48. 



fiom the Volk. Neither Frederick the Great, nor Bismarck, nor Luther had this divine q~a l i ty . "~~  

Ley was one of the very few to repudiate not only Christianity, but even its historical figures. 

Rosenberg's appropriation of Luther as a kind of proto-Nazi was nowhere shared by Ley. 

According to Ley's biographer, T o r  hirn the movement becarne a religion, its leader a German 

mes~ iah . "~~  

On another occasion, Ley revealed more of his own theological viewpoint: "At last 

through Adolf Hitler 1 have found my Lord again. Before that, 1 no longer had a God. Today 1 

believe in a persona1 God who is near to me . . . . There is nobody more religious and God-fearing 

than Adolf Hitler. We believe that the Lord sent us our Führer so that he might fiee Germany 

fiom hypocrites and Pharisees.'" No mention is made of Christ here. But Ley's tone clearly 

indicates belief in an active, interventionist God. While there is no evidence that Ley was 

anything more than a nominal Protestant, he was close to several Geman Christian leaders, 

especially the fellow Rhinelander Gottfried Krumrnacher." And he had no hesitance in throwing 

the weight of the party organization behind the German Christians in their electoral carnpaign of 

1933. Nonetheless, unlike the German Christians, Ley never referred to Chnst. Neither did he 

intone a heroic Jesus or express an interest in a mystical medieval past, as Rosenberg had done. 

While he shared the antipathy to Christianity of the paganists, he did not take any apparent 

interest in their ersatz faith. Ley was, however, instrumental in getting Rosenberg his only real 

job after 1934: "The Führer's Delegate for the Supervision of the Entire htellectual and 

Ideological Education and Training of the NSDAP" (see below). 
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Rosenberg's ideological stance changed little after 1933. Evidence for this is provided in 

two works he wote in response to the cntical reactions of Catholics and Protestants to his 

1Mythu.s. (Of the many ciencal attacks on Rosenberg published after 1933, none were censored 

or banned by Nazi authorities.") A comparison of the two demonstrates that Rosenberg 

continued to show a preference for Protestantism over Catholicism as a worldview, even while 

he eagerly attacked the clergy of both. His attack against the Catholic Church, called "On the 

Dark Men of our Times: A Reply to the Attacks against the Myth of the Twentieth Century," was 

published in 1935. He dismissively suggested that reiigious Catholics should stay away fkom his 

Mythus, since it had not been written for them. He even suggested that it was their opposition to 

his book that had boosted its sales.9L He claimed that behùid Catholic attacks against him stood a 

greater Catholic conspiracy: to separate the Catholic parts of Germany from the Protestant and 

merge them with France or Austria. During Weimar, the Center Party was the political arm of 

this conspiracy, and rightly feared that the assent of Nazism would put an end to these plans.9' 

The Roman Church, Rosenberg claimed, had always used al1 means at its disposal to accrue 

power to itself. In this drive for domination, deceit and falsifications becarne standard practice. 

For instance, Rosenberg denied St. Matthew's claim that Jesus had assigned Peter to establish a 

church. Peter's episcopate in Rome was a falsehood, since the position of bishop was 

incompatible with the professions of an apostle." Roman Christianity was accused not only of 

hypocnsy, but also of actively seeking to destroy German national ~haracter.~' 

90 As pointed out by Heydrich hirnself: BAP R5 10 1/23 I39/239 (20 Iuly 1935: Berlin). 
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Rosenberg's counterattack on Protestantism, published two years later, was given quite a 

different title: "Protestant Pilgrirns to Rome: The Treason against Luther and the Myth of the 

Twentieth Cent~ry."~' Rosenberg fundamentally detached the contemporary Lutheran Church 

fiom its founder by suggesting that, whereas the Reformation began as a rebellion against Rome, 

the current leadership of the Protestant Church was slowly moving back in the direction of St. 

Peter." Ignatius Loyola, not Martin Luther, was now being made head of German Protestantism, 

thanks largely to the work of the Confessing Ch~rch.~'  Sterile dogmatism and clerical 

infantilism were replacing Luther's fiery spirit of protest "against Rome and Jerusalem." The 

Confessing Church in particular was accused of treachery, of becorning "Jewish prophets" 

through their maintenance of the Old Te~tament.~' Calvinists came in for sharp condemnation, 

since they fkightened people with notions of Hel1 and self-disdain, and inculcated a "Syrian 

infenority cornplex." Rosenberg regarded Karl Barth as a "Calvinist pseudo-pope" who worked 

for nothing less than the "Calvinization" - and therefore the destruction - of German 

Pr~testantisrn.~~ Rosenberg also attacked Anglicanisrn for trying to propagate an "ecumenical 

League of Nations.'' Its attempt to create a world Protestantism was similarly regarded by 

Rosenberg as an attempt at recath~licization.'~ But after this litany of condemnation, Rosenberg 

ended on a positive note: not al1 was lost for Protestantism. It could restore its credibility if it 

retumed to Luther's original intent, recognized the "genuine original forces of Protestantism," 

95 Alfied Rosenberg, Protertontische Rompilger: Der V m t  an Luther und der Mythus des 20. Jahrhundens 
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abandoned the Old Testament, and divested itself of doctrines like Original S i d o l  

Needless to Say, Rosenberg's appointment as 'melegate for Ideologyy' was very alarming 

to the representatives of the churches, who supposed that dus would make the Mythus the official 

basis of the party's i d e ~ l o g y . ' ~ ~  But Rosenberg's appointment was not the opening of a 

generalized attack by the Nazi party on Chnstianity or even the Christian churches. Rather, as 

Reinhard Bollmus puts it, it simply arose out of "a chance constellation of interests within the 

party which existed for only a short time."'03 In 1933, Rosenberg's 'Tighting League for German 

Culture" had managed to take over two theater-going organizations, combining them into the 

Deutsche Biihne ("German Stageyy). But Goebbels, whose Reich Chamber of Culture would 

thereby be challenged, placed a ban on its activity? Just as Rosenberg was to face total 

exclusion f?om a domain near and dear to him, Ley appeared on the scene. As head of the DAF 

he was interested in providing workers with discounted theater and concert tickets through its 

recreational ancillary, "Strength through Joy" (Kroft durch Freude, or KdF). Ley and Rosenberg 

fomulated the wording of a commission that Hitler then signed. As in his relations with others 

in the Nazi elite, here Rosenberg would find his ambition stymied: "Ley did not allow Rosenbers 

to play any practical part in training. He stressed ... that 'supeMsion7 meant only the preparation 

of written material."'05 This was in part a function of Ley's own ideological pretensions: he had 

IO 1 Ibid., 77. 
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a hand in setting up the Adolf Hitler Schools, and edited his own educational periodical, Der 

SchuZ~ozgsbrieJ'~ It was also a function of Ley's growing conflict with Rosenberg over cultural 

policy, in which Ley was accused of being soft on "backsliding painters and musicians." (This 

had been an accusation Rosenberg leveled against Goebbels as well.) Rosenberg was M e r  

undercut when Goebbels reached agreement with Ley in November 1936, whereby the KciF 

wouid exclusively engage Kulturkammer members in their enormous functions, thereby 

strengthening Goebbels' organization as a cultural  arte el.'^' Rosenberg was shut out of another 

field of operation. Goebbels' tme feelings about Rosenberg's abilities were summarized in his 

reference to him as "Ahost Rosenberg": "Rosenberg almost managed to become a scholar, a 

journalist, a politician - but only almost."lo8 

Beside Rosenberg, Himmler would now emerge as a leading paganist in the party. As the 

Reich Leader of the SS and Chief of German Police, he was irnrnesurably more powerful than 

Rosenberg. Whereas Rosenberg's star would continue to fa11 in the course of the Third Reich, 

Himmler's would continue to rise: the height of his power came in 1943, when he added the 

portfolio of Reich Intenor Minister to his other titles. If Himmler still held an affection for his 

church in the Kampfzeit, by the time of the seinire of power this had certainly been extinguished. 

After 1933 Rosenberg said of Himmler: "Our thoughts ran along similar lines; he always stressed 

that his attitude was close to mine."la> They and Darré had a romantic attitude concerning the 

peasantry and a fascination with German prehistory, which Himmler interpreted as an Aryan 

shuggle against malevolent Jewish-Roman forces. In 1934, Rosenberg noted with approval how 

Himmler's S S, "together with the Peasant Leadership, openly educates its men . . . in an anti- 
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Christian fashion."'l0 Himmler viewed the SS as something of a new pnesthood or a knight's 

order. In fact, he drew cornparisons between it and the Teutonic Knights, the (Christian) order of 

cnisaders which had Led the "civilizing mission" of the East."' But white Himmler had nothing 

more to do with his original faith, he still retained a deep religiosity. In 1935 he professed belief 

in "a Lord God who stands over us, who made us and our Fatherland, our Volk and the earth, and 

sent us our Führer.""' He made no hesitation that his new religion would serve as a replacement 

for Christianity: "[Olur business is to spread the knowledge of the race in the life of our Volk and 

to impress it upon the hearts and heads of all, down to the very youngest, as our German 

gospel.""' To an assernbly of the SS he stated Christianity would play no part in the 

organization: "The guideline for us in our struggle is neither the Old nor the New Testament, but 

the political testament of Adolf Hitler.""' He never spoke of positive Chnstianity, and at a 

pnvate speech in Berlin stated flatly: "We must finish with Chri~tianity.""~ He reserved special 

math for the Catholic pnesthood, which he denounced as a "homosexual erotic men's leag~e.""~ 

In place of Christianity, Himmler advocated ancestor worship and a myth of "Blood and Soil," 

both of which stood opposed to Christian d~gma , "~  and belief in irnrnortality and an omnipotent 

God, whose anti-Christian credentials was considerably more uncertain. 
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The search for a replacement faith took Himmler down several roads. One was the 

adoration of the ancient King Heinrich 1. Himmler celebrated the one thousandth anniversary of 

his death at Quedlinburg Cathedra1 in 1936, and was so enthralled with this medievai figure that 

he believed hirnself to be Heinrich's reincarnati~n."~ Another road was the obscure occultism of 

Hanns Horbiger, who had propagated a theory of "Glacial Cosmogony," in which world history 

was a record of the etemal stniggle between fîre and ice, "linking the flood of Genesis and the 

destruction of the Teutonic kingdom of Atlantis to 'gravitational catastrophes' supposedly 

unleashed when the Earth 'captured' a moon in its ~rbi t .""~ Even arnong the party's other 

paganists, Himmler's religious views were regarded as bizarre. Himmler unwittingly 

acknowledged this, warning his underlings that no polemics against Horbiger's theories would 

be tolerated."@ This particular obsession was too much even for Rosenberg, who sent a circular 

to al1 NSDAP offices, assuring them that "adherence to these theories was no part of being a 

NationaI Socialist.""' 

Himmler was also atîracted to the ideas of Karl Maria Wiligut, a self-styled "Germanic 

sage" who claimed to possess an c'ancestral-clairvoyant" memory, which supposedly helped him 

recall the history and expenences of the primitive Germanic religions of the past. Among his 

mystical contrivances was an historical chronology he invented which began around 228,000 

BC, "when there were three suns in the sky and the earth was populated with giants [and] 
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dwarves."'" He gained something of a reptation among paganist circles before Wodd War 

One, having been in contact with Lam von Liebenfels. He also came up with a set of nine 

paganist commandrnents in 1908. Given the eccentricity of his ideas, it is perhaps no 

coincidence that one of Himmler's most important paganist associates spent time after World 

War One in a mental hospital, where he was certified insane and remained for three years." 

Through an SS officer Wiligut was introduced to Himmler, who soon saw Wiligut as a unique 

source of information on ancient Germanic religions and traditions. In September 1933 Wiligut 

joined the SS under the pseudonyrn of Weisthor and was appointed head of the Department for 

Pre- and Early History within Himmler's Race and Settlement Main Office. By 1934 he had 

been promoted to SS-Oberfiihrer (Brigadier). Weisthor would play a substantial role in the 

development of SS ritual, designing the death's head ring wom by members of the SS, 

influencing the conception of the Wewelsburg as the "order-castle" of the SS, and helping to 

introduce paganist wedding ceremonies for S S O fficers. "' 

Just as Hitler had no time for Rosenberg's plans to create a new, mystical religion to 

replace clerical Christianity, so he found Himmler's dilettantish religious explorations absurd. 

As he told a circle of confidants: "What nonsense! Here we have at last reached an age tliat has 

left al1 mysticism behind, and now he wants to start that al1 over again . . . . To think that 1 may 

some day be turried into an SS saint!" Whereas Himmler attacked Charlemagne as an agent of 

Christianity against pagan-Germanic tribes, Hitler declared: "Killing al1 those Saxons was not a 

historical crime, as Himmler thinks. Charlemagne did a good thing in subjugating Widukind and 

killing the Saxons out of hand. He thereby made possible the empire of the Franks and the entry 
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of Western culture into what is now Germa~y ." '~  Hitler was equally dismissive of Himmler's 

forays into German prehistory: "Isn't it enough that the Romans were erecting great buildings 

when our forefathers were still living in mud huts; now Himmler is starting to dig up these 

villages of mud huts and enthusing over every potsherd and Stone axe he finds."126 According to 

Albert Speer, 'The whole thing was beginning to assume far-fetched pseudo-religious forms. 

Goebbels, with Hitler, took the lead in ridiculing these dreams of Himmler's, with Himmler 

himself adding to the comedy by his vanity and obsessi~eness."~" Hitler even approached 

Himmler himself in 1935, fully rejecting the foundation of a new religion, calling it a "chimera." 

But rather than attack Himmler fkontally, he took the indirect route of attacking Himmler's 

paganist ally Rosenberg, stating that he intended to take action against Rosenberg's Mythus. '18 

As outlandish as many of his ideas were, and his own insistence to be thoroughly anti- 

Christian notwithstanding, Himmler's views on Christianity were fraught with ambiguity. For 

instance, he continued to believe that Jesus was not a Jew. Himmler feared that the average SS 

man would be unabie to distinguish between attacks on the churches and a preservation of Christ. 

Therefore, in a 1937 rnemorandum marked "to al1 SS leaders fiom Standartenführer up," 

Himmler instructed: "In ideological training I forbid every attack against Christ as a person, 

since such attacks or insults that Christ was a Jew are unworthy of us and certainly untnie 

hist~rical ly."~~~ He then added significantly: "1 desire that SS men be convinced of the worth of 

our own blood and our past, through knowledge of the actual history of our Volk, the prehistory 

125 Albert Speer, inside the Third Reich (New York, 1970), 94. 
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banned lower down the ranks of the Party, for instance by the Breslau branch of the NSLB: BAZ NS 22/410 (8 
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of our Volk, the greatness and culture of our anceston, so that they wiil totally root themselves in 

the value of the past, present and friture." Not only Chnst, but belief in Chnst as a part of 

German history, was to be respected in the SS. Such proclamations were not s k p l y  for public 

consumption. When a Hitler Youth wrote to Himmler asking if he was to believe a Nazi lecturer 

who claimed that Jesus was a Jew, Himmler's secretary Karl Brandt replied, indicating: "The 

Reichsführer-SS is of the conviction that Jesus was not a Jew. You must have misunderstood the 

speaker ..."130 

Further indications of Himmler's sornetimes positive feelings about Chnstianity arose in 

a meeting he held with SS leaders the year before on the question of the traditional nobility, who 

counted arnong the stalwarts of the Christian faith in Gemany. While they were considered 

members of the conservative opposition, this was not regarded by Himmler as an immutable 

situation: "We must try to fil1 the sons and daughters of those who are now opposed to us with 

our ideology, which after al1 is not so very far rernoved fkom the ideological principles of the 

nobility ... If [the Gauleiters] refuse, saying that there's no point, that as old revolutionaries 

they're not going to meet this reactionary, then you must reply: we didn't cany out a revolution 

for the sake of carrying out a revolution."13' 

The views of the "Germanic sage" of the SS, Wiligut, display that here too there was no 

simple rejection of Christianity. He propagated an "hinis t"  religion, which was distinct fiom 

and actually opposed to Wotanism, "celebrating a Gexmanic God Krist, which the Christian 

religion had later bowdlerized and appropriated as its own saviour. ... Wiligut's doctrine blended 

the Teutonic archaism of [Guido von] List with the Ario-Christianity of Lanz [von 

Iz9 BAZSchu245/2/150(28Iune1937:Berh). 

I3O BAZ NS 19/3 134/2 (16 June 1937: Berlin). 
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Liebenfel~]."'~~ But rather than denounce the Bible as Jewish, Wiligut preserved it by ksisting 

that it had originally been written in Gennany. 

Ambivalence also expressed itself in SS policies regarding the religious feelings of its 

members. In a speech to SS leaders in 1936, Himmler spoke of his own farnily's Christian 

traditions : 

My father, in accord with our family tradition, was a convinced Christian, in his case a 
convinced Catholic. He knew exactly what my attitude was. However, we did not speak 
on religious points or converse about the political harrnfulness and corruption of the 
Christian churches, about which we were once in agreement. Not once did 1 touch his 
convictions7 nor he mine. 1 believe that we rnust maintain such a position towards those 
elderly who cannot bring themselves to our path. For this reason 1 have also 
demonstrated understanding, and will continue to do so in the future, when someone tells 
me: out of respect for my parents 1 rnust have my child baptized. Please! Certainly! . . . . 
There is no use in disturbing the peace of mind of those with 60 or 70 years behind 
them. '33 

This meant that even the burial of SS men's parents could be conducted in the Christian fashion. 

For a supposedly fanatical anti-Christian this was an exceedingly mild approach to take. 

Himmler consistently maintained that even within the SS, Christian viewpoints, while not 

endorsed by the organization, were nonetheless to be respected. Two years earlier, in reaction to 

a particular incident, he announced: "1 forbid SS members to pester, annoy or mock another due 

to his religious views. Just as the German has never tolerated religious constraint on himself, so 

are the religious convictions of his neighbors holy and inviolable to him." This pertained not 

only to the religious views of individual SS men, but also to their conduct regarding religious 

institutions: "1 most strictly forbid any disturbance as well as any tactlessness regarding religious 

events of al1 confessions (Le. processions of the Catholic Church). Likewise, a tactful 

deportment when churches are visited out of histoncal or artistic interest goes without saying." 

132 Goodrick-Clark, Occult, 180. 
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Himmler added that this order was to be enforced on pain of expulsion.'" A year later he 

renewed this order, explicitly basing it upon the 'Tuational Socialist version of the age-old 

German right of fkeedom of conscience." Certainly this fieedom of conscience did have its 

institutional lirnits. In the sarne memorandum, Himmler forbade members of the SS fkom "any 

leadership activity in any kind of religious or faith community (for instance, German Faith 

Movement etc)."I3' Holding a position of responsibility in the Christian churches was thus 

forbidden: but it was also forbidden for the churches' paganist rivals. (Simple membership in a 

religious cornmunity, Christian or otherwise, was still allowed.) Hence, while Himmler made it 

clear that he rejected Christianity both as doctrine and as institution, he allowed considerable 

latitude of Christian expression not only for SS men, but in some senses even for himself. Christ 

could not be saddled with the curse of Jewishness. Even to his SS associates he professed a 

respect and esteem for his family's Christian pieîy. As we shall see in Chapter Eight, Himmler 

took this to a degree that made even his close associates question the sincerity of his anti- 

Christian cornmitment. 

The most important anti-Christian at this time beside Himmler was his subordinate 

Reuihard Heydrich, whose career in the NSDAP was meteoric. Having joined the party onIy in 

1930, by the next year he became head of the Security Service (Sicherheitsdienst, or SD) under 

Himmler. In 1933 he joined Himmler in the Bavarian Political Police, and again accompanied 

Himmler when the latter transferred to Berlin. He soon took over as head of the office of the 

Gestapo (Gestapa), and by the beginning of the war became head of the imrnensely powerful 

Reich Security Main Office (Reichssicherheitshaz~ptamt, or RSHA), which essentially made hirn 

the leading policeman of Germany. In this office he was perfectly positioned to cause the 

-- - 
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Catholic Church maximum difficulty, which he lost no tirne in doing. He was at the forefiont of 

most anticlerical actions taken by the Nazi state, most notably the Morality Trials of 1936, in 

which over 250 Catholic pnests were accused of crimes against the nation. That year Heydrich 

stated in an intemal report: "Of al1 the supranational powers, political Catholicism has shown 

itself t h e  and again as our major ~pponent.""~ His deportment towards the Catholic church was 

summarized in the testimony of a fellow Nazi, who pointed out that when Heydrich was 

assassinated in Prague in 1942, "the Christian churches were rid of their toughest opponent."'" 

John Conway similarly points out that Heydrich, along with Himmler, far outstripped other 

Nazis in his anticlerical extremi~m."~ 

Like Himmler, Heydrich had been raised in a strongly Catholic environment, "in his case 

verging on the fanati~al."'~~ And while Heydrich did not punue the esoteric mysticism of his 

superior, he would turn against his childhood faith with equal determination. According to his 

biographer, "even had he never belonged to the SS, his reaction to his intensely Catholic 

upbringing would have resulted in an increasing indifference to the Catholic faith."laO Usually 

regarded as much more of a technocrat of power than an ideologue, his views on Catholicism 

nonetheless led him to write a book, 'The Fortunes of our Smiggle," in 1936."' In it, he 

declared that al1 opposition to Nazism ultirnately originated in two forces: "Jews and politicized 

clergy."'" Heydrich did not concem himself with Christianity in the book, but rather the secular 

136 Quoted in Gùnther Descher, Reinhard Heydn'ch: A Biography (New York, 198 l), 105. 
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power of the church: 

Originally the churches were intended to serve as intermediaries between God and the 
VoZk. According to their founders their kingdom was not to be of this world. Yet an 
entirely politicized and materially ambitious clergy has reversed the t e achgs  of the 
churches' founders. Now they al1 proclaim that only they and only their church have the 
omnipotence of God in this intermediary role. ... Not content with attempting for 
centuries to destroy the racial and spiritual values of our VoZk, they now assume an 
outward show and falsiQ the preservation of  these values, proclaiming themselves 
saviors of the world. '43 

To every appearance this looked like an attack on al1 churches. However, as in so many other 

cases, when Heydnch homed in on his target, the vituperations were al1 aimed at the Catholic 

Church: 

[Clhurch supporters organized themselves politically to secure these political positions. 
Before the seizure of power, the basic party structures (the Center Party and Bavarian 
People's Party) cleady betrayed their politically secular nature. Those groups founded 
earlier, with a great deal of foresight, to prepare the way for religious politics, have been 
transfonned into supporters of political parties (Catholic Action, etc). In this way the 
Church is penetrating al1 aspects of the lives of our Vdk.  Whereas Germanyys religious 
press denies the political nature of these groups, the same churches abroad openly admit 
it. '" 

Heydrich believed that the Catholic Church was fighting Hitler's attempt to bring religious peace 

through the Concordat, since this would threaten their political prerogatives: "This struggle is 

supposed to be against Godlessness, and for the salvation of Christian virtues and the 

presewation of German culture .... We can prove otheMrise by a thorough investigation of the 

church leadership. Documentation gives the lie to their moral and cultural foundations and 

reveals the emptiness of their arguments. It is not in reality a positive fight for the preservation 

of religious and cultural values (which are scarcely in danger), but a continuation of the old bitter 

143 Ibid. 
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stmggle for secular control of Gemany."t4s 

Part of Heydrich's extreme anti-Catholicism was accountable to his rebellion against "an 

etemally pious" home life. UnLike other Nazis, however, this did not lead Heydrich to a 

preference for Protestantism over Catholicism. He made no mention of belief in Christ or 

positive Christianity, instead simply suggesting that '7he glasses through which he sees his God 

is a matter of individual concem for each German." Nonetheless, according to his biographer, 

another factor in his growing detachment &om Catholicism was his marrïage to a woman who 

had been 'brought up in a particularly north German Protestant atmosphere."l* It is therefore al1 

the more relevant that, while Heydrich would attempt to curtail the prerogatives of the Catholic 

Church at every towards the Protestant Church he was considerably less bellicose: "contacts 

betvveen the evangelical churches, world Protestantism and leading figures in England were 

[sirnply] observed.""' One of Heydrich's greatest charges against the Catholic church was its 

intemationalism; the Protestant church in Germany, which had long put forth a national ethos, 

could not have come in for such attack. 

Christian* and Paganisrn in Party Organizations 

Further evidence of the relative strengths of Chnstians and paganists in the Nazi rnovernent was 

their s ta tu  within party organizations. In the many ancillary organizations of the NSDAP the 

continuing presence of Christians was shed, whereas a distinctly negative attitude was 

14' Deschner, Heydrkh, 102. Signifcantly, Deschner suggests this rebellion had something as well to do with his 
father, who was originally Protestant but converted to Catholicism to please his wife. Heydnch was therefore raised 
a Catholic in a town (Halle) which was 94% Protestant: "Young Reùihard was thus brought up in an amosphere of 
consciously maintained Catholicism His very father was instrumental in making him an outsider" (ibid., 20). 
Reinhard's rnan-iage to a Protestant, the author implies, was a m e r  dernonstration of his rebellion against 
Catholicism. 



displayed toward paganists. One of the most notable in this regard was the National Socialist 

Women's Organization (NS-Frauenschaft, or NSF), founded in 193 1. In an ideological 

manifesto drafted by the NSF leadership, al1 the recognized fûndaments of Nazi ideology were 

affirmed: national rebirth, autarky, purity of race, indoctrination of youth, and the fight against 

the "Jewish-marxist spirit." And also Christianity: " We stand for the preservatio~i of Christian 

belief: We feel responsible for our acts before our family and o w  Volk, before ourselves and 

before God.""ls Commemorating the founding of the NSF in 1933, Lilli Otto, one of its leaders, 

wrote: "Our Frauenschaft flag carries the same colors as the Swastika flag, only in different 

order. Just as red shines out in the Swastika flag, with our flag black stands out, solernn and 

worthy. On top shines forth the Christian cross in the color of punty, constantly warning us: 

'You women and mothers, be real Christians; protect Christianity in your family, rear your 

children to love the sa~ior ' . " '~~ This notable Christian rhetonc in the NSF and other volkisch 

women's organizations is one of the few areas where scholars have recognized a strong Christian 

element within the NSDAP - usually explained, however, as the Nazis' grudging concession to 

stronger religiosity among women. ''O 

But one of the most outstanding exarnples of a Christian identity in the NSF came corn 

its only male leader, Gottfkied Krummacher. Although he did not last long in this position, being 

replaced by Gertrud Scholtz-Klink within 6 months, he revealed a complete comrnitment to the 

Nazi agenda."' Krummacher's speeches contained repeated references to God and the role He 
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ordained for women. Shortly after assuming control of the NSF, Knimmacher reminded women 

of their materna1 task: 

Through German women the German youth must learn to set their sights on the Lord of 
al1 the world and the history of its peoples. Everythmg is located in God's grace. This 
knowiedge, which our Volk has forgotten in the last years, must be reawakened in them. 
There is no life for our Volk without the blessing fkom above, without the leadership of 
God, who gave us our Führer Adolf Hitler. We expect that our German women will view 
their work, their s e ~ c e  to the Geman Volk, as a calling, as a command fiom God, as our 
Führer Adolf Hitler time and again suesses how he views his office and his task as God's 
calling. '" 

The heavily religious tone of this speech, and others that Krummacher gave as Women's 

leader,"' rnight be regarded as little more than calculation, reflecting the Nazis' interest in telling 

their female followers what they wanted to hear. But Knimmacher was also a member of the 

provincial synod of the Protestant Church and the Rhineland leader of the German Christians.'" 

In fact, he had been recornrnended to Rudolf Hess for the position by the Protestant Reich 

Bishop Ludwig M~ller ."~  His speeches repeatedly sounded Christian themes, so much so that 

even some in the NSF complained. According to one member's protest, "Krumrriacher cannot 

talk three minutes without quoting the Bible four tir ne^."'^^ Iosef Grohé, the Gauleiter for 

Knimmacher's home town, sirnilarly larnented that Knimmacher could not give a speech 

"without citing a whole series of passages fiom the Bible, even fiom the Old Testament.""' 

These cornplaints notwithstanding, the NSF continued to ernphasize Christian values. 

Hildegard Passow, one of the leaders of the NSF, called Christ the first socialist and Hitler his 
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successor.158 She also suggested that the NSFYs antisernitism accorded with the Bible's 

teachings: "At no time does the Lord God require of us charitable conciliation with the Jew, the 

mortal enemy of the Aryan character. Christ himself called the Jews 'the sons of the Devil, a 

brood of snakes,' and drove the dealers and moneychangers fiom the house of God with a 

 hip p."'^^ Scholtz-Klink, Krummacher's successor, did not speak a Christian language as did 

Krummacher. In fact, Scholtz-Klink is usually regarded as having been hostile to Chri~tianity.'~ 

She a h o s t  never spoke of Christ when she addressed religious themes, but neither did she attack 

Christianity or its representatives as Ley or Himmler did. At the Women's section of the 1935 

national party congress, Scholtz-Klink discussed the issue of church-leaving: "God is love. ... 1 

do not Say 'German mothers, stay away fkom the Church;' 1 Say, 'Be as in olden times the 

priestess in your own homes'."16' As we shall see, under Scholtz-Klink the NSF would live up to 

this claim, not only permitting its members to stay in the church, but also actively cooperating 

with church organizations well into the Third Reich. The MF's  positive stance towards 

Christianity could bring it into conflict with Nazi paganists, such as the race theorist Hans 

Günther, who complained to Rosenberg that, at a 2934 assembly, the NSF had openly 

propagated a Christian Nazism aimed directly against him.16' 

The NSF tried to extend its influence over the Nazi organization for young women, the 

League of Geman Girls (Bund deutscher Mudel, or BdM); but the BdM ultimately came under 

158 Claudia Koonz, "The Cornpetition for Women's Lebensraum, 1928- 1934," in Renate Bridenthal et al (eh.), 
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the control of the Hitler Youth (HJ) and its leader Baldur von Schirach. Describing a BdM 

vacation camp in 1935, one girl remarked on the religious education she had received there: 

We touched upon the Hauer movement and saw clarity and m e s s  in Christianity, over 
against the sincere but uncertain searching of paganism [Deutschglauben] . We did not 
always solve the difficult questions to everyone's satisfaction; but when we sometimes 
went to the village church in the evenings, we knew that God's greatness and love would 
certainly answer our questions and longings .. . . nie  last moming we were once again 
assembled, like so many times before, in front of the Swastika flag. 'Be active Christians 
[Christen der Tad! Serve our Führer, serve our God! Give al1 honor to him who so 
happily Leads our VoZk.' These words spoke to us, and accompanied us afterward.I6' 

It is not clear whether the "him who so happily leads" was Hitler or God. Given the tenor of the 

occasion, it was most likely both. 

Schirach, head of the Hitler Youth and Reich Youth Leader (Reichsjugendfiihrer), had 

been wideIy regarded as one of the main exponents of an anti-Christian paganisrn within the 

Nazi party. Even the party leadership expressed concern about him, as in a discussion between 

Hitler, Hans Schemm and Otto Wagener, in which Hitler poured his usual derision on paganism: 

"Al1 that rubbish about the Thing places, the solstice festivals, the Midgard snake ..."'a Schemm 

agreed with Hitler: "f'm very glad to hear you Say this . . . . There is such a lot of nonsense talked 

about the cult of Wotan and the spirit of the Edda .. . . These idiotic windbags have no idea what 

their spouting  cause^."'^' Refemng to these paganistic rites, Wagener pointed out that they were 

h o w n  to happen in the Hitler Youth. Hitler suggested that these could have beneficial 

consequences, since they brought German youth into nature, "to show them the powerful 

workings of divine creation." They also served a moral purpose by keeping youth out of saloons 

lci3 der Front," Das Wort, 17/11/35 (in BAP 62 Di 1/75/81). 
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and ccairless dives."lw Wagener maintained "the youth leaders must not fa11 into the error of 

wanting to tuni this into a religion." Hitler reassured him: "Don't worry, they ~ o n ' t . " ' ~ ~  

As a private conversation, this could hardly have allayed the fears of the churches, 

especially the Catholic Church, which believed that in Schirach they had found a defite enemy 

of Christianity.'" Schirach did little to paci@ clerical opinion. At a December 1933 speech in 

Braunschweig, he promised: "The newly-enrolled members of the Hitler Youth will not ask of 

their cornrades: 'Are you Protestant?' or 'Are you Catholic?', only 'Are you Ge~man'." '~~ Taken 

in isolation, this passage would seem to offer ample evidence that the churches' fears were 

justified. But in the sarne speech, Schirach insisted he was not anti-Christian: "They Say o f  us 

that we are an anti-Christian movement. They even say that 1 am an outspoken Pagan. ... 1 

solemnly declare here, before the German public, that I stand on the basis of Christianity, but I 

declare just as solernnly that I will put d o m  every attempt to introduce confessional matters into 

our Hitler Youth." The churches' fears were in one sense well-founded: Schirach made no 

hesitation to publicly proclaim an anti-confessional and to some extent anti-clencal position. But 

as with so many others in the party elite, Schirach demonstrated his belief that Christianity and 

the churches were not the same h g .  Schirach gave M e r  indication of his religious views in a 

poern he wrote in 1934 (he considered himself the poet laureate of the Nazi movement, even 

publishing a collection of his work) called "Christ." In it we see both the suffenng Christ o f  

conventional Christian doctrine and the wan-îor Christ of volkisch Christianity: "If today he 

descended fkom Heaven, the great warrior who struck the moneychangersl You would once 

again shout 'cruci@!'/ And nail him to the cross that he himself c&ed/ But he would gently 
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laugh at your hatredl 'The truth remains even when your bearers are passed/ Faith remains, 

because 1 give my life ...' I And the fighter of al1 the world towers on the cross."'7o 

In his book of the same year, "The Hitler Youth: Idea and Fonn," Schirach made what 

again appeared to be an unequivocally anti-Christian statement: "Whoever works for Germany 

uncompromisingly is the mortal enemy of every confessional principle in a state organization." 

Here again was an unrestrained - and public - attack on confessionalism. While Hitler, 

arnong others, suggested that Nazism would respect both confessions equally, it seemed that in 

Schirach's view Nazism would respect neither. Such sentiments led some observers to the 

conclusion that Schirach intended to create a "Siird confes~ion."~~' At the same tirne, however, 

Schirach insisted that his Hitler youths would have every right to worship according to their own 

beliefs: "In no rnanner does the HJ restrict the religious activities of its members. Neither in 

their visits to Sunday services, nor in their contribution to other church festivities, will Catholic 

Hitler youths be restricted by the leadership of the HJ."'" And indeed Schirach made free each 

Sunday moming and one afternoon durhg the week for both Protestants and Catholics in the 

Hitler Youth to worship and engage in religious activity. Additionally, the Hitler Youth 

provided support for church educational work, so long as it was of a "purely religious" 

character.'" According to Schirach, this granting of religious expression, providing a place for 

Christianity within one of the most important Nazi organizations, did not contradict the 

totalitarïan claims of the Nazi movement: "1 hold the view that religious meetings and events in 

special religious youth gatherings do not contradict the HJ's totalizing claims. Every effort that 

aims at a deepening and intensification of religious feeling must not only be welcomed, but also 
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led, by any youth leadership with a sense of responsibility. 1 believe that through the agreement 

with the Reich Bishop of the Protestant Church, the Hitler Youth has indicated that it is ready to 

gan t  the necessary space for religious education."'" Here Schirach was referring to the 13 

December 1933 agreement between him and Müller to formally incorporate the various 

Protestant youth groups into the Hitler Youth. (Whde the Catholic Church sought to maintain its 

confessionally distinct youth groups, the pro-Müller faction of the Protestant Church had 

signaled its desire to subsume confessionalism under the "above churches" doctrine of positive 

Christianity.) 

Several examples of Hitler Youth activity demonstrate that Schirach was sincere in his 

willingness to permit, seemingly without hindrance, Christian observance and activity. Refuting 

accusations made by the Protestant Church in Saxony that Schirach was encouraging his oficers 

to leave the church, the Reich Youth Leadership Office inforrned the party's Reich Leadership 

Office in private correspondence that "HJ leaders do not have to make a decision between being 

an HJ leader or being a Chri~tian."'~~ A Protestant newspaper observed with approval that 

pastors were to be found addressing outdoor Hitler Youth gatherings. At one such gathering a 

pastor invited Hitler Youth to regard Christ as the Lord: "He is our light. Away with al1 

dialecticism and formalistic squabbling! Living faith is what counts. Christ seized upon this: 

selflessly devote yourself to the community, to your brothers; stand responsible before God, be 

overwhelmed by him. Be fiee of dross, be fiee of oneself? As John said: while he grows, 1 am 

dirriini~hed."'~~ In May 1935 the Nazis' anticlerical and extremely antisemitic newspaper Der 

Stümer reported with consternation that a troop of Hitler Youth had greeted representatives of 
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the Inner Mission - the Protestant Chuch's welfare branch and as such a confessional 

organization - "in full uniform" at Berlin's Anhalter Bahnhof.'" While HJ mernbers were 

allowed these prerogatives, the same fkeedom of religious expression was not granted within the 

HJ to paganist organizations Iike the German Faith Movement (Deutsche GZaubensbewegung, or 

DGB). When the DGB attempted to use a passage fYom one of Schirach's poems in a 

promotional flier, the leadership of the HJ voiced its disapproval. Wnting to the head office of 

the Gestapo, the Reich Youth Leadership Office complained: 'The Reich Youth Leader has 

never given the German Faith Movement permission to use this poem for its propaganda 

purposes. That the Reich Youth Leader moreover has forbidden any propaganda activity in the 

Hitler Youth for the German Faith Movement is proof that the quote has been misused." 

Schirach's office requested that the Gestapo confiscate al1 copies of the leaflet.'78 

Christian voices could also be heard within the ranks of the SA, until the Rohm Purge of 

1934 one of the most radical of Nazi organizati~ns."~ One exarnple fiom the Kampfzeit was an 

article in an SA organ titled "Christ's Spirit - SA Spirit!": "We interpret in the Gospel not the 

word, but the spirit. We see in the seed, in the mode1 of our Savior not only that he does good 

and shuns evil, but also that he smiggles. ... Jesus was not locked up in a church, waiting for the 

throng. ... What SA man has not surprised hinself with the thought that the orator in a meeting, 

the man of the people, says exactly what a rninister would preach?"''' Another article, "Under 

the Cross," engaged even more closely with an evangelizing discourse: "To us Chnstianity is not 

177 "HI sammelt fùr konfessionelle Zwecke," Der Stümer, 19/5/35 (in BAP 62 Di l/7Y 175). 
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an empty phrase, but a glowing life. It lives through us and in us .. . . Thus is the strength of the 

nation gathered under the sign of the cross. When the red beast threatens us, or the well-behaved 

philistine [sittsame SpieJer] . . . sneers at us, we look up to the Cross and receive the doctrine of 

struggle." " l 

Such sentiment continued to be expressed a€ter the Machtergre$ung. 1933 saw a spate of 

Nazi mass weddings in Protestant churches, such as one held in the Lazarus Church in Berlin. 

More than forty couples were married on this occasion, with the entire "Horst Wessel Sturm" of 

the SA in attendance."' In 1935 a Protestant theology student in the SA insisted that he and 

fellow Christians were never made to feel outside the community, were always greeted with 

feelings of comradeship, and were even appreciated as men of "inner conviction." Theologians 

in the SA, this student continued, "show their comrades that above al1 else theologians are not 

enemies of the Volk, but men like they, who, precisely because they are Christian, want to serve 

their Volk and Fatherland with body and ~ o u l . " ' ~ ~  He was certainly not the only theologian in the 

SA.'" Nor would he necessarily have been a German Christian; within the ranks of the SA could 

be found members of the Confessing Church as well. A Confessing Church vicar in Silesia was 

a member, Gottingen members of the BK "routinely belonged to the SA," and in Brandenburg 

- - 
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there were several active members of the Confessing Church in the SA.Ig5 

Christian activity in the SA, while perhaps gaimering approval from some sections of 

Protestant opinion, could also generate protest. On one such occasion, indignation was 

expressed in the Deutsches Pfarrerblatt that in the Rhineland t o m  of Ketzberg, near Solingen, 

the Protestant parish held its Bible hour in the local SA house. As this pastors' newspaper told 

its readers, "this rings in our ears like the dissonance of the wildest nigger jazz [Nigge~a~zz] ." '~~ 

Pastor Lempfert of Solingen wrote back to the newspaper, explaining that the Bible hour did not 

take place in an SA home, but "in a private home that has for many years served both an SA 

formation and the Protestant church congregation." To dispel the impression that the SA were 

taking liberties with Christian theology, the pastor also stated that '2he local political authorities 

and the undersigned [Le. the pastor] are on good ter~ns." '~~ 

Just as paganists complained of Christian activity in the Hitler Youth and Women's 

Organization, they also expressed dismay when it occurred in the SA. One paganist newspaper 

reported on an SA Sturm taking part in the hundredth anniversary celebrations of the Young 

Men's Christian Association (CVJM) of 1935 in Bremen. One of the members of this Sturm7 

which had corne al1 the way from Silesia for the event, publicly declared that "the SA is prepared 

to rnake its confession to Christ."'a8 In the sarne year, a rumor had spread that the Rosenberg 

faction of the party was attempting to expel clergy fkom the SA. This question was addressed by 

the Department for Cultural Peace, a small office set up in the Reichsleitung in February 1934 to 

Vict~~aBame~FortheSoulofthePeople:ProtestantProtestagainstHitZer(Oxford~ 1992),40;Robert 
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handle religious matters in the Nazi party. In a letter addressed to the goveniing board of the 

Confessing Church, the Department assured them that such an order had neither been given nor 

proposed. '" 

The German Faith Movement 

These organizations were al1 formally affiliated with the NSDAP. However, in the context of 

Nazi encounters with paganism, it is also worth exploring briefly the history of a group of 

paganists loyal to the Nazi movement. Although it never becarne a party organization, the 

Geman Faith Movement (Dezrtsche Glazcbensbewegung, or DGB) represented an organized 

voice for paganism in the Third Reich. Members of the NSDAP could be found in their ranks, 

even if none in the party leadership were present. 

A major DGB rally in June 1934 saw speeches given by both Jakob Hauer and Ernst 

Reventlow, specifically regarding the5 views on Christian dogma. As Rosenberg had done, 

Hauer rejected the notion of Original Sin. Reventlow added that the DGB rejected the biblical 

concepts of p i l t ,  retribution and salvation: "Our forefathers knew nothing of these concepts, and 

they were more pious and reverent than the Jews of the Old Testament." Hauer, the ex-pastor, 

explicitly rejected "positive Chnstianity" as irrelevant and even expressed disappointment with 

Luther: "We will not and cannot stand by Martin Luther's half pr~test."'~' At the sarne time, 

however, they insisted that they were not breaking away from the person of Jesus; they were not 

propagating racial matenalism; and they did not believe that the Volk itself was divine. They 

. . - . - . - - - - - 
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also insisted that the idea of religion without the Hereafter was "unthinkable." And towards 

individual Christians they professed no animus: "Whereas the Chnstian is of the view that the 

Chnstian of an &en Volk stands cioser to him than the 'pagan' of his own Volk, we maintain that 

the Christian of our own Volk stands closer to us than the 'pagan' of an alien Volk, precisely 

because he is of o u .  blood. This is the exact foundation of our faith." The defense of Jesus was 

in line with Hauer's declaration fÏom the rnonth before: "[Tlhe thousand year history of 

Chnstianity in the germanisch-deutsch space is only an episode, which today is coming to an 

end. We do not mean the figure of Jesus - in the future there will always be Jesus 

congregations - but rather the near eastem-semitic form of faith which is alien to the 

germanisch-deutsch ~ o r l d . " ' ~ ~  

Other voices in the DGB took a sirnilarly differentiated view. One was Herbert Grabert, 

who edited the paganist monthly Deutscher Glaube ("German Faith"). 19' He also worked in the 

Religious Studies section of Rosenberg's Office of Ideological Information. In 1936, Grabert 

published a book called "The Protestant Mission of the Geman Volk: Fundamentals of German 

Faith History fiom Luther to Hauer."19' He suggested that Gemanic faith and Christianity were 

irreconcilable, that his rnovement was about belief rather than religion, God rather than Christ, 

Volk rather than Church.'" Luther was a central figure in Grabert's religious history, having 

begun the long process of German liberation fiom the stifling Roman Church. But Luther did 

not, in Grabert's view, found Protestantism. Rather, Luther's struggle against the Roman Church 

expressed a preexisting Protestant "original force" (Urkraft), which Grabert defined as a Nordic- 

19' "Prof. Hauer über die Deutsche Glaubensbewegung," Frunkfurt Oder-Zeitung, 18/5/34 (in BAP 
R5IOl/23 l39/2). 
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German spint of the sou1 (Seelentum) a h e d  against the Christianking forces emanathg from the 

s o ~ t h . ' ~ ~  Luther went o d y  half way towards fulfilling the Protestant mission. It was the task of 

the current age to complete the process: 'Wever was the Protestant mission of our Volk so clear 

and indispensable as today."'% Jesus as a person could remain as a fiiend and "traveling 

cornpanion" (Weggeno~sen).'~~ But the "foreign, Jewish" Bible would have to be removed. 

Hence Grabert advocated a Protestantism with even less Christian doctrine than Rosenberg had 

retained. 

Grabert lmew this would prompt an obvious question: "What, then, do we as the Geman 

Faith Movernent have to do with Protestantism, with this phase of Christian church history?" 

The answer: "It is precisely a chief concem of this work to show that German Protestantism in its 

best parts c m  be regarded as a movement of German blood fiorn the Geman spirit and Gerrnan 

~ o u l . ' ' ~ ~ ~  Like Rosenberg, Grabert maintained that contemporary Protestantism, under the 

influence of Barth, was losing its unique line of thought and retuming to Rome. This led Grabert 

to a paradoxical assertion: "Geman Protestantism is dead, but the Protestant spirit and mission 

still live .. . . The German Faith Movement of today is the heir of the best elements of German 

Protestanti~m."'~~ In other words, the Protestant institution was dead, but not Protestant belief, 

which expressed itself in four fundamentais: an irnmediacy to God (Gottzinrnittelbarkeit); 

heartfelt trust and belief in God; a faith beholden to no one but God; and fkeedorn of conscience 

before God.'O0 When Grabert mapped out his intellectual path from Luther to Hauer, he 

'95 ibid., 38-39. 

19' Ibid., 40. 
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significantly gave a prominent place to the development of liberal Protestantisrn in the 1 9th 

Century, which culminated in the works of the "last great Protestant theologian," Adolf von 

Hamack- ' 

The DGB7s insistence that it was the religious expression of Nazism was not taken kindly 

in the NSDAP. Certainly they had their sympathizers. Himmler, for instance, permitted the SS 

to take part in the officia1 ceremonies of the DGB7s Sports Palace meeting in Spnng 1935, an 

occasion that marked the height of their fortunes.'02 In Württemberg, Kultzcsminister Christian 

Mergenthaler permitted members of the DGB to teach at Protestant schools, much to the 

displeasure of the Protestant press?03 At best, such Nazis were willing to tolerate the DGB as a 

religious community that would remain outside the party. Even Rosenberg, who shared many if 

not most DGB precepts, could not envision them as a forma1 party organization. ln his ideal 

Nazi state, they would be made a religious cornmunity on par with the Christian confessions, 

which would lose their status as officia1 religions and become independent  association^.'^ 

On the other hand, many other Nazis were far less tolerant, and even took an active stand 

against them. In July 1934, Richard Zwomer, the consultant for religion and churches in the 

NSLB, suggested that the religious claims of the DGB were spurious and that the NSDAP reject 

them.'05 In October Ham Schernm banned the DGB in his capacity as Gauleiter of Bayerische 

O~trnark.~'~ In Brandenburg the s m e  month, Wilhelm Kube banned the organization aRer what 

20 1 ibid., 205. Nowhere did Grabert refer to Hamack's rejection of the OId Testament, which would have 
presumably enhanced his esteem for this theologian al1 the more. 
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he regarded to be an inflammatory speech."' Another paganist organization, the Nordic Ring, 

was disbanded by the Nazi authorities altogether, and even the use of Norse names was outlawed 

for several mon th^.^^^ The next year saw even more repressive measures. In February 1935 an 

article in the Berher Tageblart reported that Reventlow's paper Reichswart had been banned for 

subversive c ~ n t e n t . ' ~  Repression of the DGB intensified after the Sports Palace meeting, where 

time and again they made claims to being the tme voice of Nazi religion. That June the head of 

the Saxon Gestapo banned a meeting of the DGB in Leipzig, even though it was a private 

meeting for members ~ n l y . " ~  Members complained when, a shoa time later, the Saxon Minister 

of the Intenor banned the movement altogether."' Finally, in August 1935, Heydnch forbade al1 

rallies and other public meetings of the DGB across the Reich, restricting them to private 

meetings ~ n l y . ~ "  

Even this was not sufficient for some party leaders. Josef Terboven, Gauleiter of Essen 

and Reich Commissioner for occupied Norway during the war, was opposed to the DGB on the 

grounds that their activities caused considerable difficulties for him in his overwhelmingly 

Catholic district. He also expressed indignation when the local DGB speaker maintained that 

"No Christian can be a National Socialist and no National Socialist Christian." Terboven 

believed this went against the will of the Führer. Furthemore, it was not up to the DGB to 

decided who could be a Nazi and who not."l Further action was taken against the DGB when it 
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was noticed that their newspaper Reichsrvart, which had had its ban lifled, described itself as a 

Wational Socialist weekly." Hanns Kerrl, who as Reich Church Minister was responsible for a11 

religious bodies in Germany, declared this to be a false association of the NSDAP with the DGB, 

and upon obtaining the backing of Hess and Goebbels, ordered the paper to drop this 

designati~n.'~' 

The DGBYs claims to represent the true face of Nazi religiosity were also resented by the 

German Christians. They were especially insulted by Bishop Wurm's contention that the 

German Chnstians, as members of the NSDAP, stood for the ideology of Rosenberg and the 

DGB. They insisted that they were the true representatives of Nazi religion, who stood "in the 

middle of the great National Socialist fiont against al1 opposed ide~logies.""~ Joachim 

Hossenfelder, one-time leader of the German Chnstians and one of its most theologically radical 

exponents, also rejected cornparisons of the DGB with the DC, arguing that not only their 

theologies differed, but that the DGB contained politically unreliable elements? This was not 

simply propaganda: among the many religious associations the DGB absorbed in 1933 was the 

sizable League of Free Religious Comrnunities, which according to Klaus Scholder "came f?om 

the fkee-thinking Marxist tradition.'"" Even Artur Dinter entered the fray. Hauer sued the one- 

time Gauleiter, expelled by Hitler for trying to make the NSDAP into a platform for his religious 

views, when Dinter publicly accused hirn of being an atheist and his DGB of being an atheistic 

214 BAP RS101/231391296 (14 December 1935: Berlin). Starting with the 25 January 1936 issue of Reichswart, 
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movernenf,Li8 

In spite of repeated warnings, Hauer continued to argue that the DGB's religion fit that of 

the Nazis more than any other. For this reason, Nazi state authorities finally forced Hauer to 

resign his leadership of the DGB in April 1936. When Heydnch notified him of this decision, 

direct reference was made to Hauer's repeated attempts to inject his movement into Nazi~rn."~ 

Reventlow lefi the leadership as well, but voluntarily. Unlike Hauer, he found the repeated 

attacks on Christianity increasingly disagreeable. As he stated in pnvate correspondence to 

Kerrl's ministry: "The stmggle which the D G P ]  leads against both Christianity and Christian 

Volk comrades is, for me as a National Socialist, highly intolerable. This stmggle is not 

compatible with point 24 of the [party] program ...""O He had always been in favor of religious 

peace, he wrote, and wanted above al1 to follow Hitler's dicturn that there could be no religious 

warfare for the sake of the nation. hstead of working for cooperation between Protestants, 

CathoIics and non-Christians, elements of the DGB were pushing it in a radicaliy anti-Christian 

course that he had found unacceptable, because anti-Nazi. Reventlow was not simply covering 

his tracks here. As earty as 1927, years before the founding of the DGB or the s e ime  of power, 

Reventlow had announced his agreement with Hitler's policy of religious neutrality, especially 

the idea that Protestant and Catholic should be united in cornmon defense against the Jew."' 

Reventlow took his paper Reichswart with him, usïng it to M e r  his own view that the non- 

Christian German had to respect and tolerate the views of his Christian compatriots." 
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Conclusion 

With the conquest of power in 1933, the Nazis were dforded the oppomuiity to act upon the 

religious convictions they professed in the Kampfieit. The anti-Christians of the party were 

strikingly honest about their dislike of the Christian religion. Neither Rosenberg nor Kimmler 

affected a Christian stance in public any more than they did behhd closed doors. The great 

clencal hostility that met his Mythus did not lead Rosenberg to retract his cnticisms in the narne 

of politicaï oppominisrn; they were instead publicly reaffirmed in his subsequent writings. In the 

same way, Heydrich publicly derided the Catholic church as perhaps the enemy of the state. 

Himmler, who might have been expected to lean on his former Christian faith for the sake of 

propaganda, made no public attempt to do so. He did state publicly that his SS men must believe 

in God: and this was his private position as well. 

On the other hand, those who upheld "positive Christianity" before 1933 dernonstrated a 

continued allegiance to it aflerward. Goebbels and Hitler suggested in public that many of the 

domestic measures taken by the regime - the destruction of marxist organizations, the 

strengthening of the family, the Winter Relief Drive, and other attributes of the 

Voksgemeinschaft - were inspired by the ethical pnnciples of positive or "practicai" 

Christianity. (We shall explore this issue M e r  in Chapter Seven.) Al1 who insisted they or 

their movement were Christian in the fimpfieit maintained this attitude afterward. Just as new 

voices emerged on the anti-Christian side, especially Himmler's, they emerged on the positive 

Christian side too, most notably with Goring. Their enduring rejection of paganism was equally 

as public as Rosenberg's endorsement of it. Publicly and privately, the party's elite rejected 

paganist attempts to c l a h  the mantle of "party religion," whether these came fiom members of 

the party or the DGB. There is little to support the clairn that the DGB or its ideology were 
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'widely supported" in Nazi circles." Lower down the ranks of the party, the right of Chrïstians 

to retain their religious beliefs and practices was affirmed. 

Many of these positive Christians celebrated Luther as a national hero, and positioned 

themselves as his inheritors. But by celebrating Luther, they also showed the limits of their 

interconfessionalism. Catholic positive Chnstians were hard to h d  at the Luther Day. Notable 

in his absence during the festivities was Goebbels, who as Propaganda Minister rnight have been 

expected to Say anythmg deemed advantageous. While Nazi leaders like Frick, Buch, Koch, 

Rust or Schernm al1 fieely associated Luther with Nazism, none of Christianity's antagonists in 

the party - Himmler and Ley most notably - felt obligated to affect an adoration of Luther for 

the sake of politics. Their private hostility was matched by public silence. Even Rosenberg, 

who meticulously detached Luther fiom Lutheran Christianity, made no appearance at the Luther 

festivities, presumably because he found them too Christian. 

Another limit to the interconfessionalism of positive Christianity was the party's church 

policy. Relations with the Catholic Church were never warm, despite several points of 

ideological contact: whereas Catholics tended to reject Nazi racial theory, in almost al1 instances 

Nazis rejected Catholic internationalism. On the other hand, many Nazis proclaimed an affinity 

for Protestantism. Did this translate into a positive bearing toward the institutions of 

Protestantisrn? Was Nazi action against Protestant pastors the natural consequence of putting 

idea into practice, or the product of contingency? Was it Nazi policy to destroy the Protestant 

church as an institutional rival, or did the Nazis seek instead to build a relationship with it as an 

ideological ally? These questions will be taken up in the next chapter. 



6 6CCompleting the Reformation": The Protestant Reich Church 

Through me the Protestant Church could become the established 
church, as in England. - Adolf Hitler' 

Nazis expressed various degrees of anticlericalism. While this anticlencalism was often 

articulated in an undifferentiated marner, it was not applied unifomly to both confessions. 

Whereas the Catholic Church continued to be attacked for its "internationalism" and doctrinal 

stand against racialist categories, the Protestant Church was generally treated much more 

favorably. Particularly revealing in this regard was the plan to unite the twenty-eight Protestant 

state churches of Germany into one national church - a Reich Church. Conventional 

histonography regards the Nazi interest in institutional Protestantism as duplicitous. For 

instance, John Conway believes that the Nazi endorsement of a Reichskirche in no sense implied 

pro-Protestant sentiment. In his view, the Nazis' aim in uniting the state churches was to render 

Protestantism innocuous, to make the Protestant church "an instrument subservient to the Nazi 

state .... [Tlhe Church was a pillar of the old order, whose standing, though it might be exploited 

as a temporary measure, was fundarnentally resented by the leading mernbers of the Party."' 

This chapter argues that the Nazis in fact hoped for a lasting relationship with the Protestant 

Church, at least until 1937, when the stance of Niemoller and his allies led them to conclude that 

the church could not be relied upon. After this break, actions against Protestant clergymen grew 

in number, becoming comparable in fkequency and harshness with the measures which had 

already been leveled against Catholic churchmen. For most Nazis, and certainly nearly all 

positive Chnstians, the anticlencalism of the regime toward Protestantism came arose only when 

other policy options had been exhausted, and was not planned fkom the outset. 
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As early as 1927, Hitler discussed the subject of a Protestant Reichskirche with the military 

chaplain of Konigsberg, Ludwig Müller.' But this was certainly not the f i s t  tirne that the idea of 

a unified national Protestant church had arisen. It had been on the agenda of large segments of 

Protestant opinion some tirne before then, and was not, as is sometimes suggested, an imposition 

of Hitler's Catholic understanding of ecclesiastical structure.' As with so much else of the 

Nazis' ecclesiological platforni, the idea of a ReicMrche was most closely, but not exclusively, 

associated with theologically liberal Protestantism. The liberal Protestant Association was 

founded in 1363 to promote the idea of a national church, and this became a centerpiece of the 

German Christian platform. On the other hand, confessional Lutherans, owing to their 

theological conservatism, ofien opposed the idea of a Reichskirche, which, it was feared, might 

iransgress the boundaries of doctrine in order to unite al1 Protestant Gemans.' For instance, 

confessionalist Lutheran August Marahrens, state bishop of Hanover and acknowledged 

ideological ally of N a ~ i s m , ~  nonetheless opposed the Nazi hopes for a national church, since this 

would mean a merger with Refomed and ("Old Prussian") Union churches. The most he could 
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306. 

5 Gerhard Besier, "Die preussische Kirchenpolitik, 1866-72," faculty dissertation (Tübingen, 1976); Martin 
Gerhardt, Zur Vorgeschichte der Reichskirche: Die Frage der kirchlichen Einijpng in Deutschland im 19. und 20. 
Jahrhundert (Bonn, 1934). The idea of a national Protestant Church had also been propagated by the theologically 
liberal Protestant League and the Adolf Gustav Association, an organization established to address the concemç of 
"diaspora" Protestants (mostly Volksdeutsche) living outside the borders of the German Reich. On the Protestant 
League's support for the Reichskirche, see DA5 16/7/33 (in EZA 7/1296). 

ci Robert Ericksen, TheoIogians Under Hider: Gerhard Kim$ Paul Althaus and Emanuel Hirsch (New Haven, 
1985), 167; Eberhard Kliigel, Die lutherische Landeskirche Hannovers und ihr Bischof 1933-1945 (Berlin, 1965), 
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support was a union of the Lutheran state churches of central Gemany.' 

But this does not mean that the Protestant establishment remained a motioniess island of 

conservatism in a swging sea of revolution. As Jonathan Wright states: 

There was a widespread desire among Protestants for a more united church grouped 
around the different creeds. There was dso  general hostility to 'parliamentarism' in the 
church. ... There was aIso cnticism of the leadership - that it was too old and that 
tawyers had too much power. The time had corne to choose new men fiom the 
generation that had fought at the fiont in the First World War and therefore belonged to 
the modem world. ... In the Spring of 1933 there was a general feeling, especially among 
young theologians, that a new era had dawned which offered great new opportunities 
afler a long penod of retreat.' 

If the confessional Lutheran Marahrens was against a Reich Church, others like Bavarian state 

bishop Hans Meiser supported the idea of a united Reich Church so long as it was "sufficiently" 

Lutheran. But the strongest advocates of the national church idea were the Gerrnan Christians. 

This did not mean that the Geman Christians were simply the Nazis' ''fiflh colurnn" in this 

regard. Hitler for one made no indication that he regarded a unified Protestant church solely as a 

tool to aid in the nazification of German Protestants. According to Müller, the lapsed Catholic 

Hitler confided to hirn in the Kampfi i t  that he "longed to have a religious home again."9 Owing 

to Hitler's well established scorn for Rosenberg's ersatz faith, this statement - made to a 

Protestant pastor - could only have implied Protestantism. Hitler took no tangible steps to find 

that religious home in Protestantism. Nonetheless, this sentiment was not inconsistent with the 

favorable remarks he made about Protestantism, both publicly in Mein Kampf and privately in 

7 Scholder, Churches, 1 : 28 1. 

8 Jonathan Wright, 'Above Parties ': Tile Political Attitudes of the German Protestant Church Leadership, 19 18- 
1933 (Oxford, 1974), 120. 

9 Quoted in Jonathan Wright, 'Über den Parteien ': Die politische H a h n g  der evangelischen Kirchenfuhrer 
191 8-1933 (Gottingen, 1977), 152. This quote is not in the onginal English version. 



his circle of confidants.'O This attitude continued well into the Third Reich. 

Almost imrnediately after the seinire of power, a series of events in Mecklenburg 

provided Hitler the opportunity to reveal his intentions for the Protestant church. On 22 April 

1933 the Nazi state authorities in Mecklenburg announced that the govemment of the state 

church, whose head was the confessional Lutheran Rendtorff," had been overthrown and 

replaced with a commissioner for church affairs. The move was instigated by Richard Walther 

Darré, who, along with feIlow "Blood and Soil" ideologue Walter Bohm and Nazi 

Ministerprasident of Mecklenburg Walter Granzow planned to replace the "reactionaries" in the 

state church with German Chnstians more in fine with the Nazi Party. Bohm, appointed as 

cornmissioner, appealed to the pious country people of Mecklenburg not to be "humbled under 

the domination of bishops ... [and to dispose] of bishops who want to arrogate to themselves the 

power of the crosier over against the parishes and the Landeskirchen." Bohm continued with tus 

admonition: "[Tlake over die govemment of the church for yourselves along with al1 h c t i o n s  of 

church govemment down to community level."" M e r  an unsympathetic interview with 

Granzow, Rendtorff contacted Hitler and Hans Lammers, Hitler's secretary in the Reich 

Chancellery, to protest the action. Only two days later, Hitler and Fnck convened a meeting 

with Darré, Granzow and Bohm. Hitler made no reference to the church "revolution" just 

undertaken - much to the consternation of Bohrn, who expected to be congratulated on his 

achievement. Instead they were informed that they were imrnediately to rneet Rendtorff. Frick 

opened this meeting by declaring that, even though these were revolutionary tirnes, the actions of 

the Mecklenburg state government were illegal. Rendtorff was reinstated as Landesbischof; 

10 AdoK Hitler, Mein Karnpfl tram. RaIph Manheirn (Boston, 1962), 112-13; Henry Ashby Turner (ed.), Hitler: 
Mernoirs of a Confidant, (New Haven, l98S), 19-21,210. 

" See Chapter Four, n. 83-84. 

'' Niederdeutsche Beobachtw, 18/4/33, 



Bohm resigned three days later, and the Mirzisteqn-asident resigned some months afterwards due 

to the fallout caused by the incident.') That some of the highest Nazi officials in a state 

government lost their positions over this affair - they were not reprimanded, not furloughed, but 

removed fkom office - demonstrated no t only Hitler's intentions towards German Protestants, 

but also how senously Protestant church afEiirs were taken by the Nazi regime. 

This affair precipitated a meeting that Hitler held with the president of the Protestant 

Oberkirchenrat, Hermann Kapler. This was the first meeting between Hitler as head of state and 

a designated representative of the Protestant Church. In it, Hitler upheld the Church's autonomy, 

but declared himself ideologically for the German Christians, who "wanted to reestablish contact 

with the Volk."" That day, Hitler also made Fnck his officia1 liaison in Protestant church affairs, 

and Müller his persona1 advisor. Lammers noted Hitler's keen interest in the effort towards unity 

in Geman Protestantism, not l e s t  because this could serve as a counterweight to Cath~licisrn.'~ 

In a meeting with the representatives of the state churches, Müller informed them of Hitler's 

wishes. Hitler was interested in reaching an agreement with institutional Protestantism, Müller 

stated. Refemng to the Concordat with Rome, Müller suggested that Hitler now wanted a bloc 

against the Catholic Church.I6 Conceiving of a Mfied Protestant Church as a bulwark against 

Catholicism was not simply the consequence of Hitler's instrumentalism. A "broad middle 

group" in the Protestant establishment, including Kapler, contemplated the possibility of a Reich 

Church in exactly these terms." When the Protestant churches were unable to find mutual 

agreement, owing largely to the doctrinal differences between the Geman Christians and those 

13 Dokumente zur Kirchenpolitik des Dritten Reiches, 3 vols., edited b y  Carsten Nicolaisen (Munich, 197 1-94), 1 : 
38. The entire episode is recounted in ibid., 37-41. 

14 Scholder, Churches, 1: 303. 

1s Dokurnente zur Kirchenpolitik, 39. 

l6 BAPR5101/28/173(11July1933:n.p.[Berlin]). 

17 Wright, 'A bove Parties ', 1 18-19. 



who would eventually merge into the Confessing Church (at this point called the "Young 

Reformers"), Hitler, due to his preference for the former, entered into the power struggle, thereby 

violating his own party's position of religious neutrality. But he did so cchesitantly and 

rel~ctantly,"'~ not with the enthusiasm to be expected fiom someone desiring to bend yet another 

social institution to his totalitarian will. 

Lower down the ranks, Nazi participation in the Protestant Church lent confirmation to 

Hitler's position. Two rnonths after the seinire of power the opening session of ihe new Prussian 

Landtag was celebrated. Wilhelm Kube, as the National Socialist caucus leader in the Prussian 

Landtag, led al1 the NSDAP delegates on a march through Berlin to the Protestant Christ Church, 

where they heard a sermon on John 10: 12 delivered by the German Christian leader Joachim 

Hossenfelder. l9 

Hitler's candidate to head a newly created Reich Church in the position of Reich Bishop 

was Muller. Muller was a rnember of the German Christians, but came kom their more 

moderate East Prussian wing, which he also led." Hitler's endorsement of Müller was certainly 

based on his desire to have the Protestant church led by a Nazi supporter. But he also believed 

Müller would have the support of the majority of Protestant churchmen. However, there was a 

rival in the contest for Reich Bishop in the more established Friedrich von Bodelschwingh, head 

of the charitable Bethe1 Institution in Bielefeld. Pressed to run against Müller by Union and 

Calvinist churchmen, in May 1933 Bodelschwingh won in a vote of state church 

representatives." The vote was split: whereas the disproportionate representation of Prussia 

assured that Bodelschwingh would win, Lutheran state bishops, headed by Heinrich Rendtorff, 

l8 Scholder, Churches, 1: 333. 

l9 Der A n p f i  22/3/33. 

'O Wright, 'Above Parties ', 123. 

" Ibid., 130. 



had called for "an unconditional Yes to the National Socialist movement, to the new Reich and 

therefore to Ludwig Müller.'" Müller and his allies were outraged by the results. According to 

Martin Broszat: "Without the prornptings of Müller and the German Christians Hitler would 

probably have been agreeable to Bodelschwingh's candidature? But given the close ties 

between German Christians and members of the Nazi party, this never became a serious option. 

Müller and his associates recruited the SA to harass Bodelschwingh's offices and had offices of 

the Nazi party send off protest telegrams. In Prussia KuIfusminister Rust appointed August Jiiger 

as state commissioner for the church, with the goal of forcing through a "coordination" of the 

church dong German Christian Lines." Feeling his position to be untenable, Bodelschwingh 

resigned. The path for Müller was once again cleared. Despite strong-am tactics against his 

opponents and rivals, in ecclesiastical matters Müller subsequently took a position considered far 

too conciliatory for the tastes of most German Christian opinion. In fact, while the German 

Christians backed Müller as their candidate for Reich Bishop, they refùsed to name him as their 

leader, giving him instead the largely empty title of "pa t r~n . "~  The national leader of the 

German Chnstians remained the more radical Hossenfelder. It was thought that Hitler's man 

Müller %ould make cornmon cause with the old church (which in fact he did)."" 

Despite their intemal quarreling, the German Christiaos (Deueche Christen, DC) 

obtained the persona1 and institutional support of the rest of the party leadership, even as a strict 

" Scholder, Churches, 1: 330. Wright points out that of the eleven Landeskirchen that voted for Müller, oniy 
one was not Lutheran (132). 

Maitlli Broszat, The Hitler Srate: nie Foundation and Development of the Intemal Structure of the Third 
Reich (London, 198 l), 225. This is also confimied by Wright, who States: 'There are indications that 
Bodelschwingh was not completely unacceptable to Hitler" ( 'Above Parties ', 13 1). 

2' There is no evidence that Hider or Müller directly encouraged this appointment: Scholder, "Kirche," 19; 
Wright, 'Above Parties ', 144. 

ZS Dokumente zur Kirchenpolitik, 1 : 43. 

26 Cf. Scholder, Churches, 1: 327; Shelley Baranowski, "The 1933 German Protestant Church Elections: 
Machtpolitik or Accommodation?," Church History 49 (1980), 303-04. 
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institutional separation between them and the NSDAP was maintained, and even a s  Nazis argued 

with each other as to how much the state should intervene in the "Church Stniggle" 

(Kirc?~enkampfl.'~ At the first national conference of the Geman Christians, held in April 1933, 

an "honorary cornmittee" was established, made up of Nazi dignitaries with a persona1 interest in 

Protestant affairs: Frick; Goring; Graf von Helldorf, Berlin leader of the SA and later the city's 

chief of police; Hans Hinkel; Hanns Kerrl, President of the Prussian Landtag and later Reich 

Minister for Church Affairs; and Wilhelm Kube." At the behest of Müller, Robert Ley 

(Strasser's replacement as Reich Organization Leader) told al1 Gauleiter to instnict Protestant 

party members in their domains - regardless of whether they were active church-goers - to 

vote DC in the upcoming church elections, in which the vote for the Reich Bishop would be 

opened to al1 Protestant church-members in the co~ntry.'~ Such support was not a aven: 

responding to DC complaints that party offices in the Saar were causing them difficulties, Ley 

sent a letter to Gauleiter Bürckel assuring him that the German Christians were supported by the 

"highest leadership of the party," and were welcomed to employ the party organization in their 

~ampaigning.~ Hess later instructed al1 party members to register their names on the election 

lists of their parishes since "participation in the election is ~nandatory."'~ Al1 Gauleiter were 

" Generalist historians still fa11 under the impression that the Kirchenkompf was a war waged by the Nazi state 
against the Protestant Church. See, for instance, Martyn Housden, Reszktance and Conformis, in the Third Reich 
(London, 1997), 46-47: "The fmt  significant Nazi crusade in this connection was led by the German Christians 
against Protestantism" (emphasis mine). While the Nazis certainly took sides in the dispute, this was in fact a 
struggle between two opposed tendencies within Protestantism, not a state-conducted campaign against organized 
religion: Doris Bergen, Twisted Cross: The German Christian Movement in the Third Reich (Chape1 Hill, 1 W6), 12; 
Conway, Persecution, xx. 

" EvangeZium im Dnllen Reich, 26/3/33. 

ri BAZ Schu 24412124 (17 Iuly 1933: Berlin). 

30 BAZ Schu 244/2/26 (24 April 1933: Munich). 

" Leonore Siegele-Wenschkewitz, Nationalsozialismus und Kirchen: ReZigionspoIitik von Partei rrnd Staar bis 
1935 (Düsseldorf, 1974), 87. 



instmcting party members to vote DC." Paganists like Rosenberg observed the party's 

involvement with deep unea~e.~' 

As the Reich's chief legal authority, the most important "state Nazi" in church matters 

was Wilhelrn Frick. He generally held to a moderate line, even though he had displayed a 

persona1 preference for the German Christians during his time in Thuringia. He became the first 

government authority to intervene in the KNThenkampf; but he advised against state intervention 

on the Müller side. In a meeting with Reich Bishop-designate Bodelschwingh in June, Frick 

expressed his opinion that the latter ccshould certainly rem& in and carry on the office, but 

declare that the h a 1  decision on the question of the bishop should be made by the Reich Synod," 

with either an election or vote of ~onfidence.~' As Scholder states: "At this time Frick was 

certainly more on Bodelschwingh's side, even if as matters stood he could make his influence 

felt in this direction only to a limited extent."15 The degree of constraint became evident in a 

meeting between Frick, Hitler, Rust and Müller later that month, which was prompted by 

Hindenburg's cal1 for Hitler to find a "statesmanlike" resolution to the growing fkactiousness of 

the Protestant church situation. Here again Frick argued against state intervention, while Rust 

was strongly in favor of it, naturally on the side of the German Christians. Rust in fact was one 

of the staunchest supporters of state intervention. It was he who appointed the radical August 

Jager as state commissioner of the Prussian churches. Rust's position on this occasion won out: 

national elections were planned for late summer, with the full organizational strength of the 

NSDAP at the German Christians' disposal. Frick sent a letter to Müller, wishing him "total 

32 BAP R43 W161/158-159 (19 July 1933: Berlin). 

33 Cf. Rosenberg's letter of cornplaint to G o ~ g :  BAZ NS 8/167/156 (27 March 1934: Berlin). 

34 Quoted in Scholder, Churches, 1: 345. Bodelschwingh refused this course of action, which many Geman 
Chnstians had actually agreed to (Wright, 'A bove Parties ', 13 6). 

35 Scholder, Churches, 2: 345-46. 



success and God's ble~sing.'~'~ Even though his hand was forced in this issue, Frick hoped that 

Müller would nonetheless build bridges with his Young Reformer nvals. Rudolf Buttmann, 

NSDAP leader in the Bavarian Landtag and now leader of the Culture Department in Fnck's 

Ministry, also shared this view. In January 1934, Buttmann infonned Müller of his and Frick's 

view that the Nazi state would not endorse a Reich Church that did not represent the entirety of 

Protestant opinion." 

Goring, as kïinisterprasident of Pmssia, also took what appeared to be a position more 

rnoderate than Rust's. Citing the ongoing stmggle within the ranks of the Protestant churches in 

a letter to Rust, Goring insisted: "So long as we have state churches and no Reich Church, in my 

view we cannot appoint a Reich Bishop." Gonng's feelings were not directed against Müller, 

however. Rather, they had a different motive: 'Vntil the revolution the King of Prussia was the 

summus episcopus of the Prussian State Church. In rny view this authonty has now passed over 

to the Prussian Ministerprasident. On this basis an alteration to the state church without our 

explicit consent is not c~nceivable."~~ This consent is exactly what Müller tried to obtain. As 

late as December 1933, Müller and his advisors in the Reich Church tried to get the appointment 

of Goring, a "Protestant of some awareness," as "Reich minister in evangelicis" - an appointed, 

as opposed to hereditary, summus episcop~s.~~ According to Müller, Goring was amenable to the 

idea. For reasons that are unclear, Goring did not pursue his bid to be narned secular head of the 

Reich Church: it is most likely that Hitler vetoed the idea. But in any event, Goring was a strong 

supporter of Müller. Under his control the Gestapo monitored the activities of Müller's 

opponents. He hlly supported the partisan position of his education minister Rust, and informed 

36 DohmenternrKirchenpoZitik71:84. 

37 BAP R43 W1611279-280 (15 January 1934: Berlin). 

38 Correspondence of 27/6/33: Dokumente zur Kir~henpolitik~ 1: 75 .  

39 Scholder, Churches, 2: 17. 



Hitler that any opposition which Müller and the German Christians encountered was due to the 

political reaction of the Young Reformers. By contrast, Fnck and Buttmann blamed the ongoing 

dissention in the Protestant churches on the incornpetence of Müller and his a~socia tes .~  

Whereas Hitler decided to back the German Christians with the party's organizational 

support, this did not yet mean that he regarded the opponents of the German Christians as 

opponents of Nazisrn. In a meeting he held with Hitler, the American churchman Charles 

Macfarland asked what would be "the reaction of the Govemment towards utterances by pastors 

who did not agree with the position or actions of the Government on church matters." Hitler 

responded that "such a reaction on the part of Protestant clergymen was not at al1 directed against 

the Governrnent of the Reich.'"' Here Hitler recognized a position that members of the 

Confessing Church would later argue with marked consistency: that opposition to the Nazis' 

church policy was not opposition to Nazisrn itself?' That Hitler would Iater take a hostile stand 

against the Confessing Church was due to his growing impression that the political resistance of 

some of its members represented aZZ Confessing Church opinion. Müller, who portrayed his 

institutional nvals as Hitler's total ideological enemies, in no small measure encouraged this 

impression. In a letter to Hitler shortly before the national church elections Müller falsely 

asserted: "Mn the final analysis, this so-called 'church stniggle' is none other than a struggle 

against you and against National Socialism.'"' Whether Hitler accepted Müller's view or not, 

Hitler instnicted that no party disturbances were to occur in the upcoming elections.* 

'O Ibid., 2: 33-34. 

JI Charles Macfarland, The New Church and the New Germany (New York, 1 934), 52-54. 

" As Victoria Bamett points out, the majority of Confessing Church leaders repeatedly insisted that they were 
not an anti-Nazi resistance group, and resented the vocal rninority who wished to see the Confesshg Church take on 
a political opposition to Nazisrn: Victoria Bamett, For the Sou2 of the People: Protestant Protest Against Hitler 
(Oxford, 1992), passim. 



At least as important as the organizational support lent to the Germa. Christians was 

Hitler's radio address to the nation given the night before the church elections, on 22 July 1933. 

Hitler spoke to the Geman people d e r  a performance of Wagner's Christian allegory Parsifal 

in Bayreuth, conducted that evening by Richard Strauss: 

[Alrnong the congregations of the Protestant Confessions there has arisen in the 'German 
Christians' a movement that is filled with the determination to do justice to the great 
tasks of the day and has aimed at a union of the Protestant state churches and confessions. 
If this question is now really on the way towards solution, in the judgement of history no 
false or stupid objections will be able to dispute the fact that this senice was rendered by 
the volkisch-po litical revolution in Germany and by that movement within the Protestant 
confessions that clearly and unequivocally professed its allegiance to this national and 
volkisch movement at a time when, unfortunately, just as in the Roman Church, rnany 
pastors and superintendents without reason have opposed the national uprising in the 
most violent, indeed often fanatical, way.i5 

This change in Hitler's attitude towards the German Christians' opponents (now called "Gospel 

and Church") was aLnost certainly due to Müller's appeal. In reality, few in this group were 

"fanatical" opponents of the regirne. 

Just how little the members of "Gospel and Church" contemplated resistance to Nazism 

was demonstrated the next day. Ln several states, such as Braunschweig, the "Gospel and 

Church" lists voluntarily withdrew "der the impact of the Chancellor's speech and out of 

loyalty to Adolf Hitler," as one announcement put it? Ln many states there was simply no 

election: in light cf Hitler's endorsement, lists were joined into one, thereby precluding the need 

for elections. Synods in Baden, Württemberg, the Palatinate, Schleswig-Holstein, Hanover, 

Saxony, Frankfurt and Harnburg were mostly formed by agreement, al1 with German Christian 

majorities. In the Old Prussian Union church, where opposition to the German Christians was 

35 As reported in Volkyarale,  24/7/33 (in BStA PAS 929). For a slightly different trandation see Peter 
Matheson (ed.), The n i rd  Reich and the Christian Churches (Grand Rapids, 198 l), 28. 

46 Quoted in Scholder, Churches, 1 : 447. 



strongest and where elections were still necessary, the German Christians won seventy-five 

percent of the vote, with al1 the church provinces Save Westphalia returning Geman Christian 

majonties." Any lingering question of anti-Nazi activity within "Gospel and Church" was laid 

to rest when it was discovered that party members themselves had voted for it. To be sure, this 

was limited to isolated cases in the lower ranks of the par& but it happened often enough that 

the Reich Interior Ministry began to take note.' Party authorities took action against these 

Nazis, many of whom protested loudly. Eventually the party reversed itself, since Hitler wanted 

to return to a position of religious neutrality as soon as the elections were over. In October this 

stance was affimed by Rudolf Hess in a circular to al1 party offices, guaranteeing the religïous 

keedom of party rnember~.'~ Some who had been expelled fkom the NSDAP due to their 

opposition to the DC were read~nit-ted.~~ 

The fortunes of the German Christians vacillated greatly in the next months. Their initia1 

successes were impressive. Overall, the German Christians received over two-thirds of the 

national vote. The Reich Synod that met in September to select a Reich Bishop consisted of 229 

delegates, only 75 of whom were Eoom the "Gospel and Church" party. This time Müller was 

easily elected. But when the synod voted to make the Aryan Paragraph (the new Law forcing al1 

civil servants and their spouses to be "fiee of Jewish blood") applicable to the Protestant Church, 

the "Gospel and Church" delegates walked out.'' The following November came the national 

47 Wright, iibove Pariies ', 140-41. Where united lists were agreed upon, 70% of the seats were given to 
German Christians (ibid.). 

48 See EZA 711296 (1 8 August 1933: Berlin) and EZA 7/1296 (25 August 1933: Berlin), which document sevenl 
cases of rnembers of the NSDAP voting "Gospel and Church." 

49 On the existence of "Gospel and Church" and later Confessing Church (BK) supporters within the NSDAP, 
see Baniett, Sortl, 39-44, who points out that some BK rnembers could count themselves alte Kdmpfer of the Nazi 
movement. 

Like Wilhelm Niemdler, brother of Martin, who fought to stay in the party "as a matter of honor" and won: 
ibid., 42. 

51 Ibid., 34. 



conference of German Chnstians in the Berlin Sports Palace. The rift in Geman Protestantism 

was widened even more when one of the Berlin DC leaders, Reinhold Krause, fomally called 

for the removal of the Old Testament." The outrage which ensued led Martin Niemoller to 

found the Pastors' Ernergency League (Pfawemotbund, or PNB), the direct institutional 

f o r e m e r  of the Confessing Church, as a counterpoint to the German Christians and their 

scriptural position. Such outrage was not confked to PNB members however; even within the 

ranks of the Geman Chnstians there was indignation. Many left the DC, while the Bavarian 

section went so far as to voluntarily disbanded itself in pr~test. '~ 

In spite of, or perhaps because of, this growing opposition, Hitler's endorsement of 

Müller became increasingly uncertain. When reports emerged of the immense revolt against 

Krause's speech at the Sports Palace meeting, Müller's position began to weaken. He tried to 

stem the tide by stripping Krause of al1 his church positions. Even Hossenfelder, the more 

radical leader of the Gerrnan Christians, agreed to this action. However, this did not serve to 

placate the opposition. Müller attempted a M e r  step toward conciliation by withdrawing the 

Aryan Paragraph on 16 November. That same day, Müller even entered into negotiations with 

Niemoller, offenng to disband the German Christians irnmediately if the PNB would do the 

same. Müller's offer was rejected by Niemoller, based on "the refusal of the Emergency League 

to acknowledge that both groups had equal rights in the church."" This, plus Frick's and 

" This episode, which caused a scandal even within German Christian ranks, is well docurnented in al1 the 
literature; cf. Bergen, Twisted Cross, 103, 145; Matheson (ed.), Third Reich, 39-40. 

' Ian Kershaw, Popular Opinion and Political Dksen t in the Third Reich: Bavaria lP33-l945 (Oxford, l983), 
160- 

54 Scholder, Churches, 1 : 558. Niernoller's intransigence did not impress Karl Barth, who often expressed his 
opinion that Niernoller was no better than Muller. In pnvate correspondence, Barth wrote of the "whole anthill of 
agitated pastors ready for action under the dicbtorship of the U-boat commander Niernouer, who was al1 set to tum 
the Sports Palace scandal into a 'Tannenberg' for the Gexman Christians and in the name of 'fellowship' forbade 
any theological misgivings. ... If sooner or Iater there is a catastrophe for the German Christians, and if then the so- 
called Council of Brethren of the Pastors Emergency League should become our future conference of bishops, rny 
dear pastor, we shall then be in no better shape than at present under the rule of the German Christians ..." (quoted in 
Scholder, 1: 555). The next month - December 1933 - Barth wrote to another pastor: "AI1 the trouble and anxiety 
that this year has cost will have been in vain if the only difference is that the fùture Reich Bishop is - for example 



Buttrnann's preference for neutrality vis-à-vis the Geman Christians, made Hitler reconsider his 

previous loyalty to Müller. Following his usual pattern of maintainhg a "wait and see" attitude 

in any institutional rivalry, Hitler allowed himself to be convinced by Frick of the need for "strict 

neutrality" in the church struggle.'' 

When Müller met with Hitler on 29 November, he no longer found the Hitler who had 

previously expressed such faith in him. Instead, Hitler told Müller that the govemment would in 

no way intervene on his behaif, and that "he would have to cope with the difficulties hirn~elf."~~ 

Müller made M e r  attempts to recover his position by withdrawing his patronage of the 

German Chnstians and, in his capacity âs Reich Bishop, replacing the radical Hossenfelder as 

DC leader with the more moderate Christian Kinder. (It was this action which precipitated 

Rosenberg's formal exit fkom church mernbership.") Meanwhile, Fnck immediately instructed 

the state governments that they were to remain uninvolved in the church dispute. Any police 

activity against Protestant clencs, including protective custody and codiscation of mail, was to 

be stopped. Furthemore, the German Christians were no longer permitted to enlist pax-ty or state 

offices for their p ~ r p o s e s . ~ ~  

The Nazi state therefore backed away ftom a Gleichschaltung of the Protestant church. 

While every other institution in German society was being ruthlessly "coordinated," the 

Protestant church was now being left unassailed. As Klaus Scholder States, "this decision 

brought into being - amidst the ideological totalitarianism of the Third Reich - a kind of fi-ee 

space, a place where things could be said that could be uttered nowhere else in the Third 

- called Niernoiler" (quoted in ïbid., 556). 
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Rei~h."'~ It was a stark reversa1 of the Nazis' earlier policy of intervention. But the fact that the 

Nazis were now pennitting the unhindered existence of a supposed resistance group, while the 

enemies of Nazism were being rounded up everywhere else in Gemany, brings into sharp relief 

the fundarnentally positive attitude of the Nazi state towards the Protestant church as a whole. 

As Martin Broszat observes: "it came about that under a regime which was otherwise so strict, 

pastors who were dismissed £kom office, like Niemoller, were confirmed in office by their 

parishes, continued to carry out their duties and in May 1934 even set up a forma1 rival 

organization to Müller's Church rule with the Barmen Confessional S y n ~ d . " ~  This does not 

mean that the church struggle ceased. Its continuation after this point was based on the desire of 

the Geman Christian faction within the Protestant church to conquer their opposition, not on 

Nazi party pressure? 

In spite of Hitler's new caution, Müller recovered considerable ground after an audience 

of dipnitaries of the Protestant church, including Niemoller, held by Hitler on 25 January 1934, 

five days before the fmt anniversary of the Machtergrezfung. These churchrnen were al1 

Müller's opponents, who had taken M e r  offense when Müller handed over al1 Protestant youth 

organizations to Baldur von Schirach in December?' In a vain atternpt to silence the protests that 

emerged from this transfer, Müller then placed a "mwzling decree" on the entire pastorate. 

These church leaders hoped that the meeting would be an occasion for them to voice their 

concerns by a direct appeal to Hitler. However, the audience with Hitler ended as a total defeat 

for them and a total success for the Muller camp. It \vas also usefül for demonstrating the views 

59 Sc holder, Churches, 1 : 566-67 (emphasis mine). 

60 Broszat, Hitler State, 227. 

6' Scholder confronts this misconception head on: "The idea which was circulated wide1y that August Jager had 
only been able to force through the CO-ordination of the Protestant church with the help of the Party was quite 
wrong" (Churches, 2: 124). 

" See Chapter Seven. 



of the Nazi leadership. This encounter has almost always been cast as a classic example of 

Hitler's hatred for Christianity. According to John Conway, the episode betrayed Hitler's innate 

hostility towards the Protestant church) a view shared by nearly al1 church historian~.~ As one 

of the most analyzed events in the history of church-state relations in the Third Reich, it warrants 

attention here. Hitler's suspicion that the anti-Müller camp was directed against the state, and 

not just Müller, was certainly strengthened after this meeting, but a close examination of the 

episode reveals that Hitler was largely innocent of Conway's and others' charges. 

Before his reception, Hitler held a conversation with President Hindenburg, who as head 

of state and a religious Protestant had taken an interest in the church stniggle. Hindenburg took 

the side of Müller's opponents, asserting that Müller "stood in the way of an agreement, that the 

unity of the church cannot be allowed to be broken on a personal question." Hitler responded 

that the "shameful" picture of division within Protestantism was the issue, not the person of 

Ludwig Müller. He assured Hindenburg that he would work for an understanding. However, the 

Pastors' Ernergency League was "more active in politics than in the ch~rch."~' Hitler made his 

position entirely transparent when he concluded: "p]f the Pastor's Emergency League does not 

stop its activity the government will have to act against it to maintain its own a~thority."~~ Hitler 

did not defend Müller, but at the very least he still accepted Müller's charactenzation of 

Niemoller's activities as political. 

The reception of the Protestant dignitaries took place in the aftemoon. Before any of 

thern could begin, however, Hitler had Goring read out the transcript of a taped telephone 

63 Conway, Persecution, 76. 

" Victoria Barnett also suggests, though in more qualified te-, that this meeting displayed Hitler's preexisting 
hostility: Soul, 5 1. See as well Kurt Meier, Kreuz und Hakenkreuz: Die evangelische Kirche im Dritten Reich 
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conversation between Niemoller and Walter KünnetIP7 held just that rnorning. The very fact that 

Niemoller's phone had been bugged betrayed the Nazis' clear lack of faith in Niemoller. But the 

contents of the conversation largely confirmed Hitler's suspicion that the PNB, or at least its 

leader, was actively engaging in politics: 

Niemoller speaks with an unknown person and among other things tells him that at noon 
Hitler has been surnrnoned to Hindenburg. The Reich President will receive Hitler in his 
dressing room. The last oiling [letzte Ü2ung] before the discussion! Hindenburg will 
receive him with our memorandurn in his hand. Things have also gone well in the 
Ministry of the Interior. 1 am glad that I have got podelschwingh] here and that we have 
engineered everythmg so well. ... If things go wrong - which 1 do not anticipate - we 
have a simple step to the Free C h u r ~ h . ~ ~  

Niemoller's description of the preparations for the meeting clearly demonstrated his attempt, in 

an almost conspiratonal fashion, to play off the authority of Hindenburg against Hitler. His clear 

disdain for Hitler's political abilities ("letzte ohg" also means "last rites") was a view 

cornmonly shared by the conservative elites of the time, who believed they could use Hitler for 

their own ends.69 Hitler's audience was stunned by this revelation. But rather than cornplain 

about how closely they were being watched, either to Hitler or to each other afierwards, they 

instead tried to undo Niemoller's work, insisting on their nationalism and loyalty to the state." 

When asked by Hitler if he in fact had had this conversation, Niemoller, as a former U- 

boat commander, took a step forward in rnilitary fashion and declared that he had. He defended 

himself by referring to the hardships the PNB were experiencing at the hands of Müller and 

- - . - 

67 See Chapter Four, n. 79-8 1. 

BAP R43 lT/161/326-327 (24 January 1934: BerIin). In spite of suggestions that Goring changed the text to 
make Niemoller appear more treacherous (for instance Kurt Meier, Der Evangelische Kirchenkampf; 3 vols. 
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0lung" was an "unguarded phrase" (Persecution, 73). 
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Jager, adding that the church stniggle was being carried on not only out of a concem for the 

church, but also out of a concem for the Volk and the state as well. For Hitler, this signaled the 

political engagement that he had suspected. He shouted back: "Yeu leave concem for the Third 

Reich to me and look after the ch~rch!"~' Then, drawing on examples fiom Goring's Gestapo 

reports, he detailed anti-govemment statements that had been made by other Protestant pastors 

associated with the PNB." He then added that Müller had in fact been chosen as Reich Bishop 

by the church, not by him. This was sornewhat disingenuous, g-iven Hitler's considerable 

patronage of Müller; but it was nonetheless an accurate statement. Hitler also added that though 

he was bom a Cathoiic: "Inwardly he stood closer to the Protestant church."" The current 

"politicizing" of the PNB was al1 the more disappointing, therefore, since Hitler expected from 

Protestant pastors "a different attitude to that of the Catholics."" 

When the other church leaders finally had a chance to speak, they insisted that isolated 

expressions of political discontent did not reflect the views of the pastorate as a whole. They 

stated that their cornplaint rested solely with Müller, who lacked leadership ability, and who 

opened himself up to ridicule by associating himself with the German Christian~.~~ When Hitler 

asked whether a Reich Bishop fiom any other camp could guarantee an end to the church 

stniggle, Bishop Meiser of Bavaria replied that no one could make such a guarantee." Hitler's 

" Scholder, Churches, 2: 41. According to some accounts, Niemdler then responded by telling Hitler: 
"Neither you nor any nor any other power in the world is in a position to take from us Christians and from the 
Church responsibility for Our people that God has placed upon us" (Arthur Cochrane, The Church 's Corfession 
under Hitler [Philadelphia, 19621, 130). However, among the many recountings of this meeting printed in 
Dokumente zzrr Kirchenpolitik (2:  20-33), including Niemoller's, not one shows that he made this remark. Neither 
Scholder nor Barnett make reference to such a statement. 

" Cf. BAP R43 IV1611326-327 (24 January 1934: Berlin). 

l3 Dokumente m r  Kirchenpolitik, 2: 24; Matheson, Third Reich, 43. 
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l6 Dokumente rur Kirchenpolitik, 2: 22 (for Meiser's recounting), 28 (for Niemoller's). 



question was not rhetorical; he demonstrated that he was willing to give up on Müller if it meant 

peace in the church. Given Meiser's answer, however, Hitler could oniy conclude by stating that 

al1 segments of the Protestant church had to attempt a conciliation. Müller should therefore be 

given another chance. Before he left, he shook hands with each of the churchrnen, including 

Niem01Ier.~~ 

The assernbled churchmen had expected to prevail over Müller at this meeting; instead, 

they lefi totally dejected. They had been thrown on the defensive by Hitler's "opening shot," and 

thereafter fought simply to prevent further loss. But instead of accusing Hitler of having laid a 

trap, they blamed the failure of the meeting on Niemoller. In a letter he sent to Rudolf 

Buttmann, Bishop Wurm stated: "From the beginning the whole thing was utterly devastating. 

And it was d s o  abominable for you and the minister to appear in this light." Here W m  meant 

Niemoller's reference to the Intenor Ministry - irnplying that Fnck and Buttmann, as Nazis 

more sympathetic to Müller's opponents, would now look complicit in Niemoller's scheming. 

Wunn stated his opinion that "[tlhis time the U-boat commander has torpedoed not his 

opponents but his &ends and him~elf."~' Nowhere did Wurm lay responsibility for the outcome 

on Hitler. Neither did any of the other participants' accounts blame Hitler for the turn of 

e v e n t ~ . ~ ~  Nor was this necessarily a rnistaken perception: according to Scholder, Hitler had not 

intended the meeting to be a trap, since he "could only have heard of the telephone cal1 just 

before the re~eption. ' '~~ 

77 According to Niemoller's account, Hitler did not shake his hand with aggression or hostility, but simply "gave 
me his hand, as any German man gives his hand" (ibid., 29). 

78 As quoted in Scholder, Churches, 2: 42. As Barnett points out, Bishops Wurm, Meiser and Marahrens - the 
most powerful non-"Gennan Christian" Lutheran state bishops - continually accused Niernouer and the Confessing 
Church of being too political (Soul, 49, 57,69,90, 200). Even within the Confessing Church, the political activities 
of a minority were a constant source of infighting (&id., 55, 57-58, 89-92, 174-75). 

Scholder, Churches, 2: 4 1. Scholder points out that Hitler was nonetheless able to exploit "without delay" the 



Hitler displayed no preexisting animosity toward the Protestant church or its 

representatives at this meeting. Hitler lefi the meeting more suspicious of Niemoller than before, 

but there is no indication that he presumed the others in the audience were behind Niemoller. 

Nonetheless, the meeting provided Müller and the German Christians with nothing less than a 

new lease on life. Putting to rest any possible suspicion of their politics, Müller's opponents 

(excepting Niemoller) signed a declaration hïc, days later swearing "their unconditional fidelity 

to the Third Reich and its Führer," and rejected "most sharply al1 intrigues of criticisrn of state, 

Volk and movernent." Their declâration added: 'The assernbled church leaders stand M y  

behind the Reich Bishop and are determined to carry out his measures and decrees in the way in 

which he desires."" The decree not only undercut opposition to Müller, it also weakened the 

PNB. Ln the Lutheran Landeskirchen of Bavaria, Württemberg and Hanover, 1500 pastors 

resigned fiom the PNB.8' Encouraged by Wurm, the Württemberg PNB elected to disband itself 

altogether a few days later." Müller quickly seized the initiative and resumed the course he had 

taken before the Sports Palace debacle. He reintroduced the Aryan Paragraph into the Reich 

Church constitution. His associates, most importantly the Pmssian state commissioner August 

Jager, aggressively reasserted their prerogatives, incorporating one provincial church after the 

next into the Reich Church." The remaining members of the PNB refised to recognize their new 

German Christian bishops. Hitler received Müller again in February but, as before, requested 

opportunities provided by the transcript (ibid.). 

8 1 Quoted in Johannes Gauger, Chronik der Kirchenwirren: Gotthard Briefe, 3 vols. (Elberfeld, 1934-36), 1 : 13 8. 

'' Scholder, Churches, 2:  45. 

" Within the boundaries of the Pnissian state existed not only the Prussian state church ("Old Prussian Union"), 
but also other churches - such as the Hanover and Schleswig-Holstein Landeskirchen - which were established 
before the temtones they served were annexed by Prussia in 1866. The "Old Prussian Union" only extended to 
those areas that were part of Pnissia before 1866. As a state official, however, Jager had authonty over a11 churches 
within the post- 1866 state boundaries of Pnissia. 



that the Reich Bishop go about his business in unity and peace? Heydnch ordered his police 

forces '30 avoid any action that might disturb the work of unity and growth of a united 

Evangelical Church. ... 'The authorities must take great care not to mix themselves in purely 

theological questions."" 

Frick backed this up by cautioning Müller to proceed in an "orderly" fa~hion.~' Given 

Hitler's renewed confidence in Müller, Frick could only curb him this far. But he was certainly 

opposed to the ruthless Jager. Rust and Goring, on the other hand, rernained on side. This was 

both a conflict between personalities and between govemrnents: Frick's authority was at the 

level of the Reich govemment, while Rust's and Goring's authority was limited to one state 

govemment, although it was by far the most important one. While state governments outside 

Prussia lefi their churches relatively untouched - the Reich govemment having ordered that 

''[Ilt is not the task of the National Socialist state to intervene with its forces in purely church 

controver~ies"~~ - within Prussia Goring used Gestapo reports to cast the PNB as a political, 

reactionary g r o ~ p . ~ ~  The Gestapo was not practicing universal anticlencalism, however. At the 

same time the PNB was being surveilled, the Gestapo were expressing interest in helping 

emigrant German pastors with their overseas mission work? 

As a result of this forced coordination, in March Meiser and W m  - both of whose 

churches were still "intacty7 - requested another audience with Hitler. Ln their letter to him, they 

also stated that they were publicly withdrawing the promise of support to Müller they had made 

SchoIder, Churches, 2: 5 1 .  

86 Conway, Perseczrtion, 75. 

87 Dokumente zur Kirchenpolitik, 2: 59-60. 
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two days d e r  their disastrous January reception. With the help of Neurath and Lammers, they 

were able to get an audience with Hitler within a weekm9' In their meeting, Hitler stated that, 

while he found the continued dissention within Protestant ranks a growing source of imitation, he 

still hoped for a strong and united Reich Church. While he wished that the German Christians 

would cease their theological bickering and "forego al1 quarrels over doctrinal matters," he 

claimed that if Luther were alive, he would have stood behind them. He acknowledged Müller's 

shortcomings as a leader, but was still prepared to back him in his efforts to bring unity to the 

Protestant churches- Hitler also added that the church should corne to terms with the realities of 

"blood and race," otherwise "developments will simply p a s  them by." Finally, he wamed that if 

pastors wanted to declare resistance, this would not make them his "most loyal opposition," but 

rather "Germany's  destroyer^."^' Here Hitler raised the threat of an attack on the church, 

indicating that his respect for the institutional independence of the pastorate had de finite limits. 

By rejecting the notion of a "loyal opposition," Hitler also betrayed his belief that opposition ro 

any one Nazi poIicy was opposition to Nazisrn as a whole. 

Even the farnous Barmen Synod, which formally founded the Confessing Church 

(Bekennende KN.che, or BK) and unarnbiguously attacked the theology of the German Christians, 

did little to diminish the views of many Nazis in this regard. Frick, for one, made no objections 

to the synod, while the Gestapo sirnilarly made no moves against its members. Goring had by 

this time handed over control of the Gestapo to Himmler and Heydrich. Yet the chief of al1 

9' Dokumente zur Kirchenpolitik, 2: 79. For Neurath's involvement in the Church Stniggle, see John Heinernan, 
Hitler 's Firsr Foreign Min ister: Constantin Freiherr von Neurath, Diplomat and Statesman (Berkeley, 1979) , 75- 
77. 

92 Dokumente m r  Kirchenpolitik, 2: 80-81. Both Scholder (Churches, 2: 70-7 1) and Conway (Persecirtion, 76- 
77) claim that Meiser and ~ V U R T ~  decfared themselves to be Hitler's "most loyal opposition," upon which HitIer, "in 
a fury of rage," is supposed to have told the bishops: T o u  are not my most loyal opposition, but traitors to the 
people, enemies of the Failterland and the destroyers of Germany." Both Scholder and Conway use the sarne source 
for this quo te: Heinric h Sc hmid, Apokalyptisches Wetrerleuchtert : Ein Beitrug der Evangelischen Kirche zzlm Kamp f 
im 'Dritten Reich ' (Munich, 1947), 61-63. However, in Meiser's version of events used here, no mention is made 
that either he or Wurm described thernselves as a loyal opposition, that Hitler calied them traitors or enemies, or that 
Hitler shouted in a fiily of rage. Meiser was one of o d y  four people at this meeting (the others being Hitler, Wurm 



German police decided in this instance to leave matters as they were, to "parantee [. . .] religious 

fieedom of conscience" as one report put iP3 This did not mean that BK members were left 

unhindered elsewhere. At the behest of the many church governments now under the control of 

the German Christians, the state authorities confiscated the declarations of the Barmen Synod, 

and in several places took pastors into protective custody. The strongest state action took place 

in Schwerin, where three BK pastos were given between three and six months in prison for 

"political re~istance.''~~ 

The most important litmus test for the attitudes of the Nazi leadership toward institutional 

Protestantism came with Jager's attempt at a forced coordination of the "intact" state churches of 

Bavaria and Württemberg, seen as the last bastions of a non-German Christian ethos. The events 

surrounding Jager's actions marked the height of the Church Struggle for the entire period of the 

ThIrd Reich. Here Müller's allies would corne across unparalleled popular reaction, and were 

finally codronted with the lirnits of their power. While they would receive the support of many 

powerful Nazis in their coordination campaign, as will be demonstrated, wide segments of Nazi 

opinion, much of it no less powerful, stood against them. 

Even before Müller tumed his sights on the southem Landeskirchen, Nazis were 

beginning to express wariness with his and Jager's ruthless actions, and began to wonder how 

much their party was involved. The head of ideological training for a Bavarian SA unit, who 

was also a Protestant pastor, noted in March 1934: "Many evangelical rninisters have prepared 

the ground for the Third Reich with dogged passion and even today know no other political goal. 

1s al1 that already forgotten ... ?'*' The Govemment President for Upper and Middle Franconia 

- - 

and Franz Pfeffer von Salomon), thereby making his account the more reliable one. 
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believed that the Kirchenkampf was an ecclesiastical rather than political affair, but that it posed 

a political danger due to its potential for broadening into a mass protest by the religiously 

Protestant: "In particular the religiously inclined evangelical circles, which stand behind their 

Bishop Meiser, could and still can be counted among the most loyal supporters of National 

Socialism. It is a tragedy that precisely these people have to be upset in the conflict between 

Reich Bishop and Provincial Church by the State they most gladly a~clairned.''~~ The President 

not only pointed to the reaiity that the state was once again behind Müller, but also dernonstrated 

that Nazis like himself made no conhision between a church dispute against the German 

- Christiâns and a political dispute against the Nazis. 

Other Bavarian Nazis failed to rnake this distinction. Hans Schemm was no less insistent 

of the party's foundation on Christian principles when he declared that there could be no 

opposition to the Reich Church: "We wish for nothing as ardently as a powerful Protestant 

Church which stands on the foundations prepared by the great Reformer Martin Luther. ... It is 

not possible for a church to stand apart or against the Volk. Rather the church must stand in 

service to the Volk. The great Nazarene did not stand apart in a quiet corner." While Schemrn 

did not mention the Confessing Church by name, his conclusion made it clear that this was his 

target: "1 warn the pastors who spoke out against the Reich Church government last Sunday that 

we know your stniggle is airned not so much against the Reich Bishop as against National 

Sociali~m!'"~ This attitude was shared by deputy Gauleiter of Franconia, Karl Holz, who wrote 

in the local Nazi paper (which he also edited) that Meiser displayed disloyalty to Hitler through 

his refusa1 to acloiowledge Müller as Reich B i s h ~ p . ~ ~  

96 Quoted in ibid., 165. 
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Local authorities increased their pressure on the "intact" churches. When Holz followed 

up his article two days later with a mass meeting to be held in Nuremberg's Market Square, 

Meiser came to Nuremberg to hold rival meetings in nearby Protestant churches. M e r  he 

arrived, "the crowds streamed away from the meeting in the Market Place and packed the 

churches." When crowds started to gather after Meiser's service, the authorities, rather than 

dispersing the celebrants, stood at attention as "Deutschland über alles" was sung? So it was 

that the ensuing struggle between Nazis state and provincial church should have started in a town 

- Nuremberg - and region - Franconia - that was a stronghold of both the Nazi movement 

and the Protestant faith. This did not go unnoticed by the Nazis thernselves: as a local Nazi 

leader pointed out, '?he great majority of Meiser's supporters in Franconia are to be regarded as 

loyal National Socialists who often include the old Party mernber~.'"~ Following this episode, in 

October Jager attempted a forced coordination of the Württernberg church, placing Wurm under 

house arrest. The next day Meiser went to a Bavarian town along the border with Württernberg, 

and addressed a huge audience made up of laity fiom both states. Meiser told the congregation 

to remain loyal to the church, and resist the machinations of the Reich Church authorities. In 

conclusion, two songs were sung: "A Mighty Fortress is our God" and the "Horst Wessel Song," 

the Nazi party anthem. 

Four days later Meiser was also put under house arrest, with Jager declaring that the state 

church would be divided into two regional churches.lO' Irnmediately the Protestant population 

began public protests in the tens of thousands, and started petitions demanding Meiser's 

restoration. Nuremberg's churches were packed as service after service was given in solidarity 

99 Kershaw, Opinion, 166. 

100 Scholder, Churches, 2: 25 1. 

101 Helmut Baier, Die Deutschen Chrisren im Rahmen des bayerischen Kirchenkampfes (Nuremberg, 1968), 128- 
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to Meiser. Within a week, Julius Streicher met with leadhg church dignitaries and published a 

ban on party attacks on the church. Schemm foliowed a simila- route in Bayreuth."' Another 

high-ranking Nazi now stepped in on Meiser' s side: the Ministe~prasiden t of B avaria, Ludwig 

Siebert. Siebert presided over the inauguration of Meiser as Bavarian State Bishop in June 1933. 

On that occasion Siebert expressed Iris desire to work with Meiser, since "church and state must 

discuss and promote the same questions .... 1) The awakening of a sense of sacrifice; 2) The 

creation of the new social ethic; 3) Leading our youth to Volk and God, to Fathedand and 

Chri~tianity."'~~ Having been made aware of the plans of the Reich Church govenunent, Siebert 

advised Müller to avoid any action against Meiser.Io4 Now with Meiser's arrest, Siebert wrote to 
c 

Frick, stating that party members who held the Golden Badge of Honor, Nazi Kreisleiter 

("'district leaders" of the NSDAP, one step below Gadeiter), and long-standing Nazi supporters 

among the Protestant pastorate al1 warned of the political consequences for the party if things did 

not change.Io5 Over the penod of a week Meiser received several deputations from Franconian 

citizens, including one which stated that even Nazis with the Golden Badge of Honor were close 

to rebellion.lM M e r  several such meetings, in which it was made clear that the attacks on Meiser 

were being associated not only with the Reich Church but also with the party, Siebert wrote 

again to Frick, urging that Hitler be comprehensively informed of the situation. The attitude of 

Siebert and other Nazis demonstrates that not al1 in the party - or even most - were in favor of 

Meiser's arrest. This was also true for the Reich Governor of Bavaria, Franz Ritter von Epp, 

who wrote: "What interests us is the question: who has ordered al1 this? Who is master in the 

'O2 Ibid., 147-48. 
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front - who is master in the back?"'07 According to Klaus Scholder, the only Nazi leaders in 

Bavaria to have unequivocally supported Meiser's arrest had been Streicher and Adolf Wagner, 

Gauleiter of Munich and Bavarian Minister of the Interior. Even the leader of the Gennan 

Christians, Christian Kinder, "began to work for Jager's fa11 with al1 the means at his di~posal." '~~ 

Jager's activities had repercussions as well in the Confessing Church, which held its 

second synod in Berlin-Dahlem at the sarne time. On this occasion, even more than at Barmen, 

considerable division was displayed. Under the leadership of Niemoller, the radical wing of the 

BK insisted on a statement that the BK was the only legitimate representative of the Protestant 

Church in Gemany, and that between them and the DC there was no cornrnon fàith: "We are not 

leaving this our church for a fiee church, rather, we are the ch~ rch . " ' ~  Lutherans, even those 

whose bishops were under arrest, found this provision unacceptable, since it entirely shut out one 

part of the church. As one delegate cornplained, the BK had rejected "the fieedom and the 

willingness to preach to the supporters and followers of the National Socialist Movement." On 

the day of the vote, almost half the delegates were absent; of those present, 52 voted in favor, 20 

against."O Others in the BK began referring to the radicals as the "Dahlemites." These were the 

first signs of the eventual break-up of the Confessing Church. 

The political repercussions of Meiser's arrest could be felt not only outside Bavaria, but 

even outside Germany, and would soon bring Hitler into the decision-making process. Foreign 

Minister Neurath had received reports fiom the embassy in London that English churchrnen, led 

1 O7 BStA MW37069a (22 October 1934: Munich). Epp added that "in B e r h  no one understands the structure of 
Protestantisrn in Bavaria and Württemberg." 
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by the Archbishop of Canterbury, were planning a conference for 24 October at which a 

statement on the Gennan church situation would be made. Neurath received news of this on the 

17th, and immediately delivered it to Hitler. Two days later Hitler postponed the reception 

planned for Müller and other leaders of the Reich Church fiom the 23rd to the 25th."' While it 

would seem from this that Hitler chose to react only under foreign pressure, in fact he had been 

unaware of the near rebellion taking place. Josef Bürckel, the Gauleiter of the Palatinate, 

provided proof of this. His jurisdiction was in Bavaria, but he had also been appointed by Hitler 

as the plenipotentiary for the Saarland a part of Germany broken off under the Versailles Treaty 

which was soon to vote on reincorporation into the Reich. Bürckel had never liked Müller, 

fearing that the anti-Catholic comments he made at public gatherings could only damage the 

Nazis7 prospects in the Saar. In his view, the current events in Bavaria made matters worse still, 

so on the 22nd he went directly to Hitler to press for the dismissal of Müller and Jager. And 

significantly, he found that Hitler had received almost no detailed information on the state of 

affairs in Bavaria: according to a report written by one of Bürckel's Saar officiais, "up until now 

the Führer was not inforrned of events."ll' The Reich Church authorities had been acting with 

the general authonty over church affairs provided by Hitler, without reporting back to him. 

Upon hearing of the demonstrations - as Hitler would report later in a closed meeting of Reich 

Governors - he asked a Munich Standartenführer whether such demonstrations were in fact 

taking place (the Standartenführer indicated he had not heard of any).'13 In the meanthne, Siebert 

and Epp attempted to lifi Meiser's house arrest, but both Fnck and Hess declared that they did 

not have the authority. As Hess told Siebert on the 22nd, since he had been "left out of the 

"' Scholder, Churches, 2: 276. Neurath had warned Müller the previous month about the possible foreign 
relations repercussions of  his actions, but to no avail: BAP R43 W162/274-276 (20 September 1934: Berlin). 
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November 1934: BerIin). 



game, he did not want to give the orders." He would, however, meet with Hitler to discuss the 

matter the next day. I l 4  

Three days later, the scheduled date for Müller's reception, Hitler personally ordered that 

Meiser and Wurm be immediately released.lLS The next day Jager was relieved of al1 his duties, 

thereby ending his darnaging engagement in church affairs- This was also a victory for Frick, 

who had consistently advocated a policy of moderation- Frick now ordered that party members 

were no longer to involve theniselves in the interna1 disputes of the Protestant church.'16 Having 

cancelled his meeting with Müller and the Reich Church leaders, Hitler instead received Meiser, 

Wurm and Marahrens on 30 October, and assured them that the state would not interfere in 

Protestant church affairs.'17 In the entire period of the Third Reich, this marked the climax of the 

Protestant Kirchenkampf; and the effective end of Müller's career. Although he continued in the 

post of Reich Bishop, he soon lost Hitler's confidence. 

The public protest that arose fkom Meiser's arrest constituted the Nazis' greatest domestic 

setback to date. As Ian Kershaw puts it: "It was a spectacular display of what popular protest 

could achieve even in the restrictive conditions of a repressive police  tat te.""^ As much as the 

Nazi party smarted fiom their public embmassment, it appears that only a minority of Nazis 

actually endorsed the radical actions taken by Müller and his associates. The majority, including 

Hitler, were sincerely interested in avoiding any kind of open conflict with the Protestant church. 

At the sarne time, those most responsible for the attacks on the BK and their aIIies were not 

agents in Rosenberg's employ, but rather a rival group of Protestants. The Protestant church in 

- 
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Bavaria certainly drew no political conclusions fkom the affair. As Kershaw States: 

[TJhe opposition in the 'Church sû-uggle7 could not for the most part be classified as 
'resistance' .... ~]normousIy bitter though the affair was, it touched on no other aspect of 
Nazi policy or ideology and could corne to the boil ironically in a region with a very high 
level of long-standing avid Nazi support. The sarne area where popular opposition to 
Nazi Church policy was so vigorous continued, in fact, to prove itself a hotbed of vicious 
popular anti-Semitism, provided no indication of anything but wholehearted support for 
the regime's chauvinistic and aggressive foreign policy, 2nd remained a bastion of 
intense pro-Hitler feelingLL9 

Throughout this penod, the majority in the BK never translated their protest against Nazi church 

policy into any other domain of Nazi governance. On the contrary: they approved of al1 Nazi 

rneasures in foreign and domestic affairs. For instance, when the Nazis pulled Gerrnany out of 

the League of Nations, the PNB leadership, instead of suggesting that such a move worked 

against the brotherhood of nations, expressed their joy in a letter to Hitler, "in the name of over 

2500 Protestant pastors who do not belong to the 'German Ch~stians ' ." '~~ 

Although Hitler was certainly exasperated by the turn of events, this rebuff did not turn 

him into an enemy of Protestantism. Hitler made this clear in a meeting he held with the Reich 

Governors and members of the party elite (Hess, Frick, Goring, Lamrners and Bormann) just a 

few days after his reception with Meiser, Wurm and Marahrens. His impatience with the tum of 

events was cIear: "In his short reception Bishop Meiser indicated that the confession must be 

kee. If the confession must be kee, then the state must also be free. The churches c m  collect 

their taxes themsel~es!"'~' Hitler then immediately pulled back trom this position, declaring: 

"The Reich Bishop must be given tirne to bring the situation under contro1. He, the Führer and 

Reich Chancellor, wanted to create a united, strong Protestant Church." As Hitler told Albert 

119 Ibid., 176-77. 
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Speer: "Through me the Protestant Church could become the established church, as in 

England."'" Hitler knew that the BK cornprised a significant portion of that church, and that 

seeking unity in German Protestantisrn rneant accomrnodating them in some way. Whatever he 

may have thought of Niemoller, he was not yet ready to cast off the BK itself as an enemy of  the 

state. By contrast, Hitler's attitude towards Germany's other great confeçsion lefl no room for 

ambiguity: "the Catholic Church has always been an enemy of a strong f o m  of governrnent."'" 

Although always ready to spot anti-Nazi activity, Himmler's Gestapo was not yet 

convinced that the Confessing Church was anti-Nazi. In a confidential memorandum from 

February 1935, the Gestapo reported that the Confessing Church's fight with the German 

Christians rernained "above al1 an intemal church fight, in which each of the two parties has 

assured its loyalty to the state." At the sarne time, there was a feeling that some in the BK were 

potentially anti-Nazi: "Both sides must be granted that, at least as far as their genuine adherents 

are concerned, they do not stand opposed to the state. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that, on the 

part of the Confessing Movement, the number of inner opponents of National Socialism is large, 

sirnply because here the church is more important than the t ta te.""^ The reference to "genuine 

adherents" suggests that the Gestapo did not necessarily view the political activity of some 

within the Confessing Church as representative of the whole group. 

Despite Hitler's statements on 1 November 1934, Müller finally fell out of favor with Hitler. 
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The incornpetence of the Reich Bishop was proving a danger to the stability of the regirne. But 

despite his growing impatience and disappointment with the course of the Church Struggle, 

Hitler did not throw out the baby of the Protestant Church with the bathwater of Müller. Hitler's 

interest in maintainhg institutional Protestantism in Gemany was confkmed seven months later 

by the creation of a Reich Ministry for Church Affairs under Hanns Kerrl. Kerrl, President of 

the Prussian Landtag before the seinire of power, was a close associate of Goring's, becoming 

Prussian Justice Minister when the latter was made Prussian Ministe>pra.sident. In this capacity 

Kerrl faithfully enacted antisemitic and racialist iegislation and purged the legal system, until the 

amalgamation of his portfolio with that of Reich Justice Minister lefi him ternporarily out of a 

job? When he was given the position of Reich Church Minister, it was not because he was 

known to be especially Chri~tian.''~ He was simply at the right place at the right time - namely, 

in Hitler's entourage on a tour of inspection when Hitler was pondering the Church Struggle. 

Kerrl imrnediately suggested himself, and he was without hesitation made head of the new 

ministry in July 1935."' Rosenberg was resentful of what he regarded as a pro-church rneasure 

and blow to his own po~ition."~ In his dairy, he assured himself that Kerrl's appointment must 

have been the work of the "old bureaucracy," and wrote off the new minister as "prirniti~e.""~ 

It was hoped that Kerrl could do what Müller could not: bring a peace to the church that 

would be arnenable to the Nazi state while uniting the contesting factions within Protestantism. 
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Witnessing the damage that resulted when the Reich Bishop &ove a particular agenda through 

the Church - instead of staying above the theological and political fiay - Nazi functionaries 

came to the conclusion that the Church Struggle could be better resolved through govermnental 

means. Pivotal in this regard was a memorandum written in January 1935 by the jurist Wilhelm 

Stuckart, formerly state secretary in the Reich Education Ministry and soon state secretary in the 

Reich Interior Ministry. Shickart was more farnous as CO-author and promoter of the Nuremberg 

racial laws, which he and Hans Globke wrote a few months later. His fame grew further in 

January 1942 when he took part in the Wannsee Conference on the "Final Solution of the Jewish 

Question." In this memorandum, which was personally delivered to Hitler, Stuckart called for 

the creation of a "central authority for al1 church questions.'' The German Chnstians had been 

unable to uni@ the church, while the Confessing Church represented nothing more than "German 

National reaction."'" In contrast to the dismay that had so far marked church policy, it was 

necessary to impose a clear, unified will. Instead of allowing the church to reshape itself under 

Müller and the German Christians, Stuckart suggested that the state should take the reins and 

reshape the church frorn above. Goebbels voiced much the sarne opinion in a speech he gave at 

the end of March: "When we cal1 for the unification of the Protestant church, we do so because 

we do not see how, in a time when the whole Reich is uni%ng itself, twenty-eight 

Landeskirchen can persist .... In the interpretation of the Gospel one rnay hold the command of 

God higher than human commands. In the interpretation of political realities, we consider 

ourselves to be God's instr~ment."'~' A few months later, the Reich Church Ministry came into 

being . 

Alrnost immediately after taking up his new appointment, Kerr1 convened representatives 

I3O BAP R43 IV163 (21 January 1935: Berlin). "German National" here means the right-wing German National 
Peoples' Party (DNVP), a coalition rnember of the first Hitier cabinet in Januaxy 1933. 
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of the Lander to assess the church-political situation throughout Germany and to solicit the views 

of the Nazi regional leadership. The proceedings therefore represent an invaluable cross-section 

of Nazi eIite opinion after two and a half years of party d e .  Both pro- and anticlerical Gauleiter 

expressed their opinions. Martin Mutschmann, Gauleiter, Reich Govemor and Mhisterprasident 

of Saxony, was the most anticlerical of all, suggesting that the Jews were behind the Church 

Struggle. The Czitholic Church, he added, wanted nothing less than to create a "state within a 

state.""' Several other leaders, such as Kultusminister Mergenthaler of Wümemberg, as well as 

Mutschmann and representatives fiom Hesse and Baden, suggested a separation of church and 

state, especially with regard to ending the church  ta^.'^^ Kerr1 intejected at this point, suggesting 

that separation would be very complicated legally. Furthermore, he added: "The Führer wants to 

protect positive Christianity; this must be maintained. It is necessary, therefore, to seize upon the 

powers of the Christian confessions which affirm the state and National Socialism, and to 

maintain church life."'" Leaders fiom Thuringia, Mecklenburg, Schaurnburg-Lippe and 

Westphalia al1 agreed with this position, noting that either one faction or the other was so strong 

in their areas that there was no Church Struggle. The Oldenburg representative noted that there 

was a definite fight between the BK and the DC in his region, but wanted to take no state action 

for fear of creating martyrs.'35 The leaders of Braunschweig, Anhalt and Hesse-Nassau stated 

their belief that behind the activities of the BK in their areas stood the Catholic Church. 

At this point Wilhelm Kube made â startling statement: he considered the Church 

Struggle 'unbearable," and declared that Tational Socialism is religious but not confessional. 
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The organizations within the Church must be banned, that means both the German Christians and 

the Confessing Fr~nt.""~ For one of the founders of the German Christians, this was an 

incredible reversal. Kube was nonethdcss prepared to endorse such a position if it meant peace 

in the church. This did not signi&, however, that Kube viewed both parties in the same light. 

He insisted that only "the Confessing Front is today the political enemy of the state." While 

Kube suggested changes should be made to the legal relationship between church and state, he 

did not endorse separation. Erich Koch's representative from East Prussia stated that the 

region's Catholic bishop was "unreliable fiom a nationalist viewpoint." But he made no mention 

of separation. As his representative put it, it was Koch's persona1 view that "through the 

encouragement of the patriotic (staatstreu) elements of the Protestant Church, Protestantism 

m u t  be made stronger vis-à-vis Catholicism." Even though he was no longer president of the 

provincial church synod, Koch evidently retained an interest in the fortunes of his ch~rch. '~ '  The 

representatives of Hamburg, Bremen and Lübeck - northem city-states where separation took 

place before the Nazis came to power - a11 reported that no Church Stniggle existed in their 

areas. 

The assembled regional leaders concluded by acknowledging two religious camps within 

Nazi ranks: "the followers of Rosenberg's Mythzis, and those who unreservedly stand on the 

foundation of Point 24 of the party pr~gram.""~ The minutes of the meeting show that Kerrl had 

the last word: "It is untenable to have within the movement an official standpoint (Point 24 of the 

party program) and an unofficial standpoint (Rosenberg's direction) towards Christianity." In 

136 Ibid. The Nazis, unwilling to accept the c l a h  of  the BK that they represented a "church," used the more 
pejorative "Confessing Front" instead. Kube found the struggle "unbearable" especially because of his fighting with 
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his opinion, it was necessary to "eliminate" the unofficial ~tandpoint."~ 

To demonstrate the party's cornmitment to its platform, Kerrl went about the work of 

attempting to bridge the theological and political gaps that divided the German Christians and 

Confessing Church. As he had done with Müller, Hitler stepped back to await results. Kerrl 

began in September 1935 by restoring the authority of the tandeskirchen, stripping the rival DC 

and BK church bodies of their power, and issuing a general arnnesty for al1 pastors charged by 

the police for opposing Müller's In October Kerrl instituted "church 

cornmittees" for the churches which Müller coordinated, designed to effect an accommodation 

between the DC, the BK and the substantial nurnber of neutrai churchmen in the rniddle. These 

c o d t t e e s  oversaw the administrative and financial operations of the churches, and were not 

state bodies as such. Kerrl also established a central "Reich Church Cornmittee," which was 

chaired by the leader of the Lutheran Church in Westphalia, Wilhelrn Zoellner, and populated by 

moderates fkom both factions."" Kerr1 purposely chose cornmittee memben who had avoided 

the Church Struggle, since he hoped to mediate between the contesting parties. Zoellner, for 

instance, enjoyed the confidence of 'cmoderates" in the Confessing Church.'" While Müller was 

kept away fiorn the proceedings, Bodelschwingh, the victim of Müller's and Jager's 

machinations, was invited to participate. He declined.'" Finally, for the duration of the 

negotiations, Kerrl ordered that the Gestapo take no coercive measures - arrests, expulsions, 

prohibitions or confiscations - against Confessing Church pastors.'" As before, the 
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%talitariad9 Third Reich would allow a degree of Beedom of expression that existed no where 

else in Germany. 

Kerrl's gesture caused a rift within the Confessing Church. Among the strongest 

proponents of cooperation with the new church committees were the Lutheran bishops Wurm, 

Meiser and Marahrens of the "intact" ch~rches.~ '~ The Dahlemites, mostly fiom the Old Pmssian 

Union, were opposed. Certainly their treatment at the hands of Müller helped them become 

permanent enemies of the Geman Christians. But the Dahlernites were also disturbed by 

Confessing Church displays of loyalty to the regïme, such as holding services of thanksgiving for 

Hitler when the Saarland was reincorporated into the Reich.Iib Their opposition grew when the 

Reich Church Cornmittee affhned their allegiance to "the National Socialist Volk on the 

foundation of race ..."'" At their annual synod in Bad Oeynhausen in February 1936, the BK 

formally split, with the Lutherans going their own way in a "Council of Evangelical-Lutheran 

Churches." The Lutheran churches accused the ''Council of Brethren," the DahIernite governing 

body of the BK, of politically-motivated intransigence, while the Dahlemites professed to be 

interested only in the Word of God."' Ln fact, the minority Dahlemites were ngidly opposed to 

any suggestion that members of the DC, who like them confessed faith in Christ, had a right to 

145 Once the German Christians ceased to be a threat to his church, Marahrens was enthusiastically behind most 
Nazi policies: Klügel, Landeskirche Hannovers, passim. Wurm actually went so far as to blame the Dahlemites, 
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be in the c h ~ r ~ h . ' ~ ~  Hermann von Detten, the former head of the Department for Cultural Peace 

now working in Kerrl's ~ninistry,"~ noted how leaders of  the Confessing Church had rejected his 

suggestion that the BK share church space with the DC in smaller parishe~. '~~ 

A m e r  sign of their position came when the Dahlernites wrote the "Hitler Memo," sent 

directly to the Führer in May 1936 above the head of the Chiirch Minister. Oblivious to the 

removal of Jakob Hauer as leader of the Geman Faith Movement just a month earlier, or the 

banning of their public meetings the year before, the authors of the letter wondered if paganism 

was the official religion of the party. They suggested that ''positive Chnstianity" was 

theologically unsound, criticized state actions to curtail the Dahlemites, and refuted antisemitic 

measures as contrary to "love one's neighbor.""' However outraged Hitler may have been by 

the letter, he chose to ignore it. And nothing more would have resulted fiom it had the foreign 

press not published a copy they received fkom individuals within the BK. It was roundly rejected 

by the Lutheran state bishops, who declared some months later: "We stand with the Reich 

Church Committee in support of the Führer in the struggle for the life of the German Volk 

against Bolshevi~rn ."~~~ Regardless of the rectitude of their position, the Dahlemites faced new 

repressive measures at the hands of Kerrl's ministry. Three of their rnembers were arrested and 
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put into concentration camps, including Friedrich WeiBler, a lawyer who had authonzed the 

publication. WeiBler was arrested by the Gestapo and sent to Sachsenhausen Concentration 

Camp, where he was "brutally done to death."IY WeiBler was the first member of the Confessing 

Church to be killed by the Nazis. But this was not a simple matter of Christianity now facing its 

"Final Solution": under the Nuremberg Laws, WeiBler was a Jew. Two other rnembers of the 

BK implicated in the rnatter were also sent to Sachsenhausen, but were immediately separated 

fiom WeiBler. Whereas WeiBIer supposedly "hanged himself' four weeks Iater, the other IWO 

were eventually released unharmed. '" 

By the beginning of 193 7, the Church Committees were no closer to forging links 

between the BK and the DC than they had been a year before. Rapprochement was not helped 

by a series of orders which had placed various difficulties on the radicals within the Confessing 

Church: the b d n g  of certain periodicals; increasing state control over theological exarns; and 

the censure of clergy for political speeches.156 At the same time, the Church Ministry responded 

positively to some complaints. When the BK pointed out with dismay that at Nazi assemblies 

religious songs were being sung to secular texts, and that in some churches Nazi songs were 

being Sung to religious texts, the ministry ordered a halt to this practi~e.'~' The BK leadership 

also tried to contact ministers in Hitler's cabinet who in various ways displayed a cornmitment to 

the Protestant faith. Aside from Kerrl, they addressed their pleas to the Nazis Wilhelm Frick and 

Bernhard Rust. Additional letters were sent to Werner von Blornberg, War Minister and 

Commander-in-Chief of the Wehrmacht; Foreign Minister von Neurath; Finance Minister Lutz 
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Schwerin von Krosigk; Labor Muuster Franz Seldte; and Hjalmar Schacht, President of the 

Reich Bank and Econornics Mini~ter . '~~ 

Kerrl's actions against the Dahlemites, while far f?om persecution, were sufficient 

harassrnent to make the work of the church cornmittees impossible. In February 193 7 the Reich 

Church Cornmittee resigned because of the irreconcilable differences between the BK and the 

DC, and in protest of the measures taken by the Gestapo against select Protestant pa~ to r s . ' ~~  The 

very purpose of Kerrl's Min i se  was therefore threatened with collapse. Kerrl immediately 

convened the state and provincial church cornmittees in a desperate attempt to reassert his 

authority. He assured the assembly that there would be no chance of new church elections, and 

threatened that the state would take direct control over the administration of the Protestant 

Church, since taxes continued to be used for "revolts against the state." The regulations, he 

promised, had already been sent to the newspapers for publication. 

Two days later, however, Hitler again intervened. Amoyed that Kerrl had been as unable 

as Müller to overcome the divisions in the church, Hitler gathered the party leadership to discuss 

the church situation. As Goebbels noted in his diary: "A great dilernrna about Kerrl's planned 

decree in the church question. Kerrl has given this to the press without the knowledge of the 

Propaganda Ministry. Kerrl, Frick, Hess, Himmler and 1 ordered to Obersalzberg for a 

conference on the church question. The Führer wants to issue a clear policy. Kerrl made a 

serious mistake going over our heads. ... One cannot solve the church struggle in this way; one 

will only create martyrs."160 Hitler directly contravened Kerrl by announcing that new church 
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elections were to be held for a general synod that would write a new constitution for the Reich 

Church.16' Just as Hitler reversed the work of Müller in 1934, so too was he willing to give up on 

the path chosen by Kerrl. This signaled a decisive break with Kerrl's futile policy of state 

intervention. Most church historians agree that Kerrl had sincerely hoped for a resolution to the 

Church Stmggle, even if his own actions had undennined that goal. As Kerrl would later 

remember, Hitler's decision for an election meant that "my authorkation as Reich Minister for 

Church Affairs cornes to an end: 1 no longer carry out church policy on my own responsibility to 

the best of my knowledge and con~cience."~" For the third t h e  since 1933, Hitler acted in the 

hope that the Protestant church, left to its own devices, would voluntarily coordinate itself with 

National Socialism. And for the third time, he was sorely disappointed.I6' 

The reaction in the Confessing Church was again mixed. As one observer noted, the 

moderates greeted the announcement in a way "comparable to the reaction that must have 

greeted Moses' announcement to the children of Israel that Pharaoh had prornised to let them 

depart fkom Egypt. But it was Kerrl who was Pharaoh and Hitler who was Moses. The Führer's 

prestige actually rose, because it was he who had countennanded Kerrl's orders by decreeing 

new synodical elect i~ns." '~ But the Dahlemites took a different position. Otto Dibelius sent an 

open letter to Kerrl at the end of February, which clearly indicated his objections: "[Wlhen 

children are told in their morning religious instruction that the Bible is the word of God which 

speaks to us in the Old and New Testament, and when in the afternoon they must l e m  'What is 

our Bible? Our Bible is Hitler's Mein Kampf - who has to change his teachings?" According 

to Dibelius, if the state were aware of its lirnits, it could rely "on the readiness of the Protestant 

"' BAP R43 IY160/105 (17 March 1937: Berlin). 

162 Quoted in Scholder, Requiem, 155. 
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1 a Quoted in Conway, Persecution, 207. 



Christians of Gemany for sacrifice." If not, however, then they would 'offer resistance in God's 

name. And we shall do tl~at!"'~~ The Council of Brethren issued a sùnilar statement in March: 

'Today the Church is called upon to allow the Word of God and a human worldview to stand 

together and to combine them in its preaching. The Church must reject this demand."'66 Here 

again was a rejection of Heilsgeschichte, of the theological notion that one could detect the will 

of God in human history. 

This was an unmistakable rebuff to the totaiitarian style of Nazism. But it was not a 

rebuff to particular dimensions of its ideological substance. Even Dahlemites did not refute Nazi 

policy lying outside the direct sphere of the church, including the policy of antisemitism. 

Dibelius for one had pnded hhse l f  on being an antisemite even before the Nazis took power.16' 

Long after 1945 he congratulated himself on his refusal to help Jews convert to Christianity in 

the Third Reich: "1 therefore becarne increasingly firm and exact in rny demands. This gradually 

became laiown, and in the end 1 was spared such externally motivated requests for bapti~rn."'~' 

Such a position represented a clear flirtation with racialist antisemitism. Flirtation became active 

endorsement three years afier his Ietter to Kerrl, when Dibelius recommended that the Aryan 

Paragraph - the original source of conflict between the Confessing Church and the German 

Chnstians - be formally instituted in the pa~t0rate.I~~ 

Niemoller also displayed no real opposition to Nazi antisemitism. In 1935, the year of 

the Nuremberg Laws, Niemoller told his congregation: "[Tlhe Jews have caused the crucifixion 

165 Joachim Beckmann (ed.), Kirchliches Jahrbuch fir die evangelische Kirche in Deutschland 1933- 1944 
(Gutersloh, 1948), 160. 
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of God's Christ. ... They bear the curse, and because they rejected the forgiveness, they drag with 

them as a fearsome burden the unforgiven blood-guilt of their father~." '~~ Up until the war, when 

he volunteered for military service fiom his prison cell, Niemoller made no apparent sign of 

rejecting this position. A similar attitude was displayed when mernbers of the Confessing 

Church attacked Rosenberg' s Protestantische Rompilger. Responding to the claim that the 

Protestant establishment had become Judaized, one angry member of the Confessing Church, 

Dean Komacher of Kempten, protested that "0.3% of the pastorate, by definition of the current 

law, is non-Aryan. Which other profession (lawyers, doctors) has been kept so pure?""l The 

persistent antisernitism evident within Confessing Church circles lasted even after Kristallnacht. 

Whereas BK members voiced public disapprovai of the Nazis' lawiessness and wanton 

destruction of property, they remained silent regarding its ~ictirns.~" As Victoria Bamett states: 

"The troubling historkal evidence suggests that the churches rekained fiom criticizing the 

regime, not just because they wanted to remain 'apolitical' but because they ofien agreed with 

Realizing that the elections would do nothing to accomplish a manimous assent to Nazi 

ecclesiology, Hitler soon developed second thoughts. Only now, in 1937, were his hopes for a 

Protestant Reich Church beginning to fade. Up until this point Hitler apparently believed that al1 

Quoted in Ruth Zerner, "Ge- Protestant Responses to Nazi Persecution of the Jews," in Randolf Braham 
(ed.), Perspectives on the Holocaust (Boston, l983), 63. 

"' LLbProte~tant i~~he Rornpilger' (einige Vo&e und Antworten)," BAZ NS 8/ 15 111 59 (Reformationsfest 1937: 
Kempten). This tract goes on to refute Rosenberg's other accusations, for instance that the Protestant pastorate is 
pacifist: "7000 theologians have marched in the fields; 2400 of those have fallen. That's 36.3%. Of doctors, 14.6% 
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of Geman Protestantism could rally around hirn unequivocally. But the Dahiemites, no matter 

how small their nurnbers, held suficient power to hstrate  that hope. The election was delayed 

first until Apnl 1937 and then for an additional six months. Finaily, at the end of June, al1 

M e r  preparations for an election were stopped. Instead, a new wave of repression was 

launched against the Dahiemites. Within the week Dibelius was put on trial for his letter of 

February, and eight membee of the Council of Brethren were arrested by the Gestapo. This was 

quickly followed by the detention of 48 additional BK pastors, including the most persistent 

thom in the side of Hitler's church policy, Martin Niemoller.'" At the same time that Hitler was 

unleashing the coercive power of the state, he wanted these actions to be controlled and 

measured. He therefore ordered that al1 Reich- and Gauleiters take no measures against pastors 

unless explicitly permitted by hirn~elf.~" Further action was taken in August with the so-called 

"Himmler Decree," which forbade the administering or taking of BK theological exams and 

declared separate BK seminaries illegal. These were henceforth criminal activities punishable 

by irnpris~nment. '~~ The repressive nature of these measures and the human suffering they 

caused are undeniable. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that they were taken almost exclusively 

against the Confessing Church of the Old Prussian Union, where the Dahlemites were strongest. 

By contrast, members of the BK outside the Union Church expenenced almost no repression. As 

one Berlin pastor noted, 206 pastors fÎom Berlin-Brandenburg alone had been imprisoned that 

year, compared with two from Hanover and one each fiom Württemberg and Bavaria.'" 

Niemoller's hial was perhaps the most notonous case of Nazi anticlericalism vis-à-vis the 

Protestant church. Ironically, Rosenberg was against the trial, since he believed it constituted 

1 74 Conway, Persecution, 209. 
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state interference in church-theological matters. Believing Kerr1 had led the charge against 

Niemoller in the hopes of recovering his position, Rosenberg wrote to Hess that: "Here only cold 

stafe machinery govems, which has lost sight of the Volk and its members - Niemoller is also a 

member of the Volk and before the law not one dot less than Kerrl.""' Niemoller, like Dibelius, 

was found not guilty of the charges laid against him in court; in February 1938, he was released 

fiom prison. Unlike Dibelius, however, Niemoller was rearrested by the Gestapo on Hitler's 

personal order, and as a political prisoner was sent to Sachsenhausen concentration camp. Short 

of capital punishment, Nazi repression could not have been more severe. But Niemoller's 

expenence in the concentration camps was far from typical. As the commandant of 

Sachsenhausen informed the Reich Chancellery, Niernoller's creature cornforts were carefully 

attended to, including treatment for illness and permission to go on ~a1ks. l '~ Although Else 

Niemoller failed in her efforts to have her husband released, Hitler personally granted permission 

for Niemoller to leave Sachsenhausen for a day to visit his dying father.'gO If this typified the 

Nazis' persecution of the Protestant Church - or more accurately a radical portion of it - 

compared to their other persecutions it was exceedingly mild.18' 

The idea of a Reich Church was now definitely abandoned. When Kerr1 made 

intermittent attempts to pursue unity in the Protestant Church, Hess continually counterrnanded 

178 BAZ NS 8/179/138-140 (14 February 1938: Berlin) (emphasis in the original). 
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him.'82 AS Hess wrote to Goring: "The Führer has not only abandoned the originally much- 

prized plan of creating a Reich Church; he now opposes it absol~tely."'~~ Even though Hitler had 

now given up on kstitutional Protestantism, he had not yet given up on Christianity. In a March 

1938 meeting he held with Fürst von Bentheirn, the Marshal of the German Association of 

Nobles (Deutsch e Adelsgenossenschaft), Hitler continued to maintain that he rejected 

Rosenberg's Myth and affirmed positive Christianity. When Heydrich caught wind of this, he 

wrote to Lammers, wondering if this was really Hitler's view.'" Larnrners responded that this 

was indeed Hitler's position, and that furthermore Hitler was of the opinion that "Church and 

Christianity are not identical."18' 

Conclusion 

There is no empirical evidence to support the daim that the Nazis tned gradually to extinguish 

the Protestant Church in Germany, or that they secretly held off a final showdown until they 

were secure in their control of the state. To the contrary: the creation of a unified Reich Church 

would have meant a stronger church organization, as the Nazis realized. The ranks of the 

Protestant churches were indeed purged, but this was an intra-church affair conducted by the 

German Christians; the Nazis supported German Christian actions, but did not instigate them. 

Hitler demonstrated a consistent desire to bring unity to the ranks of German Protestantism. For 

much of the Third Reich, he correctly understood the Confessing Church per se to be a 

theological opponent of the German Christians, not a political opponent of the Nazis themselves. 

182 Cf. BAP R43 II/169/186-187 (17 May 1938: Munich). 
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There is no proof that Müller and Jager were executing Hitler's secret will in their arrest of 

Wurm and Meiser. Through a careful reconstruction of the timeiine of events in those crucial 

weeks in Autumn 1934, we cm see that Hitler did not seek to destroy or church, either from 

without or within. The excuse that "the Führer must not have Imown," essential to maintaining 

Hitler's prestige in the face of unpopular party actions, seems to have been the case here. 

In the sarne way, the creation of a Reich ministry with the sole purpose of ending the 

Church Struggle cannot be taken as an anti-Christian act. Had the Nazis wanted to destroy 

Christian institutions, they would have handed control of the Reich Church Minisîry to a 

paganist, or not created such a rninistry at all. Had Hitler been consistently, resolutely and 

fundamentally hostile to Protestantism, he would not have even pondered the idea of church 

elections four years after every other vestige of democracy in Germany had been wiped out. 

Only when Hitler understood the permanent impossibility of bringing unity to the fractured ranks 

of Protestantisrn did he finally give up on the idea of a Reich Church and dispense with Kerrl. 

Hitler's turn against the Protestant Church was signaled not by his attempt to "coordinate" it into 

a unified body, but by his acceptance of its disparate ecclesiastical structure. Only when Hitler 

gave up on the Reich Church did he give up on institutional Protestantism once and for all. 

The various cornponents of Nazi "coordination" have traditionally been viewed in an 

undifferentiated way as an act of defilement, or at the very least of disrespect. To the Nazis, 

however, coordination of an institution could be acknowledgement that something was worth 

coordinating. Hitler could not have come to power had he not "coordinated" the various splinter 

parties of the radical right into a unified movement. Likewise, the Nazis' determined effort to 

coordinate the Protestant churches suggests that they were seen as compatible - in a particular 

institutional form - with the Nazi order. This was true as well for the secular institutions and 

activities of the church. The "practical Christianity" exercised by church bodies for the health of 

the nation was of paramount interest to the Nazis. As we have seen, many Nazis proclaimed that 
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positive Chnstianity Iargely revolved around certain ethical and social precepts of Christianity. 

They therefore claimed the same ideological and institutional space as the churches in their 

efforts to answer the "social question." In the next chapter, we explore the process whereby the 

Nazis and the churches, through the implementation of "practical Christianity," became 

institutional rivals. There we explore the possibility that the Nazis and the churches found 

themselves in an antagonistic position not in spite of, but because of, their ideological proxirnity. 



7 "Public Need before Private Greed": Building the People's Community 

If positive Christianity means . . . the clothing of the poor, the 
feeding of the hungry . . . then it is we who are the more positive 
Christian. For in these spheres the people's community of 
National Socialist Germany has accomplished prodigious work. - 
Adolf HitIerl 

Both before and after the seinire of power, leading Nazis claimed that "practical" or "active 

Christianity" guided them in defining the ethic of the Volk.igemeinschaft. As Point 24 of the 

Party Program stated, 'cpublic need comes before private greed." A whole range of social policy 

was upheld as the palpable effect of neighborly or brotherly "love," in wkich the brother was 

defined - as we have seen - in terms of his racial belonging (literally "people's cornrade," or 

Volksgenossen). But as with any other aspect of Nazi discourse, we must ask whether such 

professions, especially when made in public, were anything more than propaganda. Were these 

declarations mendacious, meant purely to CO-opt potential dissent? Or, aside fiom their 

acknowledged propaganda value, could they have been based on a belief that Nazism put 

forward a kind of Christian ethic? One way to answer this question is to explore the social 

policies of the churches and their relation to Nazi social policy. It was the churches and their 

ancillary institutions that had been defining and practicing "active Chnstianity" decades before 

the Nazis. If Nazis clairned their actions were the result of practical Christianity, did "practical 

Christians" agree? How sirnilar were the ethical beliefs and practices of these Christian bodies 

and those of their Nazi rivals? How close were relations between them? Three areas of 

particular centrality in Nazi ideology - eugenics, women, and youth - can help uncover the 

ideological and institutional relationships between certain Nazi and certain Christian conceptions 

1 Hitler speaking to an assembly of Alte Kiïmpfer in Munich: VB, 26/2/39. 



of "the socia~."~ 

Considerable tension arose between Christian and Nazi social networks in the course of 

the Third Reich. But such tension was not always due to ideological confiict. Whereas the 

Catholic Church h l y  rejected racial science, many Protestant voices predating Nazism, 

including those of the later Confessing Church, advocated it. It was strongly promoted by the 

Inner Mission, the main exponent of "social Protestantismyy in Germany, and by a smaller 

Protestant organization, the Research Center for the Study of Worldview (Forschungsheim für 

Weltanschauungskunde). The same differences between Protestant and Catholic became evident 

in women's groups. Here, the overlap in personnel between Protestant and Nazi organizations 

was even more noteworthy. Hence, the coordination of women's groups was even more 

acrimonious than for welfare groups, whereas the degree of ideoIogica1 affinity was just as 

substantial. The expenence of youth groups fits this pattern as well. For Protestant 

organizations, the process of "coordination" was not necessarily one of ideological conflict. 

Rather, it was the fiequent overlap of Protestant and Nazi conceptions of "the social" that led to 

an often bitter institutional nvalry. 

Eugen ics 

As we saw in Chapter Four, certain Lutheran Protestants were more likely to endorse particular 

dimensions of Nazi ideology than Calvinists or Catholics. This was evident not only in their 

conceptualization of the Marxist or Jewish "dangers" - which Catholics &en feared as much as 

Protestants - but in a theological valorization of the Volk as an order of God's creation. 

Whereas the Catholic establishment was wary of v6lkisch theology and its practical 

~ ~ n c e ~ t u a ~ i z a t i o n s  of the social in the German context are discussed in George Steinmetz, Regrllating the 
Social: The Welfare State and Local Politics in Imperia! Germany (Princeton, 1993). 



consequences, large segments of the Protestant establishment felt more cornfortable with the 

racialist precepts that underlay Nazi eugenicism. In fact, more than simply accornmodating 

eugenics, many of these Protestants actively advanced its cause through thek own institutions, 

most notably the Inner Mission, the Protestant welfare organization founded in the nineteenth 

century. These Protestants did not passively accept eugenics as a fait accompli of Nazi 

governance; rather, they were at the forefront of discussion and debate about racial science 

before the seinire of power. 

Why would these Christian theologians endorse racial science? Since the theology of the 

orders of creation (Schopfungsghbe) relegated the value of the individual to that of the 

communal (the f d l y ,  the estate, the nation), the status of the sick and suffering was similarly 

demoted: "[Clharitable institutions which had been designed to alleviate suffering" in the view 

of SchopfungsgZaube theologians "had been transformed into their antithesis. ... [I]n practice, 

[such institutions] actually favored evil over good and sickness over health."' The pro-natalist 

struggle against a declining birthrate and secular "evils" like abortion, contraception, and loose 

morality presupposed the sanctification of a morally and physically healthy population.' 

Therefore, the procreation of the physically and "morally" sick carne to be viewed as a sin 

against God. While Catholics opposed aborîion and contraception with no less determination, 

Protestants far more thao Catholics were disposed to view physical abnormality as an index of 

sin, as a sign of moral and social degeneration. Therefore, as long as this sin existed in the 

world, the "blessings of science" would be needed to combat it.' 

Syrnptomatic of the interest in racial science was the establishment of the Research 

3 Young-Sun Hong, Wevare, Moderni~ and the Weimar State, 1919-1933 (Princeton, 1998), 256. 

4 Cf. Cornelie Usborne, The Politics of the Body in Weimar Gennany: Wornen S Reproductive Rights and Duties 
(Am Arbor, 1 992). 

' Claudia Koonz, "Eugenics, Gender, and Ethics in Nazi Gennany: The Debate about lovoluntary Sterilization 
1933-1936," in Thomas Childers and Jane Caplan (eds.), Reevaluating the Third Reich (New York, 1993), 77. 
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Center for the Study of Worldview in 1927. Headed by Pastor Otto Kieinschmidt, it was 

associated with the Martin Luther University and housed in the old elector7s palace in 

Wittenberg. Its aim was to synthesize the supposed dialectic between belief and science and 

undo the common assumption that scientists needed no belief system. Explaining the mission of 

the center, General Superintendent Schottler of Magdeburg asked his readership: 'What are we 

doing to our sons? Just as his religion insû-uctor is an orthodox theologian, so is his physics 

teacher an orthodox monist. The first becomes indignant with the second; the second mocks the 

first. The student b e m  the consequences, since he will perpehially be driven back and forth 

between two intellectual directions, only to be spiritually destroyed in the end." The center's 

mission was to bridge the gulf berneen rationalist science and non-rationalist faith, "especially 

with regard to heredity and race? As both a pastor and trained zoologist, Kleinschmidt was 

prornoted as the personification of this synthesis. 

After a year's work, one Protestant commentator could remark with satisfaction that, in 

place of the antagonism between science and religion, strides were being made toward their 

reconciliation. Natural sciences could be pursued without threat of apostasy. Especially 

commendable was the interest in race, which, as a "new clear concept, is of enormous worth, 

especially in the field of worldview."' By reinserting religion into science, the Center was 

working to counteract the image of God as a deistic spirit who simply initiated earthly existence 

"and then slept." In scientiSc circles, this article proclaimed, God could once again be 

considered the living Lord of history. The scientist seeks truth, but, as this observer put it, ' b t h  

alone is like light without warrnth." Scientific tmth needed the w m t h  of a worldview, but not 

just any: "the Christian one is simply the most valuable. ... It is important not just for the 

DAZ, 27/12/27 (in BAP ElOl/23 l35/2l). 
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theologian, but for every man." At the same tirne, Protestantism was especially commendable 

since it "hows no dogmatic coercion [Dogmenzwang]. ... The Protestant church does not stand 

aside fkom things, but rather [is] in the center of life as builder and g~ardian."~ 

This same attitude to racialist science was evident in the work of the Inner Mission. 

Since the 1920s, a growing number of theologians advocated eugenics iegislatior., including 

Reinhold Seeberg, Schopfungsglaub theologian and after 1923 chairman of the Inner Mission's 

Central Cornmittee? Some theologians were advocating eugenic answers to the problems of 

mental and physical "defectives" as early as 1920.'' Seeberg was especially noteworthy in this 

regard, having "converted" the eugenically minded scientists Baur, Gruber and Fischer to the 

idea of a broad eugenic £?ont." Other Protestant Chnstians who took up the cause of eugenics 

included Heinrich Wichern, the grandson of the founder of the Inner Mission, and the scientist 

Bernhard Bavink. Like Kleinschmidt, both were deepIy concerned with reconciling faith and 

science." Both welcomed the Nazis, especially the passage of the Law for the Prevention of 

Hereditarily Diseased Offspring in 1933. Countering the objections to eugenics in some 

Christian circles, especially h m  the papal encyclical Casti connubii of 1930, Bavink argued 

that: "The mistake of many Christians is that they do not or cannot see that populations and races 

Reichsbote, 9-1 1/9/28 (in BAP R5 10 1/23 135/22-23). 
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have the same standing in God's creation as individuals and therefore have the same daim to 

existence and protection fiom extermination. ... God's creation obliges us with al1 our might to 

protect the well being of that whole to which we as individuals are subordinate: o u  V01k."'~ 

The single most important personality in the Inner Mission's engagement with racialist 

science was Ham Hamisen, the chairman of its Working Cornmittee on Eugenics. He was at the 

forefront of eugenics not only in the Protestant milieu, but in Gemany as a whole. His 

interweaving of racial and moral categories was illustrated by the great success he achieved in 

carnpaigning for a German Mother's Day, meant both as a pro-natalist celebration of racial 

hygiene and the family, and an attack on abortion, contraception and "decadence." Harmsen's 

vision was finally brought to h i t ion  under the Nazis, who made Mother's Day an officia1 

holiday." Harmsen also fervently supported the Nazi sterilization laws of 1933 .15 In 1930, three 

years before the Nazis came to power, Harmsen called for a reorientation in the welfare system, 

suggesting that "the interests of the individual must retreat further behind those of s~ciety."'~ At 

a meeting of the b e r  Mission in August of that year, Harmsen suggested that Protestant 

charities had to limit the procreation of the socially iderior through compulsory ~terilization.'~ 

The most important policy statement for the Inner Mission as a whole came at a January 193 1 

conference in Treysa, under the chairmanship of Harmsen. Harmsen called on the assembly to 

recognize the "natural inequality of al1 human beings." Whereas the conference as a whole 

avoided an endorsement of euthanasia, the participants agreed that "[tlhe artificial prolongation 

14 Kaïen Hausen, "Mother's Day in the Weimar Republic," in Renate Bridenthal et al (eds.), When Biology 
Became Destiny: Women in Weimar and Nazi Germany (New York, 1984), 131-32. 
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of life which is in the process of being extinguished" represented "an interference in God's 

creative ~i11."'~ One of the most eminent participants in the conference was Friedrich von 

Bodelschwingh, head of the Bethel institutions and Reich Bishop-designate in 193 3 .19 At this 

conference, it was his opinion that: "In service to the Kingdom of God we have received our 

body. . .. God gave man responsibility for the body. If [the body] leads to evil and the destruction 

of the Kingdorn of God in this or that member of the community, then there is the possibility or 

even duty for elimination [Eliminierung] to take place."'' The public statement issued by the 

participants was almost identical to this opinion. It proclaùned that the 30,000 patients in their 

institutions were "the victims of guilt and sin." The staternent concluded that the need for 

assistance should therefore be curtailed by sterilization, with substantial help only given to those 

to couid regain their productive status in the cornmunity." The statement added that there was "a 

moral obligation to stenlization on the grounds of charity and the responsibility which has peen] 

irnposed upon us for not only for the present generation, but also for füture generations." Even 

though the statement rejected sterilization and eugenic abortion, within the b e r  Mission's 

clinics and hospitals many had already conducted such procedures." 

The Inner Mission was not sirnply one voice among the chorus of eugenics advocates in 

Weimar: it actually constituted part of the eugenics vanguard. The b e r  Mission supported the 

Novernber 1932 draft law providing for the decriminalization of eugenic stenlization, but 

proposed expanding its scope fkom the genetically infenor to include the asocial as well. In 

- -- - -- -- - - 
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addition, whereas the law would have been based on the volmtary assent of the individual, the 

h e r  Mission proposed that sterilization be dependent solely on the consent of a legal guardian.') 

When the Nazis passed a much stronger version of the law in 1933 against the wishes of the 

Catholic Franz von Papen (then in Hitler's cabinet as vice chancellor), the Inner Mission 

welcomed it. The Inner Mission proceeded to voluntarily sterilize inmates in its own asylums, 

fkee £tom coercion by the Nazi state." As Michael Burleigh puts it: 'The annual reports of 

b e r  Mission] asylums such as Schwabisch Hall or Stetten were positively self-congratulatory 

in tone regarding how the staffhad coped with the extra workload involved, or the diplornatic 

ski11 they displayed in persuading patients to 'volunteer' for sterilisati~n."~~ 

Historians have nghtly pointed out that eugenics found an audience in rnany political 

tendencies in Weimar, and that acceptance of some or rnost of its tenets did not necessarily 

constitute a move towards Na~isrn.'~ But the attention the Inner Mission paid to eugenics was 

not simply part of a larger Zeitgeist transcending party lines. Congruence with Nazi ideas could 

be found on a larger scale. As Burleigh points out, the organization "welcomed the advent of a 

National Socialist G~veniment."'~ Young-Sun Hong sirnilarly contends that "most members of 

the Inner Mission enthusiastically greeted the Nazi seizure of power."" As one non-Nazi 

eugenicist wrote after a course he gave for the Inner Mission in 193 1 : "[Almong many pastors 

Kaiser, Protestantismus, 338-39. 

" Nowak, 'Euthanasie ', 96-97, 101-06; Michael Burleigh, Death and Deliverance: 'Euthanasia ' in Gennany 
1900-1945 (Cambridge, 1994), 4142. 
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strongly National Socialist tendencies prevailed, making them convinced that the Jewish problem 

was the central p r ~ b l e m . " ~  Pastor Johannes Wolff, head of the Stephansstifl, went so far as to 

encourage members of his staff, among them SA men, to work as guards in the neighboring 

Papenburg concentration camp.30 Outside the ranks of the Inner Mission as well, established 

Protestant theologians welcomed the Nazi emphasis on eugenics. One of the most prominent 

was none other than Paul Althaus, one of Germany's leading Sch6pfungsglaube the~logians.~' 

If these representatives of "social Protestantism" were favorably inclined toward the 

Nazis and their eugenics policies, what were the Nazis' views of social Protestantism? This 

question can be answered through an examination of a parallel welfare organization set up by the 

Nazis in 1932, the National Socialist People's Welfare (Nationalsozialistische Volkswohvahrt, or 

NSV). Headed by alte Kampfer Ench Hilgenfeldt, it grew into a mass organization, reaching 3.4 

million members within two years. Tme to fonn as a Nazi organization, it experienced 

polycratic infighting over control of welfare activity with Ley's Geman Labor Front, Schirach's 

Hitler Youth, and Scholtz-Klink's Women's Organization." Whereas each of these 

organizations had their own welfare programs, they eventually gave up their competency in this 

field to the NSV. More than just a platform for orations about the Volksgemeinschaft, the NSV 

took tangible action, providing about sixteen million Germans with additional winter income to 

supplement unemployment insurance in the first years of the regirne." The NSV grew 

enormously by the beginning of the war, taking over many aspects of social policy in the Third 

29 Quoted in Weindling, Health, 477. 

30 See Christoph Mehl, "Das Stephansstift im Jahr 1933," in Strohm and ThierfeIder (eds.), Diakanie, 153 -55. 
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32 See Henvart Vorlhder, Die NSE Darstellungen und Dokurnentationen einer nationalsoLialistischen 
Organisation (Boppard, 1988), esp. 29 for intra-party conflicts; idem, "Erich Hiigenfeldt - Reichswalter der NSV," 
in Ronald Srnelser et al. (eds.), Die Braune Elite IL 2 1 weitere biographische Skiaen (Darmstadt, 1993). 
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Reich. 

Whereas the NSV had little to do with the Nazis' stenlization and euthanasia prograrns, it 

nonetheless perfomed many of the functions - notably welfare and Winter Relief - that also 

fell within the dornain of the Inner Mission." Referring to the necessity of cooperation between 

the NSV and its Christian counterparts, Reich Interior Minister Wilhelm Frick took a positive 

view of the work of the Inner Mission. In June 1933 he denounced the expansion of public, 

secular welfare during Weimar, which confessional organizations had resented as an invasion 

and secularization of their domain. Emphasizing that welfare could never do without a Christian 

sense of charity and love of neighbor, Frick prornised that church organizations would be called 

upon to help build the new Volksgemein~chaft.~' That same month, Goring issued a similar 

statement, proclairning that the Nazi state should seek active cooperation with Christian welfare 

organi~ations.'~ Hilgenfeldt, as the leader of a mass organization, wanted the NSV to become the 

sole body responsible for welfare in the new Gemany. He sought cooperation with Christian 

welfare organizations in the short mn, but had little interest in seeing rival bodies competing with 

 hi^.^' At the same time, true to the doctrine of positive Christianity, he insisted that whereas the 

NSV was not confessional, it was certainly Christian. In a September 1933 meeting with the 

Inner Mission leadership, Hilgenfeldt declared that the NSV firmly stood on the b a i s  of 

Christianity, that it indeed encompassed both of the confessions by effecting their practical 

Canadian Journal of Histoly 12 (1978), 364-65. 
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agenda.38 As well as emphasizing the ideological afnnity between the NSV and Christian 

welfare, Hilgenfeldt here clearly pointed to the potential for institutional rivairy. 

In a sirnilar meeting in 1934 in which the president of the Central Cornmittee greeted 

Hilgenfeldt as the "Führer7' of al1 Geman welfare, Hilgenfeldt and his deputy Hermann Althaus 

pointed to a shared ideology between the NSV and the Inner Mission: belief in the biblical God, 

the state and the VoZk as part of God's creation. Hilgenfeldt rightly pointed out that, unlike 

Catholicism, Protestantism neither needed nor desired a concordat with the state. This comment 

was aimed primady against the Catholic counterpart to the b e r  Mission, the Caritas 

Association, which was much less willing to endorse Nazi poli~ies.'~ Refemng to his audience 

as his "Co-workers," Re applauded the Inner Mission's positive stand on sterilization, adding that 

artificially sustaining the lives of those spiritually dead ran agaùist God's order of creation and 

stood "in opposition to Christian ethics and ~orldview. ' '~~ In spite of the inherent potential for 

rivalry, the NSV supported these assertions by seeking active cooperation with the Inner Mission 

in the drafting of new legislation. A top pnority was the National Youth Welfare Law, 

prornulgated in 1922 with the aim of overtaking Christian welfare with a secular, republican 

ethos. In contrast to the NSVYs non-confessional Christian approach to altering the law, the 

Caritas Association wanted an explicit maintenance of confessionalism in welfare. However, 

unknown to Caritas, the NSV had afready obtained the consent of the Inner Mission for their 

own draft, which would eventually win out. In that draft, the NSV proclaimed its vision of 

welfare in the new Germany: to cultivate "a bodily and psychically healthy, morally £hm, 

spiritually devzloped, vocationally skilled Geman person, who is rooted ... in a racially 

38 Hong, Wevare, 23 6;  Kaiser, Protestantismus, 282. 
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conscious rnanner and, borne by the 1iWig forces of Christianity, is committed and bound to Volk 

and  tat te-"^' 

This was not only an overlap of ideas. Personnel fiom the b e r  Mission found their way 

into the NSV as well. The most important among them was Hermann Althaus, pastor's son and 

cousin of theologian Paul Althaus. Onginally active in the Berlin city missions during the 

Weimar Republic, Althaus was made deputy director of the NSV by 1934, having joined the 

NSDAP just two years earlier." His long involvement in the h e r  Mission and relation to Paul 

in no way made him suspect to Hilgenfeldt. Other NSV leaders to corne kom the Inner Mission 

included Bertha FUick, who would becorne the spokeswoman of the NSV's "Mother and Child" 

aid service, and Werner Betcke, who had worked as Reinhold Seeberg's assistant in the Inner 

Mission's Institute for Social Ethics and S~ience.'~ By contrast, no one fiom the Caritas made 

their way into the NSV leadership. 

With the progress of "coordination," the Nazi intolerance for rival organizations grew. 

But this was not primarily the product of ideological difference on the issue of eugenics, as 

demonstrated by the regime's view of Kleinschmidt's Research Center. In 1937 the Gestapo 

started to contemplate action against the Center, claiming that Kleinschrnidt's work was not built 

on the foundation of the Nazi ÇYeltanschauung. In a letter it sent to Church Minister Kerrl, the 

Gestapo declared the scientific contributions of the Center to be of dubious value and suggested 

that Kleinschmidt had demonstrated his unreliability by accepting a rnonetary gifi fiom a 

masonic lodge? The Gestapo also took note of a comment Kleinschmidt made about blood 

mixing - that a white man who receives a blood transfusion fiom a black man becomes no more 
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black than someone eating blood sausage mûde from pigs becomes a pig or a sausage." The 

Gestapo, taking this as an attack on Nazi science, called for the Center to be closed. As soon 

became evident, however, the real bone of contention was that the name of Kleinschrnidt's center 

included the phrase Weltanschauung - an expression that the Nazis were anxious to appropriate 

as their intellechial property. In his defense, Kleinschmidt submitted testimonials to the 

authorities. One was from the anatornicd department of the Halle-Wittenberg University, which 

connmied Kleinschrnidt's status as a scientist and race scholar of world renown who was dohg 

Gemany and the Nazi state a great service." Even more significant was a letter fiom Wilhelm 

Schneider, the head of the race policy office for Gau Halle-Merseburg, which praised 

Kleinschmidt for his work on science and w~rldview.~' Kerrl hunself had written the previous 

year that the Center was known "in broad circles" for its great value, and that he was happy to 

continue supporting it financially, as Frick had done when the Interior Ministry was responsible 

for funding." When it was discovered that Kleinschmidt's Center was in fact well regarded by 

race scholars, and could even rely upon the patronage of G~ring, '~ no more threats arrived f?om 

the Gestapo. In the fmal analysis, it was declared that the Center's primary airn - of proving 

that religion and racial science, Protestantism and Nazism, were compatible - was in no way 

airned against the regime. As long as the Center dropped Weltanschauung fiom its title, it could 

continue its work with financial support from the state.1° 

A similar attitude was apparent toward the b e r  Mission. As a consequence of the 
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NSV's drive to take over their welfare activities, the Inner Mission and Caritas found their state 

subsidies increasingly diminished with tirne. Whereas they were offered reimbursements equal 

to their Winter Relief (WHW) collections in the k t  years of the Third Reich, these amounts 

were gradually reduced and finally ended in 1936.*' However, while the NSV wished for the 

total removal of confessional groups fiom these activities, its ambition was stymied by other 

Nazi offices, particularly the Labor and Finance minisûies, which showed a more sympathetic 

attitude by maintaining the h e r  Mission's state subsidies." When Hiigenfeldt asked that the 

Protestant League be excluded fiom the Winter Relief drive in 1935, Church Minister Kerr1 

turned him down, pointing out that their participation that year would help mark the League7s 

fiftieth birthday." Even as late as 1937/38, most Protestant state churches were participating in 

the WHW? Confessional welfare was therefore rnaintained, even if in reduced form. The NSV 

was unable to remove the Inner Mission and Caritas altogether, but was still able to curtail their 

activities by receiving the lion's share of al1 welfare subsidies from the state. 

If welfare was becoming slowly deconfessionalized, was the NSV becoming similarly 

dechristianized? In a 1937 article, Walter Schafer, the head of the NSV for Kurhessen, insisted 

that it was not. In his view, Christian charitable love was aimed at the entirety of the Volk, and 

not the individual. The focus on the individual was not the product of Christianity, this author 

stated, but of a secular phi los~phy.~~ in October 1937, Hitler hirnself insisted: "Winter Relief is 

in the deepest sense a Christian work. ... This is the Christianity of an honest confession, because 

5 1 Thomas de Witt, "The Econornics and Politics of Welfare in the Third Reich," Central European History 1 1 
(1978), 268. 
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behind it stand not words but d e e d ~ . " ~ ~  Even when the Inner Mission began to take aim at the 

NSV for restricting its activities," leaders of the NSV continued to maintain that their work 

accorded with "positive Chnstianity." The NSV7s main goal, its leaders suggested, was to 

coordinate al1 German welfare efforts under one authority. As Hermann Althaus insisted, the 

goal was not a dechristianization of welfare, but a rationalization of welfare activity under 

national leader~hip.'~ Even in areas run by Christian Gauleiter, such as Josef Wagner of Silesia, 

the NSV appropriated the hinctions of confessional ~e l fa re . '~  This points both to the generalized 

nature of deconfessionalization as an institutional practice, and to the fact that this process was 

not of itself an anti-Christian act, since it could take place even under the auspices of Christian 

Gauleiters like Wagner - who took his own children to parochial Catholic schools hstead of the 

Adolf Hitler Schools favored by party functionarie~.~ 

Certainly there were NSV polemics that criticized Christian charity as "bolshevik," since 

it supposedly led to the "reign of Unternzenschen" and the propagation of the racially inferior. 

But these were aimed primarily against Catholic charities like Caritas, which neither subscnbed 

to Schopfungsglaube nor defended sterilization in the narne of the larger cornmunity6' When it 

carried over to Protestant organizations, Nazi leaders quickly retracted. After the Protestant 

deaconess-mother house of Gunzenhausen was attacked as "un-Nazi" by the rival Nazi Nursing 

Organization (NS-Schwestemschaft), the local Kreisleiter wrote to Hilgenfeldt, testikng that the 

deaconesses were firmly behind Hitler, "in word and above al1 in deed." They gave material and 
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rnonetary assistance to the NSDAP d u ~ g  the Kantpfzet, and actively sought to work with the 

NS-Schwestemschaft. In short, according to the Kreisleiter, they were a "bulwark of National 

Sociali~rn."~ Hilgenfeldt, upon hearing of this comp laint, visited the deaconess house s hortly 

thereafter to assure them personally of his high esteem." 

If stenlization met with general approval in the ranks of the Inner Mission, euthanasia was given 

a mixed response. Many church leaders, especially those with Confessing Church leanings such 

as Bodelschwingh and Wurm, came out fimily against the Nazis' euthanasia program. Shoaly 

before the war, both men would make atternpts to curtail the Nazi's infàrnous "T-4" action (see 

below). However, this picture of opposition has to be weighed against the fact that fblly half of 

al1 victims of the Nazis' euthanasia action came fiorn church institutions." This figure aione 

testifies to the muted nature of such church opposition. But it is also attributable to the fact that 

some Protestants were actually in favor of euthanasia. One was Ewald Meltzer, head of the 

Protestant Katherinenhof home. M e r  the seinire of power, he adrnitted that he had perrnitted 

steritizations to take place at a time when they were still illegal. In 1937, at an Inner Mission 

conference on racial hygiene, he stated that there were certain conditions under which the 

'patient too must pay his duties to the fatherland" through "mercy kiliing." Such circumstances 

included food shortages or urgent care for military personnel. Meltzer specifically refereed to 

"idiots" as the target group, thereby excluding others like the elderly? 
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If Meltzer's was only a qualified endorsement of euthanasia, there were more outspoken 

proponents. One was Rudolf Boeckh, chief doctor of the Lutheran Neuendettelsau asylum in 

central F ran~onia .~~  In a 1937 address to the local NSDAP Ortspppe,  he advocated the 

elirnination of "iife unworthy of life." His theological justification for this course of action 

acknowledged that "the Creator had certainly imposed illness upon the destiny of mankînd." 

However, %e most severe forms of idiocy and the totally grotesque disintegration of the 

personality had nothing to do with the countenance of God .... [Wle should not maintain these 

travesties of human form through an exaggerated, and therefore false, type of compassion; rather, 

we should return them to the Creat~r."~' Rector Hans Lauerer, head of Neuendettelsau, disagreed 

that there was such a h g  as "life unworthy of life." This was not quite a refutation of 

biological detemiinism, however, since Lauerer immediately added that "naturally there exists 

life of lesser value." He then added that, since the Nazi state was "an order of God," it was 

contingent upon good Lutherans to affirm the state in its  action^.^' In 1941, 191 1 of 

Neuendettelsau's 2 237 patients were rernoved in the "T-4" action and killed. 

Such active support for euthanasia was rare within the Inner Mission. The same director 

of Stetten who had so glowingly approved of sterilization found himself opposed to the measures 

being taken to kill his patients. When he was ordered by T-4 personnel to round up 92 inmates 

for transportation, he flatly refused to cooperate, going so far as to complain to the Wiirttemberg 

Intenor Minister (with the help of a doctor on staff, the patients were rounded up no ne the les^).^^ 
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Overall, however, reactions to the T-4 action tended to be substantially more ambiguous. One 

case was the Protestant asylum of Maiaberg in Württemberg, where, instead of blocking Nazi 

attempts to euthanize patients, the staff went over the list of transferees to deterrnine who were 

the more physicaily productive. Far fiom countering the Nazis' work, this asylum facilitated it, 

detennining the value of their patients by their productive abilities instead of leaving it up to the 

Nazi authorities, who had not bothered to discern between "loyal and willing workers" and 

"those needing constant tare."" 

Even some of the Protestants at the forefiont of protest exhibited a paralyzing 

ambivalence toward euthanasia. Egged on by the objections of pastor Gerhard Braun, vice 

president of the Central Committee of the h e r  Mission and head of the Lobetal asylurn, Wurm 

decided to state his persona1 position to the Nazis. He did so privately, so as to spare the regime 

public embarrassment. (This was a very charitable gesture given that his release fkom Jager's 

house arrest six years before was precipitated onpublic protest.) Writing to Wilhelm Fnck, he 

presented the evidence he had compiled fiom laity whose relatives had been killed, and 

denounced the euthanasia action. But he also displayed a willingness to see things fiom the 

regime's point of view. He was careful to distinguish his criticism of Nazism on this one issue 

fiom any thought of disloyalty to the regime itself, even stating that he had prayed for the recent 

defeat of France. Even more sipificant - given that Wurm had once been a pastor in a state 

asylum - was his opinion that 'Waturally, the thought has crossed the minds of those who have 

seen such regrettable people: 'Wouldn't it be better to put an end to such an e~istence'?"~' 

Bodelschwingh's position was even more ambivalent, since he had been a strong 

supporter of sterilization before the Nazis. He was initially against the T-4 action, refusing to 
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c a r y  out the registration of his patients. Even the head psychiatrist at Bethel, an alte Kampfer 

who joined the Nazi party in 1 93 1, worked against the euthanasia program b y falsi fjmg medical 

 record^.^' Like Wurm, Bodelschwingh kept his concerns private, never conternplating a direct 

challenge to the regirne. However, Bodelschwingh began to change his position after he talked 

with pastor Constantin Frick, the president of the Inner Mission's Central Cornmittee. 

Bodelschwingh now reversed himself and approved of the euthanasia program, as long as it 

would affect o d y  "patients no longer capable of any human contact." He would not allow his 

staff to be involved, but would instruct them to not obstruct the work of state authorities or refuse 

access to medical  record^.'^ Bodelschwingh then went a step M e r  by ordenng his o m  doctors 

henceforth to categorize patients according to their productive abilities, easing the work of the 

Nazis." As Burleigh acerbically puts it, "'Aktion T-4' stopped before the efficacy of 

Bodelschwingh's brand of decentralised opposition through apparent accommodation could be 

te~ted."~' In facto not one public protest against euthanasia was ever launched by a Protestant 

churchrnan. This would be left to the Catholic Bishop CIemens August Graf von Galen, whose 

fiery denunciation of euthanasia fkom the pulpit in August 1941 sent shock waves through the 

Nazi regirne (see Chapter Eight). Whereas most Protestant churchmen could not be called active 

supporters of euthanasia, their ability to actively work against it was undermined fi-om the start 

by SchopfungsgZaube and its racialist implications. 
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The ideological and institutional affinities between Nazism and certain types of Christianity 

becarne even more apparent regarding the issue of women. As we have already seen, Christian 

discourses played a particularly important role in mediating the message of Nazism for women, 

both in a positive sense for many Protestants and in a negative sense for most Catholics. As with 

welfare and eugenics, the expenences of Catholics and Protestants under Nazism revealed sharp 

differences in their relationship with the regime and its ideology. Indeed, the nature of the 

relationship revealed itself in great measure over the issue of welfare, one of the very few areas 

within the public sphere traditionally open to the influence of women. 

We saw in Chapter Four that Protestant women were attracted to Nazism in a way that 

Catholic women were not. As Wilhelm Zoellner, chairman of the Protestant Reich Chwch 

Cornmittee, wrote to Reich Women's Leader Gwtnid Scholtz-Klink in 1936, Protestant women 

"put themselves at the disposa1 of the paay" when it rose to power, whereas liberal and Catholic 

(and he might have added Jewish) wornen stayed a ~ a y . ' ~  These women were attracted to 

Nazism by a mutual loathing of Weimar and appreciation of the cultural role of women as the 

center of the German farnily. They shared remarkably similar notions about the position of 

women in Society - out of politics and the workpIace and into the home as wives and mothers." 

Ln addition, as with so many other voices within German Protestantism, a large portion of 

Protestant women subscribed to Schopfungsglmbe. As Michael Phayer puts it: "As far as most 

churchgoing women were concerned, belief in Protestantism and support of the National 

- - - - -- - 
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Socialist revolution went hand in hand."78 

As with the h e r  Mission, Protestant women's groups were in the forefront of 

advocating social policies that the Nazis would later adopt as their own. In 1927, hundreds of 

thousands of Protestant women signed a petition opposing educational reforms that would have 

given girls the same curriculum (including science and mathematics) as boys.79 One particularly 

noteworthy organization in this regard was the Protestant Mothers' Association, founded by 

Klara Lonnies. She was cornmitted to the fight against the falling birth rate and asserted that 

"mothers are the most worthwhile part of the V ~ l k . " ~ ~  The same year Lonnies started publication 

of Mutter und Volk, a racialist, pro-natalist magazine that supported eugenics from its inception. 

It advocated such practical measures as marriage Ioans and subsidies for large families, measures 

which were adopted after the Nazis came to power." Lonnies' organization, arnong other 

Protestant women's groups, actively supported Nazi legislation increasing penalties for abortion, 

pomography, prostitution and horno~exuality.~~ Among their ranks czuld also be found support 

for eugenics. Lonnies suggested that individual women should not have the right to decide if and 

when to have children. As one Protestant woman put it, there was a need for "a new morality, a 

new will for purity, healthy marriages and healthy families - together with physically, 

spiritually, and psychologically healthy ~hi ldren ."~~ 

Another Protestant women's leader whose ideas foreshadowed much of the Nazi program 

78 Phayer, Wonzen, 8 1 (for quote); 8 1-82,84 (on women and Sch6pfingsglartbe). 

79 Dons Kampmann, "'Zolïbat - ohne uns!' Die soziale Situation und politische Einstellung der Lehrerinnen in 
der Weimarer Republik," in Frauengmppe Faschisrnus Forschung (ed.), Mutterkreuz und Arbeitsbuch: Zur 
Geschichte der Frauen in der Weimarer Republik und irn Nationalsozialismus (Frankfûri a.M., 1981), 99. 
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was Guida Diehl, who in 19 19 founded the ultra-right New Land League (Nmlandbund). A 

disciple of Adolf Stocker, Diehl did battle with the alleged enernies of "Chnstianity'' and the 

Fatherland: Judaism, marxism, materialism and mammonism." Hitler recognized Diehl's 

ideological value, having paid her a visit at her headquarters in Thuringia as early as 1 9 2 P  She 

b a l l y  joined the NSDAP in 1930, and shortly thereafier made a bid to take over the National 

Socialist Women's Organization (NS-Frauenschafr, or NSF). Leaders in the party 

administration, paxticularly Gregor Strasser, were willing to accept her, together with others, into 

the party leadership; but she wanted nothing less than exclusive control of the NSF. She was 

made its "cultural advisor" in 293 1, but soon fell out with her rivals, rehsing to accept the 

authority of those above her. When it became clear that she would not cooperate with others or 

bring her New Land League into the Nazi movement, she was expelled f?om her office the next 

year. 

The differences between her and Nazi women were not ideological, but rather were 

mostly concerned with "ambition and place-~eeking."~~ Even after she was removed fkom office, 

Diehl's vision for the NSF - to reestablish women's place in the cornrnunity and family, 

making women upholders of the German Volk and Geman culture - formed the basis of its 

activities until the beginning of the war. Diefil and the Nazis remained close enough that she 

campaigned for the NSDAP in the November 1932 election~.~' There were other organizations 

besides the Neulandbund to support the Nazis. The members of the Iargest Protestant women's 

organization, the Protestant Women's Auxiliary (Evangelische Frauenhilfe), were "among 

Hitler's most avid supporters at the polls," and counted many alte Kampfer of the NSDAP 

84 fa Stephenson, The Nazi Organisation of Women (London, 198 l), 27,77. 
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arnong their r a n k ~ . ~ ~  The German Protestant Women's League, headed by Paula Müller-Otfiied, 

similarly embraced Nazism. Just weeks before the seinire of power, Müller-Otfiied wrote: "Are 

we on the brink of collapse? 1s the Volk to become extinct? ... We must remain faithful and prey, 

confident that God is at the con t r~ l s . "~~  As Michael Phayer puts it, "the fascination of Protestant 

women with volkisch renewal antedates national socialisrn [sic]. ... Protestant women liked to 

view themselves as the precursors of the volkisch renewal under the National Socialists. They 

were not just imagining t h i ~ . ' ~  

As with the NSV regarding the Inner Mission, we must ask: if these Protestant women's 

organizations were so favorably inclined towards the Nazis, was the feeling reciprocal? As was 

shown in Chapter Five, one of the k s t  leaders of the NSF, Gottfkïed Knimmacher, was not only 

positively inclined towards Protestant women's organizations, but was actively Protestant 

himself. However, Knimmacher's tenure as head of NSF was brief. Much more important for 

the development of relations between Protestant and Nazi women was his successor, Scholtz- 

Klink. Scholtz-Klink was brought in to calm the dissent that arose fiom having a man as NSF 

leader. (Because Knimmacher had also proven hirnself a poor administrator, Erich Hilgenfeldt 

was put in charge of the NSF's day-to-day operations. The NSF was fonnally made a subsidiary 

of Hilgenfeldt's NSV.'') Scholtz-Klink provided little indication of a penonal Protestant 

religiosity. Nonetheless she sought active cooperation with these Protestant groups. She 

cornplimented the materna1 aid services of Protestant groups as "immeasurably fk~itful."~' The 

88 Phayer, Women, 157. Phayer translates Evangelische Frauenhilfe as "Protestant Ladies' AuxiIiary," while 
Koonz translates it as "Ladies' Aid." 

89 Quoted in Claudia Koonz, "The Cornpetition for Women's Lebensraum, 1928-1934," in Renate Bndenthai et 
al (eds.), Biology, 222. 
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NSV's "Mother and Child" aid service also cooperated with the Protestant Women's Auxiliary 

(Bertha Finck, "Mother and Child" Referentin, had corne out of the Inner Mission). Throughout 

Gemany, rnembers of the Women's Auxiliary cooperated with the NSV in collections for the 

WHW. In some areas the level of cooperation reached the stage where officers in the Women's 

Auxiliary simultaneously served as heads of local NSF branches.93 

Perhaps the most significant instance of cooperation between Nazi and Protestant women 

was the founding of a new Protestant women's umbrella organization, the Women's Bureau 

(Frauenwerk) of the German Protestant Church. Established in 1933 by pastor Hans Hermenau, 

it claimed a membership that year of 2.5 million women. It was lead by Agnes von Grone, who 

was given the title Reich Women's Leader (Reichsfrauenfîrerin), an appellation which did not 

yet apply to S~holtz-Klink.~~ Von Grone was both very active in the Women's Auxiliary, having 

been the head of its Braunschweig branch since 1925, and a member of the Nazi party. She was 

offered an irnmediate pretext for revealing her intentions when, in early 1934, Nazi authonties 

began to take measures against Protestant women's organizations. In conjunction with 

Hilgenfeldt's NSV, Reich Bishop Müller worked to have Klara Lonnies expelled nom her 

position as head of the Mothers' Association. Furthemore, party leaders in Saxony declared that 

Wornen's Auxiliary activities would henceforth be outlawed. Scholtz-Klink similarly banned the 

formation of new branches of Women's AuxiliarygS As offended as Protestant women were by 

Nazi meaçures, their cornplaints were not ideological in nature. Instead, they had been motivated 

by organizational ambition; if branches of the Women's Awiliary continued to spring up, it was 

93 Ibid., 90. 

94 Phayer translates Frauenwerk in this context as "Women's Work Front." For a biographical overview see 
Fritz Mybes, Agnes von Grone und d m  Fraueniverk der Deutschen Evangelischen Kirche (Düsseldorf, 198 1 ) .  
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feared, the NSF would be unable to establish its own network." The expulsion of Lonnies was 

similarly based on institutional rivalry, not ideological oppo~it ion.~~ 

Von Grone successfûlly worked to have these rneasures reversed. She was aided by the 

fact that she had already proven her credentials as a Nazi. Without pressure kom above, she had 

already purged the Wornen's Bureau leadership of anti-Nazis, and could boast that her entire 

family as well were active in Nazi organization~.~~ Von Grone succeeded in getting the NSF to 

order its branches not to restrict the work of Protestant organizations. Even though new 

Women's Auxiliary branches could stifl not be founded, Scholtz-Klink announced that double 

membership in her organization and von Grone's would be permitted, and that active cooperation 

would be sought between the two in their common areas of interest, such as education and 

matemal assistance. Von Grone even got the NSV to overrule the orders of the Saxon authorities 

regarding organizational activity? 

Part of the reason for the NSF's retreat was the realization that it was not sufficiently 

developed institutionally to take over al1 the tasks of its Protestant counterparts. As much as they 

wished to gain exclusive control of al1 Women's Auxiliary cornpetencies, Nazi women did not 

want to do so at the expense of the seMces being rendered. But another reason was the 

realization that by attacking Protestant women, the Nazis would bum ideological bridges they 

could not afford to lose. The most portentous sign of this ideological connection came in the 

s u m e r  of 1934, when von Grone and Scholtz-Klink agreed that the NSF could use Protestant 

96 Phayer explicitly points away from ideological differences in explainuig this prernature attempt at 
"coordination": Women, 9 1-93. 
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facilities for open courses in racial ideology.'* By contrast, Catholic women's organizations 

uncquivocally rejected a similar offer made by Scholtz-Klink. 

If imitation is the greatest form of flattery, then Protestant women had every right to feel 

filittered. For as the NSF developed its organization, it systematically adopted one feature d e r  

another of its Protestant counterpart: Scholtz-Klink named her bureau the Frauenwerk; Scholtz- 

Klink began to cal1 herself Reichsfrauenfiihrerin; and the NSF copied exactly the fomat and 

logo of the Protestant mother's magazine Murter und Volk, eventually taking it over outright. 'O' 

The NSF also took on the exact tasks that Women's Auxiliary performed: rnarriage counseling, 

matemal education, and the building of matemal aid centers. With the growing membership and 

increasing budgets of Scholtz-Klink' s Frauenwerk and its parent organization NSV, renewed 

attempts were made to forcibly "coordinate" Protestant women. Slowly, Women's Auxiliary 

was once again curtailed in their actions, and ofien told by regional authorities that they could 

not hold double membership in Protestant and Nazi organizations. Whereas the NSF had earlier 

relied upon Women's Auxiliary homes for their own work, with the increased funding that came 

fiom the regime, it withdrew from these arrangements.'" 

The Kirclienknmpf also played a role in the growing rift between Nazi and Protestant 

organizations. Much as Bishop Meiser of Bavaria simultaneously fought Reich Bishop Müller 

while swearing unconditional loyalty to Hitler, so too did von Grone oppose Müller's attempts to 

aggressively place her organization under Nazi control, even as she affhrned the Nazi state. 

Many Protestant women, especially in Confessing Church strongholds iike Westphalia, were 

alarmed by Müller's handing over of Protestant Youth to the Hitler Youth, fearing a sh i l a r  fate 

awaited them. Even though von Grone was not a member of the Confessing Church and 

'O0 Ibid., 94. 

' O 1  Koonz, Morhers, 239. 

102 Phayer, Wornen, 187. 



displayed no particular at tachent  to its cause,I0' she was concerned for the autonomy of the 

organization she headed. When she fought with Müller over the Frauenwerk's forced 

coordination with the NSF, he fired her and reptaced her with Hennenau. But since the leaders 

of the Frauenwerk refised to recognize Hermenau's authority, he set up a rival Frauendienst 

(Women's Service), made up of Gexman Christian women in line with Müller and the Reich 

Church? Von Grone contïnued to offer resistance to these machinations, even after Bishop 

Marahrens indicated that he backed Scholtz-Klink's efforts at "~oordkation."'~~ S hortly 

afterward, von Grone was expelled fiom the Nazi party by local authorities in September 1935 

- a decision she immediately appealed to Buch's party court. Zoellner, by then chair of the 

Reich Church Cornittee,  faulted not Scholtz-Klink but von Grone, and worked for the latter's 

removal as Reichsfruuen führerin of the Protestant Wornen's Bureau. I M  

In an attempt to break her power, in 1936 Hermenau's Women's Service, Hilgenfeldt's 

NSV and Scholtz-Klink's NSF worked together to have von Grone defeated in the party court.lo7 

The party, represented by Hilgenfeldt, specifically accused von Grone of continuing to establish 

new Women's Awiliary branches, leading her organization into the Church Struggle, and 

rnaking cooperation with the NSF impossible. AIthough attacks on her became personal, the real 

aim was not to do away with von Grone, but to get her to stay on while conceding Scholtz- 

104 Fritz Mybes, Geschichte der evangelischen Frauenhilfe in Quellen un ter besonderer Benkksichtung der 
Evangelischen Frauenhilfe im Rheinland (Gladbeck, 1975), 106-09. Koonz suggests that about 10% of Protestant 
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Geschichte, 1 10). 
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Kluik's supremacy. Since von Grone refûsed to do this, her expulsion was upheid.'08 Shortly 

thereafter the Frauenwerk was fuially incorporated into the NSF.Io9 Church authorities, 

seemingly taking Scholtz-Kiink's side, ordered von Grone to sever al1 ties with women's 

organizations. "O 

The NSF's attempts to cut away at the Frauenwerk were undertaken in cooperation with 

Geman Christian churchmen, state bishops among them; this was more than just a party act. Al1 

the leaders of the Women's Service sided with Scholtz-Klink. One of the Service's leaders, 

Eleanor Liebe-Harcourt, discussed the relationship of her organization with Scholtz-Klink, who 

assured her that they would continue to work closely together. Scholtz-Klink also provided 

evidence of a German Christian leaning when she stated: "For National Socialism there can be 

no division of religious and volkisch interests.""' 

It would be a mistake to characterize the conflict between Protestant and Nazi women as 

exclusively institutional. Certainly, many meiribers of Women's Auxiliary took the Confessing 

Church side of the Church Struggle, rejecting the Aryan Paragraph on ideological grounds. 

These women were strongest where the Confessi~g Church itself was strongest: Westphalia and 

the Rhineland."' Dissension between thern and their Nazi counterparts reached such levels that 

in some cases Nazi wornen were forced out of Protestant organizations. As Liebe-Harcourt put 

it, "This really hurts when our National Socialist women, early fighters for our cause, receive no 

gratitude for their seMce during the hard times when they had encountered ridicule and rebuff." 

In some cases, wives of Nazi leaders were known to resign fkom Protestant organizations due to 
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increased hostility.' " There was also growing dissention over the place of eugenics and 

racialism in Protestant women's organizations. Many women social workers began to cornplain 

of the dire impact of sterilization on the victim as well as on the larger society. And arnong those 

who had always supported eugenics came concems over its practical implementation. I l 4  Fighting 

between Nazi and Protestant womens' organizations was not entirely over ambition and place- 

seeking. 

However, this dissension was not typical of relations between Protestant and Nazi 

wornen. Though they were certainly dismayed with the curtailing of their activities and the 

progressive appropriation of their programs one by one into the rival NSF, Protestant women 

rarely reached the stage of outnght ideological opposition. More typical was the attitude of von 

Grone herself, who never wavered in her support for Nazism, even as she came under attack 

fiom fellow party members: "Not only as a party member but also as a Protestant woman 1 stand 

in the most thoughtful, respectfûl and rnost faithful obedience in our work behuid our Führer.""' 

Consistent with her eariier position, she never turned against the eugenicist thnist of her 

organization. I l 6  Whereas it might be claimed that some women's break with eugenicism 

represented a tme ideological split with the Nazis, even here institutional rivalry played a role. 

Protestant women still resented their own eugenicist magazine Mutter urtd V d k  being rudely 

taken over by the Nazis. Claudia Koonz even argues that institutional rivalry was pnmary: 

"When they believed they would control eugenics programs, Protestant women approved; but 

when Nazi p rog ra s  excluded them from influence and left them to repair the social and 

-- - - 
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psychological damage, they ~bjected.""~ 

The Nazis themselves maintained a distinction between institutional conflict and 

ideological opposition. Although Scholtz-EUink was eager to monopolize women's activities, 

and attempted to suppress those organizational branches which backed the Confessing Church, 

she did not attack al1 Protestant women equally. Right up to its forced "coordination" in 1936, 

there were many branches of the Protestant Women's Auxiliary that remained politically 

acceptable to Scholtz-Klink."8 And even after she precluded them from matemal aid activities, 

Protestant and Nazi women very often continued to cooperate in pro-natalist work.'I9 Relations 

between Protestant and Nazi organizations varïed fkom region to region, with many branches of 

the Women's Auxiliary continuing to work peacefully with their Nazi counterparts up until the 

war. Some Protestant women were actually pleased to see the NSF take over these programs, 

since centralized authority and control meant greater efficiency and increased funding.l2O The 

specifically religious activities of women's organizations, such as Bible study programs and the 

establishment in 1936 of a Bible Institute in Potsdam, went on without interference firom either 

the NSF or the state.I2l The Christian mien of the NSF itself was upheld well into the process of 

"coordination," even while challenged by paganists and anticlericaIs. At a December 1938 

meeting of the local NSF in Neuruppin, a speaker caused considerable dissension when she 

quipped: "The real unemployed in Germany are the pastors. Only on Sundays between 9 and IO 

have they anything to do." In a letter of cornplaint to the NSF head office, a branch officia1 

expressed her rejection of this position, "since arnong the audience a great number have been 
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members of Christian congregations and since al1 the local pastors7 wives are members of the 

Frauens~haft."'~ If the NSF attacked institutional Protestantisrn in the shape of the Women's 

Auxiliary, its rnembers still affirmed Protestantism as ideology and religion. 

Rivalries in associational life between Christian and Nazi organizations arose in a third area held 

especially dear to both: youth. For the confessions and the Nazi party alike, the inculcation of a 

belief system into coming generations of Gemans was the best guarantee of their perpetuity; 

therefore the instihitional battles waged here were just as heated as elsewhere. But again, 

questions of institutional and ideological conflict should not be conflated. Here, as with eugenics 

and women, confessional responses to the lure of Nazism varied considerably. And as far as 

Protestants were concemed, the struggle that emerged between them and Nazi groups - 

particular:y the Teachers7 League (NSLB) and Hitler Youth (HJ) - was Largely institutional in 

nature. 

Immediately after the seinire of power, a new intraconfessional parents' association was 

established, the Christian Parents' League (Christliche Elternbund, or CEB). Although it aspired 

to be an ecumenical organization representing both confessions equally, its strongest 

representation came fkom the Protestant Reich Parents' League, and it was set up in conjunction 

with the Inner Mission. Its view towards the new regime was made abundantly clear in a 

manifesto from 1933: "[Tlhe most important task in the new Germany is to educate the coming 

generation in Germandom based on Christian foundations. The state safeguards Christianity, so 

the churches must serve the state in order to preserve and develop it. They may not behave as 

rulers of the state, or create a state within a state. The various confessions may not stniggle 

12? EZA 14/590 (6 December 1938: Berlin). 



against one another, but raîher must meet one another with respect in the spirit of Christian 

charity. ... The objective is the creation of a strong, unified Volk in a Christian, National Socialist 

state.""-' Here the major tenets of positive Christianity were afh-med: a unified Volk seeking 

common ground, and a state mling supreme in temporal affairç, without the threat of clencal 

interference. Most significant of all, no mention was made of the confessional school. 

At precisely the sarne time, a rival Nazi organization was established. The NSLB, havùig 

sponsored the ancillary Working Group of National Socialist Pastors in the Kampfzeiit, flexed its 

organizational muscle again by erecting a new group, the National Socialist Parents' League 

(Nationalsozialistische Elternbund, or NSEB). Growing out of a prefatory Saxon organization 

called the National Socialist Working Group for the Rights of the Parent and the Strengthening 

of the German Family, the NSEB's professed aim was to restore parental authority in the 

education and schooling of German children. Its goal was the elevation of the "German State 

School" as the sole medium of education in the new Germany. It would be in service of the 

Gerrnan parent, but nonetheless completely under state control- Only children of German blood 

would be pemitted as pupils. Regarding religion, the NSEBys manifesto stated: "The Geman 

State School is a confessional school only in the sense [that it confesses] the German state and 

the Volksgemeinschaft in the spirit of positive Christianity. The liberation of the German State 

school f?om the shackles of the Concordat is to be effected as soon as pos~ible."~'~ Even though 

the ideological t h s t  of education would clearly be nationalist, it was specifically added that this 

would not be at the expense of the "various Christian religious cornrnunities." Finally, the NSEB 

plainly stated that it worked for the dissolution of al1 confessional youth groups into the Hitler 

Youth. 

l U  BAZ NS 12/822 (n.d.[1933]: Berlin). 
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Whereas nvalry between confessionai and Nazi organizations took some time to emerge 

in welfare and women's fields, here there was almost irnmediate confkontation. In Saxony, as 

they attempted to cooperate together, the possibility of formally merging the CEB and the NSEB 

was raised almost imrnediately. The rnembers of the local CE%, with one exception, voted to 

enter en masse into the NSEB.Ix However, disagreement soon arose as to whether they would 

merge under the aegis of the b e r  Mission or the Nazi Teachers' League.Iz6 The NSEB had no 

interest in bowing to the authority of the b e r  Mission, using the argument that the h e r  

Mission was not an educational organization, whereas this was the NSLB's exclusive concem. 

The leader of the Leipzig NSEB was ready to compromise, however: the churches themselves 

could establish a pastors' committee withui the NSEB, in order to ensure a "strong union" of 

Christian and Nazi interests.'" Intersecting loyalties were made harder to disentangle when the 

Saxon State Bishop, the German Christian Friedrich Coch, entered the f?ay as both a member of 

the b e r  Mission and the Nazi party. The debate was cut short, however, when Rudolf 

Buttmann, leader of the Cultural Policy section of the Reich Interior Ministry, ordered the NSLB 

to abandon the project of creating a parents' League altogether. Such a league, Buttmann 

proclaimed, would be supedluous, since the state itself was now taking over the responsibilities 

that were left to parents' associations in the days of the "liberal  tat te.""^ Buttmann assured the 

NSLB that it could seek cooperation with parents in individual schools, but that it was to 

disengage itself from any forma1 relationship with parents' associations. This was an unusual 

setback for the process of "coordination," al1 the more so since the Nazi state had ordered it. 

Other organizational rivalries of much greater scope would emerge that year. One of the 
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greatest concerned youth organizations. Protestant youth were represented in several groups 

with a total membership of about 700,000: the Reich Association of Protestant Young Men's 

Leagues, Youth Leagues for Determined (entschiedenes) Christianity, the League of Christian- 

German Youth, Christian Boy Scouts of Gemany, the League of German Bible Circles, the 

Christian Young Men's Association, and the League of Protestant Young Women's 

 association^."^ By comparison, Catholic youth groups in Weimar were far more centralized, 

having been brought together in 1928 under one umbrella organization, the Catholic Youth of 

Germany, with a membership of 1.3 rnilli~n."~ Here again, there were stark confessional 

differences in attitudes towards Nazism and the Hitler Youth. Catholic Youth, as might be 

expected, stayed away, having been wamed by one of its leaders that no member "who stands by 

the banner of Christ and by the young Catholic Peoples' Front can belong to [this] rno~ement."'~' 

There were only isolated cases of Catholics belonging to the Kampfieii Hitler Youth. In fact, 

before 1933 the Hitler Youth was weakest in precisely those areas where Catholic religiosity and 

rnembership in Catholic Youth was strongest: Bavaria, the Rhineland, and parts of Silesia."' 

This is accountable both to institutional centralization of Catholic youth, and to ideological 

opposition to Nazi raciai thought. 

By comparison, Protestant youth groups were far more favorably inclined toward the 

Nazis. The League of Bible Circles in particular was supportive of Nazism, with many alte 

K W f e r  arnong its rank~."~ As one observer stated: "D]n 193 1 it could be affirmed ... that the 
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young mens' association of the entire Bzïndische and Protestant youth ... belong either to the 

NSDAP and its youth or combat organizations, or at least ... they stand very close to them."'" 

As part of the religious renewal that took place that year, Protestant youth groups actually saw an 

increase in their numbers for most of 1933.135 Immediately afier the seinire of power, the 

various Protestant youth groups began to centralize their organization, eventually unifjing 

themselves into the Protestant Youth of Germany, under the leadership of Erich Stange and the 

patronage of Reich Bishop Müller. One of the first acts of unified Protestant youth was to issue 

this statement: "Gemany's destiny has once again been pulled back from the abyss of 

Bolshevism. A strong leadership of the state calls upon al1 Germans to their responsibility. The 

God-ordained foundations of Heimat, Volk and state are once again newly recognized. ... 

Therefore the position of Protestant Youth in these days can be nothhg other than a passionate 

participation in the destiny of our V01k."'~~ 

As we have already seen in Chapter Five, the Hitler Youth rejected confessional 

organizations even as they insisted they were Christian or at least favorably disposed to 

Christianity. Headed by the ambitious and aggressive Baldur von Schirach, the Hitler Youth - 

like the NSV and NSF - aimed at nothing less than the total incorporation of al1 preexisting 

confessional groups into his own. But this did not mean that Christian religiosity was removed 

from the HJ. Throughout 1933 Protestant field services were fiequently conducted within the 

Hitler Youth.I3' Many HJ units collectively attended Protestant services, and began meetings 

with such services. Pastors even took up office in the Hitler Y o ~ t h . " ~  Well into the Third Reich, 

134 Quoted in Stachura, Youth, 108. 

13* Priepke, Jugend, 52. 

'36 "ErklaTUng der 'Evangelischen Jugend Deutschiands'," EZA 50/420/2 (30 March 1933: n.p.). 

13' Werner Klose, Generatiun im Gleichrchritt: Ein Dokumentarbericht (Oldenburg, 1964), 50-5 1 .  

13' Klonne, Jugend, 165. 



Hitler Youth continued to receive religious instruction from Protestant clergy, in which the 

juvenile audience was instructed to receive Christ, not Wotan, into their hearts.'j9 The HJ even 

participated in purely confessional ceremonies, such as a reception for the b e r  Mission in 

Berlin. "O 

Members of  both Catholic and Protestant youth groups wished to retain their institutional 

autonomy; but the reactions fkom the Catholic Church were once again starkly different fkom 

those of the Protestant Church. Catho lic youth organizations strenuously fought to maintain their 

existence independent of the Hitler Youth, whereas Protestant youth organizations were 

incorporated into the Hitler Youth in December 1933 by decree of Reich Bishop Müller. 

Segments of the Protestant establishment protested Müller's action, especially those opposed to 

the German Christians."' Bishop W m ,  for instance, decned Müller's action, which did nothing 

to ease relations between him and the local Nazi authorities.'" But this was largely due to 

questions of institutional autonomy, not ideological difference. En an October 193 3 meeting, in 

which the Hitler Youth and Protestant Youth discussed how to effect a working relationship with 

each other, the rnost important Protestant youth leaders and youth pastors stated "virtually 

unanimously [that] Protestant youth unconditionally supported National Socialisrn."'" Stange 

declared that the Protestant Youth wanted to remain independent. Nonetheless, he sought close 

relations between his organization and the HJ. Discussions were held on rnaking Protestant 

Youth a "corporate member" of the HJ, in which political and military training of their youth 

139 "Hitlerjugend haït Gottesdienst nir Sonnenwende," Evangelium im Dritten Reich, 2/7/34 (in BAP 62 Di 
1/75/122). 

1.10 "HJ sarnmelt fur konfessionelle Zwecke," Der Stünner, 19/5/35 (in BAP 62 Di l/75/175). 

14 1 Klaus Scholder, The Churches and the Third Reich, 2 vols. (London, 1987-88), I : 576-77. 

142 BAP R43 W 16 1/303-308 (22 January 1934: Stuttgart). Later that year Wurrn would corne under house arrest 
on the orders of Mülier and his adjutant Jager. 

' Scholder, Churches, 1 : 574. 



would be lefl to the HJ in exchange for the ability to conduct mission work among HJ rnembers. 

Whereas most Protestant Youth leaders were eager to work closely with the HJ, others like Udo 

Smidt of the Bible Circle, were more wary of these negotiations? Schirach, satisfied with 

nothing less than total "coordination," rejected the proposal. Schirach was prepared to honor the 

Christian religiosity of individual Hitler youths, but was not willing to enter into such an 

arrangement with Stange. Far fiom contemplating organizational cooperation, Schirach raised 

the stakes by prohibiting double membership in the HJ and confessional youth groups.LJ5 

Proclaiming his desire to ''carty the Savior to the Volk," Reich Bishop Müller was eager 

to incorporate Protestant Youth into the Hitler Youth. This was the product both of Müller's 

attempt to ingratiate himself with the Nazi state and of German Christian doctrine, which called 

for the state - once imbued with a Christian spirit - to take over the social network of the 

c h ~ r c h e s . ' ~ ~  Protestant youth leaders, much like Agnes von Grone in the case of Protestant 

women, were naturally opposed to the dissolution of their own groups into a rival Nazi 

organization. When Stange complained about Müller's ongoing negotiations with Schirach 

despite his objections, Müller dismissed hirn from office.'" 

In December 1933, Müller handed over leadership of Protestant Youth to the Hitler 

Youth. This action largely precipitated the crisis that Müller encountered not only with 

Niemoller's Pastors' Emergency League (PNB), but with the Nazis the rnse lve~ .~~~ But if youth 

leaders and the PNB were against the "coordination" of a major part of the Protestant 

144 Mattias von HeIlfeId, Bündische Jugend und Hitlerjugend: Zur Geschichte von Anpassung und Widerstand 
1930-1939 (CoIogne, l987), 84-86. 

145 Klonne, Jzrgend, 165. On religious observance in the HJ, see Chapter Five, n. 18 1-90. 

146 Ernanuel Hirsch made such an argument: see Chapter Four, o. 1 87. 

147 Priepke, Jugend, 196. 

148 See Chapter Six, n. 62. 



establishment, the Geman Chnstians were very pleased. State bishop Peter of Magdeburg, 

himself a league pastor for the Protestant Young Mens' Association, applauded this rnerging.'" 

Others in the ranks of the Gexman Christians, notably Joachim Hossenfelder, shared the sense of 

joy in the "coordination" of youth. But the later Confessing Church, remaining opposed, would 

continue to de@ the order, setting up local branches of their own youth groups, often based on 

original groups whose local leaders were comrnitted to the BK.'" The Hitler Youth, in tum, 

made life difficult for BK youth groups. Whereas the HJ promised to allot certain tixnes of the 

week for religious observance and activity, these nghts were curtailed for the BK. In order to 

receive permission to conduct youth outings, for example, these groups had to submit months in 

advance a list of participants with their birthdates, how long and where the outing would take 

place, and a detailed description of the planned activities. Those who did not receive written 

permission fiom their Hitler Youth leader were not allowed to participate. 15' 

In spite of these curtailrnents, however, Schirach continued to instmct his Hitler Youth 

groups not to schedule activities during hours of Sunday church services. Special gatherings of 

Protestant youth were permitted. Bible study hous were allowed in the HJ without restriction. 

In 1937, a high-point of Nazi coordination, 108 Bible studies were held attracting some 6000 

participants.'" Even a new office of Reich Youth Pastor was created within the HJ, and given to 

one Karl Zahn.'" As Schirach himself insisted: "[WJe al1 believe in an alrnighty God. We are 

aI1, even the youngest among us, witnesses to the wonderfil transformation that the VoZk has 

expenenced through His help, the transformation fiom impotence and destruction to strength and 

IJ9 Magdeburgzsche Zeitung, 6/3/34 (in BAP 62 Di 1/75/112i). 

150 As was the case, for instance, with the "West Gerrnan Young Mens' League" of the Christian Young Mens' 
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harmony. The Hitler Youth wants nothing less than to secure this strength and harmony for al1 

b e . 7 9 t 5 4  It is most likely that Schirach would have continued permitting Christian activity 

among the HI had he not been reprimanded in 1938 by Martin Bormann, one of the Nazi party's 

greatest an tic le ri cal^.'^^ Schirach's positive attitude towards religious observance in the Hitler 

Youth was M e r  confirrned by his bnef tenure as Gauleiter of Vienna afler the Anschlu$? of 

1938. Schirach advised the Hitler Youth in his domain not to snub the clergy, and even went so 

far as to give rnilitary inductees a gifi of religious pictures and texts, which included one of his 

own poems. '56 

Conclusion 

The Nazi coordination of Christian organizations has usually been viewed as proof of the 

regime's anti-Christian posture. But in a totalizing state - whether Christian or anti-Christian 

- no alternative to such coordination existed. The Nazis maintained that it was not enough to 

be in a religious organization: one had to serve Volk and Führer in the new Gemany by joining 

the NSV, NSF or Hitler Youth. What this points to are the excIusivist daims of the Nazi state. 

But just as Nazis fieely adrnitted that their worldview was a totalizing one, they also believed 

they could take credit for protecting the Volk and its religious sensibilities Erom the threat of 

liberalism, judaism, cornmunism and atheism. The exploration of organizational relations 

between the churches and Nazism illustrates the need to differentiate the substance of Nazi 

ideotogy - which made constant and direct reference to Christian traditions - fiom the style of 

'" Mürkische Vo Ihzeihrng, 3/6/35 (in BAP 62 Di 1/106/27 1). 

155 Jochen von Lang, The Secretary -Martin Bormann: The Man who Manipulated Hitler (New York, 1979), 
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Nazi discome, which permitted no institutional "dual allegiance" in the new regime. Nazism 

was anticlerical in the sense that it could not tolerate church involvement in secular life. But this 

says very little about Nazi ideology. Indeed, it was the considerable overlap of  certain Nazi and 

Protestant conceptions of "the social" that lead to the systematic appropriation of the Protestant 

programs and groups discussed here. Some Protestants advocated a voluntary coordination into 

Nazi organizations, whereas others fought for institutional autonomy. But for the latter, the fight 

was mostly institutional; even as  they argued for their continued existence, they maintained that 

they still worked for goals congruent with those of the Nazis. Just as importantly, many Nazis 

maintained that their actions were predicated on the same beliefs, the same ethical values, as 

those of their Protestant counterparts. Catholic organizations, with a different social theory, 

pursued policies more at odds with those of the regime, and came into greater conflict with it. 

For still other Nazis, as we shall see in the next chapter, the process of coordination was 

fieighted with more ideological baggage. Old "paganists" persisted in their hostility, while an 

extreme anti-Christian figure emerged in Martin Bormann. As time went on, the Nazi party 

seemed to align itself, not only against the churches, but increasingly against Chnstianity itself. 

Mer  the collapse of the planned Reich Church, distinctions between anticlericalkm and anti- 

Christianity were increasingly overlooked. Was this the gradua1 unfolding of a tactically delayed 

offensive against an ideological enemy? Or was it a contingent process, based on more 

immediate factors? As we Iook to the last years of the Reich, do we see leaders who had 

formerly been fiiendly towards Christianity begin to turn against it? Did the party have in mind 

a "Final Solution" for Christianity itself? 



8 "Go#gCÜubi': Assent of the anti-Christians? 

National Socialist and Christian conceptions are incompatible. ... 
Christianity has inalterable foundations, which were established 
almost 2000 years ago and which have stiffened into dogmas alien 
to reality. - Martin Bormann' 

I've nothing against Christianity in itself. - Heinrich H d e i  

With the breakdown in relations with the Protestant Church in 1937 came a reorientation in Nazi 

attitudes. Whereas the party had previously welcomed the participation of Protestant pastors in 

the movement and counted church-fkiendly elements even arnong the party leadership, with the 

cancellation of church elections in 1937 emerged a new tenor in Nazi religious attitudes and 

relations between party and church. The position of churchrnen in the party became more 

tenuous, and individual party members detached thernselves &om the churches in increasing 

numbers. Along with this growing separation came what appeared to be a heightened 

ideoiogical enmity berneen Christianity and Nazism. Over t h e ,  Nazi hostility to Christianity 

seemed to increase, as new anti-Christian voices, particularly Martin Bormann's, began to be 

heard. By the early 1940s, Hitler himself was taking a more antagonistic stance. As we survey 

the religious views of Nazi leaders for the latter years of the re,oime, we must ask: Did the regime 

itself become more anti-Christian with tirne? Did party anti-Christians gain greater power? Did 

Nazi leaders still distinguish between anticlencalism and hatred for Christianity itself? Or was 

Christianity now rejected as well? Answering these questions will also help us to unveil the 

many tensions that arose between party offices over the continuing place of Christianity in the 

movement, particularly the contentious relationship of party leaders with Bormann, whose hold 

on power brought him close to sole responsibility for many of the anticlerical and anti-Christian 

BAPNS6/336/18-22. 
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rneasures taken late in the regime. 

Through a survey of the evidence, 1 argue that the heightened anticlencalism of the 

regime was not the final unleashing of a long-suppressed antagonism to traditional religion, but 

was, in the case of Protestantism, attributable to the collapse of institutional relations between 

church and state. Whereas those who had a prior antagonism to Christianity left their churches, 

so did those who had made clear their persona1 cornmitment to Christian traditions. The 

polycratic idlghting that took place over the policing of Nazi ideology is particularly revealing 

in this regard. Whereas Rosenberg's Office of Ideological Information adopted a markedly 

negative attitude toward the continued expression of Christian views within the Party, rival 

offices staking a clairn to ideological oversight displayed a much more positive attitude, and 

successfully wrested control of ideology from Rosenberg precisely over the question of religion. 

Ln a shilar  process, Bornaan's relations with other party leaders reveal how he contùiually 

advocated a position that took him beyond the paie even of paganist thought. A broad range of 

top Nazis attempted repeatedly, and often successhilly, to blunt his extremist policies. Finally, 

Hitler's pivota1 "secret conversations" of the war years are examined. His statements about 

Chnstianity, though often taken as unambiguously hostile, were actually inconsistent and even 

contradictory. Hitler undoubtedly became more anti-Christian with time, but not completely 

anti-Christian. His on-going estimation of Christ's significance - however idiocyncratic - and 

open admiration for select aspects of Christian teaching demonstrates an incomplete apostasy. 

The sepuration of church and pariy 

Starting in late 1936, many Nazis began a rnovement within the party known as Kirchenaustritt 

("leaving the church"). niere was no directive fiom the party leadership ordering 

Kirchenaushitt; the evidence suggests that it arose as a spontaneous movement within the 



NSDAP. Whereas no single event triggered it as  a phenornenon within the party, a general 

worsening of relations with the churches was clearly the operative factor. Many (nominally) 

Protestant Nazis lefi their churches after the caesura of 1937; but some of the first Nazis to leave 

their church, in 1936, were Catholics. Those who withdrew their church membership were 

designated Gottglaubige, "believers in God." In a statement issued to Reich authorities, Interior 

Minister Frick explained that the phrase was meant as a replacement for the designation 

"dissident," whose original meaning of not belonging to a designated religious community had 

been transformed in the public imagination into sorneone "without belief' (glaubenslos). To 

rectie this problem, one's religious stahis could henceforth be designated in three ways: member 

of a religious community, believer in God or unbeliever.' In a letter to the chief of the Reich 

Chancellery Heinrich Larnrners, Fnck pointed out that several technical issues had been weighed 

in making the decision, including the fact that now Jews would be able to designate themselves 

gottglaubig if they so de~ired.~  Another issue was the collection of church taxes, a particular 

concem for the Reich Finance Ministry. Changes to the tax laws were contemplated, but in the 

end were not enacted.' 

Rosenberg was the k s t  party leader to leave the church, in November 1933.6 For the 

next three years no Nazi leaders withdrew fkom their churches. In 1936, however, came a flood, 

beginning with Himmler and Heydrich leaving the Catholic Church early that year.' This was 

quickly followed by announcements of the Aushitt of several Gauleiter, including the anti- 

BAP NS 6/232/136 (16 November 1936: Berlin). 

4 BAP R43 IY150/70 (30 July 1937: Berlin). This would not have posed a threat to the uitegrity of Nazi 
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6 See Chapter Three, n. 93. 
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Christian Mutschmann of Saxony, Rover of Oldenburg and Robert Wagner of Baden.' Whereas 

paganists obviously opted for the status of "gottglaubig," not d l  Gottglaubigen were paganists. 

Those who had clearly established their faith in Christianity could also be counted among their 

ranks. For instance, by 1937 Walter Buch had lefi the church, while the Silesian Gauleiter Josef 

Wagner - who was actually expelled fkom the party in 1941 for t a h g  his own children to 

Catholic confessional schools - defended those who didP By 1943 Erich Koch had also 

declared himself gottgZ&ubig. lP This phenornenon clearly reflected the growing institutional 

tensions between church and party; but the Aushitt of known Chnstians gives reason to doubt a 

move against Christianity per se. Further evidence of this is provided by a 1936 speech by Fritz 

Sauckel, Gauleiter of Thuringia and leader of Germany's slave labor program during the war. 

Sauckel aggressively attacked those clergy who accused Nazism of deifjring Adolf Hitler or the 

blood of the Volk, calling them "jackals and hyenas." The Gottglaubige could not be compared 

to atheistic bolshevists or paganists. Sauckel insisted that "just as we protect the bue clergyman 

on his altar, we also protect ourselves from the pitiable defarnation of atheism or the deception of 

the concept of paganism."" In a secret 1939 memorandum defending Kirchenausn-irt within the 

Party, the anticlencal Bormann proclaimed that the clergy were not servants of God but of the 

church. In the context of the church situation in the newly annexed Austria, Bormann claimed 

that the clergy were hypocritical because they could not possibly laiow more about the hereafter 

than anyone else. Church service was not the same as service to God. One therefore had to 

distinguish between "ecclesiastical" and "religious," between the Christian confession and the 

8 Deursclr-Evangelische Korrespondenr, 2 1/10/36 (in BAP 62 Di 1/106/209) for Mutscàmann; Die christliche 
Welt, 19/12/36 (in BAP 62 Di 1/106/260) for Rover; Reichspost, 4/1/37 (in BAP 62 Di 111 061336) for Wagner. 

9 In a 1937 form, Buch lists himself as "gottglaubig": BAZ Personalakt Buch; for Wagner, see Wesfilische 
Landeszeitung, 6/12/34 (in BStA Rehse/P5049). 

10 Kurt Meier, Der Evangelische Kirchenkampf, 3 V O I S .  (Gottingen, 1976-841, 1 : 287. 
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Christian wor1dview." If by 1939 Bormann was already a swom enemy of Cbristianity as well 

as the churches, he was not yet prepared to state so, even in confidential correspondence. 

Within the party, Kir~henaust~t t  was not compulsory: Gauleiter Florian of Düsseldorf, in 

pnvate party correspondence, denied accusations that he was fomenting church-leaving in his 

district." Indeed, in some quarters of the Nazi party, remaining in the church was compulsory. 

Rosenberg expressed dismay when his paganist ally Richard Walther Darré explicitly forbade his 

peasant leaders fkom leaving their churches. Rosenberg complained that this went against the 

individual Nazi's right to choose his religious affiliati~n.'~ Darré replied, informing Rosenberg 

that, after consultations with his Unrerfuhrer, he decided to keep the ban in place, adding 

cryptically that "it is best to leave these things in pea~e." '~ But if leaving the church was not 

compulsory, holding office in church bodies, especially for higher-ranking Nazis, was made 

practically impossible. As the Church Ministry pointed out in a 1937 memo, it was deemed 

necessary for Nazi leaders fkom the rank of Ortsgruppenleiter upward not to hold office in or 

serve as speakers for church bodies, in order to insure that the party as such would not get 

entangled in church-political disputes. It was pointed out that this held true for a11 religious 

bodies, including the DGB, and not sùnply Christian ~rganizations.'~ However, this stipulation 

was not always adhered to. For instance, in Septernber 1938, notice was made of 

Ortsgruppenleiter in Gau Kurmark sitting on local church councils. As the Protestant Consistory 

- - - 
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reminded the Kreisleiter for the area, this was now forbidden." 

The highest percentage of Kirchenaushitt took place in the SS. A secret 1939 report on 

the confessional makeup of SS members showed that Protestants, Catholics and "Gottglaubigen" 

made up 60,21.1 and 18.7 percent of SS members in 1937 respectively; by 1938, those figures 

had changed to 5 1.4,22.7 and 25.7 percent respectively.'' The actual rise in the percentage of 

Catholics in the SS was attnbuted in the report to the annexation of Catholic temtory in '38. In 

spite of the sharp drop in Protestant confessionalists, the report nonetheless emphasized that 

Protestants were over-represented in the ranks of the SS vis-à-vis Catholics, adding: "[Olne can 

be certain that the Protestant portion of the population displays greater appreciatioù for the 

struggle and the task of the SS, and hence is more readily recruited from than the Catholic 

[porti~n]."'~ 

Ironically, Himmler reviewed these high numbers with some trepidation. As we have 

already seen, for a radical anticlerical, he demonstrated a remarkable degree of flexibility, 

continually insisting that SS men who chose to remain active Christians had every right to do 

so." In a 1937 speech he showed equal leniency on the question of Kirchenaustritt: "As you 

know, personally 1 have chosen to leave the church. But 1 do not wish for this to become a sport 

for lower-level leaders. ... 1 would rather have a Stzrrm in which only 10 percent have left, with 

the remaining 90 percent remaining just as good National Socialists. ... To me it is û-uly 

preferable if someone takes one, hvo or five years to leave the church, thus leaving it out of true 

" EZA 141590 (23 September 1938: Beriin). 

18 "Die Konfession der SS-Angehorigen," BAZ Schu 245121 156-57 (2 June 1939: Berlin). 

19 Ibid., 160. 
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conviction, than for someone to follow a fashion, and do it oniy extemally.'"' Bormann took a 

similar position. In a confidentid circular to Gauleiter, he advised that Kirchenau~~titt was to be 

undertaken only by those tnily and inwardly lost to the church, and was not to be seen as a matter 

of opporhuiity." Bormann revealed ambivalence in his own attitude, however, when he 

defended the rights of those who had left the church to have church bells m g  at their funerals: 

he seems not to have realized that such a request on the part of those supposedly liberated from 

the churches would have signified an incomplete apostasy. It was clearly within the rights of the 

churches to refuse such a service to those who were no longer church-members; but Bormann 

ordered the churches to ring bells at the fimeral of any Gottglüubiger who requested it? 

Kirchenaustntt outside the party, as a larger phenornenon in German society, was not a 

striking success. In 1936, when Kîrchenaustritt became a discemible tendency within the 

NSDAP, many reports indicated that statistics for entering the church actually exceeded nurnbers 

for leaving it. For the first half of 1936, the nurnber of people entering the Thuringian Protestant 

Church exceeded the nurnber leaving it by 300." Wümemberg registered an equal nurnber of 

those reentering the church as those leavhg it? Hamburg, on the other hand, was already 

registering more church-leaving than church-entering by 1934: the rise in church participation 

after the Machtergreifung was particularly short-lived here. " This discrepanc y b ehveen urban 

Harnburg and rural Thuringia points to the paradox that this new initiative within the Nazi party 

found its greatest popular appeal in precisely those geographic areas where voters most 

'' IIZMA311(18Febmq1937:Tolz). 
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consistently stayed away f?om the NSDAP at the polls. This was confirmed in a statistical report 

released by Martin Bormann in 1941, which gave the percentages of those listed as gottglaubig 

in each Gau for 1939. The top five were Berlin with 10.2 percent, Hamburg with 7.5 percent, 

Vienna with 6.4 percent, Düsseldorf with 6.0 percent, and Essen with 5.3 percent." 

At the same time that some rnembers of the NSDAP were leaving the churches, attempts 

were being made gradually to force pastors to give up their membership in the NSDAP. The first 

signs of clerical Parteiaustritt were made the same week in February 1937 as Kerr17s 

confkontation with the Reich Church Cornmittee, which precipitated the cal1 for new elections. 

In a circular, Martin Bormann indicated to party officiais that they should "refrain" kom 

admitting members of the clergy into the ranks of the party, "in order to prevent church 

controversies f?om entering the rno~ernent."~~ This was not a compulsory order, however, and 

furthemore made no reference to pastors already in the NSDAP. The position of pastors grew 

more dire in June 1937 when they were required to leave the SA. Once more, the timing of the 

order - shoaly before church elections were called off - is highly significant. The order met 

with strong protest by Protestant clergymen, many of whom were long-standing alte Kümpfer 

who sent letters of appeal to Hitler." Bormann followed this action in July 1938 with another 

circular that indicated that pastors were now forbidden to be "political leaders" or "holders of 

high rank" in the party3' This meant above al1 their engagement as local leaders or in higher- 

level offices. This Iatest move certainly served to lirnit clerical influence; but pastors were still 

not barred ffom membership in the NSDAP. Nor was it entirely prejudicial - at least in the 

. - . -- - - . 
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Nazi imagination - for the party leadership to ensure that those who held another institutional 

allegiance did not hold positions of responsibility, especially since arnong the ranks of party 

members could be found members of the Confessing Church. As a corollary to the banning of 

paston fkom positions of influence, Bomann also prohibited hi&-ranking party members fiom 

holding leading positions in a "religious cornrnunity ." The kinds of c hurch invo lvement that 

Nazis displayed early in the regime, most notably Erich Koch's tenue as president of the East 

Prussian Synod, were now expressly forbidden. But this held true as well for explicitly anti- 

Christian paganist groups like the Tannenberg League and Fighting Ring of German Faith 

(Kampfng Deutsche Glaube)." The order was therefore as much anti-paganist as it was anti- 

clericai. 

In January 1939, Bomann continued the incremental separation of church and party, 

prohibiting party Unterführer f?om holding office in church or religious organizations. 

However, Bormann explicitly exempted regular party members fiom this prohibition, who 

apparently could continue their ecclesiastical duties unhindered." The wearing of party uniforms 

at church services or the activities of other religious communities was also forbidden, with 

exception made for Christian funera l~ .~~  

In May 1939 came the single most significant step, when pastors as well as "those Volk 

comrades who are strongly cornmitted confessionally," were told that they were no longer 

permitted in the party. It was M e r  ordered that those party members who entered the clergy or 

studied theology would be forced fkom party membership." This order, finally expelling al1 

' BAP NS 6/229/38-39 (1 June 1938: Munich). 

" BAP R43 iI/155/8-10 (28 January 1939: Munich). Kerr1 intended to take action against Bormann's order, but 
without any apparent success. 

33 This issue had been raised the year before in Bavaria, in which the church hioeral of SS General Heinemann 
had been attended by Hess, several Reich leaders and other leading party members: "Kirchliche Beerdigung von 
Parteigenossen, Verhaiten der uniformierten Teilnehrner hiebei," BAZ NS l9/2242/6 ( 10 March 193 8: Munich). 

" "Aufnahme von Geistlichen und Theologiestudenten in die NSDAP und deren Gliedeningen," BAZ NS 



pastors f?om the NSDAP, aroused great indignation. In a 1940 letter, Friedrich Wieneke, one of 

the leaders of the German Christianç, asked what effect this would have on the front, stating: "1 

can scarcely believe that this is happening in ~artirne."~' Similar letters came f?om other pastors 

of the Reich.36 The German Chnstians, who had always imagined themselves to be the only 

religious voice of the Nazi rnovement, were deeply disappointed by the party's unilateral action. 

The expulsion order can only be interpreted as a sign of the Nazis' deep fnistration with and final 

rejection of the Protestant Church as a whole. 

Sorne of the loudest protests came fkom Austrian pastors. For years, while the NSDAP 

was banned in Austria, Protestants had stood in the forefiont of support for Nazism and Austria's 

reintegration into Germany. As we have already seen in the case of Georg von Schonerer, this 

tendency fit in with an historical understanding of the nation which German nationalists in the 

Habsburg Empire associated with Prote~tantism.~' This held true as well in the 1930s. M e r  

1933, the number of conversions kom Catholicism to Protestantism in Austria increased 

dramatically, reaching 20,000 in the first half of 1934 alone. Since 1898, the highest nurnber of 

Protestant converts in one year had been only 6000.38 Konrad Henlein, the Sudeten Nazi leader 

who later became Gauleiter of the annexed Sudetenland, had been a convert to Protestantism out 

of "conviction and love for his Vdk," as one pastor put it.'9 Even Hitler achowledged the 

strongly nationalist element of Austrian Protestantism. Long after he gave up on the Reich 

Church, he told Rosenberg that he "previously had certain impressions which he had brought 

8/182/260-26 1 (14 June 1939: Munich). 

" BAP R43 W155/25 (6 April 1940: Berlin). 

Cf. BAP R43 II/155/70 (22 June 1940: Berlin). 
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l/Film 385 1 P/20143-20156). 
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fiom his Austrian background, where the Protestants had been a national church."jO 

The German Anschlufl of Austria was greeted by the Austrian Protestant Church as a "gifi 

fkom God," as the salvation of the Volk frorn materialism through the hands of the Führer?' The 

Protestant Church in Austria even agreed with the Nazis' abolition of the confessional school, 

which for Protestants was associated with the long-endured dominance of the Catholic Church 

and the privileged status it enjoyed in the Austnan state." In January 1939 the Deutsch- 

EvangeZische Korrespondenz reported with great pnde on the place of Protestant pastors in the 

Austrian Nazi movernent: of 127 Austrian pastors who responded to an inquiry, 73 were 

members of the NSDAP. Before the AnschluJ, the paper reported, pastors' homes often served 

as meeting places for the Party. Pastors could be found holding party office as school leaders, 

organization leaders, cultural experts, and up the chah of command to Ortsgmppenleiter." The 

paper went on to point out that, due to their involvement in Nazism, several of these pastors 

suffered state action against them, including 17 imprisoned or placed under house arrest. 

Given their devotion to the Nazi cause and the consequences they endured at the hands of 

the Austrian authonties, these pastors could only receive the news of their expulsion with great 

indignation. One letter, written by a Protestant theology student, expressed fairly typical 

sentiments. As a Protestant Christian, this student was a convinced National Socialist and "me 

follower of the Führer" during the time of illegality. His fellow theology students were some of 

Austria's most ardent Nazis. This student pointed out that Hitler himself was aware of this, since 

40 Hans-Günîher Seraphi. (ed.), Das politische Tagebuch AlJied Rosenbergs 1934/35 und 1939/40 (Gottingen, 
1 %6), entry for 19/1/40. 

" Der Alemonne, 2/4/38 (in BAZ NS 221542). 
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" The Ortsgruppenleiter was directly below the Kreisleiter and Gauleiter: "Die evangelischen Pfarrer der 
Ostmark und die NSDAP," Deutsch-Evangelkche Korrespondenz, 18/1/39 (in BAP 62 Di 1/75/18). 



he received an officia1 deputation of the Protestant Church in Viema on 9 April 1938, shortly 

after the Nazis entered the city." Others protested as well, al1 pointing out how they suffered 

legal and social consequences for joining what was then an illegai organization. One Pastor 

Kühne of Vienna boasted that he had been ciandestinely supporting the movement since 1920? 

Reactions to these protests varied. The deputy Gauleiter for Vienna wrote that the 

expulsion order had to be implemented to maintain the party's neutrality in confessional affairs, 

and was not meant as a sign of disrespect to those who had faithfulIy served the movement under 

severe conditions. Nor was it to be interpreted as an act hostile to Ch~istianity.~ Walter Buch, 

interviewed immediately after the war, stated: "Protestant ministers were dismissed tiom the 

party without prejudice as 'Kirchengebunden.' They continued to preach and suffered no 

di~advantages.'"~ Bormann, Buch's son-in-law and the originator of the order, took a more 

antagonistic view. He acknowledged that alte Kampfer could be found among the Protestant 

clergy, but diminished its significance, suggesting that this was simply because the preexisting 

regime was a Catholic clerical dictatorship (which it was)? In June 1941, Bormann attempted to 

demonstrate that Austrians who had converted fiom Catholicism to Protestantisrn in the Austrian 

Kampfieit were now leaving Protestantism to declare thernselves gottglüubig, thereby implying 

that the move to Protestantism had been rnotivated by little more than expediency, since under 

Ausûian law one had to have a confes~ion."~ As we shall see, Bormann would continue to take a 

view of the Protestant clergy, and of Christianity in general, that was far more antagonistic than 

- -- - - - 
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that of most other Nazi leaders. 

Church Minister Kerrl was against the move. Suspecting that primarily Bormann was 

behind it, Kerrl asked Heinrich Lammers, the head of the Reich Chancellery, if this order had 

corne fiom Hess (to whom Bormann was nominal chief of staff), and what Hitler's persona1 view 

was." Lammers sought out Hitler's attitude, and in a letter to Hess, indicated that "for the t h e  

being, the Führer absolutely does not wish any actions to be taken against the churches. . . . [Tlhe 

Führer deciares that he - independent of the question of whether pastor membership in the 

NSDAP is correct - finds the [expulsion] actions of the Ortsgnppen to be entirely inopportune 

in tirne of war."'' Apparently the vigorous protests on behalf of Protestant clergy were beginning 

to have an impact. Ever sensitive to the morale of the German population, Hitler took a position 

against Bormann on this issue. It would not be the last tirne that Hitler personally intervened to 

ovemde Bormann in religious matters. A few weeks later, in June 1940, Lammers wrote to 

Bormann, expressing displeasure that pastors were still being expelled ftom the party on his 

authonty, and stating that he expected a letter fiom the Führer's Deputy which would counteract 

that ~ rder . '~  The files of the Reich Chancellery do not indicate whether Bormann was formally 

ovemdden; but the fact that pastoe continued to be found in the ranks of the NSDAP even after 

1940 suggests that in practice he wasS3 

The continued presence of members of the Confessing Church in the NSDAP was also a 

50 BAP R43 II/l55/26 (1 7 A p d  1940: Berlin). 
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matter of concem, and segments of the party sought to have them expelled. But even here their 

continued presence in the Nazi movement was ultimately affirmed. One case involved a 

Professor Anrich of Bonn. A ~ c h ' s  situation was rather unique: the son of a pastor, he had 

studied at Tübingen and had founded there the Ernst Wurche Academic Guild, whose rnembers 

came out of the Bible Circle and who were closely associated with the Confessing Church. As 

the judge for his case reported, Anrich had also been active in the Nazi Party, having been its 

caucus leader in the Bonn Student Chamber in 1930. He entered into the leadership ranks of the 

NSDStB shortly thereafter, but almost immediately came into conflict with Baldur von Schirach, 

then its head. As a result of an intrigue against Schirach, &ch was expelled from the party the 

next year. After the seizure of power he attempted to regain his mernbership without success. 

He tried once more, however, after he had been invited to the tenth ariniversary of the NSDStB 

as one of its CO-founders. This time he succeeded, and within a few months was made deputy 

leader of the Bonn branch of the Nazi Lecturerd League. His judge pointed out that he was 

solidly National Socialist. His affiliation with the BK was noted, but i t  was not regarded as 

grounds for denying his readmission into the party." 

Another, more complicated case, was that of the school teacher Walter Hobohm of 

Halberstadt. Like Anrich, Hobohm was a member both of the NSDAP and the Confessing 

Church. In June 1937 he denounced Rosenberg's teachings to party authorities, declaring that 

they led to "a sort of racial rnaterialism" (sornething Rosenberg would have strongly denied)." 

The responsible party bureaucrats in the Reich Education Minisûy began proceedings to have 

him expelled fkom his post, stating that "[u]nreserved support for the National Socialist state and 

National Sociaiist ideology cannot be expected" of Hobohm. The case was forwarded to the 

'' If2 M A  1160 (5 April 1939: DUsseldorf). 
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Reich Chancellery in January 1939, where Lamrners, consistent with his attitude toward the 

expulsion of pastors, sought out a second opinion. Whereas one branch of the Chancellery 

supported the recommendation, a constitutional expert in the Chancellery argued that the oniy 

reason to corne to this decision "would be the fact that the officia1 in question rejects 

Rosenberg's conceptions in so far as these conflict with the Christian faith. It does not seem 

feasible to retire officials ... solely on this ground. ... [Sluch a decision would not be without 

considerable objections in view of Article 24 of the Party program and the guarantee of fkeedorn 

of worship." Lamrners also sought the council of his personal advisor von Stutterheim, who 

believed that "belonging to the Confessing Church is also in my opinion no reason for irnposing 

retirement according to Article 71 of the DBG? Lammen agreed with this opinion, and 

approached Bernhard Rust with the matter. Eventually Hobohm was reinstated in his post, with 

the condition that he could no longer teach history. 

The separation of church and party, then, was a tenuous and contested affair. There was 

nonetheless one region under Nazi control that proved the exception to the rule. In the temtory 

conquered f?om Poland, Nazi anticlencals fashioned a fabula rasa which, unharnpered by the 

legal and social restrictions felt back home, presented a canvas on which to paint the ideal Nazi 

society. Known as the Warthegau or Reichsgau Wartheland, it is generally regarded as the 

testing ground for the implementation of a pure Nazi utopia. Unhindered by state authonties, 

Bormann's Party Chancellery was given a free hand to shape the Warthegau, in association with 

its Gauleiter and Reich Governor, Arthur Greisere5' In November 1940, Bormann ordered that 

Kerrl's authonty as Church Minister was not to reach into the Wartheland: instead, Greiser and 

56 Ibid., 232. 

57 Ibid., 127; John Conway, The Nazi Persecution of the Churches (London, 1968), 3 11-12; Georg Denzler and 
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Bormann would handle jurisdiction over ecclesiastical matters." In spite of objections kom the 

Reich authonties, including Frick, no state authorities fiom Germany proper (the Altreich) would 

be included in the decision-making process. Ecclesiastical authorities, too, were denied 

jurisdiction over Warthegau's churches. 

What exactly Greiser had in mind for religious life in his Gau was made clear in a 

memorandum written the next rnonth. In thirteen points he laid out the new church situation in 

Wartheland. Most irnportantly, the churches were no longer state churches, but voluntary, 

independent church societies. As well, these churches were to have no institutional relationship 

with churches outside the Gau, and no legal or hancial comection with the Reich Church or the 

Vatican. No church taxes would be collected, with financial backing coming only fiom member 

contributions. Only adults who gave their consent could become members of a church body. Al1 

secular organizations of the churches, such as youth and welfare groups, were forbidden. 

Germans and Poles were to use separate churches. Church property was to be limited to church 

buildings. Al1 monasteries and cloisters were to be abolished since they worked "against 

German morality." Only those native to the region, who furthemore had an additional 

occupation, could be clergy.lg 

These measures were finally made Iegal in an ordinance of September 1941, which also 

listed the new churches for the area: the Posen Protestant Church of German Nationality in 

Wartheland; the Litzrnannstadt Protestant Church of Gennan Nationality in Wartheland; the 

Protestant-Lutheran Church of German Nationality in Wartheland West; and the Roman Catholic 

Church of Gennan Nationality in Reichsgau Wartheland. There was no provision for any Polish 

c h u r ~ h e s . ~ ~  Greiser added to this ordinance a decree that al1 govemment officiais in the Gau had 

BAP R43 II/150a/97 (1  November 1940: Berlin). 
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to withdraw nom the churches. In January 1942, this order was extended to ail party members 

moving into the Gau, who were even compelled not to rejoin the church should they retum to the 

Alb-eich. Bormann was proud to clairn CO-authorship of this idea with Greiser? The last clause 

caused considerable protest within the party. Rosenberg's voice was arnong them: under the 

banner of religious tolerance, which he exhibited as well in the Niernoller trial, Rosenberg told 

Bormann that he thought it impossible to "require someone never to join a church organization 

again."62 This portion of the law was withdrawn in July 1 9 4 P 3  

The "blank date" of the Warthegau suggests what the fate of the churches would have 

been in a "pure" Nazi state, unsullied by the forces of political reaction or public opinion. The 

Wartheland churches were restricted in a way h o w n  in any other party of Nazi Gemany. But 

just as noteworthy as the stringent prohibitions taken by Nazis is the simple fact that the churches 

were allowed in: they were given a place in the Nazi paradise. In contrast to the razing of 

churches or their conversion to museums of atheism in the neighbonng Soviet Union, here 

church life continued, though totally separated fkom the state. Greiser exp lained his church 

policy in a lecture to party members in Kiel in 1942, specifically referring to the Catholic 

Church: "If we have taken away the property of the Polish Church, this is not to punish faithful 

Catholics, but rather because econornic resources for the political stniggle against the German 

people were derived fiom this property. That is why there are no more monasteries and no more 

church properties left in the Reichsgau Wartheland."M Carefully precluding any pro-clencal 

forces fkom adding their brushstrokes to the Wartheland palette, regional Nazi leaders still 

painted the Christian churches, even if in minimal form, into their picture. 

- - 
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Persistent Christians 

Tensions over the presence of Christians in the Nazi movement were felt not just in the party 

rank-and-file. They were a source of conflict ia the party leadership as well. One of the starkest 

examples was the case of the Catholic Josef Wagner, who, as we saw in Chapter Two, had been 

prominent in the Kampfzeit as a spokesman for his party's economic platform. Being the only 

Gauleiter with two Gaue (Westphalia and Silesia), and having been appointed the Reich 

Commissioner for Pnce Setting (Preisbildung) in 1936, he had certainly established his 

ideological reliability in the eyes of the party leadership. His unapologetic adherence to 

Christianity, which he had always publicly proclairned, seems not to have diminished his 

credentialsF Wagner barred a11 antireiigious measures in his own areas, and went so far as to 

criticize such measures among other party leaders? This too might have gone unnoticed were it 

not for Wagner's persona1 religious practices, which caused offense to Bormann and Himmler in 

particular. First, Wagner and his wife had forbidden their daughter Gerda to mamy a member of 

the SS, because the prospective groom had lefi the church. Frau Wagner sent a letter to her 

daughter that contained several passages compromising to her husband. Second, and certainly 

more darnning, Wagner sent his own children to a convent school in Breslau, and did not enroll 

them in the local SA.67 These and other disturbing facts - Wagner's wife had genuflected to the 

Pope at a Vatican reception - were taken very poorly by Bormann, who worked to have 

Wagner expelled in November 1941. Wagner appealed his case to Buch's party court, defending 
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himself by refemhg to Point 24 of the party program, and insisting that he had known nothing of 

his wife's letter or behavior towards the Pope. Buch and the six members of the party jury, al1 of 

thern Gauleiters, accepted Wagner's defense and reversed the expulsion order. But Hitler 

refused to ratiQ the decision, thereby upholding Wagner's expulsion. Buch believed that it was 

his son-in-law Bormann who was really resp~nsible.~~ 

If Wagner's case constituted an attack against Christians in the party, other Gauleiter no 

less fkiendly to Christian institutions continued in their offices unhindered. One who was 

especially contemptuous of Bormann in this regard was the Gauleiter of Schwaben, Karl Wahl. 

Raised a Protestant, he had married a Catholic and had his children baptized Catholic. He rnay 

not have sent his own children to convent schools, but Wahl did have a remarkably close 

relationship with the Catholic diocese of Augsburg, specifically its second in command, Bishop 

Eberle. Augsburgers could observe the two openly walking together "deep in con~ersation."~~ 

When Wahl received an ernissary fiom Bormann cornplaining that not enough had been done 

against the churches in Gau Schwaben, Wahl responded by asking whether Bormann was "out of 

his mind" for wanting to damage public morale in wartime. The ernissary responded that the 

attack on the churches was Bormann's "hobby horse," and Wahl quietly let the matter drop." He 

chose to mitigate Bormann's orders whenever possible until, he reported, "one day 1 just cut 

loose and threw everythg that had Bormann's name on it into the fie, unread."" 

Aside fkom the case of Josef Wagner, whose particular a t tachent  to confessionalism 

was highly unusual in the party leadership, there was a continuing adherence to an 

unconfessional Christianity, noted by paganistic party members with dismay. The most notable 

69 Edward Peterson, The Limits of Hitler 's Power (Princeton, 1969), 349. 
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leader in this regard was Goring, who did not leave the church and displayed no sign of rupture 

in his religious feehgs. Indeed, for the duration of the Thïrd Reich, his convictions appear to 

have continued unabated. On several public occasions Goring demonstrated an unapologetic 

adherence to Christianity. In one instance, party paganists expressed alarm when G o k g  

presided over the February 1939 consecration of a nondenominational church in Faaberg, a t o m  

on the Lüneberg Heath. As one unhappy official in Gau Düsseldorf wrote to Rosenberg in his 

monthly report: 'Wow that the excitation caused by the baptism [of Goring's daughter] in the 

Kannhall has died dom, Volk comrades have something new to talk about. ... In wide circles of 

party members there is little understanding for the action of the Generai Field Marshal. ... From 

the circles of Gottglliubigen one hears the question: 'Why a church, why not a festal hall or a 

community house?' It will be increasingly difficult to reject an alien Christianity when, on the 

other side, Christianity is promoted by the highest powers of  tat te."^' Had Goring's participation 

at this event been purely for propaganda purposes, this party official would have been duly 

infonned not to take it seriously. 

The year before a photo of Hermann and Emmy Goring was published, showîng them at 

the dining room table at Karinhail with a cross hanging prorninently above them in the corner. 

The V i s c h e r  Beobachter published it with the caption: "Al1 ornarnentation, arranged with 

artistic good taste, is Geman folk art [V~lkskunst] . ' '~~ In Rosenberg's Office a question mark 

was penciled in next to the cross. The Christian Kommende Kirche also published the photo, 

stating: "As this true paladin of the Führer modestly demonstrates in his home, Christianity and 

National Socialism are not ~pposi tes ."~~ This was not just wishfül thinking on the part of the 

" "Die Stiftung einer Kirche durch den Generalfeldmarçchall," BAP 62 Di 1/106/104 (February 1939). A 
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Christian press. In his memoirs Baldur von Schirach wrote: "Of the leading men of the party 

whom 1 lcnew, everyone interpreted the party program differently; ... Rosenberg mythically, 

Goring and some others in a certain sense Christian."" Even Rosenberg, who was prone to 

delusions of grandeur about his place in the movement, made no mistake about Goring's attitude. 

In August 1939, Goring confionted Rosenberg point blank, asking him: "Do you believe that 

Christianity is coming to an end, and that later a new form created by us will corne into being?" 

When Rosenberg said he did think this, Goring replied he would privately solicit Hitler's view." 

No record exists of Goring asking Hitler this question, but there is Little doubt Hitler would have 

rejected Rosenberg's contention. 

Goebbels, too, exhibited Little change in his religious attitudes. In an October 1937 

speech, he stated unarnbiguously: 

The churches still preach today what their master said 2000 years before. We deal with 
the same pnnciples, with that great ideological structure which has passed through 
history. We therefore assemble the Volk around us again and again, we preach again and 
again the ideals through which we became great, not only in order to keep Our generation 
National Socialist, but rather to keep generations centuries after us National Socialist. 
We do nothing to h m  the churches. On the contrary: We accept fiom thern the work 
which they tmly must manage themselve~.'~ 

Here Goebbels flatly stated that, even if the churches failed in their work, the Nazis' goals were 

synonymous with theirs. He touched on this point again later in the speech: "They no longer 

have a proper relationship with the Volk, because they no longer understand how to speak to 

them. A Volk that has gone through four years of war and fifteen of Marxism can no longer 

muster the energy to follow theological hair-splitting. It wants to see an active Christianity, and 

sees it better embodied in something like Winter Relief than in the theological disputes of the so- 

'' Baldur von Schirach, /ch glazrbte an Hitler (Hamburg, 1967), 87. 
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called Confessing Front." While we can raise serious doubts about Goebbels' estimation of 

church unpopularity, what he said is nonethetess important because it displays a consistent 

attitude: Iow regard for the churches and high regard for Christianity. Consistency also 

characterized Goebbels7 low regard for the mysticism enjoyed by many anti-Chnstians. In June 

1941, Goebbels banned al1 public performances of an occultist, telepathic, astrological or 

"supemat~ual" nature - exactly the sort of religious expression Himmler dabbled in." 

Whatever Goebbels believed about the church losing members, it did not apply in his case: he 

stayed in the church. But beyond this, according to his aide Werner Stephan, Goebbels told his 

staff not to leave the church either. He always emphasized his continuing church membership to 

other party members, and, like Goring, had his children bapti~ed.'~ 

The struggle over i d e o l o ~  

The expulsion of pastors from positions of power in the party, together with the withdrawal of 

party members fiom the churches, paints an unambiguous picture of increased hostility between 

Nazisrn and Christian institutions after 1936. On the other hand, Christian party leaders persisted 

in their beliefs and behaviors, in most cases unhindered. Repeated contests arose over the place 

of Chnstianity between rival Nazi offices that staked various claims over worldview. Nearly al1 

these disputes pitted Rosenberg's Office for Ideoiogical ùiformation not only against Goebbels7 

Reich Propaganda Office (distinct kom the Reich Ministry of Propaganda), but also against a 

commonly overlooked office: the Party Examination Commission for the Protection of National 

Socialist Literahire (Parteiamtliche Prü,Fngskornrnission zum Schutze des NS-Schnftturns, or 

-- 
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PPK). Philip Bouhler, the Chief of the Chancellery of the Führer, headed the PPK. These 

disputes also brought in other hi&-ranking Nazis, such as Bormann and Kerrl. As we shall see, 

the quarrels that took place directly addressed the continued presence of Christians and Christian 

discourse in the movement. 

A man with literary ambitions, Boulder apprenticed with several publishers afier the war 

while studying philosophy at the University of Munich. In 1922 he joined the staff of the 

Volkischer Beobachter, and afier 1925 took on the distinctly unliterary job of Business Manager 

of the NSDAP. After the s e ime  of power, Bouhler refocused on his intellectual ambitions, 

attempting to acquire control over the policing of Nazi literature. Named the Delegate for 

Culture to the Führer's Deputy in January 1934, Bouhler approached Goebbels and Max Arnann, 

the head of the Nazis' Eher Publishing House and President of the Reich Press Chamber after 

1933, with the idea of expanding his competence. Three months later he was made head of the 

newly-established PPK, which was invested with the power to inspect al1 political, economic, 

cultural, historical and biographical works for ideological pely.'' (Ultirnate power to censure 

books remained in the hands of the Propaganda Minisûy.) Hitler's confidence in Bouhler's 

abilities as a Nan were confirmed when he was put in charge of the "T-4" action, the euthanasia 

carnpaign that, in its bureaucratie and administrative élan, served as a precursor to the "Final 

Solution." 

Bouhler's office brought him into direct cornpetition with Rosenberg over the domain of 

ideological "protection." It is no coincidence that Bouhler received the backing of Goebbels, 

who appointed the head of the Literaîure Deparûnent in his Propaganda Minisûy, Karl Hederich, 

as deputy director of the PPK.B1 But the antagonism between Bouhler and Rosenberg was not 

80 Ham-Walter Schmuhl, "Philipp Bouhler - Ein Vorreiter des Massenmordes," in Ronald Smelser et al (eds.), 
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purely a rivahy over 'W." They also had real differences of opinion, above al1 on questions of 

religion. This became evident when Bouhler discussed boundaries of competence with 

Rosenberg in 1936. Rosenberg was eager to see Bouhler's office absorbed into his own, 

contending that his authority outweighed Bouhler's in this sphere, since he was the Führer's 

delegate, whereas Bouhler was the Führer's Deputy's delegate. Bouhler responded by 

suggesting that if Rosenberg were to take over main responsibility for the protection of literature, 

"in confessional camps this would be considered the beginning of a Kulturkampf, simply because 

through your work, you are strongly considered to be a stumbling block for the Christian 

world~iew."~' That Bouhler had no intention of being a stumbiing block himself was made 

evident in his assessrnent of a book called "The Goal of Religious Education in the National 

Socialist School," written in 1936 by a party member named Elbertzhagen. The author argue$ in 

the positive Christian vein that a religious renewal of the Volk had to take place on the 

foundation of an unconfessional Christianity. Nazi education, this author contended, should start 

with the personality of Jesus, and should regard Martin Luther not simply as the reformer of the 

Church, but as the reformer of the religious education of the V ~ l k . ~ '  Whereas Rosenberg's office 

stated that an endorsement of its contents was "not justifiable," Bouhler's PPK approved the 

work for publication.M Rosenberg and Bouhler parted Company once again over a 1938 book by 

Friedrich Andersen, whose earlier work, "The German Savior," was a signal contribution to 

Geman Christian theology during Weimar.85 Now Andersen received Bouhler's stamp of 

approval for his new book, Geschichte des Meisters von Nazareth ohne Legende und 

" BAZ N S  8/178/84-85 (3 March 1936: Berlin). 
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theologische Zmïtze ('The History of the Master of Nazareth without Legends or Theological 

Amendments"). As far as Rosenberg was concerned, such a book had nothing to do with the 

Nazi Weltanschauung. Rosenberg complained to Hess that by endorsing this book, Bouhier was 

f i g i n g  on his own domain of ideological oversight? These differences of opinion lasted well 

into the war8' Even though Bouhier's office had nominally been subsurned into Rosenberg's 

Ideology Office by 1943, Bouhler retained and even strengthened his control over the 

supervision of literature. When Rosenberg complained about this, he was told by Bormann that 

this had been HitIer's own decision, adding that Rosenberg's new post as Reich Minister for the 

Occupied East (which provided him with as little real power as his other positions) ' k a s  itself a 

lifetirne oc~upation."~~ 

Rosenberg also took Bouhler to task for the relationship he was developing between his 

PPK and Keal's Church Ministry. In 1938 Rosenberg learned to his horror that Kerrl wished to 

have a representative fiom the Church Ministry work in the PPK to assist in the evaluation of 

religious literature, and complained about it to Hess. Bouhler explained that he tackled the 

problem of religious literature "with the greatest restraint," but did not believe that "one c m  

refuse party member Kerrl participation in the literary work that falls within the boundaries of 

his jurisdiction. ... 1 have therefore granted to the Reich Church Minister his wish that his 

representative be app~inted."'~ Rosenberg protested in "the strongest terms" against this 

cooperation, clairning it was not the task of Bouhler's office to determine the ''church- 

ideological" position of the movement, but rather that of his own Office of Ideological 

86 BAZ NS 8/182/139-140 (21 August 1939: Berlin). 
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Monnation. In a letter to Hess, he made plain his opposition to Kerrl and his ministry, and 

suggested that polycratic infighting in this sphere would undermine party unity. Rosenberg 

considered Bouhler's actions "sabotage," and wamed Hess that he would go straight to the 

Führer if Bouhler were not reminded of Rosenberg's ultimate authonty in ideological mat terP 

Bormann wrote Bouhler, asking that he refkain fiom appointing a mernber of Kerrl's ministry to 

the PPK., adding that Rosenberg was the one to address the party's position to religion. He 

fuahermore asked Bouhler to henceforth send al1 books touching on the relationship between 

party and church to Rosenberg's office for e~amination.~' 

Bouhler ignored this order, as was demonstrated the next year when H a ~ s  Kerrl was 

preparing to publish a manuscript titled Weltanschauung und Religion - Nationalsozialisrnz<s 

und Christentum ("Worldview and Religion - National Socialism and Christianity"), which not 

only suggested a strong ideological relationship, contra Rosenberg, but also upheld the idea of a 

Protestant Reich Church. Anticipating certain hostility, Kerrl neglected to have the book 

evaluated by Rosenberg's office, but did get approval from Bouhler's office. Rosenberg and 

Bormann were imrnediately opposed, with the latter sending an angry letter to Kerrl instnicting 

hirn to push off publication until the Führer gave his decision." Given his rejection of Kerrlys 

church policies, Hitler banned the book. In October Rosenberg's office sent a letter to Goebbels 

- whose ministry oversaw censorship - inforxning hirn to halt al1 ad~er t i s ing .~~ No apparent 

action was taken, and two months later Bormann wrote to Goebbels, complaining that Kerrl's 

book had made its way into the Christmas catalogue of a Protestant bookstore in spite of Hitler's 

BAZ NS 81180140-41 (23 November 1938: Berlin). 
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wishes? Rosenberg for one could not have viewed this as a mistake. In a letter to Hess the year 

before he had described as "grotesque7' the acquiescence of Bouhler and Goebbels (and their go- 

between Hederich) in the proliferation of literature £iiendiy to the Catholic C h ~ r c h . ~ ~  Bouhler 

defended his position in a letter to Bormann, stating that he did not believe that the questions 

raised by Kerrl's book could not be asked.% 

Rosenberg and Bouhler corif?onted each other again when Rosenberg learned that 

Bouhler was about to set up an office for the handling of complaints. This episode also brought 

the direct intervention of Goring agaïnst Rosenberg. In October 1939, Rosenberg and Goring 

agreed that, since the war amounted to a "spiritual struggle" against Germany's enemies, they 

needed to do al1 they could to secure the inner unity of Nazism. Both men agreed that the time 

had corne to bury their differen~es.~~ Only two months later, however, Rosenberg wrote angrily 

to Goring, who as Chairman of the Ministerial CounciI for Defense of the Reich had given 

Bouhler his commission. Rosenberg conceded that this office would most likely handle 

economic and social complaints, but he womed that it would serve the churches as a ''wailing 

wall" against him. Rosenberg therefore requested that Goring notiQ Bouhler "in writing" that 

his office could not handle concems relating to worldview, that this was his jurisdiction a10ne.~' 

Bouhler completely disregarded Rosenberg's counsel, however, and began taking on complaints 

kom Christian organizations. One such group, the "League for Determined Christianity" (Bund 

für entschiedenes Christenturn), sent a letter of cornplaint about anticlerical activity in the Hitler 

Youth to Bouhler. Rosenberg wrote to Goring, reminding him again that affairs touching on 

-- - - - 
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ideological or confessional disputes went through him alone, and were not included in Bouhler7s 

competency." Bouhler assured Goring that he would no longer take on such cases.'O" Goring 

then wrote to Rosenberg: "ln ideological rnatters 1 have proceeded in accordance with your 

wishes." But he reserved for hunselfone area of immense importance to the churches: 

Only in one instance must 1 naturally reserve the right to decide on cornplaints myself, 
and in such cases possibly cal1 upon you for an opinion; narnely in those cases in which 
somebody in acute circurnstances cornplains to me, as Chairman of the Ministerial 
Council, about the church mînister or police actions or the actions of the education 
minister. For example: the police dissolve a confessional association, and this association 
cornplains about it to me. In this case, which concems the administrative actions of the 
police, naturally only 1 can make a direct decision.lO' 

Such a move can only be seen as an effort to Save the churches fiom Rosenberg's anticlerical 

agenda by bringing thern under Goring's jurisdiction. What was given to Rosenberg with one 

hand was effectively taken away with the other. 

Suffering continual challenges to his authority a s  the Führer's Delegate for Ideological 

Training, Rosenberg sought to reinforce his authority - and in the process seek reassurance 

fiom Hitler - by attempting to elevate his position f?om a purely party office to a more 

powerful state office. A circula of 19 December 1939 stated the parameters of Rosenberg's 

proposed authority. Kerrl, whose book had been rejected for publication just a few days earlier, 

saw an oppormnity for revenge and immediately protested, pointhg out the damage this would 

do to the morale of the German people, especially in wartime: "Over the past years the name of 

Rosenberg has become for broad sectors of the people - rightly or wrongly I will not Say - a 

type of syrnbol for hostility to Church and Chri~tianity."'~' Rust also stood opposed to such an 
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appointment, because he felt it would essentially elevate Rosenberg to the position of a minister, 

thereby in£iinging on his own domain.'" He was carefùl to protect his power, but was also 

interested in preserving the "positive Christianity" he helped shape. Another source of 

opposition was Baldur von Schirach.'" Rosenberg's hopes were diminished as more voices 

against him were heard. In January, Lammers conducted a straw poll of the party leadership. Of 

the twelve who responded, only five supported Rosenberg: Reich Health Leader Leonardo Conti; 

Reich Armarnents Minister Fritz Todt; Adolf Hiihnlein, the head of the National Socialist Motor 

Corps; Fritz Wachtler, who upon Hans Schemm's death in a plane accident in 1935 was made 

head of the NSLB; and Viktor Lutze, Rohm's replacement as SA chief of staff With the 

exception of Wachtler, none of them had an officia1 interest in ideology. As Lammers' notes put 

it, Goebbels, Frick and Himmler 'koiced criticisms and desired changes." Rust and Walter 

Schultze, the Reich Leader of University Teachers (Reichsdozentenführer) were "substantially 

more reserved." Bouhler and Robert Ley, the man who provided Rosenberg with his Führer's 

Delegate title five years before, were totally opposed.lo5 Rosenberg's opponents not only 

included defenders of Christianity: more important was the fact that al1 of hem, to varying 

degrees, staked their own claim to ideological oversight. Ley was certainly no fiend of 

Christianity, but he was active in the erection of Adolf Hitler Schools. Even Himmler, who of 

any party leadzr was the most in tune with Rosenberg's ideas, was clearly apprehensive. 

To resolve the question of Rosenberg's appointment, Hitler convened a meeting on 9 

February 1940. Present were Rosenberg, Larnmers, Goebbels, Rust, Kerrl, Ley, Bouhler, 

Heydrich and a representative fkom Ribbentrop's Foreign Ministry. The most persistent 

'O3 Reinhard B o h u s .  Das Amt Rosenberg und seine Gegnec Studien m m  Machtkampf im 
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opponent was Kerrl, who noted that "the Third Reich needs Christianity and the churches 

because it has nothhg to replace the Christian religion and Christian morality. ... His 

appointment will result in marked unrest among the Volk, which is precisely what we must avoid 

during the war under al1 circumstances." Goebbels raised unspecified concems, and the Foreign 

Ministry pointed to the impact such an appointment would have in relations with the Vatican.Im 

In the following days, Hitler mulled cver his decision. Significantly, he cited Kerrl's concems as 

the most compelling for canceling Rosenberg's new post. As Lammers wrote: "The Führer did 

not share the foreign policy objections of the Reich Foreign Minister. With the objections raised 

by the Reich Church Minister the Führer reluctantly ag~eed."'~' When Hitler explained his 

decision to Rosenberg, he professed that "Mussolini asked him three times to undertake nothing 

against the Chur~h ." '~~  But Rosenberg made it clear in a letter to Lammers that he suspected 

Keml was behind the d e c i s i ~ n . ' ~  

Confined to his existing offices, Rosenberg contuiued to do battie with his opponents. As 

we have seen, one particularty hostile adversary was Goebbels. Whereas Goebbels had found 

countless opportunities to pour derision on Rosenberg, he directly contested Rosenberg's 

authonty as the Führer's Delegate through his power to prohibit publication. One particularly 

noteworthy case concemed a short book by Hans Blothner entitled Gott rrnd Volk ("God and 

People"). It was a strongly anti-Christian book, published anonymously. Alrnost as soon as it 

came out, party members began to cornplain about it. One letter addressed to Rosenberg 
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attacked the book on the grounds that "the power source of our belief in the Führer, in Germany, 

in the victory of tmth and righteousness ... is the positive Christian faith in the sense of Point 24 

of the party program, but never the dogmatic beliefs of the confessions and other international 

sects fdsified by the Jews." Revealing hirnself to be a member of the Gerrnan Christians, this 

party member asked that the book be withdrawn."" Another party member, describing hirnself as 

a ''Christian and National Socialist," regretted that the book had received the endorsement of 

Ley's organization. As much as he agreed with some of the attacks made against the churches, 

he counseled against "pouring the baby out with the bath water [dem Kind mit dem Bade 

ausruschiitten]." At the very least, this Nazi estimated, it would offend the religious sensibilities 

of 95 percent of the German population."' 

In August 1941, Rosenberg's Office of Ideological Information appraised the book. The 

reviewer noted the following passage as particularly relevant: "We respect this Jesus of 

Nazareth. But we do not love him. As our leader [Fiihrer] we reject hm." The reviewer 

disagreed with another passage, "How should we educate our children? As if they had never 

heard of Christianity," adding that one cm only fight an enemy by knowing him. The book was 

nonetheless certified "acceptable" for the party's educational work."' Soon free copies were 

made available to soldiers of the Wehrmacht. A flood of complaints written by non-party 

members soon surfaced, one of them complaining that Roosevelt's comments about Nazism 

being anti-Christian looked to be coming tme. I l 3  By December 1941, Goebbels had the book 

banned. In June 1942, an official nom the Propaganda Minisûy informed Rosenberg's office 

Rosenberg, make any reference to Bormann's opinion or his role in the decision-making process. 
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that the book could only be reissued if large sections were rewritten, and the manuscript sent 

over to his offices for inspection."' The Office of Ideological Information complained that this 

was an idkingexnent on their temtory."* 

The activities of the Reich Propaganda Office (FIPL) also point to a positive attitude 

towards Christianity and the continuing presence of Christians in the party. One such exarnple 

was the case of Kwt Lehmann, a party speaker who worked for the office. in 1938 Lehmann 

wrote a shoa book entitled Deutschturn und positives Christentum ("Germandom and Positive 

Christianity"). Conforming to the basic contours of German Christian theology, it upheld the 

need to reject the Old Testament, firmly defended the New Testament against attacks fkom 

paganists, and argued that Jesus was an Aryar~."~ Shortly after the book was published, however, 

an officer in the RPL revoked the author's speaking privileges. Lehmann immediately began to 

defend himself, pointing out that approval to publish the book had been granted by Bouhler's 

PPK, adding that both the Deputy Gauleiter of Berlin, Arthur Gorlitzer, and the Gau Propaganda 

Leader had found nothing objectionable in the book.117 His case was discussed further, and 

Goebbels' persona1 views solicited: Lehmann was given his job back.'18 

Martin Bormann, though never a "paganist," emerged as one of the leading anticlericals and anti- 

Christians in the later years of the Third Reich. As a party functionary working almost entirely 
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behuid the scenes, he was totally h o w n  to the German public. For most of the Third Reich he 

was chief of staff for Rudolf Hess, the Führer's Deputy. Hess, while nominally behind only 

Hitler and Goring in the party hierarchy, was largely uninfluentid. Acting only in accord with 

Hitler's wishes, he represented no particular tendency and had no ideological agendas himself. 

As someone largely uninterested in power politics, Hess Ieft the field to Bormann, who was 

interested in little else. Through his persona1 control of increasing portions of the bureaucratie 

machinery of the party, Bormann was able to accrue more and more power to himself. After 

Hess' eccentric tlight to England in 1941, Bormann becarne head of the newly created Party 

Chancellery, a position that increased his power fùrther. As Hitler's secretary, Bormann had 

control over Hitler's appoinûnents, deciding who could see the Führer and who could not. One 

of Bormann's biographers has gone so fa. as to suggest that it was Bormann, and not Hitler, who 

ran Nazi Gemany in its 1 s t  years.''g 

Bormann, an ideological dilettante even by Rosenberg's standards, undertook to fûlfill 

his vision of Nazi religious policy. Many of the anticlerical policies initiated by the party afier 

1937 were conceived by him. As we have seen, he took part in the removal of Josef Wagner 

from office, and he was intimately involved both in the banning of party leaders fiom holding 

office in religious organizations, and in the attempted expulsion of pastors kom the party. He is 

almost universally regarded as one of Nazism's most extrerne opponents of the ch~rches."~ As 

Albert Speer recalled: "He was the driving force behind the [anti-church] campaign, as was time 

and again made plain at our round table."12' While still Hess' chief of staff, Bormann led the 

carnpaign to seize Catholic church property, most notably the monasteries that lay in the newly 
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annexed temtones such as Austria. These measures then reached into the AZtreich, including 

Bavaria and the fineland.'= Bormann was also in the forefiont of attacks on religious 

instruction. By incremental rneasures he sought to remove Christian influence. As he wrote to 

Rosenberg in February 1940: "Christianity and National Socialism are phenornena that 

onginated fiom entirely different causes. Fundarnentally both differ so strongly that it would not 

be possible to conduct a Christian teachuig which would be completely compatible with the point 

of view of the National Socialist ide~logy." '~ When Adolf Wagner, Schemm's successor as 

Bavarian Minister of Education and Culture, attempted in 1941 to remove religous iconography 

kom the schools in the famous "Crucifix Affair," Reich Govemor Epp noted: "Wagner wanted 

in his way to give visible effect to the teaching handed d o m  by Reich Leader Bormann, that 

National Socialism and Christianity are irreconcilable ~pposites.'"'~ For Wagner it was an 

incredible blunder; the action provoked such unrest that Hitler personally interceded to reverse 

the order, threatening Wagner that he would send him to Dachau "if he should do anything so 

stupid again."'21 

Just a month after taking over fiom Hess and being named head of the new Party 

Chancellery, Bormann wrote a secret circular on his view of the Christian religion, distributed 

only to Gauleiter. In it he made clear that he was justly regarded as the leading anticlerical force 

in Nazism: 
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National Socialist and Christian conceptions are incompatible. The Christian churches 
build on peoples' uncertainty and attempt to maintain this fear in the widest possible 
section of the population, since only in this way can the Christian churches keep their 
power. By contrast National Socialism rests upon scientific foundations. Christianity has 
inalterable foundations, which were established almost 2000 years ago and which have 
stiffened into d o p a s  alien to reality. On the other hand, National Socialism, if its task is 
to be fulfilled, must always be geared towards the newest findings of scientific research. 
... It follows fiom the incompatibility of National Socialist and Christian concepts that we 
are to reject a strengthening of existing Christian confessions. A distinction between the 
various Christian confessions cannot be made. For this reason the thought of creating a 
Protestant Reich Church through a union of the various Protestant churches has definitely 
been given up, because the Protestant church is just as hostile to us as the Catholic 
church. ... [TJhe church must never again be pemitted to influence the guidance of the 
Volk. Iz6 

According to Joachim Fest: "Before the ideology of National Socialisrn [Bormann] was as 

helpless as before intellectual matters in general. ... National Socialism meant to him not so 

much a faith as an instrument of his ambition .... It was this will to power too, and not any 

ideological opposition, that made him one of the most extreme opponents of the ~hurches.""~ It 

is tnie that Bormann displayed no particular anirnus against the churches early in the party's 

history. Unlike Rosenberg, he did not Ieave the Protestant church untii 1936. Bormann certainly 

seems to have been unaware of the vast range of attitudes toward science among the Christian 

confessions, and toward modemity in general. If he made life difficult for many Christians in the 

party, and perhaps unsurpnsingly counted Himmler among his few friends, he was also on very 

good terms with Ench Koch.'" But regardless of his true motives, or what he thought he knew 

about Christianity, he rernained the most active opponent of clerical influence. 

That Bormann was by f a -  the most radical of anti-Christians in the NSDAP is made clear 

in his relations with other leading Nazis, including Rosenberg hirnself. Whereas he often 

overruled nominal colleagues in forcing through his agenda, more adept party leaders were 

- - 
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effectively able to obstruct his anticlerical and anti-Christian zeal. A case of the former was 

Bormann's involvement in education. Before the seizure of power, the Nazis made no pretense 

that they were in favor of confessional schools. Some Nazis displayed a preference for the 

Protestant over Catholic school, but this was only in relation to those areas of Germany, like 

Bavaria, with a clear Catholic rnajority.'" In Bavaria particularly, Nazi authorities saw to it that 

Protestants retained control over the school system. Against this background it is no accident 

that Hans Schernm became the first Protestant ever to hold the portfolio of Bavarian Kttlius 

Minister. At the same time ihey forced through "deconfessionalization," party leaders insisted 

that the "Geman State School" would retain a Christian element. Leading school policy-makers 

such as Bernhard Rust and Schernm (via the NSLB) were equally insistent that the new school in 

Germany, if no longer confessional, would still be positive Christian. Even after Schemrn's 

death, when his offices were taken over by more anticlerical cornrades, there was agreement that 

Christian instruction would retain its presence.lM 

Bormann, however, contested the qualified Christian mien of the Nazi school, and did 

battle with Rust in the process. Rust in tum tried to forestall Bormam's measures where he 

could. For instance, in November 1938 the NSLB decIared that the rnurder of ambassador Rath 

in Paris at the hands of a young Jew had filled them with a desire for revenge. This event was 

used throughout Germany as a pretext for Kristallnacht; the members of the NSLB reacted by 

"spontaneously" deciding they would no longer conduct Christian religious instruction in school, 

thereby indicating that they considered Cbristianity equivalent to Judaism."' Given their history 

under Schernm, this seemed like an incredible step for the NSLB to take. Even its new head, 
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Wachtler, had rejected the idea of removing religious instruction fiom the curriculum when the 

German Faith Movement had suggested it two years before. 13' Rust, asked by Kerr1 to look into 

the matter, was infonned by Gauleiter Kaubann of Hamburg that the "spontaneous" action had 

in fact been ordered by Bormann.'" A few days later Rust counteracted B o m m  and ordered 

that religious instruction in the schools was to continue as before.'" 

Bormann tried again the next year, when he infomed Rust that he wanted to see 

theological faculties at universities phased out. if legal obstacles got in the way, preventing such 

faculties fiom being eliminated altogether, Bormann instmcted that they at least be cut back 

~ubstant ia l ly .~~~ormann 's  power had already grown since the murder of Rath, and Rust found 

it harder to fight him off this time. He tried through negotiations and bureaucratic red tape to 

delay this action, and according to Jochen von Lang, "knew that Goring, for one, was on his side, 

and so, to some extent, [was] G~ebbels.""~ 

There were similar confrontations with other Nazi leaders. Bormann attacked Baldw von 

Schirach for leaving Sundays open in the Hitler Youth for church services, and later for being 

too finendly with clergy in his new office as Gauleiter of V i e ~ a . ' ) ~  Albert Speer also ran afoul 

of Bormann's anticlericaiism. Undertaking the remodeling of Berlin according to Hitler's 

grandiose plans, Speer contacted Protestant and Catholic authonties to discuss the location of 

churches in what would be the new sections of the capital. Bormann reprimanded him, 
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instmcting him that there were to be no new churches in the rebuilt areas."' Speer found a way 

around Bormann's anirnosity after church buildings started to receive darnage in bombing raids. 

Certain Gauleiter wanted to take the opportunity to raze such churches as "citadels of reaction." 

Speer was able to preserve them, however, by stating that they were "historically and artistically 

important monuments." It was an argument that worked again when Bormann cnticized Speer 

for devoting material to the repair of these b~i1dings.l~~ 

Astonishingly, even Rosenberg carne in for Bormann's criticism. We have seen that 

Rosenberg's hostility to Christianity was far fiom consistent. Nonetheless, jud,oing fiom his own 

battles with other leaders and offices, he could hardly be seen as too soft. Several enlightening 

exchanges between Bormann and Rosenberg demonstrate how Bormann went beyond the pale of 

conventional paganist thinking on this subject. In January 1940, Rosenberg had descnbed as 

c'excellent" a new book written by Reich Bishop Müller for Geman soldiers. A few days later, 

he received a testy letter fiom Bormann: "1 feel differently, since, through this book, soldiers 

who were lost to Christianity will be reacquainted with partially disguised Christian ideas." He 

then went on to suggest that Rosenberg's office was not doing its job properly."O Rosenberg 

defended hirnself by reminding Bormann that it was written, after all, by a Protestant cleric: had 

a Reich or Gau Leader wiitten it, then his reaction would have been more justified.l4' A month 

Iater, Rosenberg received another chilly letter kom Bormann, this time accusing him of inviting 

Müller to help him develop a party plan for religious education in the schools. Bormann rejected 

this as an atternpted synthesis with Christianity.'" Rosenberg wrote back, assuring Bormann that 

13' Speer, Inside, 177. 
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at no point had he approached Müller with such an ides?' Rosenberg took the opportunity to 

r e m  £ire the next year after Bormann came out with his confidential anti-Christian tract. 

A h o s t  immediately afier it was released, Hitler suppressed it, o r d e ~ g  Bormann to retract his 

statements and recover all the copies he had sent out. Others in the party, particularly Goebbels, 

castigated hirn for writing such an inopportune attack on the c h ~ r c h e s . ' ~  Rosenberg added his 

voice as well, insisting that any discussion of religious matters was his responsibility alone, and 

coolly noting that the piece '%ontains several mis conception^.""^ 

Bormann did not relent in his attempts to outdo Rosenberg. One occasion concerned an 

institute established in 1939 by the Protestant church, called the Institute for the Study and 

Eradication of Jewish Influence on Gerrnan Church Life. Established in Eisenach under the 

leadership of New Testament scholar Walter Gnindmann, the institute was run in conjunction 

with both Protestant church and Reich governrnents. '16 Even though Grundmann had been 

critical of Rosenberg in a book published in 1933,"" Rosenberg supported the work of the 

institute. Bormann wrote to Rosenberg, suggesting that he was getting himself unduly involved 

in church affairs? Bormann also wrote to the Church Ministry, suggesting that state authorities 

should cut their forma1 association with the institute, since it was a purely ecclesiastical 

 dert ta king."^ Bormann also cnticized, and undercut, Rosenberg's actions in the field of 

religion as Reich Minister for the Occupied East. Looking for ways to endear the Slavic 
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population to Nazi rule, in Febniary 1942 Rosenberg suggested that religious tolerance be 

reintroduced into the conquered temtor ie~. '~~ This was part of Rosenberg's larger scheme to 

create a system of satellite states under Nazi suzerainty. Nearly al1 other Nazis, however, wished 

to exploit the occupied east ruthlessly, and, viewing Slavs as Untemenschen, had little regard 

for their religious liberties. Bormann voiced objections to Rosenberg's plan, specifically the idea 

of resurrecting the Orthodox Church, since this would likely turn into a locus of resistance. 

hstead, Bormann suggested that religious bodies would remain local in scope, undercutting the 

potential of a united fiont. He furthemore suggested that the local Nazi potentates sign the 

decree, and not Rosenberg, since his signature on the document would give encouragement to the 

churches back in the Altrei~h. '~'  

The two Nazi who could effectively obstmct Bormann on matters of Christianity and the 

churches were Goebbels and his aid Walter Tiessler, the head of the "Reich Ring" for National 

Socialist Peoples' Enlightenment and Propaganda within the Reich Propaganda Office. As the 

contact person between Goebbels and Bormann, Tiessler was well-placed to act as Goebbels' 

agent provocateur in heading off Bormann's extrernism. One of the first such oppominities 

arose with the strong denunciation of euthanasia which came fiom Bishop Galen's sermon of 

August 1941. On 13 August, ten days afier Galen spoke, Bormann declared that Galen deserved 

the death sentence. The local Gauleiter suggested that he be irnprisoned for the rest of the war. 

There was a general feeling among party radicals that, if Galen did not receive punishment in 

some way, the prestige of the party and state would suffer."' However, Goebbels intervened 

against this group, warning: "[Ilf anything were done against the bishop, the population of 

- --- 
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Münster could be regarded as lost to the war effort, and the sarne could confidently be said of the 

whole of We~tphalia."'~~ Goebbels won the day: nothhg was done against Galen. 

Of the many party voices to be heard against Galen, Tiessler's was perhaps the most 

damning; he recommended that Galen should be hanged. Scholars usually regard this sentiment 

as the most radical of any that were expressed over the affair.'" In fact, Tiessler, working with 

Goebbels, had an entirely different motive for making this statement. In a post-war interview, 

Tiessler rnaintained that: "Goebbels' method was one of involving very sensitive and timely 

psychological devices to corner Bormann, by pushing, even forcing him to retreat fiom his 

radical positions on [church] questions." According to Tiessler, Goebbels knew that the most 

radical voice against Galen would be Bormann's, who had little sense of restraint when it came 

to attacking the churches. To prevent his views and influence with Hitler fiom prevailing, 

"Goebbels then set Tiessler loose with his cat and mouse ruse by having his man express the 

most radical opinion possible, thus forcing Bormann to back dom.  Borrnann answered that 

there was no sense in taking this matter to the Führer, he would never agree."[55 In this way, 

according to Tiessler, Goebbels was able to outmaneuver Bormann and prevent a public relations 

disaster. 

Because Tiessler's version of events was given in a post-war interview, there is good 

reason to suspect his interpretation. Like many fellow party members interested in salvaging 

their reputations, he professed himself innocent of any malevolent motives. There is ample 

proof, however, that Tiessler and Goebbels tmly sought to undo Bormann's agenda. Claiming 

that the burdens of war brought a special need for lightness in popular entertainment, in Auturnn 
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1942 Bormann ordered that the performance of religious music should cease for the time being. 

In place of performances of Christian music, "many more concerts with beloved, beautiful 

German music" should be p e r f ~ m e d . ' ~ ~  Just a few months before, Goebbels had revealed his 

own view on the issue when he granted permission for church music to be played over state 

radio.'*' It was Tiessler's opinion that church music had to be respected and valued as "ou  

cultural and musical inheritance." Goebbels, he noted, also wanted this music to be respected, 

for instance totally rejecting one Nazi's suggestion that the Matthew Passion be abolished. 

Tiessler was even able to evoke Hitler's listening habits in his argument: "Goebbels points out 

that he finds the Führer in fùll agreement with him. ... If the Führer as a non-Christian 

nevertheless possesses enough piety to go to the Bayreuth Festspielhnus every year and listen for 

six hours to Parsifal, a completely 'Christian' work, then we as National Socialists need be no 

more negative [about religious music] than the Führer him~elf ." '~~ Another officer in the RPL 

pointed out that Bormann's reference to church music as "heavy" left open the question of what 

constituted "light" music. In the end Bormann's idea was rejected.lS9 

Perhaps the most revealing case of how far removed Botmann's religious ideas were 

fiom the rest of the party leadership concemed the publication of a book called Unser Glaube 

("Our Faith"), written by an SS man named of Greismayr. As one officer in the RPL discovered, 

the publisher, Nordland Verlag, was owned by Himmler- The book itself took the form of a 

religious catechisrn for Nazi ideology. Among other things, its author maintained that in 

National Socialism there could be no belief in a Hereafter. Pointing out that only a "small circle 
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within the party" believed this, and that Germans "since the old Teutons" have believed in a 

Hereafter, this officer inquired as to whether the book should be banned.lW Tiessler passed this 

matter on to Bormann, who stated that it was not the task of the party to ban the book. Since 

Germany was a land of "religious keedom," in which everyone could find fiilfilhent in his own 

fashion, he had nothing to Say against such beliefs. Bormann told Tiessler not to overlook the 

fact that it was the Christian churches, af€er dl, that had always strongly emphasized belief in the 

Hereafter. 16' Tiessler then solicited the views of Goebbels' long-standing enemy, Rosenberg. He 

informed Rosenberg that Goebbels wanted the party to make a declaration as to whether a 

Gennan could still be a National Socialist while believing in a Hereafter. As Tiessler saw it, two 

issues in particular needed to be addressed: "1s it un-German to believe in a Hereafter? 1s it the 

task of National Socialism to deterrnine the answer to this question, or is it more correct to let 

everyone find salvation in his own way?" He warned that "if National Socialism demands of 

every German that he not believe in any kind of Hereafter, then 1 see this as an incredibly great 

danger for the future." Nazism was only concemed with matters of earthly existence, Tiessler 

insisted, and had no prerogative to cast judgment on the existence of an afterlife. He added that 

if the party formally declared that members could believe in a Hereafter if they wanted to, it 

would rob the churches of one of their most important arguments against certain elements of 

Nazism, and therefore expose their real - political - opposition to it? In a subsequent letter, 

Tiessler also pointed out that Hitler himself had proclaimed in Mein Kampf that "a religion in the 

Aryan sense cannot be imagined which lacks the conviction of survival after death in sorne 

f~rm."'~' Rosenberg responded, unarnbiguously stating that belief in a Hereafler was up to the 
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conscience of the individual National Socialist, and that denying this right would only lend 

credence to propaganda about Nazism wanting to destroy religion?" Since Bormann as head of 

the Party Chanceilery had the final word, however, no such decree was issued. 

The evidence suggests that Bormann was indeed motivated not by a cornrnitted 

ideological opposition to Christianity, but by an attempt to outdo other Nazis, to shame them and 

thereby bring thern under his control. His extrernism transgressed the views of radicals like 

Rosenberg, and even Hitler himself, and seemed at times to flirt with atheism. In iiis attempted 

forays into ideology, he never mentioned Jesus, Luther or positive Chrïstianity. He seems to 

have outdone the party's anti-Christians at their own garne. Given the many attempts within the 

party to curb him, it is safe to conclude that, without Bormann, Nazism would not have received 

quite the same anti-Christian reputation as it developed. He remained a party functionary first 

and foremost. His obsession with the churches, though very real, was as much about asserting 

his position in the party than it was about a tnie ideological cornrnitrnent. 

Reuihard Heydrich was, along with Bormann, one of the regirne's most proficient 

technocrats and adamant anticlericals. When two Free Czech agents killed Heydrich in Prague 

in 1942, Nazi anticlericalism lost one of its rnost effective partisans. But his hatred of the 

churches was not regarded as a necessary precondition to succeed him as head of the Reich 

Security Main Office. Ernst Kaltenbrunner, the head of the Austrian SS, took over this position 

in 1943 and considerably relaxed Heydrich's anticlerical campaign. According to one of his 

former associates, Kaltenbrunner did not understand how Heydrich "could harbor such a deadly 

hatred of the [Catholic] C h ~ ~ r c h . " ' ~ ~  If Kaltenbrunner was not a practicing Catholic, neither had 

he left the church. In fact, of al1 his brothers - al1 involved in the Nazi movement like him - 
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he was the only one not to leave the c h u r ~ h . ' ~ ~  Though Kaltenbrunner persecuted clergy who 

attacked the Nazi state, and professed his opposition to "political Catholicism," he had no 

patience for Heydrkh's anticlericd schernes. At the same tirne he was busily doing his best to 

bring the Final Solution of the Jewish Question to hition, he disbanded Department IVB 

('creligious opponents") within the Gestapo, established by Heydrich and headed by Albert Hartl, 

and ex-priest who had turned against his church. Hartl's activities included penetration of 

Catholic circles and the collection of intelligence. As part of his resentment for being defiocked, 

he also conjured up schemes for infiltrating the Catholic Chuch, including sendïng Nazis into 

the pnesthood to nazie the clergy i?om within. Kaltenbrunner dismissed the plan as 

C c ~ d i c ~ l o u ~  ."'67 

Am biguous paganists 

During the war, Himmler continued to exhibit the sarne ambivalence that had marked his pre-war 

attitude. At a 1942 speech delivered to the SS and German police leadership, Himmler spoke of 

the struggle of the races, and the need to fight off the Asiatic horde. Even while he attacked the 

"perversity" of Christian rnorality, he took a favorable view of the Catholic teachùig that a 

childless marriage was the "greatest sin of all." Himmler stated his belief that "the decline in our 

birthrate around 1900 coincided with the time when the German people began to inwardly fiee 

themselves fiom their very keen cornmitment to the churches." This aspect of Christian 

orthodox teaching, Himmler declared to the assembled party members, ' k e  can only welcome 
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fiom a biological and racial point of ~iew."'~' Beside the declining birthrate, Himmler credited 

the Catholic Church with fighting another nemesis of Nazi ideology: Freemasonry. As he put it 

in 1940 to his coddant Felix Kersten, "Only one power has not allowed itself to be deceived, 

the Cathoiic Church. She is the inexorable enemy of al1 Masonry. It is certainly known to you 

that any Catholic is automatically excornmunicated the moment he becomes a Mason." In this 

same eulogy, Himmler was less charitable to the Protestants: "Only the foolish Evangelical 

parsons have still not realized what is at stake. They join the Masons without realizing that they 

are digging their own graves."'" Having heard this, and possibly being aware of his other 

felicitous remarks about certain aspects of Christian ideology, Kersten asked Himmler point 

blank: "Why have you at one and the same time made implacable enemies of the Jews and 

Masons on the one side, and their professed enemy, the Catholic Church, on the other ... ?" On 

this occasion, Himmler was evasive, simply responding: "[Tlhat is a thing which the Führer 

alone had to decide. To talk about it, now that the die has been cast, is quite point les^.""^ 

Kersten would have opportunity to once again conf?ont Himmler with his own ambiguity. 

Ln 1942 he heard of something incredible from an SS leader who had been invited to Himmler's 

house: 'TIimmler's small daughter said grace before lunch in his presence. He [the SS leader] 

had gazed at the Reichsfiihrer in astonishment, not being able to understand how he - so hostile 

to the Church - could allow prayers to be said in his own house. It argued some discrepancy in 

Himmler's o~tlook."'~' Kersten prodded Himmler to discem his real attitude. When he asked 

how the Catholic Church could best be described, Himmler answered: "As a joint-stock Company 

fkom which the chief shareholders - since its foundation and for nearly two thousand years - 
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draw a hundred or a thousand percent profit and give nothing in retum. Insurance companies 

which always Say that it's not in the contract whenever you make a clairn are mere novices in the 

art of deception compared with this gigantic ~windle." '~~ Here was a vituperous hatred for the 

institution of Christianity, but nothing as yet on the religion itself. 

Kersten knew of Himmler's dabbling in non-Christian forms of religion and interest in 

rnysticism, and went so far as to read eastem religious texts himself to better parry Himmler's 

religious thnists. As he told Himmler: 'Tve read the Bhagavad-Gita, which you so prize, and 

other Indian writïngs and found in them much the same teaching as Christianity offers in the 

Sermon on the Mount. The Ten Commandments recur in a slightly different form in Buddhist 

doctrine, in the Vedas and Rig-Vedas. There's no doubt that the spirituality is the same, except 

that Christianity adds belief in a persona1 God who judges men after their death. It's the acnial 

putting into practice of this teaching which would really make the difference." To this Himmler 

responded: "That's tme enough, and I've nothing against Christianity in itsele no doubt it has 

lofty moral ideas." Himmler then proceeded to disclose the real reasons for his enmity: "[Wle 

have to be on our guard against a world power which makes use of Christianity and its 

organization to oppose Our own national resurrection by methods of which we're everywhere 

conscious."'73 Conûonted with the distinction between hatred of Christian institutions and 

Christian ideology, Himmler stated that he was really an anticlerical, not an anti-Christian. 

When Himmler let loose with an apparently anti-Christian statement, "Then we'll unfkock these 

priests - neither their God nor their Virgin Mary will be able to do a thing for them then," 

Kersten irnmediately took him to task: "But you're surely not opposed to the Virgin Mary, Hem 

Reichsführer?" Again, Himmler conceded the distinction: 'Wo, not at all. To link wornanhood 
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with religion is a noble idea It suits our Germanic outlook."'" 

There was even less ambiguity in Hunmler's attitude towards Luther and Protestantism. 

In a secret speech to assembled SS leaders in May 1944, Himmler lectured on German history: 

"Only when the picture of history is placed before our eyes," he clairned, "does our mission for 

the future become clear." Himmler touched on one of his favorite subjects, the churches, and 

indicated that his hatred was really airned at the temporal power of Catholicism: "pfl the 

Christian Catholic Church had remained what it was, fulfillrnent of the soul, the rnediary to the 

Lord ... that would have been fine." But the church acquired temporal ambitions, and came into 

constant conflict with emperor and state. In Himmler's view, Gerrnany suffered for centuries 

fiom this dilemma, especially since the Jews had infïltrated the church in order to dominate the 

German Volk. But afier a long period of oppression and persecution at the hands of this power, 

the German spirit rose up in defiance: "A Luther, a Zwingli, a Calvin rose up, individual voices 

in this conflict of the spirit. The Germanic spirit protested, and for their newly founded 

confession they took the name Protestant. [Such struggle] has always been a hallmark of 

Germanic blood or German bl00d."'~~ Like Rosenberg and Günther, Himmler made 

Protestantism secondary, a function of Germanness. But as a signifier of nationhood, both in 

blood and spirit, Protestantism remained exalted nonetheless. This is especially evident when 

Himmler tellingly referred to the Frenchman Calvin as "Germanic." As in Günther's reference 

to the "blondes" of La R ~ c h e l l e , ' ~ ~  Hifnmler here not only revealed his belief that to be Protestant 

is to be Germanic, but also that to be Germanic is, among other things, to be Protestant. 

This attitude was revealed on other occasions as well. For instance, when discussing the 
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Confessing Church, Himmler explicitly detached Niemoller fiorn Protestantism. As he wrote 

sardonically but nonetheless revealingly to Walter Buch: "It is Niemoller's intention to convert 

to the Catholic faith."ln Just as Protestantism was a marker of national feeling, Catholicisrn was 

a marker of national betrayal: if a Protestant pastor stood agalnst the Nazis, Himmler intimated, 

he must no longer be Protestant. Himmler had high regard for Luther as well. In March 1940, 

shortly before the beginning of the Final Solution, he held a conversation on the Jewish 

"problem" with Kersten. Himmler the historian proclaimed that Judaism had infected 

Catholicism, that in Luther's day the Vatican had been nrn by "Jew-Popes." But whereas the 

Catholic Church was blind, Luther saw and understood the Jewish penl: "You should read, 

moreover, what Luther said and wrote about the Jews. No judgment could be ~harper.""~ This 

is a clear indication that Himmler read Luther's notorious "On the Jews and their Lies," and 

believed it sanctioned Nazi antiserniti~m.'~' Himmler held Luther in such esteem that in January 

1941 his persona1 secretary wrote: "The Reichsführer-SS wishes to be remembered at the Luther 

Archive in Wittenberg after the ~ a r . " ' ~ ~  

As we saw in previous chapters, paganists rather consistently showed preference for 

Protestantism over Catholicism, even going so far as to make it a barometer of Germamess. At 

the sarne time they rejected Christian doctrine, they admired the spiritual struggle which they 

believed Protestantism represented. This tendency was demonstrated by another paganist 

prominent in the latter years of the Reich: Alfred Baumler. Along with Heidegger, Baumler was 
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one of the most notable philosophers to back the Nazi regime with his intellectual prestige. 

Shortly after the seinire of power, he was appointed to a newly created chair in philosophy and 

political pedagogy at the University of Berlin. Present at the infamous book b d g  in Berlin's 

Opera Square in May 1933, he went so far as to deliver his inaugural lecture just before this 

event.Is1 Baumler served as a liaison man between Rosenberg and the Geman universities, and 

in 1942 became head of the Academic Division in Rosenberg's office. As Hans Sluga puts it, 

"Baumler was ... more than any other German philosopher, the typical fascist intellectual."18' 

B rn l e r ' s  geatest claim to fame was the "nazification" of Friedrich Nietzsche. Two 

years before the seinire of power, he wrote 'Netzsche the Philosopher and Politician," which 

sought to cast Nietzsche as the greatest intellectual forefather of Nazism. He emphasized the 

political style of Nietzsche's thought, the heroic "will to power" of the Nietzsche who had 

written: "The time for petty politics is over: the very next century will b ~ g  the fight for the 

dominion of the earth - the cornpuision to large-scale politi~s."'~~ In the process, Baumler also 

undertook enonnous distortions of Nietzsche's ideological substance, overlooking or negating 

the Nietzsche who emphasized the individual over the communal. '" Regarding Nietzsche's 

contempt for antisemitism, Baumler had a great deal of explaining away to do. As Steven 

Aschheim puts it, Baumler insisted that Nietzsche's "philo-Semitic comrnents were an attention- 

getting device - playing the Jews against the Gexmans was part of his strategy to get the 

Germans to listen to him!""' His work in Rosenberg's office, and general stature as a leading 

philosophical "radical" gained Baumler considerable influence over Rosenberg. Whereas 
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Rosenberg had made almost no mention of Nietzsche in his early works, his interest in Nietzsche 

would flourish in the Third Reich "under Baeumler7s skillfùl tutelage."la6 Rosenberg in tum 

increasingly brought Baumler into his confidence. 

Baurnler not only overlooked Nietzsche's philo-Semitism, but his anti-Christianism as 

well. Baumler was an ardent admirer of Luther and the Refomation. Looking back to history as 

Himmler had done, in 1936 Baumler published two articles in Ley's Schulr~ngsbrief on the 

historical significance of the Reformation.18' In them, he praised Luther as nothing less than the 

original German, and the Reformation as the liberation of the Geman soul hom Roman 

theocracy. Baumler explicitly stated that Nietzsche had erred in condemning Luther: "His thesis 

on the role of the Reformation in German history is f a l~e . " '~~  Relating Luther to contemporary 

Protestantism, B aumler wrote: 4'Protestantism is strong when it fuids itself engaged in struggle, 

when it does what its name irnplies. It is strong when the heroic key of Luther, who mercilessly 

fought for God's Kingdorn against the Devil's Kingdorn, prevails in it. Outside the context of 

struggle Protestantism degenerates very quickly into brittle orthodoxy or effeminate pieti~m.""~ 

This criticisrn notwithstanding, Protestantism was more praised than pilloried: Protestant 

spirituality was about the inner soul, the personal. Protestantism retunied a sense of honor to the 

worldly calling: "Work in the world is service to God." Unlike many paganists, Baurnler did not 

detach Protestantism fiom Chnstianity: in his view, it was "the northem form of Chri~tianity."'~ 

Luther was also praised as the pioneer of German racial self-awareness: "It is in this setting that 

'" Sluga, Heidegger 5 Crisis, 224. See as well Rosenberg's assessrnent of Baumler in a letter to Hess: IfZ MA 
595 (6 November 1937: Berlin). 
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his work 'On the Jews and their Lies' bel~ngs."'~' As one Catholic party member wrote in 

response to the article: "The Catholic Church is portrayed as alien, purely Roman and un- 

German. ... If this really represents the officia1 position of the party, then logically party 

members will have to leave the Catholic Church, or else whomever chooses to remain true to the 

church will be requested to leave the NSDAP."'9' As the case of Josef Wagner would later 

demonstrate, this was a very prescient observation. 

Rereading Hitler S Table Talk 

Hitler's own religious views underwent significant change in the latter half of the Thïrd Reich. 

As we saw in Chapter Six, he gave up on the Protestant Church after three failed attempts to 

achieve unity within its ranks. It is only in the period afler this failure that we begin to see sorne 

of the anti-Christian remarks for which he is so farnous. In October 1937, Hitler cornmented 

privately: "1 have been fieed, after an intense inner stniggle, fiom the still living and childish 

imaginings of religion .... 1 now feel as f?ee as a colt in the past~re." '~~ This was most likely a 

reference to a lingering attachrnent to his original Catholic faith, rather than his disaffection for 

the Protestant Chur~h.'~' But if Hitler now washed his hands of both confessions, this did not yet 

imply a turn against certain aspects of Christianity: as he insisted in 1938, he continued to 

believe in the party's ''positive Chri~tianity."~~~ 

Publicly as well as privately, Hitler's anticlericalism grew. In a Reichstag speech on 30 

lgl  Ibid., 397. 
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January 1939, the sixth anniversary of the seinire of power, Hitler wamed: "[Tlhe National 

Socialist state is at any tirne ready to undertake a clear separation of church and state, as is 

already the case in France, Arnerica and other coutries. ... The National Socialist state has not 

closed a church, nor has it prevented the holding of a religious service, nor has it ever exercised 

any influence upon the form of a religious senrice. ... But on one point there must be no 

uncertainty: the German priest as servant of God we shall protect, the priest as political enerny of 

the Geman state we will de~troy." '~~ Even though he threatened potential violence against 

clergy in this speech, this did not extend to religion itself. Furthermore, the "real" servant of 

God, the one who presumably preached political quietism if not outright enthusiasm for the state, 

would be protected. 

Hitler S Table Talk, a series of wartirne conversations he held with his imrnediate circle 

of confidants, is universally regarded as the source of Hitler's true feelings about ~hr is t iani ty . '~~ 

Ln contrat with similady reliable sources for Hitler's "confidential" views, notably Otto 

Wagener's memoirs, Hitler's "secret conversations" reveal an unmistalcable rupture with his 

previous religious attitudes. This change from the 1920s and early 1930s is attributable to 

Hitler's feeling of rage at having been defeated in the arena of Protestant church policy, and with 

it the belief that the Protestant Church in toto could not be counted on to support Nazism. If the 

Niemollers of the Christian world were the tnie representatives of Christianity, Hitler possibly 

concluded, then Christianity itself must be guilty. In July 1941 he harshly condernned the 

religion he had previously claimed to esteem: "The heaviest blow that ever stnick humanity was 

the coming of Christianity; Bolshevism is Christianity's illegitùnate child. Both are inventions 

1 % Franlyirrter Zeitung, L/Z3 9. 
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of the J e ~ s . " ' ~ ~  

Hitler took aim at specific aspects of Christianity. He was particularly severe in his view 

of Paul, who "transformed a local movement of m a n  opposition to Jewry into a supra-temporal 

religion, which postdates the equality of al1 men amongst themselves, and their obedience to an 

only god. This is what caused thz death of the Roman Empire."'w In June 1942 Hitler rejected 

Luther's translation of the Bible, since "the whole of the German people should have thus 

become exposed to the whole of this Jewish mumbo-j~rnbo."'~ Towards the churches, Hitler 

was never more abusive. For instance, in February 1942 he prophesied: "The evil that's gnawing 

ow vitals is our pnests, of both creeds. ... The time will come when 1'11 settle my accounts with 

them.''zO' In short, Hitler seemed to have rejected Chnstianity once and for all: "'Pure Christianity 

- the Christianity of the catacombs - leads quite simply to the annihilation of mankind. It is 

merely whole-hearted Bolshevism, under a tinsel of metaphysi~s."~~' 

Nevertheless, as in so many other documented instances of Nazi hostility to Chnstianity, 

there are notable moments of ambivalence and outright contradiction in the 'Table Talk," 

moments overlooked in the secondary literature partly because they are buried in conversations 

on other topics. Most significantly, and consistent with his previous attitudes, Hitler continued 

to hold Jesus in high esteem. On one such occasion, he proclaimed: "The Galilean, who later 

was called the Christ, intended something quite different. He must be regarded as a popular 

leader who took up his position against lewry. ... He set Himself against Jewish capitalism, and 

-- - 
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that is why the Jews liquidated Hi~n.""~ This interpretation of Jesus - as the rnessenger of a 

new belief who had been betrayed by a corrupt establishment - was remarkably consistent with 

the remarks Hitler made about the churches in the Kampfzeit: "But the communities that called 

themselves Christian churches did not understand it [Christ's idea]! Or if they did, they denied 

Christ and betrayed him! We are the jh t  to exhume these teachingsPw Hitler showed no 

willuigness to give up on the figure of Jesus, whose status as an Aryan rernained unquestioned: 

"B]t is certain that Jesus was not a Jew."'05 Hitler's conception of Jesus' relevance did seem to 

change; Jesus' alleged antisemitism was increasingly emphasized at the expense of other 

qualities Hitler had previously evoked, such as his "socialism." But even as late as November 

1944, just a few months before his death, he stated: "Jesus was most certainly not a Jew. ... Jesus 

fought against the materiaiism of His age, and, therefore, against the J ~ w s . " ' ~  

There are other indicatoe of ambivalence. No matter how rnuch he vituperated against 

Christianity or the churches, Hitler gave no indication that he was now agnostic or atheistic: he 

displayed a continued attachent to a belief in God and rejection of materialism. In one 

revealing passage, he actually cornpared the religious policy of Nazi Germany with that of the 

Soviet Union: 

It's senseless to encourage man in the idea that he's a king of creation, as the scientist of 
the past century tried to make hirn believe. ... The Russians were entitled to attack their 
priests, but they had no nght to assail the idea of a supreme force. It's a fact that we're 
feeble creatures, and that a creative force exists. . . . [I]t7s better to believe something false 
than not to believe anything at all. Who's that little Bolshevik professor who claims to 
triumph over creation? People like that, we'll break them. Whether we rely on the 
catechism or on philosophy, we have possibilities in reserve, whilst they, with their 
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purely materialistic conceptions, can only devour one an~ther.~O' 

Hitler's readiness to rely on the catechism in his assault against rnarxism brings into question his 

earfier insistence that Chnstianity and marxism were now equal enemies of Nazism. Hitler's 

language here makes no specific reference to any kind of personal Christian attachent,  striking 

instead a distinctly theistic note. But Hitler gave no indication that he ceased believuig in an 

active, providential God in favor of the rationalist, distant God typical of theistic thought. 

Other moments in the Table Talk reveal a more direct attachment to Christianity. 

Referring to the Spanish, Hitler said: "CW]hat a queer sort of Chnstianity they practice down 

there! We must recopize, of course, that amongst us, Christianity is coloured by Germanism. 

Ail the same, its doctrine signifies: 'Pray and ~ork'!""~ Here Hitler echoes the motif of positive 

Christianity - a positive appraisal of Christianity, contingent on its compatibility with 

"Germanism." On another occasion, he commented positively on one of the basic comerstones 

of Christian belief: "The Ten Commandments are a code of living to which there's no refutation. 

These precepts correspond ta irrefiagable needs of the human soul; they're inspired by the best 

religious spirit, and the Churches here support themselves on a solid foundat i~n."~ Hitler's 

positive reference here is al1 the more surprising given that Christianity shares the Ten 

Commandments with Judaism, a fact that seems to have troubled Hitler not at all. 

A particularly noteworthy example of Hitler's ambivalence is provided in a rant against 

Roosevelt. Hitler derides Roosevelt on several grounds throughout Table Talk. On this occasion 

he responds to Roosevelt's recent claim that Nazism was anti-Christian. In particularly stxiking 

form, Hitler revealed the limits of his apostasy: "What repulsive hypocrisy that arrant 

207 ibid., 86-87 (24 October 1941). In attendance was Lieutenant-General von Rintelen. 
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Freemason, Roosevelt, displays when he speaks of Chnstianity! All the Churches should rise up 

against hirn - for he acts on principles diametrically opposed to those of the religion of which 

he boa~ts.""~ Hitler makes no claim that he is Christian. But he is noneîhetess irritated that his 

enemy Roosevelt should cal1 himseIfChnstian. There is no record of Hitler expressing irritation 

when S talin spoke of himself as a marxist. Had Hitler ûuly given up on Christianity and 

demoted it to the level of Judaism and Bolshevism, as he professed to do elsewhere, he would 

have felt no compulsion to protect it from Roosevelt's "repulsive hypocrisy." Hitler revealed 

outright contradiction when he spoke of Luther and his achievements. In July 1941, he hailed 

Luther and his translation of the Bible as revolutionary: "Luther had the merit of rising against 

the Pope and the organisation of the Church. It was the £ïrst of the great revolutions. And thanks 

to his translation of the Bible, Luther replaced our dialects by the great German lang~age!""~ 

Aside from the "Table Talk," other sources point to residues of a Christian attitude in 

Hitler. As Albert Speer recalled: "Even after 1942 Hitler went on maintaining that he regarded 

the church as indispensable in political life. He would be happy, he said in one of those teatime 

talks at Obersalzberg, if someday a prominent churchman tumed up wno was suited to lead one 

of the churches - or if possible both the Catholic and Protestant churches reunited.""' If mie, 

Speer's observation would certaidy contradict the picture of Hitler's anticlericalism obtained 

f?om other sources. Speer suggested that Hitler ofien tailored his remarks to suit his audience, 

something that a host of historians has also argued.") But pointing to a Janus-faced Hitler no 

more proves the deceitfulness of pro-Christian remarks than the sincerity of anti-Christian 
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rernark~."~ Speer himself observed: "If in the course of such a monologue Hitler had 

pronounced a more negative judgrnent upon the church, Bormann would undoubtedly have taken 

from his jacket pocket one of the white cards he always carried with hi~n.""~ 

Hitler's capacity for self-contradiction was enormous. Nonetheless, on some subjects 

Hitler remained consistent. As we have seen, he never demoted Jesus, regardless of his 

audience. And, whether in the back rooms of his Berlin headquarters or in tea-time chats at 

Obersalzberg, Hitler remained consistent in his negative assessrnent of paganism. In 

Obersalzberg he said: "A new party religion wouid oniy bring about a relapse into the mysticism 

of the Middle Ages. The growing SS myth showed that clearly enough, as did Rosenberg's 

unreadable Myth of the Twentieth  cent^&"'^ By cornparison, the "private" Hitler stated: "1 

must insist that Rosenberg's 'Myth of the Twentieth Century' is not to be regarded as an 

expression of the officia1 doctrine of the Party. ... It is interesthg to note that cornparatively few 

of the older members of the Party are to be found among the readers of Rosenberg's book, and 

that the publishers had7 in fact, great difficulty in disposing of the first edition."'17 At 

Obersalzburg as well as "in secret," Hitler indicated that he still approved the idea of a Christian 

state church, even though he clearly given up on its practicability in the German case. Publicly 

he proclaimed: "Through me the Protestant Church could become the established church, as in 

214 For instance, of the five anti-Christian passages quoted fiom Table Talk above, two were uttered in the 
presence of Himrnier, who was not in Hitler's audience in any of the passages favorabIe to Christianity. Himmler 
was present neither for the pro- nor the anti-Luther comrnents Hitler made. Bormann, however, was present on al1 
occasions. 
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found in Speer's memoirs dispute the pictures he paints of other Nazis, and none specifically refers to the portrayal 
of Hitler's religious views as spurious. See Gitta Sereny, Albert Speer His Battle with Tmth (New York, 1995). 
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England.'72'8 And privately, in December 1941 : "Against a Church that identifies itself with the 

State, as in England, 1 have nothing to ~ay.""~ 

The continued inspiration Hitler professed to gain fiom Christ as the "original antisemite" 

points to the possibility of an ongoing Christian elernent - among other elements - in Hitler's 

antisemitism. In Table Talk, Hitler makes no direct statement that his antisemitism was religious 

rather than racial. But his political testament, written days before his death, contains a highly 

relevant passage about the nature of his hatred: "We speak of the Jewish race only as a linguistic 

convenience, for in the true sense of the word, and Eorn a genetic standpoint, there is no Jewish 

race. ... The Jewish race is above al1 a community of the spirit. Anthropologically the Jews do 

not exhibit those common characteristics that would identify thern as a uniform race. ... A 

spiritual race is harder and more lasting than a natural race.""O With one stroke Hitler discarded 

the flimsy scientific apparatus used by his followers to prove that Nazi antisemitism, unlike 

previous forms of Jew-hatred, was objective. In rejecting the notion that the Jews were a race, 

Hitler rejected as well the notion that his antisemitism was racial (or, as Urie1 Ta1 calls it, "anti- 

Christian"). As Hitler stated in his secret conversations, Christ understood the danger of the Jew, 

and led an inspired struggle against them. The increased focus on Christ as antisemite paralleled 

the increasing exclusivity of antisemitism to Nazi ideology in the last years of the regirne. If 

Hitler made no explicit statement that killing the Jews was revenge for the death of Christ, or for 

the refüsal of Jews to recognize Christ as the Lord, he nonetheless believed that Christ "fought" 

the Jews, and that they "liquidated" him. 

What do we make of the conflicting evidence? In previous years Hitler had always been 

- - 
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able to detach Christianity fkom the churches. Several passages of Table Talk, however, reveal 

no such distinction. We c m  conclude, therefore, that between these later "conversations" and 

earlier ones lies a difference of kind as well as degree. But we can see considerable equivocation 

in Hitler as well. Hitler rejected the German churches in the end. Nonetheless, he made clear 

more than once that he would have preferred a different outcome - of course on his own terms. 

In the abstract, therefore, Hitler retained a limited pro-church attitude. Had the Protestant 

churches fallen into line in the way Hitler had hoped, his wartime discourse would very Iikely 

not have been so hostile. But whereas his former comrade Ludendorffrejected Christ along with 

the churches, Hitler consistently refûsed to go this far. No degree of hostility toward Christianity 

could turn him to atheism. Hitler's persona1 religion was most probably theistic near the end of 

his life. But his consistent refusal to tum to paganism leaves open the question of how much he 

was prepared to destroy Christianity and replace it with sornething new. Hitler could not have 

been totally unaware of the contradictions found in many of his staternents. For instance, in 

rejecting Luther's translation of the Bible, Hitler would also have had to reject Luther's creation 

of the German language, which he earlier looked upon as a seminal moment in the birth of 

German nationhood. 

In short: if we read Hitler's cornments on religion "against the grain," we see a view of 

Christianity fraught with tension and ambiguity. When Hitler raged against Christianity and the 

churches, he mobilized the full füry of Nazism's totalizing discourse. Never accepting the 

concept of a "loyal opposition," he chose to interpret the resistance of some churchrnen to some 

Nazi policies as total opposition to al1 Nazi policies. But, in moments when he spoke on other 

issues, whether it was Spain, Roosevelt, or Bokhevik metaphysics, he revealed that he was not 

quite prepared to destroy his former faith. 



Conclusion 

In the latter years of the regime, many Nazi leaders expressed a clear antagonism to Christianity. 

In addition to the paganists who had always expressed their hostility, there emerged a new 

opponent in the person of Martin Bormann. Due largely to his increasing hold on power, 

Bomann was able to effect increasingly bold anticlerical actions as the war drew closer. Such 

measures were largely halted in wartirne, but there was little doubt that the Nazi regime had 

definitively turned against the institutions of Chnstianity. The mass exodus from the church and 

the attempted expulsion of clergy fiom the party dernonstrate a fundamental rupture in party- 

church relations. 

As M y  anticlerical as the regime became, there was real and persistent disagreement as 

to the continuing place of Christians and their religion in the movement. As rival party offices 

fought with Rosenberg on the terrain of ideological protection, they revealed a more positive 

assessment of Christianity than did the Führer's Delegate for Ideology. Their differences over 

religion played an important role in the polycratic sûuggle for Hitler's favor. Rosenberg, always 

blocked in his quest for power, was defeated in his final bid for ideological hegemony precisely 

on the question of Christianity. Party Christians, both prominent and unknown, continued their 

religious practices, while certain paganists - most notably Himmler - revealed in startling 

fashion that their hatred of Christianity had less to do with Christian teachings than with the 

perceived manipulation of religion by potential enemies. The "blank slate" of the Warthegau, 

the testing ground for the unhindered implementation of Nazi ideology, revealed that church 

institutions, though totally severed fiom the state and strongly curtailed in their activities, would 

nonetheless find a place in the future Nazi utopia. If the failure of the Reich Church had closed 

Nazi rninds to clerical involvement in the state, it did not lead to an effort to destroy or dismantle 

the churches. Their basic right to exist was ultimately affirmed. 
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Bormann was the most radical of Nazism's anti-Christians. More than just initiating 

most anticlerical and anti-Christian actions in the later years of the Reich, Bormann came into 

direct conflict with other party members - no less committed to Nazism than he - over the 

escalating carnpaign against Christianity. It is certain that Nazi anticlencalism would have 

existed without extremists like Bormann, but it likely would not have taken the same shape or 

been as harsh. The example of Ernst Kaltenbrunner, in no way as anticlerical as his predecessor 

Heydrich, shows how the actions of a few Nazi anti-Christians were not necessarily 

representative of their movernent as a whole. Had the "persecution" of the churches been as 

important to the regirne as the persecution of Jews or manrists, Kaltenbrunner's tolerance toward 

them would have been totally unacceptable. 

The contradictions and inconsistencies found in Table Talk on many issues make it 

impossible to claim to know Hitler's mind. Nonetheless, certain tendencies in his thought are 

discemable. Hitler's change Grom positive Christian to anti-Christian is arguably the most 

important example of religious transformation considered in this study. Even though he never 

converted to paganism, Hitler nonetheless became increasingly opposed to Christian institutions 

and, on the face of it, to the Christian religion as well. But the process was not as clear as past 

historical analysis suggests. In fact, Kitler9s professed hatred of Christianity was shot through 

with ambiguity and contradiction. Even as he accused Christianity of being Iewish and 

Bolshevik, at al1 times he carefully protected the Jew Jesus from his attacks. According to 

Hitler, Christ's "original message" could still be detached fiom what was iater called 

Christianity. In other words, Hitler continued his long-held belief that the unfettered ideas of 

Christ were different fiom the ideas of the churches. Elsewhere, Hitler went even m e r ,  

indicating an appreciation for certain aspects of Christian teaching, and even a remorse that the 

churches had failed to back him and his movement as he had hoped. Until the end, Hitler 

continued to put lirnits on his apostasy. 



9 G6The Holy Reich": Some Conclusions 

.. . wnoever kills you will think he is offering a seMce to God. - 
John 16:2 

The Nazi movement, like al1 historical phenomena, was about more than one thing. A single 

synoptic theory to explain Nazism to the satisfaction of the historical profession as a whole is 

still elusive half a century after Hitler's death. Paradigms and master narratives explaining the 

essence of Nazisrn have corne and gone. More commonly, Nazism is used as a case study, a 

kind of litmus test, to explore the larger problems of human societies. Contemporary debates 

about the ethical nature of human practices - be they genetic engineering or environmentalism, 

vivisection or multiculturaIism - are often measued against what the Nazis thought or did in 

these areas. Explanatory models of Nazism, often temporally bound by their larger currency in 

academia, have held sway at various periods since Nazism came into existence. From the late 

1960s to the late 1 WOs, class explmations of Nazism predominated - as they did in many other 

fields of historical inquiry. As feminism contested the prevailing historical theones of the late 

1970s, a new historiography on women in Nazi Germany emerged. As questions of gender and 

culture have emerged in academic circles, we can expect to see more work done on the gendered 

nature of Nazism, the masculine imperative behind Nazi actions. If the ground of Nazism has by 

now been very well raked over, it remains no less fertile today than at any point in the last fi@ 

years. 

The subject of this study - the religious dimensions of Nazi ideology - is also tied to a 

larger phenornenon: the contemporary reemergence of a religious imperative in human societies. 

Whether considering the rise of Muslirn fundamentalism, the intervention of evangelical 

Protestantism in South America, or the resurgence of Orthodoxy in eastem Europe, observers 

today note both the persistence and the modernity of religious expression. They understand 



better than a previous generation of scholars that religion is not static, moving unalterable over 

time, but rather affects and interacts with its secular environment. In the process of fostering 

change in societies, religion also undergoes change. P s t  centuries, usually seen through a 

secuIar fiame of reference, have been increasingly recast in a religious light. By reùitroducing 

religion into their field of vision, historians have been able to add new rneanings and new 

significance to our understanding of past events, without attempting to reject or replace other 

fields of vision. This study has attempted to do the same for Nazism. 

In this study 1 have argued that two main currents of religious thought, each with their 

intemal nuances and variations, prevailed in the Nazi movement. One of them, "positive 

Christianity," proclaimed that Nazism was compatible with, even derived &om, varieties of 

Christian thought. Positive Chnstians suggested that Nazi ideology were predicated on a 

Christian understanding of Germany7s ills and their cure. In the eyes of these Nazis, the Jew was 

an enemy of Christianity as well as of Gemany and the Aryan. Marxists and liberals were not 

simply the exponents of rival social theones, but embodied dangers to the moral and ethical 

beliefs of "'Aryan" Germans. For the positive Chnstians of the party, radical upheavals of war 

and revolution in German society required new, radical solutions. In many ways, the extreme 

answers these Nazis provided went beyond the previous bounds of Christian practice in 

Gemany. Whereas past forms of Christian politics were h o w n  to ernbrace nationalism, 

antisemitism, antimarxism or antiliberalisrn, these Nazis took these ideologies to new levek 

This did not rnake them un-Christian, but differently Christian. There were millions of Catholics 

and Protestants in Germany who did not think Nazism represented their interests or airns; but 

there were many others who regarded Nazism as the correct Christian response to what they saw 

as harsh new realities. 

The other principal current of religious thought in the Nazi movement was paganism. 

One k d s  distinctions and nuances here as well. Nonetheless, the basic ingredient of paganist 



belief was the determination to create a new religion that would link the individual directly to 

God, unfiltered by intermediary, worldly authonties. Proponents of this new religion sought to 

move Gemans' spiritual center f?om Jerusalem or Rome to Germany, and to introduce new 

objects of worship to the Volk. However, even as these paganists professed their detachment 

50m Christianity and rejection of its "stiffened" dogrnas, with marked consistency they 

appropriated Protestantism as a barorneter of Germanism. If they rejected Jerusalem, like many 

positive Chnstians they hailed Wittenberg. If they dispensed wiîh Chnstianity as Jewish, almost 

to a man they made Jesus into an Aryan. If they despised Christian meekness and hurnility, they 

nonetheless found praise for a Christian social ethic. If they rejected most of Christian dogrna, 

they elevated past Christian figures as the intellectual forefathers of their new system. In these 

ways, they demonstrated an arnbiguous, partial and often contradictory detachment from 

Christianity. Rosenberg in particular, convinced that he had successfülly outlined a new 

religious belief system, salvaged many dimensions of the Christian worldview for his new, un- 

Christian faith. 

Once in power, Nazis undertook to coordinate al1 aspects of national life into the all- 

embracing topos of the Nazi worldview. As their totalizing agenda gradually and partially came 

to fniition, institutional rivals came under increasing attack. The enduring hope arnong leading 

Nazis for a Protestant Reich Church - when al1 other autonomous sources of power in German 

society were rapidly being suppressed or banned - demonstrates a willingness and desire on 

behalf of the Nazi leadership to seek cooperation with a variety of institutional Christianity in the 

building of a new Germany. Those Nazis who sought such a refationship were attempting both 

to enter and extend an histoncal coupling of Germanness and Protestantism embedded in 

nationalist discourse. By 1937, however, the split within Protestantism was recognized by both 

church leaders and leading Nazis as precluding the possibility of a Reich Church. Only then did 

the Nazis turn their wrath against al1 forms of institutional Christianity. Seen in this light, the 



anticlericaiism of the Nazis was not simply the product of an ideological opposition to 

Chnstianity "across the board." Hitler's estimation of Christianity undoubtedly diminished near 

the end. But even while he claimed to be unambiguously opposed to Chnstianity, he revealed 

considerable ambivalence and even contradiction in his views on Christian precepts. As well, he 

betrayed a persistent - if idiosyncratic - affection for Chnstianity's founder. 

The Nazi party was not a clerical party run by churchmen, even though churchmen were 

present in its membership. Many of its members expressed clear hostility to Christianity, though 

fiequently this hostility was fiaught with tension and ambivalence. Nazism chose to take the 

form of a secular party instead of an explicitly religious movement, as some of its earliest 

members had wanted. Nevertheless, arnong wide circles Nazism was inflected by key elements 

of Christian discourse. Many Nazi leaders, paganist and Christian alike, revered Jesus as 

someone whose persona1 "stniggle" against the Jews served as inspiration for their own stniggle. 

Among paganists and Christians both, Luther was cast as a great national hero and religious 

reformer: as the first German, the first Protestant, and, by implication, the first Nazi. Many party 

leaders dernonstrated their belief that Christianity was deeply relevant to Nazi ideology. They 

did so in their pnvate conversations, their writings and their actions, both before 1933 and after. 

Looking to the Holocaust as the ultimate metaphor of Nazi practice, the sociologist Zygmunt 

Bauman suggests that Nazism should not be viewed as the failure of civilkation, but rather its 

product: "We suspect (even if we refuse to admit it) that the Holocaust could merely have 

uncovered another face of the same modern society whose other, more farniliar, face we so 

admire. And that the two faces are perfectly comfortably attached to the same body. What we 

perhaps fear most, is that each of the two faces can no more exist without the other than c m  the 



two sides of a coin."' Bauman continues by adding that "often we stop just at the threshold of 

the awesome tmth ... that every ingredient of the Holocaust - al1 those things that rendered it 

possible - was normal."' The dualism Baurnan alludes to was itself predicated on a dualistic 

understanding of human behavior available in western, Christian civilizations. This dualism was 

for many Nazis an integral part of their worldview. Nearly al1 the Nazis surveyed here believed 

they were defending the good by waging war against evil, fighting for God against the Devil, 

fighting for the German against the Jew. Many of hem, and a substantial portion of Germany's 

Christians, were convinced that Nazism did not m e n  the death of God, but the preservation of 

God. 

-- - - -- - - - - - - 

1 Zygmunt Baurnan, Modernity and the Holocarist (Ithaca, I989), 7. 

Ibid., 8-9. 
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